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1

INTRODUCTION

Cold War Freud addresses the uneasy encounters of Freudian 
theories about desire, anxiety, aggression, guilt, trauma, and pleasure –  
and the very nature of the human self and its motivations –  with the 
calamitous events of World War II and beyond. While psychoanalysis 
is often taken to be ahistorical in its view of human nature, the oppo-
site is the case. The impact of epochal historical transformations on 
psychoanalytic premises and practices is particularly evident in the 
postwar decades. This was precisely when psychoanalysis gained the 
greatest traction, across the West, within medicine and mainstream 
belief alike. For in the course of the second half of the twentieth cen-
tury, psychoanalytic thinking came consequentially to inflect virtually 
all other thought- systems –  from the major religious traditions to the 
social science disciplines and from conventional advice literature to 
radical political protest movements. Psychoanalysis, in all its unruly 
complexity, became an integral part of twentieth- century social and 
intellectual history.

The heyday of intellectual and popular preoccupation with 
psychoanalysis reached from the 1940s to the 1980s –  from postwar 
conservative consolidation to delayed- reaction engagement with the 
legacies of Nazism and the Holocaust, from the anti- Vietnam War 
movement and the concomitant inversion of generational and moral 
alignments to the confrontation with new Cold War dictatorships, and 
from the sexual revolution and the rise of women’s and gay rights to 
an intensified interest in learning from formerly colonized peoples in 
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an –  only unevenly –  postcolonial world. The battles within and around 
psychoanalysis provided a language for thinking about the changes in 
what counted as truth about how human beings are, and what could 
and should be done about it. But the possible relationships between 
psychoanalysis and politics were fraught, and a permanent source of 
ambivalence.

Sigmund Freud died in 1939 in his London exile. Ever the 
self- reviser, he had tacked frequently between issues of clinical tech-
nique, anthropological speculation, and political opinion. For him, 
psychoanalysis was, at once, a therapeutic modality, a theory of 
human nature, and a toolbox for cultural criticism. In the years that 
followed, however, the irresolvable tensions between the therapeu-
tic and the cultural- diagnostic potentials of psychoanalysis would 
be argued over not just by Freud’s detractors but also by his disci-
ples. And the stakes had changed, drastically. The conflicts between 
the various possible uses of psychoanalytic thinking were especially 
intense in the wake of the rupture in civilization constituted by the 
wild success of Nazism in the 1930s and the unprecedented enormity 
of mass murder in the 1940s. This was not just because of the ensu-
ing dispersion of the analytic community, but above all because of the 
stark questions posed by the historical events themselves. Psychoa-
nalysis, it turned out, could have both normative- conservative and 
socially critical implications. And while its practitioners and promot-
ers careened often between seeking to explain dynamics in the most 
intimate crevices of fantasies and bodies and venturing to pronounce 
on culture and politics in the broadest senses of those terms, there 
was never a self- evident relationship between the possible political 
implications of psychoanalytic precepts, left, middle, or right, on the 
one hand, and the niceties of psychotherapeutic method or theoreti-
cal formulation, on the other. And neither of these matters matched 
up easily with the declarations of rupture or of fealty to Freud made 
on all sides.

In 1949, the first post- World War II meeting of the International 
Psychoanalytical Association was held in Zurich. World events had 
kept the IPA from meeting for more than a decade. In Zurich, the 
Welsh- born, London- based neurologist and psychoanalyst Ernest 
Jones  –  President of the IPA, one of the most respected exponents 
of psychoanalysis in Britain, longtime editor of the International 
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Journal of Psycho- Analysis, and soon to be Freud’s official biog-
rapher –  addressed the audience with a plea to stay away not just from 
anything that could be construed as politically subversive. In fact, he 
urged them to stay away from discussion of extrapsychic factors of 
any kind.

Or perhaps it was more of an order than a plea. Jones directed 
his listeners to focus strictly on “the primitive forces of the mind” and 
to steer clear of “the influence of sociological factors.”1 In Jones’ view, 
the lesson to be drawn from the recent past –  particularly in view of 
National Socialism’s conquest of much of the European continent along 
with the resultant acceleration of the psychoanalytic diaspora, as well as 
from the fact that, at the then- present moment, in countries on the other 
side of the Iron Curtain, psychoanalytic associations that had been shut 
down during the war were not being permitted to reconstitute them-
selves –  was that politics of any kind was something best kept at arm’s 
length. Jones’ official justification for apoliticism, in short, lay in political 
events. (This justification was all the more peculiar, as it suppressed the 
fact that actually quite a bit of writing about such topics as war, aggres-
sion, and prejudice had been produced, also by British psychoanalysts, 
including Jones, in the 1930s and 1940s.)2 Or, as he framed his argu-
ment: “We have to resist the temptation to be carried away, to adopt 
emotional short cuts in our thinking, to follow the way of politicians, 
who, after all, have not been notably successful in adding to the happi-
ness of the world.” But his was a multifunctional directive. For avoid-
ing discussion of politics and of extrapsychic dynamics had the added 
benefit of erasing from view Jones’ own collusion with Sigmund and 
Anna Freud, during the war, in the exclusion of the Marxist psychoana-
lyst Wilhelm Reich from the rescue operations extended to most other 
refugee analysts (due to Reich’s perceived political toxicity). And it had 
the further advantage of providing a formal repudiation of more socio-
logically oriented “neo- Freudian” trends that had come to prominence 
especially in the United States during the war years (and that Jones was 
interested in seeing shunted). Jones was adamant. While “the temptation 
is understandably great to add socio- political factors to those that are 
our special concern, and to re- read our findings in terms of sociology,” 
this was, he admonished –  in a description that was actually a prescrip-
tion –  “a temptation which, one is proud to observe, has, with very few 
exceptions, been stoutly resisted.”3 Many psychoanalysts –  in the USA, 
in Western and Central Europe and in Latin America –  would come to 
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heed Jones’ counsel, whether out of personal predilection or institutional 
pressures, or some combination of the two.

More than two decades and ten biennial meetings later, how-
ever, at the IPA congress in Vienna in 1971 –  a meeting which Anna 
Freud, two years earlier, had agreed could be dedicated to studying the 
topic of aggression (the proposal to do so had been put forward by 
the Pakistani British psychoanalyst Masud Khan, the American Martin 
Wangh, and the Argentinean Arnaldo Rascovsky) –  the eminent West 
German psychoanalyst Alexander Mitscherlich stood before his peers 
and demanded that they take sociological and political matters seriously. 
“All our theories are going to be carried away by history,” Mitscherlich 
told his colleagues, speaking on the topic of “Psychoanalysis and the 
Aggression of Large Groups” –  “unless,” as newspapers from the Kan-
sas City Times to the Herald Tribune in Paris summarized his argument, 
“psychoanalysis is applied to social problems.”4 One evident context for 
Mitscherlich’s remark was the war ongoing at that very moment in Viet-
nam. Indeed Mitscherlich went on to provoke his fellow analysts with 
warnings of how irrelevant their models and concepts of human nature 
would soon become with a fairly direct reference to that particular con-
flict: “I fear that nobody is going to take us very seriously if we continue 
to suggest that war comes about because fathers hate their sons and 
want to kill them, that war is filicide. We must, instead, aim at finding a 
theory that explains group behavior, a theory that traces this behavior to 
the conflicts in society that actuate the individual drives.”5 Mitscherlich 
also did not hesitate to invoke his own nation’s history, noting that “col-
lective phenomena demand a different sort of understanding than can 
be acquired by treating neuroses. The behaviour of the German people 
during the Nazi rule and its aftermath showed how preshaped character 
structure and universal aggressive propaganda could dovetail into each 
other in a quite specific manner to allow the unthinkable to become 
reality.”6 Moreover, and pointing to such texts as Group Psychology 
and the Analysis of the Ego (1921) and Civilization and its Discontents 
(1930), Mitscherlich reminded the audience that Sigmund Freud him-
self had been highly interested in political and cultural phenomena –  
and thus that concern with extrapsychic conditions and forces would in 
no way imply a departure from the master’s path. Nonetheless, and as 
the newspapers also reported, “Mitscherlich’s suggestion that destruc-
tive aggressive behavior is provoked by social factors runs counter to 
current Freudian orthodoxy  –  that aggression derives from internal 
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psychic sources that are instinctual.”7 And while Mitscherlich’s politi-
cally engaged comments “evoked a burst of applause from younger par-
ticipants [,] […] some of their elders sat in stony silence.”8 An emergent 
intergenerational, geographical, and ideological divide within the IPA 
had become unmistakable.

At the turn from the 1960s to the 1970s, the IPA was domi-
nated by a handful of its British, but above all by its American mem-
bers, many of whom Mitscherlich knew well from numerous travels 
and research stays in both countries.9 Why did Mitscherlich’s message 
not find a welcome resonance among his senior confreres? Mitscher-
lich’s barb –  “all our theories are going to be carried away by history” –    
could sting his older American colleagues, and garner notice in the 
international press, not least because psychoanalysis in the USA was, 
in fact, at this moment, in a serious predicament. The “golden age” 
of American psychoanalysis that had run from roughly 1949 to 1969 
was about to be brought to an end by the combined impact of:  the 
feminist and gay rights movements with their numerous, highly valid 
complaints about the misogyny and homophobia endemic in postwar 
analysis; the rise of shorter- term and more behaviorally oriented thera-
pies, but above all the explosion of pop self- help, much of which would 
expressly style itself in opposition to the expense and purported futility 
of years on the couch; and the antiauthoritarian climate in general. The 
turn inward and the emphasis on intrapsychic, or at most on intrafa-
milial, dynamics that had been so remarkably successful in the first two 
postwar decades had, in short, run aground.

Already two years earlier, at the occasion of the IPA congress 
meeting in Rome in 1969, younger West German, Swiss, Italian, and 
French analysts and analysts- in- training had organized a “counter- 
congress” to register their dissent from what they perceived as the 
authoritarianism and inadequate engagement with social issues of the 
day among the leaders of the international psychoanalytic community. 
More than 100 participants showed up for several days of engaged 
discussion (at a restaurant within a fifth of a mile of the Cavalieri   
Hilton, where the registered congress participants were housed in 
upscale splendor). The IPA was accused –  as the dollar signs replacing 
the final letters in the poster criticizing the main “Congre$$” made all 
too clear –  of caring more about lucrative professional self- protection 
than about excellence in clinical practice, to say nothing of pressing 
political matters (see Figure  1).10 Mitscherlich  –  together with the 
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Figure 1 Marianna Bolko, Elvio Fachinelli, and Berthold Rothschild –  coorganizers 
of the “counter- congress” in Rome, July– August 1969 –  hanging a poster critical of 
the International Psychoanalytical Association congress’ program and professional 
priorities. The accompanying article in the Italian magazine L’Espresso covered 
both the congress and the counter- congress, but was clearly most fascinated by 
what it described as the counter- congress’ claims that American psychoanalysts 
were “seeking hegemony over the unconscious.”
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Swiss psychoanalysts Paul Parin and Fritz Morgenthaler –  had been 
among only a tiny handful of prominent senior members of the IPA 
who had shown support for the counter- congress (although Jacques 
Lacan had flown in from Paris when he learned how much excitement 
and media coverage the counter- congress was engendering).11 And 
Mitscherlich had also delivered a speech at the main congress in which 
he expressed sympathy for youth “protest and revolution.”12 In Rome, 
the young European dissidents, joined by several Latin American, espe-
cially Argentinean, analysts (notably also more senior Latin American 
psychoanalysts had been irritated by their inadequate representation 
among those regularly chosen to be IPA presenters), launched a net-
work called “Plataforma.”13 This network would link radicals in Latin 
America and Europe for the duration of the next two decades –  a link-
age which was deeply to shape the subsequent clinical and conceptual 
work of the participants.14

For, as it happened, psychoanalysis globally was not in decline. 
On the contrary, what was really going on was that the geographical 
and generational loci of creativity and influence were shifting. Psychoa-
nalysis was about to enjoy a second “golden age,” this one within West-
ern and Central Europe, and (although complicated both by brutal 
repressions and by self- interested complicities under several dictato-
rial regimes) also in Latin America.15 This second golden age, from the 
late 1960s through the late 1980s, was sustained not least by the New 
Left generation of 1968 and by those among their elders, Mitscherlich, 
Parin, and Morgenthaler among them, who were in sympathy with 
New Left concerns. The New Left was, simply, the major motor for 
the restoration and cultural consolidation of psychoanalysis in Western 
and Central Europe and for the further development of psychoanalysis 
in Latin America as well.16 But it was a distinctly different Freud that 
these rebels resurrected. Or rather: one could say that there was not 
one Freud circulating in the course of the Cold War era, and not even 
only a dozen, but rather hundreds.

We have been living through a contemporary moment of renewed 
interest in Freud and in the evolution of psychoanalysis. Already in 
2006, the American historian John C.  Burnham detected the emer-
gence of a “historiographical shift” that he dubbed “The New Freud 
Studies.” Burnham observed that the opening to scholars of a massive 
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archive of primary sources that had long been sealed from public 
access –  especially the collection at the Sigmund Freud Archives at the 
US Library of Congress –  would inevitably stimulate an efflorescence 
of fresh work. (Much of the material in that collection, which was 
begun in 1951 and includes a wealth of correspondence from the first 
half of the twentieth century as well as extensive interviews conducted 
in the early 1950s with dozens of individuals who knew Freud person-
ally, has indeed, between 2000 and 2015, finally been derestricted.)17 
Burnham surmised that because the history of psychoanalysis had 
for so long been written by insider- practitioners rather than histori-
ans, and that these insiders were unabashedly “using the history of 
psychoanalysis as a weapon in their struggles to control the medical, 
psychological, and philosophical understandings of Freud and the 
Freudians” –  and hence tended to produce writing that “had its origin in 
whiggish justifications of later versions of theory and clinical practice” –    
the involvement of outsiders would change how the history of the field 
was told.18 And so it has been –  although it remains critical to add that 
insider- practitioners have written superb histories as well, and may 
often have been better positioned to explicate such matters as the evo-
lution of clinical technique (and, of course, there are individuals who 
are both analysts and historians and bring that double vision creatively 
to bear).19

One of the earliest results of fresh perspectives coming from 
outside, already in evidence in the midst of the so- called “Freud Wars” 
of the mid- 1990s –  wars over scholarly access to the archive but also 
over the meaning of Freud’s legacy –  was a far deepened understanding 
of Freud’s own historical contextualization.20 Sander Gilman’s Freud, 
Race, and Gender (1994) signaled a move toward placing Freud more 
firmly in the antisemitic atmosphere of fin- de- siècle Vienna and the 
consequences of the “feminization” of male Jews for Freud’s theories of 
women; numerous scholars have since followed Gilman’s lead.21 Mari 
Jo Buhle’s marvelously lucid Feminism and Its Discontents: A Century 
of Struggle with Psychoanalysis (1998) and Eli Zaretsky’s pioneering 
Secrets of the Soul: A Social and Cultural History of Psychoanalysis 
(2004) took the story of the psychoanalytic movement forward, with 
both paying particular attention to the vicissitudes of its recurrent 
encounters with feminism and with both offering especially impor-
tant insights into the development of psychoanalysis in the USA.22 But 
Burnham proved correct that additional access to theretofore unseen 
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primary sources would allow a repositioning of Freud’s work in a yet 
richer matrix of alliances, rivalries, and mutual influencings.23 A stel-
lar example of the insights gained was George Makari’s magisterial 
Revolution in Mind: The Creation of Psychoanalysis (2008).24 And in 
2012 Burnham published an anthology, After Freud Left: A Century of 
Psychoanalysis in America, which brought together literary critics and 
historians to consider the place of psychoanalysis in key phases of US 
history.25

Since then, ever new areas of inquiry have opened up. Among 
other things, the increasing internationalization of historical research 
has complicated what we thought we knew about the early diffusion of 
psychoanalytic ideas. As the British historian John Forrester noted as 
recently as 2014: “Much of the history of psychoanalysis really is lost 
from sight –  because we have been looking for too long in the wrong 
places.” In particular, Forrester continued –  here echoing Burnham –  
“we have been taking on trust not only the official histories of psychoa-
nalysis, suffering from all the distortions that winners’ history always 
introduces, … but also the presumption that key figures in later history 
were also central to the earlier phases of its history.”26 But another 
broad trend has been to redirect attention beyond Freud, toward post- 
Freudian actors and the by now nearly infinite permutations of Freud-
ian concepts that have circulated, and been recirculated –  and thereby 
repeatedly modified –  and the many uses to which these concepts have 
been put. As Matt ffytche, Forrester’s successor as editor of the journal 
Psychoanalysis and History, noted in 2016:

Psychoanalytic history may begin with Freud and his colleagues, 
or thereabouts, but that was simply the opening chapter. What has 
become increasingly fascinating, for historians and psychoanalysts 
alike, are the multiple sequels beyond Vienna –  in the 1930s, the 
1950s, the 1980s and now the 2000s –  during which psychoanaly-
sis has reached across various geographical and cultural bounda-
ries, and embedded itself in many other fields, including modern 
psychology, philosophy, literature, politics and the social sciences 
and humanities more broadly.27

The outpouring of new work within which Cold War Freud 
is situated has developed along two main axes. One encompasses his-
tories locating post- Freudian actors either in national cultures or in 
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transnational political conflicts  –  including explorations of the role 
of psychoanalytic ideas in colonial and postcolonial contexts. Among 
the most significant recent ones are Camille Robcis’ The Law of Kin-
ship: Anthropology, Psychoanalysis, and the Family in France (2013), 
Michal Shapira’s The War Inside: Psychoanalysis, Total War and the 
Making of the Democratic Self in Postwar Britain (2013), Elizabeth 
Lunbeck’s The Americanization of Narcissism (2014), and Erik  Lin-
strum’s Ruling Minds: Psychology in the British Empire (2016), as well 
as the anthologies edited by Mariano Ben Plotkin and Joy Damousi, 
Psychoanalysis and Politics: Histories of Psychoanalysis Under Condi-
tions of Restricted Political Freedom (2012), and by Warwick Ander-
son, Deborah Jenson, and Richard C. Keller, Unconscious Dominions: 
Psychoanalysis, Colonial Trauma, and Global Sovereignties (2011).28 
Also relevant here is the work- in- progress of Omnia El Shakry on 
“The Arabic Freud:  The Unconscious and the Modern Subject.”29 
Several books within this cluster are specifically concerned to recover 
politically committed versions of psychoanalysis. The most notewor-
thy of these are A Psychotherapy for the People: Toward a Progressive 
Psychoanalysis (2012), co- written by the psychoanalysts Lewis Aron 
and Karen Starr, and historian Eli Zaretsky’s Political Freud: A His-
tory (2015); among Zaretsky’s foci are the historical uses made of 
psychoanalysis by African American activists.30 The other cluster of 
scholarship, at times overlapping with the first, and following on a 
prior wave of preoccupation with feminist challenges to the psycho-
analytic movement, involves the efflorescence of histories pursuing 
“queerer” readings of psychoanalysis and seeking to make sense of 
the depth and doggedness of the homophobia that became practically 
endemic to the psychoanalytic movement, despite Freud’s own repu-
diation of it. This group could be said to have its roots in a special 
issue of GLQ published in 1995: Pink Freud, edited by the literary 
critic Diana Fuss.31 Since then, it has been growing steadily, although 
it has tended to draw in psychoanalysts and cultural studies scholars 
more than historians.32

Cold War Freud adds to these studies in multiple ways. Each of 
the six chapters takes up a different set of at once ethically and politi-
cally intense and long- perplexing, even stubbornly refractory, issues. 
They include:  the relation of psychoanalysis to organized religion at 
the very onset of the Cold War; the tenaciously flexible hold of hostility 
to homosexuality; the striking time lag in acknowledging the existence   
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of massive psychic trauma in the wake of the Holocaust; the unique 
trajectory of conflicts over whether aggression might be an innate 
feature in the human animal as these evolved in intergenerational bat-
tles in the aftermath of Nazism; the limits of an Oedipalized model 
of selfhood for understanding the workings of politics in conditions 
of globalizing capitalism; and the possibilities of acquiring a crit-
ical vantage on the cultures of the former colonizers by engaging the 
perspectives of the formerly colonized. As this brief list already sug-
gests, the recurrent themes all somehow involve desire, violence, and 
relations of power. Or, to invoke the words of the venerable con-
servative sociologist and critic (and Freud expert) Philip Rieff, they 
each involve humans’ struggle to “mediat[e]  between culture and the 
instinct.”33 What is noteworthy as well is that they all demonstrate 
just how impracticable it was for postwar psychoanalysts to pretend 
they could be politically abstemious. Ambivalence and caution about 
politics made sense; thoughtful analysts recurrently declared that it 
would be absurd to extrapolate from models of human nature devel-
oped by studying individuals to groups and nations.34 And needless 
to say, there were numerous analysts whose genius lay in their clinical 
technique and who had nothing much to say about politics, nor should 
they have been expected to; the extraordinarily gifted Donald Win-
nicott is perhaps the consummate –  most prominent and most endur-
ingly influential –  example of this type.35 On the other hand, however, 
too strong a renunciation of the world outside the consulting- room 
caused many analysts to miss –  or deny –  the inescapable reality of 
continual mutual imbrication of selves and societies. And what the 
historical episodes in the chapters that follow reveal as well is that the 
world kept coming back of its own accord, pressuring all the play-
ers in the unfolding controversies to engage in moral- political and 
not just clinical reasoning, no matter which side of which issue they 
found themselves on.36

Part i of this book discusses the overdetermined trend toward sexual 
conservatism in the forms taken by psychoanalysis in the postwar 
USA –  manifest in its florid misogyny and homophobia. It accounts for 
the turn inward, away from critical engagement with politics with the 
exception of sexual politics. Chapter 1 explores the complex combina-
tion of a deliberate desexualization of post- Freudian psychoanalytic 
theory with the maintenance of Freudianism’s titillating reputation, 
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and positions this within an active rapprochement with mainstream 
Christianity, Catholic as well as Protestant, a Christianity that was 
itself at that historical moment in the process of being transformed. 
Psychoanalysis, I argue, so often shorthanded as “the Jewish science,” 
might in fact better be described as undergoing a kind of “Christiani-
zation” –  even as Christianity, like Judaism, was at that moment also 
becoming more “psychologized.” But this chapter additionally makes 
an argument for recovering the work of the psychoanalyst Karen Hor-
ney –  not in the terms in which she is usually understood, especially her 
feminist challenges to Freud, but for her innovative reflections on how 
one might better conceptualize the relationship between sex and other 
realms of life –  and then shows how rivalrous irritation at Horney’s 
popularity constrained her successors’ maneuvering room in the face 
of attacks from religious leaders. Chapter 2, in turn, has at its center 
the problem of psychoanalytic homophobia while also examining the 
impact of loosening sexual mores and the ascent of competing sexo-
logical research –  from Alfred Kinsey to William Masters and Virginia 
Johnson –  as heretofore underestimated but key factors in the stages 
leading up to the eventual abrupt decline of psychoanalysis’ prestige 
in the later 1960s and 1970s, within psychiatry and within US cul-
ture as a whole. In addition, the chapter assesses the attempted self- 
renovation of American psychoanalysis in its tactical shift of focus to 
theories of narcissism, deficient selves, and character disorders –  as it 
also traces the beginnings of efforts to revitalize psychoanalysis for 
anti- heteronormative and pro- sex feminist purposes, with particular 
attention to the ingenious and inspired arguments of Robert Stoller 
and Kenneth Lewes.

Part ii documents the quite unforeseen but profound conse-
quences of the return to political relevance of the Nazi past on both 
sides of the Atlantic. Chapter 3 charts the clashes that ensued between 
pro-  as well as anti- psychoanalytic psychiatrists in the USA, Europe, 
and Israel over the often delayed- reaction post- catastrophic emotional 
damages evinced by survivors of Nazi persecutions and the grotesque 
violence and sadism pervasive in concentration and death camps. 
Emphasizing the resurgence of antisemitism and resentment against 
survivors within West Germany, the chapter examines both the star-
tling appropriation of Freudian concepts by physicians antagonis-
tic to the survivors as well as the eventual creation, by sympathetic 
psychoanalysts and psychiatrists –  through the contingent but crucial 
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conjoining of survivors’ concerns with those of Vietnam War veterans 
and antiwar activists –  of the syndrome now known as PTSD (post- 
traumatic stress disorder). It introduces the distinctive contributions 
into this debate of Kurt Eissler, more usually known to historians as 
the founding director of the aforementioned Freud Archives.37 Yet the 
chapter traces as well the inherent limits in the diagnostic category of 
PTSD as it was ultimately formulated, not least as the category was put 
to the test in Latin American psychotherapists’ efforts to provide care 
for survivors of torture.

Chapter 4 looks at the complicated process involved in return-
ing psychoanalysis to cultural prestige in post- Nazi Germany. The 
chapter is centered on recovering and reinterpreting the work of Alex-
ander Mitscherlich, the leading protagonist in the project of bringing 
psychoanalysis back to a land in which it had been denigrated as “Jew-
ish” and “filthy,” and it is concerned to bring into view Mitscherlich’s 
particular strategic mix of ego psychological concepts with left- liberal 
recommendations for tolerance and social engagement. Yet the chapter 
makes an argument that considerable credit needs to be given to animal 
behavior expert Konrad Lorenz’s bestselling book On Aggression for 
setting in motion an unusually heated nationwide debate not only over 
whether human aggression was simply natural and inevitable and even 
a positive (i.e., not a German specialty and nothing Germans needed to 
be particularly ashamed of) but also, and specifically, over what exactly 
Freud had initially meant when he suggested that aggression might be 
a drive comparable in strength and form to libido. In a final section, 
this chapter explicates the long- delayed but then enthusiastic reception 
in Central Europe of British analyst Melanie Klein’s ideas about innate 
aggression.

Part iii turns to two case studies in what can only be called 
radical Freudianism. Both chapters are concerned with inventive appro-
priations of psychoanalytic concepts initially developed by tendentially 
nonpolitical analysts in earlier decades –  but on the basis of thoroughly 
distinct psychoanalytic models, with one protagonist working from a 
model of the self as in tumultuous disarray, while the others relied on an 
assessment of selves as integrated albeit profoundly culturally inflected, 
and/ or as sometimes damaged but potentially reparable. Chapter  5 
turns to France to revisit philosopher Gilles Deleuze and psychoanalyst 
Félix Guattari’s countercultural classic Anti- Oedipus (1972) –  with its 
giddy but simultaneously earnest splicing of ideas taken not only from 
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the work of such overtly political psychoanalysts as Reich and Frantz 
Fanon, but also from Klein and Lacan –  as well as an array of Guattari’s 
earlier and subsequent writings. The chapter makes a case for Guattari 
as not just a critic of stultifying existing forms of psychoanalysis –  and 
especially of its much- mythologized icon, Oedipus, and the narrowly 
familialist framework of interpretation of psychic difficulties for which 
that icon stood –  but also as a resourceful revitalizer of the psychoana-
lytic enterprise. This enterprise was, under the impact not least of the 
sexual revolution, feminism, and gay rights as well as anticolonial and 
antiwar activism, undergoing substantial transformation, and Guat-
tari –  reviving but respinning for his present older psychoanalytic theo-
ries of the appeals of fascism –  also brought his experience working 
in alternative- experimental psychiatric institutions to his observations 
of Cold War politics. Chapter 6 reconsiders the pioneering fieldwork 
of the Swiss ethnographer- psychoanalysts Paul Parin, Fritz Mor-
genthaler, and Goldy Parin- Matthèy in Mali, Ivory Coast, and Papua 
New Guinea against the backstory of decades of merger and mutual 
borrowing as well as disputation between psychoanalysis and anthro-
pology. It discusses the trio’s attempts to adapt psychoanalytic ideas 
about psychosexual stages, ego structure, Oedipal conflicts, defenses, 
and resistances to study non- Western selves in order to explore the 
enduring enigma of the relationships between nature and culture and 
the ways social contexts enter into and shape the innermost recesses 
of individual psyches. And finally, the chapter recounts the rise of the 
Parins and Morgenthaler to countercultural fame as it also explores 
how their cross- cultural experiments in the so- called Third World came 
to inform the stands they took on the politics of the First (including, 
notably, the sexual politics).

In its reconstruction of the dialectical and recursive interac-
tion between these older radicals and the many young leftists they 
would inspire, this last chapter brings forward explicitly a larger 
argument that is only implicit in the earlier parts of the book. The 
history of psychoanalysis in general, it seems, has been one of count-
less delayed- reaction receptions, unplanned repurposings, and an 
ever- evolving reshaping of the meanings of texts and concepts. In 
the history of psychoanalysis, what a particular reading, a particular 
understanding, has facilitated  –  emotionally, politically, intellectu-
ally –  has often been more important than what was said in the first 
place. There has never been an essential, self- evident content to the 
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ideas that traveled into new contexts. Far from offering unchanging 
truths (or, for that matter, unchanging falsehoods), psychoanalysis 
has turned out to be only and always iridescent.

Meanwhile, another theme that recurs throughout the book has to 
do with the history of sexuality. There is no question that psychoa-
nalysis as a twentieth- century phenomenon was utterly enmeshed 
with cultural conflicts over the status and meaning of sex. After all, 
the birth of psychoanalysis as a thought- system at the turn from 
the nineteenth to the twentieth century had been itself a symptom, 
and by no means just a cause, of an at least partial liberalization of 
sexual mores in Central Europe –  and indeed psychoanalysis was 
just one of many in a welter of competing and overlapping thought- 
systems arising at the turn of the century to grapple with issues 
of gender and desire. Sexologists and other medical professionals, 
feminists, and homosexual rights activists, as well as moral reform-
ers across the ideological spectrum, fought vehemently over such 
matters as prostitution and marriage, contraception and satisfac-
tion, perversion and orientation. The emergence of psychoanalysis 
cannot be understood apart from this wider context; Freud and his 
first followers, as well as defectors and adapters, were in continual 
conversation with the trends of the era. Moreover, the subsequent 
evolution of the psychoanalytic theoretical edifice would be deeply 
shaped by the oscillation, in later decades –  and differently in every 
country –  between sexually conservative backlashes and efforts at 
renewed liberalization.38

What makes probing the history of psychoanalysis such an 
interesting problem also for historians of sexuality, then, is the fact 
that psychoanalysis, like the many schools of thought which borrowed 
from it, did not only theorize sex per se, but continually wrestled with 
the riddle of the relationships between sexual desire and other aspects 
of human motivation –  from anaclitic, nonsexual longings for inter-
personal connection to anxiety, aggression, and ambition. For some 
psychoanalytic commentators, sex  –  desires or troubles  –  explained 
just about everything. For others, the causation was completely 
reversed:  sex was about everything but itself; nonsexual issues  –  
including, precisely, ambition, aggression, and anxiety –  were continu-
ally being worked through in the realm of sex. The puzzle of how to 
make sense of such matters as the sexualization of nonsexual impulses 
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exercised analysts who were otherwise politically divergent. The ques-
tion of what exactly people sought in sex –  much of which may not, in 
its origins, have been sexual at all –  helped some analysts to develop 
entirely new frames for analytic thinking. The insistence that the sexual 
and the economic realms were simply not categorically distinct pro-
vided grounds for others for retheorizing the emotional pulls by which 
all politics functioned. And a fascination with how hetero-  and homo-
sexuals alike reworked early traumas in order to turn them into sexual 
excitement helped yet others to facilitate empathy with sexual minori-
ties and make a mockery of those of their peers who persisted in cling-
ing to prejudicial views.

There is much that we still need to mull about the possible 
impact of the sexual revolution as a factor in the decline of psychoa-
nalysis’ cachet in the USA in the later 1960s and 1970s –  exactly the 
years when psychoanalysis’ fortunes were rising again in Western and 
Central Europe, as well as Latin America. Especially where and when 
sexual mores relaxed, increasing numbers of commentators claimed 
that it no longer made sense to assume that sexual repression was a 
key source of human problems.39 And yet over and over, in culture after 
culture, as conflicts over sexuality returned in new forms, perceptive 
observers and impassioned activists alike found that psychoanalytic 
concepts, however necessarily adapted, remained indispensable for 
making sense of human dreams and difficulties at the intersections of 
sexuality and the rest of life. To be sure, “repression” might long since 
no longer be the best way to think about the relationship between “the 
sexual” and other realms of existence. But psychoanalytic concepts 
would continue to be crucial references for grappling with matters as 
diverse as: the utter inextricability of social context and psychic interi-
ority; the place of ambivalence and the meaning of conflict in intimate 
relationships; the apparent complexity  –  even inscrutability  –  of the 
relationships between excitement and satisfaction; and the extraordi-
nary power of the unconscious in fantasies and behaviors alike.

All of this, in turn, raises intriguing questions about the opac-
ity of historical causation in the realm of battles over meaning. Almost 
all the chapters engage the puzzle of major paradigm shifts in areas 
consequential for law, policy, and/ or cultural commonsense –  as well 
as some of the frequent unintended side- effects of such shifts. How do 
some ideas triumph and take enduring hold, while others are defeated 
or lost from view? And how might we explain the fact that very similar, 
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even identical, concepts could be put to use for quite opposite agen-
das? How was it that a passionate investment in the notion of drives, 
for instance, could coexist with culturally conservative, tolerantly lib-
eral, or subversive- transgressive political visions?40 How could a belief 
in inner chaos animate avowedly apolitical and ardently anarcho- 
politically engaged projects alike? Simultaneously, and conversely, how 
was it that individuals working from utterly irreconcilable models of 
human motivation –  for example, analysts convinced of the universal-
ity of the Oedipus complex and analysts who found the notion beyond 
preposterous –  could nonetheless find themselves on the same side of 
a contested political divide? My aim throughout has been to relocate 
each eventual paradigm shift in the complexity of its originating his-
torical context, to show how terms got set and why –  and with what 
often counterintuitive results. But another aim has been to explore 
what happens when theories travel and when concepts float loose from 
their original moorings.

In sum, a reading of several decades of psychoanalytic texts 
can provide a history of the vicissitudes of human nature, culture, 
politics, and sexuality not least because psychoanalysis has been not 
only a (variously proud, defensive, banal, insightful, bizarre, and influ-
ential) movement- sect- guild- profession- faith- discipline as well as an 
interactive treatment technique for emotional troubles. Rather, the 
practitioners and proponents of psychoanalysis have also, in the move-
ment’s long and strange career, generated a set of conceptual tools that 
remain potentially quite useful for critical political and cultural analy-
sis. Twenty- first- century pharmaceutical and neuroscientific research –  
often bent on ignoring social context and interpersonal relations and 
intent on refiguring selfhood as a matter mostly of chemical reactions 
and/ or encoding in the genes –  has had very little to say, for example, 
about such crucial features of human existence as conflicting desires, 
the instabilities of meanings, or the ever- mysterious relationships 
between psychic interiority and social context. Psychoanalysis, in all 
its contradictions, absurdities, and self- revisions, can contribute a great 
deal on precisely these matters.
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Part I
LEAVING THE WORLD OUTSIDE
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1 THE LIBIDO WARS

“All is not sexuality that looks like it.”
Karen Horney, 19371

In the United States, what counted as psychoanalysis in popular aware-
ness and in expert minds in the first seven or eight years after World 
War II went through multiple transformations within a very short time, 
in a series of controversies alternately subtle and explosive. One of 
the major effects of these controversies was to change the relationship 
between psychoanalysis and theories of sexuality, as perplexity about 
the nature and place of libido in human lives had an impact on the 
form and content of all the major analytic schools developed in the 
USA. In fact, one could tell the story of American analysis as one of 
multiple (but mutually contradictory) efforts to flee from sex’s central-
ity in the original Freudian mission.

Although heretofore understudied, one of the most significant 
dynamics shaping the forms taken by postwar psychoanalysis had to do 
with complex changes in American religious life. In the postwar years a 
distinctive combination emerged of, on the one hand, resurgent religi-
osity (in the form of heightened attendance at houses of worship and 
increased self- identification as a “believer” –  a trend also expressly fos-
tered by business leaders and politicians), but also often blended with 
assertive patriotism and a diffuse but fervent anticommunism with, on 
the other, ongoing secularization (as religion became increasingly “psy-
chologized” and directed toward self- optimization and “the power 
of positive thinking”) and a rising acceptance of religious pluralism 
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(as Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant forms of piety and self- definition 
became more similar).2 Numerous scholars have called attention either 
to the impact on American psychoanalysis of the nearly 200 (mostly, 
albeit not entirely) Jewish refugee analysts who landed in the USA flee-
ing the lethal tentacles of Nazism, or have remarked more generally 
on the growing role of Jewish intellectuals, also native- born ones, on 
American cultural life in the postwar era –  a process sometimes even 
referred to as “de- Christianization.”3

A case will be made here that we also need to understand how 
psychoanalysis in the USA, although often shorthanded as “the Jew-
ish science,” may be better understood as profoundly Christianized in 
the course of the first postwar years. But this point comes with the 
caveat that such Christianization was of a very particular kind, one 
born precisely of that peculiar mix of revived religiosity, secularization- 
cum- psychologization, and greater religious pluralism that defined the 
postwar moment.4 In short, the phenomenon of profound but con-
flicted sexual conservatism that came to characterize postwar US psy-
choanalysis –  alongside and in contrapuntal tension with its ongoing 
titillating reputation –  needs to be explored as not merely a product 
of generalized Cold War trends but also very specifically as one major 
side- effect of the massive and widely broadcast battles over the rela-
tionship between religion and psychoanalysis that marked the years 
1947– 1953 in particular. Indeed, the religious conflicts would not have 
been nearly so consequential had they not occurred at precisely the 
moment when psychoanalysis was poised to become broadly popular 
with the general US public.

Horney’s Theories of Sexuality

As it happens, the psychoanalysis that would suffuse psychiatry and 
pop culture alike from the early 1950s on (specified as “ego psychol-
ogy” within the profession, even as what was received by the public 
was far more of a mishmash of competing tendencies) would take its 
momentum as well as its authority but not its content from the forms 
of psychoanalysis that had initially been developed in the mid-  to late 
1930s and early 1940s especially by a group loosely referred to as 
“neo- Freudian.” It was these neo- Freudians who prepared the ground 
for “the halcyon days,” the “golden age” of American psychoanalysis 
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in the first two postwar decades, even as they would be shunted aside 
and deemed wrongheaded by their successors.5 Another way to put the 
point would be to say that the ego psychological form of psychoanaly-
sis that was consolidated and was to become extraordinarily influential 
over the course of the first half of the Cold War, while still amorphous 
and subject to ongoing contestation, did not only no longer resemble 
the psychoanalysis that had first intrigued a handful of medical men 
and literati in the 1910s to 1920s (and which was strongly associated 
with sexual reform and bohemian experiments in sexual emancipa-
tion), but, more importantly, no longer resembled its more immedi-
ate predecessor either: the neo- Freudian psychoanalysis that had first 
secured truly widespread fascination in the general public, within psy-
chiatry, and, notably, across the social science disciplines in the mid-  to 
late 1930s and early 1940s.6 These neo- Freudians –  while strikingly 
alert to and actually very comfortable with the progressive loosening of 
sexual mores they saw as happening in the 1930s to 1940s –  nonethe-
less theorized the relationship between the sexual and other realms of 
existence differently.

The neo- Freudians stood out above all for their emphases on 
culture, on social pressures and interpersonal relations, in addition to 
individual intrapsychic dynamics. The neo- Freudians included German 
émigrés like Franz Alexander in Chicago and Karen Horney and Erich 
Fromm in New York, but also the native- born Americans Harry Stack 
Sullivan in Washington, DC and Maryland and Clara Thompson in 
New York. While inevitably differing also from each other as well as 
each evolving over time (Sullivan and Thompson, for instance, were 
strongly drawn to the work of Sigmund Freud’s erstwhile Hungarian 
associate Sándor Ferenczi and his more active and empathetic approach 
to patients and his interest in dyadic reciprocity between analyst and 
analysand), they frequently supplemented the traditional psychoana-
lytic interest in a patient’s childhood with attention to the stresses in 
the patient’s ongoing daily adult life. They often took stands on matters 
of broad social and political interest (Fromm and Horney in particu-
lar), and Horney drew as well on anthropological evidence to buttress 
her case that cultural conditions powerfully shaped what only looked 
like biologically driven behaviors. They also, at various moments, were 
associated with experimentation with shorter- term therapies (notably 
Alexander and Horney), with popularizing “self- analysis” (Horney), 
and, especially in the case of Alexander, with a concern with how best 
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to approach psychosomatic problems. Meanwhile, Sullivan, together 
with his colleague Frieda Fromm- Reichmann, became one of the pre-
mier innovators in adapting psychoanalysis to work not only with 
patients deemed neurotic but also with those diagnosed with schizo-
phrenia and other psychoses.7

One of the neo- Freudians’ most distinctive shared features is 
the attention they gave to the problem of anxiety and related feelings 
of existential unsafety –  whether understood as arising from cultural 
conditions in a competitive society or from interpersonal tensions 
either within the family of origin or in ongoing everyday life –  and this, 
in turn, had major consequences for their ideas about sexuality. As 
Alexander (Budapest- born, Berlin- trained, and since 1930 in Chicago) 
would remark in an essay of 1946 as he meditated on the expendability 
of individuals in the face of constant technological innovation: “The 
result will be that periodic unemployment will remain with us as a con-
stant source of insecurity and a constant threat to self- esteem, arousing 
the feeling of having lost one’s social usefulness.” Tellingly, Alexander 
simply presumed as self- evident that this state of affairs demanded a 
fundamental rethinking of the basic tenets of the Freudian inheritance 
as he went on in the same breath to state summarily: “This insecurity 
and the frustration of having no opportunity to make use of one’s pro-
ductive capacities are the main source of emotional maladjustment in 
our times, taking the place of sexual repression which dominated the 
scene during the Victorian era.”8

The other neo- Freudians had long since offered numerous vari-
ations on this theme. Sullivan, for example, was consistently critical 
of Freud’s core concept of libido and his conviction that infants seek 
pleasure above all; Sullivan instead emphasized the infant’s search for 
safety and approval as it developed its own sense of self.9 For his part, 
Fromm (Frankfurt- born, since 1934 in New  York), drawing on his 
sociological as well as analytic training in a virtuoso 1937 essay, “Zum 
Gefühl der Ohnmacht” (“On the Feeling of Impotence”), was espe-
cially attentive to the helpless rage and fear caused by literal economic 
insecurity  –  certainly a compelling theme in a time when memories 
of the Great Depression were still fresh –  but also by an emotionally 
debilitating ideological climate, whether authoritarian or democratic, 
that continually implied to ordinary, non- elite people that their fate lay 
in their own hands (even precisely when, as Fromm noted, the actual 
causational forces and workings of the economic and political power 
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arrangements in a given society were not only out of their hands but 
very often inscrutably elusive and quite impossible to decipher).10

Horney –  who was close to and inspired by both Sullivan and 
Fromm –  combined their insights in her 1937 bestseller, The Neurotic 
Personality of Our Time (see Figure 2). There she explored the contra-
dictions in American culture between “Christian ideals which declare 
it is selfish to want anything for ourselves” and the continual injunc-
tions to be “ ‘keeping up with the Joneses’ ” and working on making a 
“success” of oneself (“which means that we must be not only assertive 
but aggressive”) –  and all of this in a context, no less, in which “every-
one is the real or potential competitor of everyone else” so that “com-
petitiveness, and the potential hostility that accompanies it, pervades 

Figure 2 One of the covers of Karen Horney’s bestselling The Neurotic Personal-
ity of Our Time (1937). The endorsement quote is from the eminent American 
psychiatrist and child guidance expert Lawson Lowrey and declares that “this 
book should be very widely read.” Another edition of the book was adorned with 
a quote from the British- American anthropologist Ashley Montagu, stating that 
“Unquestionably this book must be read by anyone who wishes to obtain a really 
clear insight into the relation between culture and personality.”
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all human relationships” (including, significantly, close friendships). 
At the same time, she, too, explicitly rejected Freud’s assumption “that 
the instinctual drives or object relationships that are frequent in our 
culture are biologically determined ‘human nature’ or arise out of 
unalterable situations (biologically given ‘pregenital’ stages, Oedipus 
complex).”11 In her influential follow- up book, New Ways in Psycho-
analysis (1939), Horney stated even more directly that Freud’s “one- 
sided consideration of the pleasure- principle, implicit in the libido 
theory” needed to be replaced by a “sociological orientation” in which 
“the striving for safety” in an inescapably overwhelming environment 
was the preeminent human aim. And she here argued further –  as she 
spent an entire chapter refuting the idea of the Oedipus complex –  that 
it was not that the Oedipal tale needed to be rewritten; it should sim-
ply be dismissed. “The relevant factor in the genesis of neuroses is then 
neither the Oedipus complex nor any kind of infantile pleasure striv-
ings but all those adverse influences which make a child feel helpless 
and defenseless and which make him conceive the world as potentially 
menacing.” More generally, Horney found nonsensical what she saw 
as Freud’s tendency to overinterpret everything as sexual –  including 
“the manifold strivings and attitudes which apparently have nothing 
to do with sexuality –  for instance, attitudes of greediness, stinginess, 
defiance or other character peculiarities, artistic strivings, irrational 
hostilities, anxieties. The sexual instinct as we are accustomed to 
regard it could not possibly cover this enormous field.” Over and over, 
Horney was confidently dismissive: “The libido concept is unproved. 
What is offered as evidence consists of unwarranted analogies and 
generalizations, and the validity of the data concerning the erogenic 
zones is highly dubitable.”12

Horney (non- Jewish, Hamburg- born, Berlin- educated, since 
1932 in the USA, first in Chicago and then from 1934 on in New York) 
had initially made a name for herself in Freudian circles as a highly 
gifted training analyst (codesigning and directing the Berlin Psycho-
analytic Institute’s training program as well as working in a hospital 
and seeing patients in private practice) but also as a perspicacious 
and irrepressible feminist. To this day she remains best known for 
her insistence that if there was such a thing as female penis envy, 
then it was caused by differential parental conduct toward children 
and a girl child’s awareness of male privilege (here already one can 
see the incipient culturalist in her), as well as for her proposition that 
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actually it might well be males who suffered from “womb envy” in 
the face of women’s reproductive capacity –  and she had interesting 
things to say, too, about how apparently deep- rooted in men was the 
“unconscious impulse to depreciation” of women.13 But, although 
this has been much less noted, she also gave extensive thought to the 
problem of theorizing the relationships between the sexual and other 
realms of existence.

At first, Horney had attempted to work within the Freudian 
Oedipal framework  –  and even though it was constricting in some 
ways she nonetheless used it to put forward intriguing original aperçus. 
Thus, for instance, in a 1928 essay on “The Problem of the Monoga-
mous Ideal” (a paper she had delivered at the 10th International Psy-
choanalytical Congress in Innsbruck), Horney hastened to avow that 
“there is hardly another situation in life which is so intimately and so 
obviously related to the Oedipus situation as is marriage” (noting on 
this basis that inhibitions or rages or possessiveness or guilt or secret 
hostility toward the partner might have their sources in feelings toward 
parents, for whom the partner was, she at that point still asserted –  and 
in this respect completely in line with Freud’s position –  unconsciously 
a substitute). But then she went on to use this as a springboard to 
reflect on how the demand for exclusive possession of a partner might 
have its source not so much in passionate or even anaclitic love as in 
“analsadistic” and “narcissistic elements” –  or, alternatively, in “obses-
sional compulsion” and denial of one’s very own “impulse to seek after 
fresh objects.” Positioning herself as building on the work of Freud 
(especially his “ ‘Civilized’ Sexual Morality and Modern Nervousness” 
and “Contributions to the Psychology of Love”), but also Ferenczi’s 
“Psycho- Analysis of Sexual Habits,” and the sex- radical analyst Wil-
helm Reich’s 1927 book, Die Funktion des Orgasmus (The Function 
of the Orgasm), she further found it necessary to question “whether 
(as is so frequently asserted) men have naturally a more polygamous 
disposition; for one thing, we know so little with certainty on questions 
of natural disposition.” Horney pointed out that not just biological 
(“seeing that the possibility of conception makes coitus physiologically 
a more momentous matter for women than for men, is it not to be 
expected that this fact will have some psychological representation?”) 
but also “historical and social” factors (“the economic dependence of 
women … the draconic punishments decreed for feminine unfaithful-
ness,” men’s demand for a woman’s premarital virginity “in order to 
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ensure some measure of ‘sexual thraldom’ in her”) made knowing what 
was “natural” a matter of the greatest uncertainty.14

Occasionally the reflections she squeezed into the Oedipal box 
sound in hindsight only fanciful, as for instance in one moment Hor-
ney suggested that the objects of desire in a child’s earliest mastur-
batory phantasies represented the first unfaithfulness to the beloved 
and coveted parents and hence became durably associated with guilt 
and fear, as the dread of parental punishment later became transferred 
onto dread of the partner’s potential rage. But at other moments she 
was able to use Freud’s terminology of stages of sexual development 
also to make compelling points, as when she called attention to the 
ambivalent –  albeit often disavowed –  combination of hate mixed in 
with love that was inevitable in intimate relations, sometimes precisely 
in the midst of a monogamous partnership. Thus, in one instance Hor-
ney again made reference to the Oedipus complex and unconscious 
bondedness to parents when she noted acerbically that “the elements 
of hate can find an outlet” in marriage “not only when the principle 
of monogamy is violated but when it is observed.” Yet in conclusion 
she also relented and moved on to emphasize that the Oedipal roots of 
the choice of and attitude toward the spouse had the potential as well 
to “weaken … the polygamous tendencies” of both partners –  so that 
ultimately “it may become possible for the conflicts to be fought out” 
and the ideal of “tender attachment between husband and wife” finally 
to become realized.15 In sum, as unruly and contradictory as this essay 
was, and at once stimulated and constrained by inherited logics, it also 
adumbrated one of Horney’s later signal insights: that –  as she would 
put it in her 1937 book –  “just as ‘all is not gold that glitters,’ so also 
‘all is not sexuality that looks like it.’ ” For, as she explained further, “A 
great part of what appears as sexuality has in reality very little to do 
with it, but is an expression of the desire for reassurance.”16

Horney was to depart from Freud’s theorization of sexual-
ity on at least four grounds (even as she continued to assert, based 
not least on her commitment to the concepts of unconscious conflict 
and repression, that “fundamentally my interpretation rests on Freud-
ian ground”). One was her gradually emerging idea that rather than 
interpreting such character traits as creativity or greediness or anxiety 
as having a libidinal source and thus in some sense as an expression 
of originally sexual aims that were then sublimated, misdirected, or 
repressed, it would be better to understand them as having nonsexual 
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origins. To some extent, Horney was here creating a strawman of 
Freud. (Freud himself had over time added to his theoretical edifice the 
concept of the aggressive drive as a parallel drive to libido –  a fact that 
Horney finessed by picking up on the idea, giving due credit to Freud, 
that “hostile impulses” were often coupled with “sex impulses.”17 And 
Freud was in any event hardly a reductive drive- theorist only, as he had 
already by the mid-  to late 1920s at the latest shifted from insistence 
on the singular significance of the drives to a supplemental interest in 
“ego functions” and individuals’ adaptations to their environments.)18 
Nonetheless, Horney’s explicit dismissal of the importance, or even the 
reality, of libido was certainly to be consequential, as it became a key 
issue of contention for her adversaries.

Another departure involved the above- mentioned point that 
just because something looks sexual  –  and may even involve sexual 
activity in the narrowest definition of that term –  does not mean that 
its purpose or function is primarily sexual. Sexual activity might rather 
be seen as serving all kinds of other emotional purposes. A third differ-
ence from Freud involved Horney’s attunement to historically chang-
ing conditions. Just as Alexander’s comment of 1946 uncomplicatedly 
presumed that the “sexual repression” of “the Victorian era” was a 
thing of the past, so already Horney in her 1937 book took it to be 
indisputable that mores had loosened. As she phrased the matter:

The conception of what is normal varies not only with the culture 
but also within the same culture, in the course of time. Today, for 
example, if a mature and independent woman were to consider 
herself “a fallen woman,” “unworthy of the love of a decent man,” 
because she had had sexual relationships, she would be suspected 
of a neurosis, at least in many circles of society. Some forty years 
ago this attitude of guilt would have been considered normal.19

And finally, the fourth count on which Horney diverged from Freud’s 
theories of sexuality  –  and indeed from Reich’s as well, even as she 
continued to situate herself also in Reich’s lineage due to her interest in 
the Reichian idea of character defenses that individuals evolved in reac-
tion to anxiety –  involved the direction of causation between sexual 
problems and emotional problems. As she phrased this perspective suc-
cinctly in the opening pages of her 1939 book: “Sexual difficulties are 
the effect rather than the cause of the neurotic character structure.”20 
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For Horney, a neurotic character structure was produced not by con-
flicts between the ego and libido, but rather by a profound anxiety, an 
anxiety rooted in the child’s powerlessness, warded off from conscious-
ness by elaborate defenses, and subsequently exacerbated by social 
conditions.

Meanwhile, one of Horney’s fundamental arguments remained 
throughout that men and women alike used sex to get other things 
they wanted or express other things they felt.21 And over and over, 
she tied her elaboration of this idea of sex as instrumental both to 
reflections on shifts in cultural attitudes (“we have greater freedom 
in sexual relations and a greater capacity for satisfaction … Frigidity 
is no longer considered a normal condition in women, but is gener-
ally recognized as a deficiency”) as well as to the need for a reversed 
causation in theorizing the connections between sex and all else. In 
her chapter on “The Role of Sexuality in the Neurotic Need for Affec-
tion,” Horney thus not only rejected as nonsense the typical Freud-
ian analyst’s surmise that sexual desires directed at him-  or herself 
were to be construed “as repetitions of a sexual fixation on the father 
or mother,” arguing that these transference wishes “often … are not 
genuine sexual wishes at all, but a reaching out for some reassuring 
contact to alleviate anxiety.” In addition, she had the audacity to pro-
pose that “a great deal of sexual activity” in the society at large as well 
might be better understood as “more an outlet for psychic tensions 
than a genuine sexual drive.”22

While her feminism was distinctive, the main aspects of Hor-
ney’s theorization of sexuality were clearly persuasive to other neo- 
Freudians. Fromm, for instance, in his magnum opus of 1941, Escape 
from Freedom, footnoted Horney as he expounded on how his “own 
social orientation” differed from Freud’s “biological” one. As in his 
earlier work, Fromm continued to see economic conditions as shap-
ing human behavior, as he also emphasized, similar to Horney’s focus 
on safety, “the need for self- preservation” as “the primary motive of 
human behavior” and stressed that “because of the imperative need 
for self- preservation” the economic system under which an individual 
lived did indeed become “a primary factor in determining his whole 
character structure.” And far more directly than in his prior work, 
Fromm here expressly distanced himself from “Freud’s libido theory,” 
contending, in unambiguously Horneyan fashion, that in general Freud 
had gotten the sequencing wrong: Freud “mistook the causal relation 
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between erogenous zones and character traits for the reverse of what 
they really are.” Fromm did beg to differ from Horney on whether or 
not sex was important to people in and of itself: “Although I believe 
that the discouragement of sexual joy is not the only important sup-
pression of spontaneous reactions but one of many, certainly its impor-
tance is not to be underrated.”23 Yet overall, Horney’s influence was 
clearly evident.

By the turn from the 1930s to the 1940s, Horney’s impact was 
culture- wide. To take just one example among many, when in Decem-
ber of 1941 Pearl Harbor was attacked by Japanese forces, an essay 
Horney wrote about the best means for preparing preemptively for 
managing anxiety was discussed across the nation.24 Moreover, Hor-
ney’s friendships with such luminaries as the feminist anthropologist 
Margaret Mead, internationally renowned for such books as Coming 
of Age in Samoa (1928), Growing Up in New Guinea (1930), and 
Sex and Temperament (1935), and the Yale University psychologist- 
ethnographer John Dollard, co- coiner, in 1939, of the extensively ref-
erenced “frustration- aggression hypothesis,” but also author of the 
widely debated Caste and Class in a Southern Town (1937) with its 
numerous revelations of white men’s sexual privileges in the Deep 
South (including the blatant and apparently socially accepted fact of 
maintaining sexual relations with Black women alongside their mar-
riages to white women), meant that Horney’s ideas frequently showed 
up in their ongoing work as well.25 Horney was positively received 
across the social sciences, as American sociologists too celebrated her 
as “an outstanding psychoanalyst,” embracing her work as “mark[ing] 
an important step in the highly significant process of freeing psychoana-
lytic theory and practice from its outmoded formulations” (especially 
to be appreciated were her insights that “neuroses are disturbances in 
social relations” and “the libido theory in all its contentions is unsub-
stantiated”) and announcing that, “for years to come, it will probably 
serve as a standard guide to the newer, more sociological, more realis-
tic Freudianism.”26 And Horney also had fiercely loyal colleagues and 
students within the New York Psychoanalytic Society and Institute. But 
precisely this breadth of success and this durable loyalty would prove 
to be a trigger for her opponents and, already at the time but certainly 
in hindsight, it was and is impossible to sort out what of the animus 
directed at her was motivated by professional envy or by misogyny and 
what by sincere theoretical disagreement.
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The brief version of what happened was that a majority of her 
New York colleagues wanted to restrict the influence Horney had on 
incoming, and hence still highly impressionable, analytic students and 
thus –  while tensions had been brewing since at least 1939, when New 
Ways in Psychoanalysis was published –  in April of 1941 had demoted 
her upstairs in the sense of restricting her teaching to more advanced 
students only. Horney reacted by resigning –  and taking four colleagues 
and fourteen students (out of totals of 88 and 110, respectively) with 
her. Had that been the end of the matter, it is unclear whether relations 
would have grown as ugly as they did. But Horney did not disappear 
quietly, and instead –  to her ex- colleagues’ immense chagrin –  launched 
an “Association for the Advancement of Psychoanalysis” as well as a 
competing training institute under the name “American Institute for 
Psychoanalysis.” Her ambition was unmistakable and, in the eyes of 
her former colleagues, unforgivable.

The prominent native- born New  York analyst Lawrence 
Kubie, immediate past president of the New York Psychoanalytic Soci-
ety, although initially undecided in the disputes as he had once upon 
a time been something of a Freudian dissenter and open to innova-
tions, changed his tone under pressure from colleagues and took it 
upon himself to be the point person in setting the record straight.27 In 
November 1941, in a statement subsequently published in the Psycho-
analytic Review, Kubie (albeit anonymously, speaking on behalf of the 
New  York Psychoanalytic Society as a whole) addressed his profes-
sional colleagues across the nation as he offered his version of events 
and expressed indignation that Horney’s new institute was succeeding 
in spreading the idea that it had been “founded as a protest against 
scientific dogmatism entrenched behind political power within the 
New York Psychoanalytic Society.” Kubie countered with the enumer-
ation of what he saw as the Horney- affiliated group’s misdeeds. These 
included: “an unscientific tendency to form cliques around the persons 
of individual instructors, and to reject the ideas of others with scant 
hearing,” the generating of “increasing confusion” in the minds of 
“elementary students,” and the “form[ing of] cliques” and a “band of 
disciples, under the pretext of ‘academic freedom.’ ” Primly, the state-
ment ended:  “As the only organization for training in psychoanaly-
sis chartered by the University of the State of New York, and as the 
only Institute in New York State recognized for such training by the 
American Psychoanalytic Association, the New  York Psychoanalytic 
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Society and Institute feels called upon to present these facts clearly and 
unequivocally.”28 Also, in the fall of 1941, when Horney had hoped that 
the American Psychoanalytic Association would approve of her new 
organization and deem its training program legitimate, she was dis-
appointed when the New York psychiatrist William V. Silverberg, her 
ally, lost the election for the presidency of the American Psychoanalytic 
Association to the influential Kansan psychiatrist and psychoanalyst 
Karl Menninger. Menninger took the occasion of his acceptance speech 
to decry the dragging of internecine quarrels among analysts into pub-
lic view, by which he meant that the neo- Freudians should desist from 
explicating their differences to a popular audience. Or as he put it, 
arguments should be “confined to the halls of our meeting places,” and 
no one should attempt “to obtain popular support by appealing to the 
prejudices and so- called common sense of persons unfamiliar with the 
details and history of science.”29 The push to exclude Horney from 
professional prestige nationwide was on, and it would not fully subside 
until her death in 1952.

Nonetheless, and strikingly, when Time magazine in 1946, 
in its consistent commitment to keeping the American public well 
informed about developments within and around psychiatry and psy-
choanalysis, listed what it saw as the six “big- league practitioners” of 
psychoanalysis in the nation, Karen Horney was still named as one 
of them. The topics of psychiatry and psychoanalysis were pressing 
to the fore in the media in that first postwar year not least because 
of major US government attention. A broad campaign had begun to 
address the nation’s mental health needs and a proposal by “the newly 
created … National Advisory Mental Health Council” urged the pour-
ing of “$10,000,000” into expanding the pool of available psychia-
trists (at that point numbering only 4,000 across the entire country). 
In this context the magazine also saw fit to explain to its readers the 
distinctions and overlaps between psychiatry and psychoanalysis (a 
sign of how confused it was assumed readers might be): “Psychiatry 
is a general medical term embracing all types of treatment of mental 
disease; psychoanalysis, one of the methods, depends on deep probing 
of a patient’s subconscious and past emotional experiences.” Horney 
was the only woman to make the list of six, as Time also helpfully 
elaborated that “Horneyans” were “socially conscious,” and that they 
“dispute Freud’s idea that sex is everything and put more emphasis on 
environment.” The other five named by Time were: Horney’s former 
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Chicago associate Franz Alexander (who had parted ways with her 
already in 1934); “Dr. Gregory Zilboorg and Dr. Lawrence Kubie, fash-
ionable Park Avenue analysts”; and “Drs. William and Karl Menninger 
of Topeka’s Menninger Clinic.”30 All five of these men were dismissive 
of Horney, if not more vehemently contemptuous, in public and in pri-
vate, whether antagonistic to her all along (for instance, Zilboorg) or in 
reaction against their own earlier affirmative interest in her work (this 
applied particularly to Karl Menninger, who had just closed her out of 
the American Psychoanalytic Association).31 And the latter four were 
to become the main strategic players in the soon- to- erupt battle over 
the harmonizability of psychoanalysis and religion.

The Desexualization of Psychoanalysis

Most scholars who have considered the depoliticization of American 
psychoanalysis –  from Russell Jacoby in 1983 to Eli Zaretsky in 2004 –  
have referenced the active silencing and expulsion of more radically 
inclined analysts from the official fold as well as the blunting impact 
of medicalization on psychoanalysis’ critical political potential (in the 
USA only MDs were allowed to practice as analysts).32 As Jacoby mem-
orably quipped:

Next to the quiet, if effective, process of medicalization, the impact 
of immigration was noisy and catastrophic … The power of psy-
choanalytic organizations to regulate dissent –  and filter out dis-
senters –  paled in comparison with the might of the state to expel 
or allow entry … The refugees knew the risks … As they filled 
out their applications for entry permits and visas, their politics 
evaporated; and what they left off the forms, they dumped in the 
Atlantic as they crossed it.33

Louis Menand in 2011 invoked the Cold War climate of general-
ized anxiety as both a psychoanalysis- amenable and a conformity- 
encouraging force, while Elizabeth Ann Danto in 2012 documented the 
very tangible and extensive redbaiting and intimidating surveillance 
of analysts  –  with the foreign- accented émigrés perceived as “queer 
birds” and especially suspect.34 And Emily Kuriloff in 2009 and Lewis 
Aron and Karen Starr in 2013 emphasized that postwar psychoanalysis 
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needs to be understood as itself a “Holocaust survivor” –  traumatized 
and manically intent on fitting into the host society which had, after all, 
given safe haven to hundreds of analysts and their family members.35 
The enticements to offer either banal pablum or didactic counsel were 
multiple and quite evidently intense.36 And it remains indisputable 
that –  despite some significant countervailing efforts to use psychoana-
lytic ideas for culturally subversive and emancipatory purposes (Her-
bert Marcuse’s Eros and Civilization of 1955 and Norman O. Brown’s 
Life Against Death in 1959 would be the most notable examples) –  the 
overwhelming trend in the first two postwar decades would be toward 
an affirmation of normative- conservative values (including especially 
sexual conservatism).37

Two different styles emerged to supersede the neo- Freudians. 
One was expressly disinterested in sex.38 For the ego psychologists that 
began to consolidate their vision in the late 1940s and early 1950s –  as 
systematized by Heinz Hartmann with his coauthors Ernst Kris and 
Rudolf Loewenstein in New  York, and Hartmann’s close associate 
Edward Bibring in Boston, as well as by Karl Menninger’s colleague 
David Rapaport (first in Topeka and then in Stockbridge) – the exter-
nal world the neo- Freudians had been so concerned with continued 
to matter, very much, in the sense that the emphasis was placed on 
an individual’s ability to adapt to reality. But the main task of psy-
choanalysis was to assist a patient in managing intrapsychic conflict. 
This meant: working on modulating and above all neutralizing libid-
inal and aggressive drives, and above all developing and expanding 
autonomous ego functions (such as distinguishing between reality and 
fantasy, controlling impulses and affects rather than acting- out, and 
integrating synthetically contradictory feelings).39 Hartmann had no 
interest in theorizing sex per se, but tended to dismiss the topic as hav-
ing already long since been exhaustively covered by others.40 The other 
style that emerged –  typified by Karl Menninger’s own work, but also 
evident among such nationally prominent analysts as Robert Knight, 
Phyllis Greenacre, Leo Rangell, or Ralph Greenson, as well as countless 
others –  insisted on the importance of libidinal themes and restored the 
Oedipal framework, titillated the reader with sordid or desperate tales, 
but always directed the story toward a conventionality- reinforcing out-
come.41

One of the strange misunderstandings held by contempor-
aries, and one which ended up affecting historiography as well, 
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involved the outraged views of the German émigré philosopher- 
sociologist Theodor Adorno, whose rupture from his erstwhile col-
league Fromm contributed to his intense dislike of Horney as well, 
and whose hostility to the neo- Freudians would be adopted with 
like fervor by his close associate Marcuse (who used the conclu-
sion of Eros and Civilization and an extended debate in the pages 
of Dissent to settle scores with Fromm).42 Adorno  –  in the 1940s 
still in California exile –  found both Fromm and Horney offensively 
platitudinous. Adorno was surely not wrong to see that, in Fromm 
and Horney’s emphasis on social anxiety and the search for safety 
in an overwhelming and disempowering world, they also ended up 
stressing individual accommodation to social conditions, rather than 
encouraging social change. Ironically, this was the same accusation 
that would later get leveled at the ego psychologists. But in the 1940s 
and 1950s, the ego psychologists were understood as restoring libido 
to its rightful place in the Freudian conceptual edifice, and in an 
important lecture given in 1946 Adorno lambasted Horney specif-
ically as he argued that any “desexualization of psychoanalysis” 
by definition removed its critical political edge as well.43 Arguably, 
the ego psychologists around the far more respected Hartmann –  in 
their own disinterest in the themes of sexual repression or expres-
sion and in their emphasis on the autonomous strength and positive 
adaptation- oriented resources of the individual ego, and despite their 
later rebuttals of claims that they meant “adaptation” in a conform-
ist way  –  would be no less contributory to the (generally correct) 
perception that postwar American psychoanalysis was a normative 
and normalizing enterprise.44

But the main misapprehension absorbed by later historians 
from Adorno and Marcuse was the idea that Horney was responsible 
for the “desexualization of psychoanalysis.” This view needs to be cor-
rected. On the contrary, although Horney had been unconvinced that 
there was any such force as “libido,” she had extensively theorized both 
sexuality itself and the relationships between sexual and other realms 
of existence in ways that were far ahead of her time (and that would 
only resurface in the midst of the sexual revolution of the 1970s).45 
Instead, although misrecognized in her historical moment, the main 
impetus for the neutralization in postwar America of whatever sex- 
radical potential had once existed in psychoanalysis was a battle over 
whether Freud could be reconciled with Christianity. The ascent of a 
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sex- normative psychoanalysis in postwar America was to a far greater 
extent than has been previously understood an inadvertent side- effect 
of this battle.

It was not, however, psychoanalysts who provided the ini-
tial spark for the conflict that would end up spreading through 
the mainstream US media and reaching over the ocean to the Vati-
can.46 A Boston- based Reform rabbi named Joshua Loth Liebman 
had written a book in 1946 entitled Peace of Mind which argued 
for the benefits of being analyzed to all and sundry. It ended up on 
the New  York Times bestseller list for three years, even rising to 
number 1 for 58 (nonconsecutive) weeks. The book’s express aim 
was to reconcile psychiatry and religion. By “psychiatry,” however, 
Liebman specifically meant psychoanalysis (and he blended Freud 
and Horney as though doing so was completely unproblematic); he 
himself had been analyzed, and he strongly advocated analysis as 
the healing method best suited to achieving a lasting cure on the 
grounds that it got at the root of destructive behavior patterns. By 
religion Liebman meant a “mature” as opposed to “childish” (these 
were his terms) faith in a benevolent and glorious God, a God who 
was powerful but who also –  significantly, and in a kind of Social 
Gospel- inspired, proto- liberation theology way  –  required human 
cooperation to bring about a better world. In Peace of Mind, he 
argued explicitly not only that “far from being antagonistic, religion 
and psychiatry are mutually supplementary,” but also that “Sigmund 
Freud, the founder of psychoanalysis, really had a spiritual purpose, 
even though he may not have been aware of it.”47

The book made Liebman a household name across the USA, 
and his recommendations for achieving greater self- acceptance earned 
him ads and feature pieces in such venues as Life and Ladies Home 
Journal (the latter replete with portraits of his family  –  which also 
included an adopted daughter, Leila, a Polish Jewish teenager and 
survivor of Auschwitz –  a striking conjunction of acknowledgment of 
catastrophe and uplifting messaging) (see Figure 3).48 The book and the 
surrounding publicity made him –  in the words of historian Andrew 
Heinze –  “decades before Elie Wiesel … the first ‘iconic Jew’ of post-
war America,” an individual who pioneered a novel combination of 
crossover appeal and assimilation with unabashed pride specifically in 
the Jewish religious heritage, and “the first celebrated Jewish figure 
identified with the Jewish predicament and the human predicament 
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 Figure 3      Rabbi Joshua Loth Li  ebman, author of  Peace of Mind  (1946), in a fea-
ture piece in  Ladies Home Journal  in 1948. Liebman is shown here with his wife, 
Fan  , and adopted daughter Leila  , a survivor of the Au  schwitz   concentration camp. 
After more than a million copies had been sold, the cover of the affordable Bantam 
paperback noted summarily: “This book is treasured in millions of homes for the 
comfort and inspiration it brings. It blends the great truths of religion with the 
most helpful insights of psycho- analysis –  to guide us in understanding our selves, 
our loves, fears, griefs and ambitions. Peace of Mind is helping men and women 
everywhere get more out of life.”    
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after Hitler.”49 In a country in which the notion of a “Judeo- Christian” 
heritage was just starting to take tentative hold, Liebman did not aim 
to adapt Jews to the Christian mainstream but on the contrary showed 
Christians what they could learn from Jews –  both from Jewish theo-
logical tradition and from Freud.

The book also, and instantly, infuriated a competing celeb-
rity clergyman, Monsignor Fulton J.  Sheen, professor at the Catho-
lic University of America in Washington, DC, host (since 1930) of the 
nationally broadcast nighttime radio program The Catholic Hour (in 
the context of which he received approximately 4,000 letters a week 
from listeners), and soon to become (as of 1951) Auxiliary Bishop of 
the Archdiocese of New York.50 He would later be dubbed “Ameri-
ca’s Bishop.”51 In March of 1947, Sheen delivered a sermon at St. Pat-
rick’s Cathedral in New York in which he took direct aim at –  as the 
New York Times reported the next day –  “psychoanalysis in general 
and ‘Freudian’ psychoanalysis in particular.” Sheen made unfavorable 
comparisons between the couch and the confessional. Confession was 
healing; it “restores you to relationship with the Heavenly Father.” 
Psychoanalysis, by contrast, could not relieve “the unresolved sense 
of guilt of sin” from which “most people who consult psychoanalysts 
are suffering … Psychoanalysis gives no norms or standards. There are 
no more disintegrated people in the world than the victims of Freud-
ian psychoanalysis.” Moreover, since Freudianism, as Sheen averred, 
was based on “materialism, hedonism, infantilism and eroticism,” any 
patient who avowed an interest in pursuing a life of “purity” could 
expect the analyst to be “angry with you.” Sheen in addition attacked 
the psychoanalytic phenomenon of transference. Or, as he put it, the 
“transfer of the affection to the analyst.” This method, Sheen con-
tended, “is only used when the patient is a young and very beautiful 
woman. It is never found to work among the ugly or the poor.” Finally, 
for good measure, Sheen again worked the class angle, announcing that 
“most psychoanalysts cater only to the rich.”52

The situation had been substantially aggravated by the fact that 
the most famous person Sheen had succeeded in converting to Catholi-
cism –  the former Vanity Fair editor, successful Broadway playwright, 
and member of the US Congress Clare Boothe Luce –  had in February 
1947 begun publishing a three- part essay about her conversion in the 
popular women’s magazine McCall’s. Luce argued that her bad expe-
rience with psychoanalysis was “one of the real reasons I  became a 
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Catholic.”53 In the March installment, read around the country at the 
same time that Sheen’s St. Patrick’s Day sermon was being debated, the 
silliest- sounding and most reductively sex- fixated aspects of Freudian-
ism were skewered. In compressed form, Luce managed to summarize 
drive theory, the Oedipus complex, and the concept of repression:

The Freudian child springs from its mother’s womb a brat, harbor-
ing aggressive and lustful intentions toward Pappa, Mamma, sister, 
nurse, and, as his little world expands, odd relations and play-
mates. If these intentions are clumsily or violently suppressed they 
boil and bubble and fester within him and become “complexes.” If 
in maturity he fails to sublimate them successfully, they break out 
into anti- social actions which cause him and everybody else end-
less troubles and heartache.

She also noted, in a perceptive aside, the at- times- uncanny echoes 
between psychoanalysis and Christianity (“If this is not the doctrine of 
Original Sin, then I don’t know a Catholic doctrine gone wrong, that 
is, turned into a heresy, when I see one”).54 In short, while Sheen’s ser-
mon had not been too explicit about sexual themes even as they were 
being unmistakably alluded to in the reference to “eroticism,” no one 
concerned with the reputation of psychoanalysis at that moment in the 
USA would have missed the implicit accusation.

The reaction against Sheen from psychoanalysts of all religious 
backgrounds was swift. The first to respond publicly would be Law-
rence Kubie, once again on behalf of the New  York Psychoanalytic 
Society. Kubie took to the pages of the New York Herald Tribune to 
object to Sheen’s “seriously distorted” characterization of “the theories 
and technique of psychoanalysis” and the way in which Sheen’s ser-
mon had caused “the good faith, the honesty and the decency of the 
profession itself [to be] maligned.” Kubie declared Sheen’s accusation 
that psychoanalysis was hedonistic to be “irresponsible nonsense” (as 
Freud not only was himself an “ascetic,” but had consistently empha-
sized that the “ ‘pleasure principle’ ” was curbed by the “ ‘reality prin-
ciple’ ”). While quite evidently taking his cue from Luce’s comparisons 
of “primitive drives” with “original sin,” he also creatively invoked 
no less an authority than St. Augustine (in whose City of God, as it 
happens, Adam and Eve’s disobedience to God caused them to experi-
ence “a new motion of their flesh” which their souls could no longer 
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command).55 Kubie argued that, while perhaps the Church had been 
the first to identify these “primitive drives,” it was psychoanalysis that 
provided new tools to get beyond conscious grappling with those drives 
in order to address the unconscious level.56

Less than a month after Kubie’s intervention, in May of 1947, 
Karl Menninger’s brother William –  who had been the Army’s Chief 
of Psychiatry during World War II, with the rank of Brigadier Gen-
eral –  took to the pages of the New York Times Sunday Magazine to 
provide a complementary but different “analysis of psychoanalysis” 
and “answer … those who attack it.” In contrast to Kubie’s delicate 
discretion, Menninger homed right in on what he perceived to be the 
main, even if intermittently underacknowledged, subtext of the argu-
ments over the legitimacy of psychoanalysis:  sex. Menninger noted 
that “never before has psychoanalysis been so much a matter of general 
discussion” and, simultaneously, that many Americans remained, in his 
view, misinformed. Prime among the misunderstandings, Menninger 
observed, was the idea that psychoanalysis was “concerned primarily 
with sex.” In response, Menninger developed the influential compro-
mise formation that was to be a hallmark of both his and his brother’s 
approach to the issue of sex’s reputed centrality to the Freudian pro-
ject. Menninger thus oscillated between two in principle incompat-
ible arguments. On the one hand, he made the assertion that sex was 
really very important, going on to endorse the most undiluted version 
of Freud’s original theory of libido: “Actually, sex is the basic and all- 
pervasive motivation in life, and it must be understood for a healthy 
mentality.” Without needing to mention any of their names, then, he 
was here positioning himself in opposition to the neo- Freudians’ rejec-
tion of drive theory. Yet, on the other hand, Menninger also contended 
that the fuss about psychoanalysis and sex was all based on a big mis-
understanding; Freud was not really talking about sex. “Freud used the 
word sex as being inclusive of much more than genital activity. This, 
and the fact that American usage of the word is much more restricted, 
explains some of the resistance to psychoanalysis.” Above all, it was 
not true, Menninger added, that analysts “interpret  all unconscious 
expressions from a patient in sexual terms.” On the contrary, psycho-
analysts were all about reducing people’s sex- focusedness. Far from 
routing everything back to sex, Menninger –  propounding a vision of 
psychoanalysis as utterly wholesome –  declared that an analyst much 
more frequently “has to point out how the patient’s preoccupation 
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with sex is interfering with mature relationship with people and with 
constructive work.”57

While Kubie was of Jewish heritage, and Menninger a Prot-
estant, psychoanalytically interested Catholic psychiatrists inevitably 
took special offense at Sheen’s implicit assault on their integrity. A pow-
erful statement was delivered by Catholic psychiatrist Frank J. Curran 
when, on May 27, 1947, he resigned his post as chief psychiatrist at 
St. Vincent’s Hospital in New York in protest against not only Sheen’s 
aspersions, but also, and even more significantly, in protest against “the 
failure of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of New York to clarify or 
repudiate” them.58 In the meantime, moreover, and while attending a 
meeting of the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry in Minne-
apolis in June– July 1947 (the group had been founded the year before, 
under the leadership of William Menninger, for the double purpose 
of encouraging consciousness about pressing social issues and pro-
moting psychoanalytic approaches among members of the American 
Psychiatric Association), Curran, together with three other prominent 
Catholic psychiatrists, issued a press release spelling out their dismay 
at Sheen’s misrepresentations (even as they fudged the issue of the rela-
tionship between psychoanalysis and psychiatry by speaking solely 
in the name of psychiatry): “We take issue with the recent series of 
public statements attacking psychiatry attributed to Monsignor Fulton 
J. Sheen … These statements have been widely interpreted as charg-
ing that the science and practice of psychiatry is irreligious.” However, 
they countered, “It is a fundamental tenet of the Catholic Church that 
there can be no conflict between true science and religion.”59 In addi-
tion, the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry as a whole (at that 
point representing 126 psychiatrists, approximately 100 of which were 
present) at the same meeting adopted a resolution which communi-
cated its concern about Sheen’s attack on psychoanalysis in particular. 
Declaring that “medicine and religion [have] assumed distinctive roles 
in society, but they continue to share the common aim of human bet-
terment,” they went on, in a rather unanalytic but determined vein, to 
stress the upstanding aims of analysis, going so far as to contend that 
“We believe that a major goal of treatment is the progressive attain-
ment of social responsibility.”60

The sticking point for many Catholics but also numerous Prot-
estants involved their concern that Freudianism was shorthand for not 
just an unseemly but a frankly immoral overemphasis on sex. Sex was 
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not the only issue. There were other issues to be sure, including the 
profound philosophical question of whether humans had free will or 
were driven by impulses outside their conscious control, as well as the 
question (which had been set in motion by Liebman’s emphasis on 
self- acceptance and the damages done by neurotic, inappropriate guilt) 
of whether guilt over misdeeds was actually an ethically highly appro-
priate emotion. Ancillary debates concerned the grounds on which 
religion and psychoanalysis could be discussed. Numerous commenta-
tors would argue for the compatibility of science and religion. (Erich 
Fromm, for instance, was to contend that only the humanist elements 
within each of these were to be respected but that then these would be 
combinable.)61 By contrast, Zilboorg, ever the fervent Thomas Aquinas 
fan, insisted precisely on maintaining the division of labor between sci-
ence and religion. Freud had only concerned himself with the psyche, 
never with the soul; why should Catholics take any more offense at 
Freudians than they did at surgeons?62 Or again: “It [psychoanalysis] 
threatens religion no more than the heliocentric theory or Newtonian 
physics threatened religion. Man’s faith and man’s need for moral val-
ues are not overthrown by scientific discoveries, although they may be 
destroyed by wars and concentration camps.”63 Others, by contrast, 
pointed out that of course psychoanalysis and religion were in compe-
tition, since both concerned themselves with human behavior.64

But the conversation kept circling back to sex, and to the 
theory of libido. And in this context, Catholic and Protestant critics –  
either unaware of or ignoring the fact that Freud had moved beyond 
simplistic drive theory  –  kept emphasizing that it was Freud him-
self who was responsible for making psychoanalysis a sex- obsessed, 
libido- rooted, Oedipally framed enterprise. Already close on the heels 
of Sheen’s sermon, in April 1947, writing in the widely read monthly 
Catholic World, the Catholic historian Thomas Patrick Neill expressly 
stated that despite Freud’s gradual self- revisions (e.g., shifting from 
topographical metaphors to a structural model of id, ego, and super-
ego), Freud had remained immovable in his conviction that individu-
als’ problems were rooted in childhood and “ ‘were always concerned 
with sexual excitations and reactions against them.’ ” (“To the day 
of his death in 1939 Freud refused to deviate from this conclusion 
[that neuroses all had a sexual etiology].” For Freud, the “instinctive, 
irrational, unconscious self called the Id, ‘the essence of the soul,’ is a 
pan- sexual entity … Freud pushes all impulses back to sex- energy, his 
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well known ‘libido.’ ”) This in turn meant that the conclusions drawn 
by Freudianism were inevitably “strained. They contradict common 
sense and the traditional intellectual heritage of the Western World. 
Either Freudianism is wrong, or the Christian tradition is absurd.”65 
A year later, the popular novelist Kathleen Norris, again in Catholic 
World, expressed her disgust at the intrusiveness of analysts inquiring 
into the minutiae of female patients’ intimate encounters with their 
husbands as well as the encouragement to patients (under the auspices 
of “transference”) to fall for their doctors instead, and above all found 
appalling that in psychoanalysis “all begins and ends with sex. Any ref-
erence to God and goodness I have yet to find in books on this subject. 
And yet the dangers of atom bombs and Communist threats are child’s 
play indeed before the prospect of the unthinkable darkness of a world 
without goodness and without God.”66 But Protestants too were clearly 
concerned. In the Christian Century, the flagship journal of mainline 
US Protestantism, a Lutheran worried about Freud’s “overemphasis on 
sexual energy or libido.”67 And Time, ever attuned to mainstream con-
cerns, reported summarily in 1948 about the ongoing “catcalls from 
the public –  about Freud’s preoccupation with ‘sex.’ Certainly it helped 
give psychoanalysis (and with it, psychiatry) a bad name. (Another rea-
son was Freud’s personal atheism.)”68

One of the oddest, and telling, aspects of the burgeoning dis-
pute involved the unremittingness with which the participants on 
all sides engaged in a collapsing of, but then again a distinguishing 
between, psychiatry and psychoanalysis as well as of varieties within 
psychoanalysis –  a clear indication of just how much the relationship 
between psychiatry and psychoanalysis was at that very moment in 
strong flux, but was also, and not least through the evolving conflicts 
over religion, in the process of being settled (but in a very particu-
lar way). The general consensus among scholars is that –  as Zaretsky 
put it most succinctly –  “After the war the influence of psychoanalysis 
exploded.”69 Or, as Harold Blum, psychoanalyst and director of the 
Sigmund Freud Archives, has said: “Indeed, at the time, psychoanaly-
sis had a greater impact upon American psychiatry than it had upon 
psychiatry in any other time or place in history.”70 And already within 
the historical moment, psychoanalysts themselves would soon be very 
proud to announce –  as, for instance, M. Ralph Kaufman, psychiatrist 
at Mount Sinai and president of the American Psychoanalytic Associa-
tion, would do in 1950: “At this time it is rather difficult to visualize 
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American psychiatry divorced from psychoanalytic concepts.”71 But 
the point that requires emphasis is that it was in the midst of the by 
no means marginal fight over the compatibility between religion and 
psychoanalysis in the postwar years in the USA that a unique version of 
psychoanalytic psychiatry was consolidated. And a further point is that 
the now- you- see- it- now- you- don’t quality of the many references to 
the purported centrality of sexual matters to the psychoanalytic project 
was a result of this fight as well.

The Menningers

Many things, as it happens, were going on at once –  both in front of 
and behind the scenes. And nobody understood better just how much 
was at stake than the Menninger brothers. Among the tasks the broth-
ers had set themselves were at least three, all of which they pursued 
with sustained vigor, alongside their respective Topeka- based jobs 
managing the Winter Veterans Administration Hospital (Karl) and the 
Menninger Foundation (William). They were striving to expand the 
purview and practice of psychiatry across the nation; they were jock-
eying within the American Psychiatric Association to promote psycho-
analytic approaches; and –  suddenly confronted, at the very moment 
they were positioned to succeed amazingly at meeting their first two 
goals, by accusations of impropriety of purpose coming from Sheen, 
a national celebrity who styled himself as speaking on behalf of the 
globally powerful Roman Catholic Church –  they were hastening to 
mobilize a counter- campaign that would stress instead the congruence 
of analysis with faith.72 As believing Christians themselves, and no 
doubt specifically also as small- town Midwesterners –  and this despite 
their national profile, their cosmopolitan experiences, and their well- 
cultivated close connections to individuals at the highest levels of the 
US government and military (William, for instance, had been utterly 
instrumental in persuading the Army to focus its psychiatric efforts 
on rehabilitation rather than diagnosis and discharge, and both men 
were essential to garnering government support for growing mental 
health services nationwide) –  they understood more acutely, and viscer-
ally, than many other practicing psychoanalysts, whether native- born 
or émigré, just how fundamental were the concerns of hundreds of 
thousands of faithful Protestants and Catholics about the (variously 
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threatening or nebulous) phenomenon called psychoanalysis.73 Not 
only the immediate and widespread media attention to the controversy 
as it was happening, also in the religious press, but the multiple dozens 
of articles and books that would continue to be published in the years 
that followed, would be a testimony to the extreme volatility of the 
issues. And the Menningers’ views mattered. As the Time magazine 
story in 1948 (with William Menninger on the cover) was to explain, 
thanks to the Menningers Topeka “is the largest training center for 
psychiatrists in the world; it trains 15% of all the psychiatrists now 
being trained in the U.S.”74

The issue was simultaneously one of belief and of business. 
Certainly, psychoanalysts were continually worried that their newly 
won public respect could be tarnished by quacks. As Zilboorg had 
remarked in passing already in 1939, when first fretting over whether 
sex could be at the root of a potential conflict between religion and 
psychoanalysis (a question he –  tactically or sincerely? –  answered in 
the negative): “There are purple and red neon signs glowing in some 
streets of Hollywood which proclaim the virtues of psycho- analysis 
along with those of hair tonics and sure- fire laxatives. Such conspicu-
ous and cheap popularity is usually a sign of decay.”75 But in the post-
war years, with government money flowing in and with psychoanalysis 
having acquired a surge of prestige within psychiatry not least because 
of its efficacious use within the military, the financial stakes were even 
higher. As the analyst- historian Nathan Hale found, “between 1948 
and 1961 psychoanalytic institutes received $1,121,030” from the 
National Institute of Mental Health, while “the Menninger Founda-
tion alone received some $881,584. Two of the largest recipients of 
NIMH funding were Yale and UCLA, where psychoanalysts headed 
departments of psychiatry.”76 But none of that was secure or known as 
of yet when Sheen mounted his campaign of criticism.77

In the wake of Sheen’s attacks and the ensuing discussion in 
the press, Karl Menninger –  more strongly interested in psychoanaly-
sis than his brother –  was caught in a bind. Both he and William had 
been analysands of Alexander’s (Zilboorg, not incidentally, was as well, 
as was Karl’s closest friend, the Detroit- based Catholic psychiatrist Leo 
Bartemeier, who had been one of the four prominent Catholics to protest 
Sheen’s sermon). He himself had entertained more loosely “psychody-
namic” modifications of analytic technique. He himself could well have 
been mistaken for a neo- Freudian to the extent that he had –  again, as 
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had William –  really often, and not least precisely in the very successful 
efforts to expand psychiatric services in the Army and across the coun-
try, worked from an “environmentalist” premise.78 If he argued against 
Sheen that psychoanalysis was not a sex- focused enterprise, then he 
would sound even more like Horney.79 The accusations that psychoa-
nalysis revolved around sex were complicated for him to respond to. 
Menninger wanted to say: We are about sex (against Horney). We are 
not about sex (against Sheen).80 He clearly felt bothered that psychoana-
lysts continued to be associated with encouragement to non- normative 
sexuality.81 At the same time, and while there were also Catholic and 
Protestant defenses of Freud heard in the press, all too often, as they 
were being elaborated, they ended up sounding rather more like defenses 
of the neo- Freudianism with which Karl Menninger felt so competitive.82

 Meanwhile, undeterred, or even spurred further, Sheen in 
1949 slammed back, publishing a counter- book to Liebman’s bestsell-
ing Peace of Mind, pointedly entitled Peace of Soul. Pulling out all the 
stops, Sheen did not hesitate to exaggerate or twist Liebman’s views 
into a (mendacious) caricature  –  one which combined theologically 
serious points with unquestionably antisemitic overtones, and mocked 
Liebman’s hopes that human beings could learn to be kinder to each 
other. Sheen imagined a

Pharisee (who was a very nice man)  …  praying in the front of 
the temple as follows: “I thank Thee, O Lord, that my Freudian 
adviser has told me that there is no such thing as guilt, that sin 
is a myth, and that Thou, O Father, art only a projection of my 
father complex. There may be something wrong with my repressed 
instincts, but there is nothing wrong with my soul. I contribute 10 
per cent of my income to the Society for the Elimination of Reli-
gious Superstitions, and I diet for my figure three times a week. 
Oh, I thank Thee that I am not like the rest of men, those nasty 
people, such as the Christian there in the back of the temple who 
thinks that he is a sinner, that his soul stands in need of grace, that 
his conscience is burdened with extortion, and that his heart is 
weighted down with a crime of injustice. I may have an Oedipus 
complex, but I have no sin.”83

While in his sermon, Sheen had been undiscriminating in his blan-
ket dismissal of Freudianism, in his book he was repeatedly more 
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differentiated. Thus Sheen at one point tried to clarify that “when 
I attack sex analysis, I do not mean the theory of Freud, but rather 
that of the bandwagon climbers who take Freud too seriously and who 
explain all neuroses as repressed sexuality.” Yet nonetheless Sheen also 
stated that the trouble remained that Freud had given such “wide sig-
nification … to libido or sex.” At another moment, Sheen again con-
ceded that “a distinction must in fairness be made between Freud and 
Freudianism, a kind of pan- Sexism which reduces everything to sex in 
a way that Freud himself never intended.” Nonetheless, in the inter-
stices, when explicating what kinds of analysis he found acceptable, 
Sheen also made friendly mention of Horney, hailing her criticism of 
“an analysis searching only for instinctual causes,” expressing appre-
ciation of her recommendations for “self- analysis” (since engaging in 
it could help avoid actually entering an analysis and thereby running 
the risk of having a potentially sexualized transference), and listing her, 
affirmatively, as one of the few analysts who had “abandoned funda-
mental Freudian ideas,” contrasting this with others who continued 
to show an “exaggerated interest in sex.”84 What Sheen’s textual shell 
game (not all Freudians are sex- obsessed but some are; Freud himself 
wasn’t, but then again he was, overly preoccupied with sourcing all 
emotional troubles to libidinal repression, etc.) prompted in his oppo-
nents was quite apparently an even more urgent desire to offer coun-
terarguments.

Thus, for instance, when psychoanalytic psychiatrists Clar-
ence P. Oberndorf and Sol W. Ginsburg (both friends with both Men-
ningers) in 1950 sponsored a book to promote popular acceptance 
of psychoanalysis (blurbed on the front cover as “A practical guide 
by leading authorities, covering personal, family and social prob-
lems, with valuable information essential to normal living”) –  a book 
which included contributions by Kubie and Karl Menninger as well 
as Alexander, Anna Freud, and others  –  they also reprinted a 1948 
essay written by Ginsburg on “Religion: Man’s Place in God’s World” 
(criticizing Sheen’s sermon).85 And they included an Appendix under 
the title “Some Common Misunderstandings of Psychoanalysis,” the 
first item of which stated that “Psychoanalysis reduces all emotional 
disturbances to sex.” The refutation of this misunderstanding began 
with the words, “The most widely held misconception of all and vexing 
because of its tenaciousness.” In rebuttal, the authors maintained: “It is 
a statement devoid of meaning bordering on the ridiculous and about 
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as absurd as a pronouncement that ‘physics reduces everything to elec-
tricity’ –  except that nowadays nobody would commit such an obvi-
ous error.” For actually, they affirmed, “if the statement refers to the 
sexual functions of the adult, curiously enough, the very opposite is 
true:  sexual disturbances (unless caused by organic disease) are due 
to psychological disturbances, that is, they are symptoms of neurosis, 
not its cause.”86 This was, it should be noted, a thoroughly Horneyan 
idea –  yet another indication that actually her theory not only made 
quite a lot of sense, but also could be rather useful in the midst of the 
fights at hand. Yet in the very next “common misunderstandings” item, 
a stance against neo- Freudians (specifically their minimization of the 
determinative importance of childhood) was once again pronounced.

Along quite evidently related lines, when in 1951 Karl Men-
ninger was profiled in Time magazine, under the headline “Psychiatry 
and Religion,” the presumed connection in the popular mind between 
the psychoanalytic enterprise and an inappropriate preoccupation with 
sexual matters was palpable, and it was manifestly apparent that Karl 
was on an ongoing crusade to undo those presumptions. “Busy Dr. Men-
ninger practices Presbyterianism as well as Freud,” Time announced. In 
the article, Karl went further than he had ever gone in prior comments 
to the press, testifying to his own commitment to the practice of prayer 
and, in addition, to his conviction that God heard all prayers, “because 
my conception of God is such that everything reaches Him.” Always 
ecumenism- minded, Karl further explained that group religious wor-
ship under the guidance of a “pastor, rabbi or priest” was extremely 
beneficial in “furthering interpersonal linkages and enthusiasm in a 
common purpose.” And once again, in an unmistakable gesture to the 
initial terms of the conflict between Sheen and Liebman, Menninger 
worked to counter the notion that psychiatrists promoted “a Godless, 
immoral philosophy,” and he expressly rejected “the common impres-
sion that psychiatry is down on all sense of guilt.” As Time summa-
rized: “Not so, argues Menninger. It is only false guilt –  the patient’s 
sense of sin about something he did not do –  that psychoanalysis tries 
to remove.” And to round off his remarks, Karl once more expressed 
annoyance that “many ministers and laymen apparently assume that 
the Freudians are in favor of general sexual promiscuity.” In terms very 
similar to the ones used by William three years earlier, but with even 
more feeling, Karl declared: “This assumption is false, and its reitera-
tion is a lie, a slander …  Psychoanalysts do not favor promiscuity, do 
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not encourage it, do not attempt to relieve any patient’s guilt about 
it … Quite the reverse, most of them spend hours and hours attempting 
to relieve patients from the compulsive feeling of need for these very 
‘immoralities.’ ”87 Few statements could have captured more plainly 
the strategy being taken by some of the most prominent psychoana-
lysts to ward off the slightest hint that psychoanalysis had any non- 
conventional intentions.

Psychoanalysis and the Pope

Finally, in September 1952, Pope Pius XII weighed in, in clear response 
both to the arguments unfolding in the USA and in Western Europe 
and Canada (where numerous priests and activist laity who were inter-
ested in psychoanalysis had been pleading for the right to be analyti-
cally trained and/ or had published books arguing for the compatibility 
of Freud and faith). A Dominican named Albert Plé had started a jour-
nal in 1947, a supplement to Vie spirituelle, which printed articles on 
psychoanalysis; the Jesuit Louis Beirnaert (analyzed by Daniel Lagache 
and under supervision from Jacques Lacan) began to conduct analy-
ses; the philosopher Roland Dalbiez had published a book, to wide 
acclaim also in Catholic circles, which argued that, while Freud’s theo-
ries were often eccentric, his method was valuable, and he had been 
right to point to the existence of the unconscious.88 Also among the 
issues being put forward by priests interested in psychoanalysis was the 
question of priestly vocation and the reasons for choosing a life of celi-
bacy. One articulate proponent of openness to psychoanalysis was the 
French priest Marc Oraison, who expressed concern that celibacy in 
some cases might not be truly a choice of faith, but rather a sign of an 
unstable personality in flight from sexuality; his book of 1952, based 
on a doctoral thesis completed 1951 on “Christian Life and Problems 
of Sexuality” that had initially garnered the “nihil obstat” from church 
authorities and thus had been deemed as containing nothing offensive 
to faith or morals, received such attention that the Vatican became 
alarmed and Oraison was asked to retract and self- censor.89

Pius was highly cognizant of the tenor of discussion in the USA 
not least because Bartemeier had come to see him in 1949 expressly in 
order to ask for permission to take up an offer to become the next pres-
ident of the International Psychoanalytical Association. Pius, who –  as 
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Bartemeier’s memoirs later revealed –  was remarkably knowledgeable 
about the intricacies of psychoanalysis, had given his blessing, urging 
Bartemeier, in playing this role, to see himself as also bringing honor 
to Catholicism.90 In April 1952, however, the debate was once again 
filling the international media, as a leading prelate of the Catholic 
Church, Monsignor Pericle Felici, had declared bluntly that any indi-
vidual seeking or providing “psychoanalysis as a method of cure” was 
risking “mortal sin.” Vatican spokesmen had hurried to declare this 
simply Felici’s personal opinion.91

This was the prompt for Pius to spell out his own position. 
Taking the occasion of a speech to an international gathering of 
medical professionals in France, Pius got right to the heart of the 
arguments as he distinguished between one tendency within Freud-
ian psychoanalysis (or as he pointedly called it, “the pansexual 
method”), which he deemed absolutely unacceptable for any faithful 
Catholic, and alternate methods of the talking cure –  such as some 
other Freudian ones but also Jungian ones, known to be less fix-
ated on sex –  which could be acceptable as long as the doctor and 
patient steered clear of too much sex- talk.92 (As the Jesuit Gordon 
F. George would soon explicate in the pages of the Catholic journal 
America, “the Holy Father” was definitively not including all Freud-
ians in his criticism of “the pansexual method” –  only the analyst 
who “manipulates his techniques to bring the patient back again and 
again to sex, when he suggests sexual interpretations of all dreams 
and encourages and guides the free association of ideas to sex, then 
we can surely say that pansexualism has descended from theory into 
method.”)93 In Pius’ own words:

In order to rid himself of repressions, inhibitions or psychic com-
plexes man is not free to arouse in himself for therapeutic purposes 
each and every appetite of a sexual order which is being excited or 
has been excited in his being, appetites whose impure waves flood 
his unconscious or subconscious mind … For a man and a Chris-
tian there is a law of integrity and personal purity, of self- respect, 
forbidding him to plunge so deeply into the world of sexual sug-
gestions and tendencies.94

In his own unique compromise formation, then, Pius expressed himself 
as being amenable to talk as a therapeutic method, even as he remained 
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sharply critical of the overemphasis on sex that he thought was still 
expressed in too much Freudian theory.

Less than a year after his French address, in April 1953, Pius 
publicly and officially relented even further. Newsweek –  among many 
other venues –  was pleased to announce that, in a speech to another 
international gathering, this time to a conference of psychotherapists 
and psychologists meeting in Rome, “Pius formally approved the use of 
psychoanalysis as a healing device.”95 The pressure of popular, indeed 
also pious Catholic, but especially clerical interest in psychoanalysis 
had been quite apparently too strong for an outright prohibition of the 
practice, as the pope’s own reflections on the matter made abundantly 
clear. Himself speaking in the language of “the ego,” “the unconscious,” 
and “the repressed,” Pius indicated that “Science affirms that recent 
observations have brought to light the hidden layers of the psychic 
structure of man” and that questions about the “dynamisms, deter-
minisms, and mechanisms hidden in the depths of the soul” rightly 
belonged to the areas of “competence” for therapists and clinical psy-
chologists alike.96 Or, as the French newspaper La Dépêche de Tou-
louse put the point succinctly, “Freud and Vatican sign armistice. Far 
from putting it on the Index, the Church now accepts psychoanalysis 
as a psychotherapeutic method for the soul.”97

Pius did once again caution his listeners that one could go too 
far in addressing sexual matters, and he warned that therapists should 
never usurp the role of priests. But this time he allowed that some talk 
of sex could be beneficial: “There is also an efficacious sexual educa-
tion which in entire safety, teaches with calmness and objectivity what 
the young man should know for his own personal conduct and his 
relationship with those with whom he is brought into contact.” Pius 
actually granted the existence of “psychical sexual troubles”; he just 
found problematic the idea of dragging into consciousness every pos-
sible intimate detail. For: “The indirect treatment also has its efficacy 
and often it suffices to a large extent.”98

Conclusion

By the 1970s in the USA, the ego psychologists would themselves have 
been overturned. And by the 1980s or 1990s at the latest, the neo- 
Freudians’ perspective had risen again. In the 2000s present, a school 
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called “relational psychoanalysis,” growing out of the interpersonal 
approach once pioneered by Harry Stack Sullivan, supplemented by 
British object relations theorists’ emphasis on internalized relations 
with others, is one of the most influential modes.99 Indeed, as early as 
1998, sociologist of knowledge Neil G. McLaughlin observed: “While 
neo- Freudians lost the battle for legitimation as a separate school of 
thought, they won the major intellectual wars in which they were 
engaged within psychoanalysis.” Among other things: “Few contem-
porary psychoanalysts defend the orthodox libido theory that was the 
major object of criticism by Horney, Sullivan and Fromm. Contempo-
rary Freudian thought is dominated by the concern with gender and 
the mother pioneered by Horney, the focus on interpersonal dynamics 
articulated by Sullivan, and the historical, sociological and cultural fac-
tors introduced earlier by Fromm, Horney and Sullivan.”100

Actually, however, Horney continues into the twenty- first cen-
tury to be misunderstood above all as a commentator on gender rela-
tions more than on sexuality per se –  and the innovation in her efforts 
to retheorize the connection, and direction of causation, between sexual 
and other realms of existence has gotten lost from view. At the same 
time, it has become near impossible to dislodge the peculiarly pitying 
presumption –  advanced in what is still one of the most oft- cited biog-
raphies, Bernard J. Paris’s Karen Horney: A Psychoanalyst’s Search for 
Self- Understanding (1994) –  that Horney’s abiding difficulty in life was 
that her sharp and discerning feminism was combined with ongoing 
romantic and sexual interest in men. (Or, as Paris puts it, “her compul-
sive need for men.”)101 Thoroughly missed, for example, is the fact that 
quite a few of Horney’s original questions about the nonsexual sources 
of sexual behavior would resurface again –  albeit without any reference 
to her –  in the 1970s work of such otherwise completely opposed ana-
lysts as the (tendentially sexually conservative) self psychologist Heinz 
Kohut and the (sex- radical and subversive) analyst of sexual excitement 
Robert Stoller.102 The endless and intricate entanglements between sex-
ual and other realms of existence, as well as the crucial aperçu artic-
ulated by Horney that “all is not sexuality that looks like it,” would 
prove enduring puzzles for psychoanalysts –  and indeed for everyone 
who researches and reflects on sexuality –  up until the present.103

All of this, however, was still very far on the horizon at the turn 
from the 1940s to the 1950s. In one sense, Bishop Sheen had been defeated 
(and not only because, however ironically, he himself had contributed 
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mightily to the trend toward “psychologization” of American Catholi-
cism that he had initially so strenuously attacked).104 Subsequent Catholic 
interventions, while continuing –  notably –  to express concerns specifi-
cally about psychoanalytic laxity around sexual mores, were far more 
mellow on both psychiatry and psychoanalysis and often eager for “rap-
prochement.”105 Thus, for instance, the Jesuit Francis P.  Furlong titled 
an essay of 1955 elucidating the Pope’s 1953 stance and published in 
the Bulletin of the Menninger Clinic, “Peaceful Coexistence of Religion 
and Psychiatry.”106 And the Catholic psychiatrist Francis J. Braceland –  a 
mentee of Bartemeier’s –  published an anthology in 1955 entitled Faith, 
Reason and Modern Psychiatry: Sources for a Synthesis. Both Furlong 
and Braceland’s contributors found positive things to say about Freud.

But, from another perspective, Sheen had triumphed. As of the 
early 1950s, psychoanalysts had become very careful about revealing 
to a wider public any not utterly normative ideas about sexuality. Per-
haps tellingly, the French Jesuit Beirnaert had announced in the pages 
of the French Jesuit journal Études already in 1952 that –  as Furlong 
summarized it –  there was only “a very limited school of pansexual-
ism anywhere, perhaps none in the United States.”107 Either appreci-
ating the trend away from too much sex- obsession that he identified 
in US psychoanalysis or strategically insisting on that trend so as to 
reduce Catholic opposition (this was, after all, an essay written before 
the 1953 papal statement and intending to help sway Pius), Beirnaert 
argued that Freudianism had been evolving and was now

more and more devoted to the totality of the conflicts that upset 
the personality in its relations with itself, with others and with 
the world. Freud’s theory of instincts leaves plenty of recognition 
for aggressivity and the need of security. Personality development, 
instead of being reduced to a mere privileged instinct, is seen as a 
total growth in the sense of personalization and of socialization. 
It is less and less concerned with “technique of sexuality.” When 
a treatment is run along these lines, experience shows that it is 
possible to bring sexual or aggressive conflicts out into the light of 
consciousness, without violating, in the Pope’s words, the law “of 
personal integrity and purity.”108

This was a fair summary of what had developed in the USA, due to the 
work of both the “neos” and the “egos.”
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Nonetheless, sex, after all, and despite psychoanalysts’ many 
protestations, had been one of the main reasons Americans had been 
at all interested in the first place in that incontestably idiosyncratic 
system of thought that was psychoanalysis. And alas, one of the great 
troubles with the ensuing dynamic was that the post- neo- Freudian 
psychoanalysis readers were increasingly treated to would contrib-
ute just as much, if not more so, to exacerbating their woes within 
intimate relations rather than to alleviating them. This would be due 
not least to analysts’ reaction to an unexpected attack from a new 
quarter.

Nobody but Christian spokespeople had seriously chal-
lenged psychoanalysts’ hegemony on expert discourse about sex. 
Nobody, that is, until the sexologist Alfred Kinsey burst onto the 
national scene. Initially, confronted with the first volume in 1948, 
some psychoanalysts  –  Karl Menninger included  –  were comfort-
able defending Kinsey’s research, even if they made a few critical or 
qualifying remarks about one or another aspect of the work. Men-
ninger, for instance, assured an acquaintance (the philanthropist Ada 
McCormick) in March 1948 that “I am sure it [the volume] will be 
disquieting to many people who are not in intimate contact with 
the secret lives of individuals as psychiatrists are, but I can only tell 
you that every psychiatrist that I know of is prepared to accept the 
Kinsey report as sound … Don’t underestimate it –  it is very, very 
important.”109 This tone would change when the second volume of 
the Kinsey Report, on women, appeared in 1953.

Psychoanalysis in the USA had initially, and adroitly, recon-
figured itself in response to widely publicized criticisms from church 
leaders. Psychoanalysts were wholly unprepared for being outflanked 
by new competition. In their testy antagonism to Kinsey, US psychoan-
alysts solidified the misogynist and homophobic views for which they 
have become so justly notorious.
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2  HOMOPHOBIA’S DURABILITY AND THE 
REINVENTION OF PSYCHOANALYSIS

“We can all be given a diagnosis.”
Robert Stoller, 19731

One of the many mysteries surrounding the broad popular success of 
psychoanalysis in the United States in the first two postwar decades 
involves the fierce persistence with which analysts insisted on deni-
grating homosexuality, especially male homosexuality, and the passion 
they poured into explicating a particular version of femininity  –    
one they insisted must involve sexual responsiveness to men, but on 
very specifically circumscribed terms. And one of the notable but 
underexplored facts in the historical vicissitudes of psychoanalysis is 
that the arrival of the sexual revolution and the subsequent rise of 
the gay rights and women’s rights movements also marked the end of 
American psychoanalysis’ halcyon days and its transmogrification into 
a still culturally influential but professionally far more marginal niche 
phenomenon. What remains ill understood is the impact of historical 
conditions –  and psychoanalysts’ eagerness for cultural relevance –  on 
the content of psychoanalytic theory.

What has also so far been underappreciated is the astonish-
ingly strong, and recurrent, influence of competitiveness with sexol-
ogy and with sex rights activism of any kind. Professionals or activists 
(sometimes overlapping categories) who claimed to speak about 
human sexuality from a vantage point other than psychoanalysis were 
vigorously rebuffed. This was so whether the challenger was the Ger-
man sexologist and homosexual rights activist Magnus Hirschfeld, or 
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the American sex researchers Alfred Kinsey and, later again, William 
Masters and Virginia Johnson; in each instance, psychoanalysts reacted 
with a combination of creative flexibility and furious tenacity. This 
trend was all the more remarkable despite (or because?) of analysts’ 
own ambivalence about centering libido at the heart of their intellec-
tual project.

To put it another way: psychoanalysis’ own conflicted relation-
ship to sex explains a great deal both about its fortunes and about 
the ever- evolving contents of its most cherished concepts. This would 
become especially evident in the course of the 1970s, as psychoanalysts 
engaged in an extended debate over whether their patients –  or indeed 
human beings more generally –  could best be understood through the 
framework of Oedipal conflicts or rather were beset by pre- Oedipal 
problems, including borderline and narcissistic character disorders. 
The discussion turned on whether it was time to shift “from Oedipus 
to Narcissus.”2 The label most frequently ascribed to the decade of the 
1970s –  “the culture of narcissism” –  has its tangled origins not least 
in an intra- psychoanalytic struggle to maintain the post- Freudian ani-
mus to homosexuality within a renovated framework that emphasized 
pre- Oedipal over Oedipal challenges. Reinventing psychoanalysis and 
reinventing homophobia went hand in hand. But it would be in the 
context of conflict over this intra- psychoanalytic paradigm shift that 
innovative counterarguments and a fresh theory of sexual desire and 
excitement came also to be formulated.

Homophobia after Freud

Beginning already in the midst of the battles over the proper relation-
ship between psychoanalysis and religion, an additional subtle para-
digm shift in postwar US psychoanalytic thinking about sex evolved 
in direct reaction to  –  indeed against  –  Alfred Kinsey. Kinsey’s Sex-
ual Behavior in the Human Male and Sexual Behavior in the Human 
Female, published in 1948 and 1953, were widely read and discussed 
in the US media.3 Instantly, already the first Report was understood 
full well, by the general public and journalists alike, as an endorse-
ment, in the guise of scientific empiricism, of a greater “democratic plu-
ralism of sexuality” –  as the psychoanalytically inclined literary critic 
Lionel Trilling put it at the time, evincing considerable distaste and 
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discomfort at the idea.4 Through its statistics alone, the Report consti-
tuted a frontal attack on the idea of constricting sex to monogamous 
heterosexual marriage. But it did more than that. It took ordinary 
people’s experiences seriously. As the reviewer in The Nation noted, 
until the first Report, “only two organized groups have been entitled to 
talk about sex –  the churches and the psychoanalysts.” Alfred Kinsey 
made it possible for everyone to talk. No wonder, then, that “clergy-
men and psychoanalysts are among the most militant enemies of the 
report.”5 Initially, there were some psychoanalytic responses that were 
moderate in tone –  intrigued, overall, but including a few criticisms of 
Kinsey’s method and conclusions.6 And interestingly, Erich Fromm still 
took the occasion of the first Report to restate the neo- Freudian posi-
tion (with its characteristic assumptions of reversed causation between 
sexual and other emotional troubles).7 But by the time the second 
Report appeared, psychoanalysts as a guild had become uniformly and 
extraordinarily critical. Among their many objections, psychoanalysts 
took special offense at the fact that Kinsey had asserted that there was 
no particular difference between men and women in such matters as 
their capacity for orgasm, or for marital infidelity, or for sexual interest 
in general. And they were incensed that Kinsey actively advanced the 
view that homosexuality was a natural variant of human sexuality –  
and indeed a remarkably prevalent one.

What had changed with regard to the topic of homosexual-
ity in the half- century since Sigmund Freud had first weighed in on 
the themes of sexual desire, aims, and objects? Freud’s work was full 
of contradictory impulses and recurrent self- amendments, but he was 
unquestionably more open and curious about the intricacies of desire 
than many of the psychoanalysts who followed in his wake. On the 
one hand, there were in Freud’s published work the normative assump-
tions that what he called “a normal sexual life” required: making an 
object choice external to the self; connecting the drive for pleasure to 
reproductive aims; fusing component instincts and putting any remain-
ing partial (polymorphous, oral, anal) drives into the service of genital 
primacy.8 On the other hand, there were also in his published writings 
repeated declarations that: homosexuals were not necessarily any more 
mentally unstable than heterosexuals; homosexuals could in fact serve 
as analysts themselves; and there was as little prospect of converting 
homosexuals to heterosexuality as the reverse.9 Moreover, and emphat-
ically, Freud declared (in a 1915 footnote added to his Three Essays on 
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the Theory of Sexuality, initially published in 1905): “Psycho- analytic 
research is most decidedly opposed to any attempt at separating off 
homosexuals from the rest of mankind as a group of a special charac-
ter.”10 In general, Freud’s conviction about the constitutive bisexuality 
of all human beings meant that homoeroticism was a possibility within 
everyone.11 And in Freud’s subsequently published correspondence, it 
was also evident how often Freud struggled with what he in his own 
words called an “unruly homosexual feeling” in himself, even as the 
yearning for the men for whom this feeling in him stirred (from Wil-
helm Fliess and Sándor Ferenczi to Carl Jung and Ernest Jones) was 
not so much a frankly physical one as rather an intensive longing for 
emotional intimacy and, not least, a yearning that they might express 
obedience to him as the revered patriarch.12 One of the few instances in 
which Freud let himself slip into making a homophobic slur –  in a let-
ter to his erstwhile prized associate Jung about the prominent German 
sexologist Magnus Hirschfeld, leader of the campaign to decriminal-
ize homosexuality –  the remark was clearly triggered by competitive-
ness and irritation that Hirschfeld was not wholeheartedly endorsing 
the psychoanalytic project and was insisting on the idea of inborn, 
rather than developmentally acquired, same- sex desire.13 Such rivalries 
between psychoanalysis and sexology, and between psychoanalysis and 
sex rights activism, were to remain a persistent theme.

In the several decades between Freud’s Three Essays on the 
Theory of Sexuality and the publication of Kinsey’s Reports, moreover, 
and while the psychoanalytic community, scattered as it was between 
Vienna, Budapest, Berlin, London, and Paris, had been tending increas-
ingly toward more negative assessments of homosexuality, there was 
still for a while a lively mix of opinions and theories being explored –  in 
the midst, significantly, of an ongoing effort to profile psychoanalysis in 
relationship to other then- emerging sexological propositions. Ferenczi, 
for instance, one of Freud’s closest collaborators, veered between: ear-
nest confession of “the homosexual impulses” in himself as well as 
“the homosexual component that is hidden in everyone”; amused 
descriptions of how well a particular man he knew was managing his 
own homosexuality –  despite being married to a woman; and a smor-
gasbord of side- remarks in case studies of patients, ranging from one 
homosexual patient’s “indissoluble fixation on his mother” to another 
patient’s “far- going homosexual bondages.”14 Most consequential for 
the future, however, was Ferenczi’s attempt to distinguish conceptually 
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between different types of male homosexual interest. Reacting, in a talk 
given in 1911 and published in 1914, specifically to Hirschfeld’s theo-
ries of a “third” or “intermediate sex,” Ferenczi advanced the notion 
that one should distinguish between subtypes of same- sex behavior. 
On the one hand, there was what he called “subject- homo- erotism” 
(evinced by a more feminine man, i.e., by someone inverted in his own 
gender role and thus an exemplar of Hirschfeld’s “intermediate sex”); 
these types, Ferenczi thought, were not convertible to heterosexuality. 
On the other hand, he proposed that there was also a form he called 
“object- homo- erotism” (exemplified by more masculine- appearing 
men who nonetheless desired other men); these types Ferenczi deemed 
to be suffering from “obsessional neurosis,” and he asserted that they 
could in fact be converted and could learn to desire women.15 Yet only 
two years earlier, in speaking of how the gender of the (male) physi-
cian mattered in the transference, he not only had stressed that women 
patients might bring heterosexual desires to their doctors, but also 
noted that the “ ‘feminine’ ” elements within the doctor himself were 
“enough… for women to bring their homosexual, and men their het-
erosexual interests, or their aversion that is related to this, into connec-
tion with the person of the physician.”16 In other words, Ferenczi was 
both attuned to fluidity in desire and in gender identification and, how-
ever contradictorily, also sorted individuals into categories and then 
sought to use the fact of fluidity to encourage those he thought capable 
of changing their orientation to do so.

In Vienna, Berlin, and Paris, also female analysts participated 
in elaborating antihomosexual sentiment. In the early work of Helene 
Deutsch (later famous for the concept of the “as- if” personality), there 
was a stark vacillation between, on the one hand, a genuine, at times 
intrusive- voyeuristic and at other times almost envious, concern with 
investigating the sexual practices of lesbians; and, on the other, the 
eager attempt to develop further Freud’s reflections on lesbian object- 
choice –  above all by shifting theoretical interest to the pre- Oedipal 
stage of the mother- child relationship.17 In Karen Horney’s often 
impressive feminist critiques of Freud’s theories of sexuality, as well as 
in her eventual skepticism of the validity of libido theory in general, 
there was at least ambivalence about the status of same- sex desire.18 
Strikingly, Horney’s occasional critical comments about homosexual 
men were accompanied by critical assertions about most heterosexual 
men as well.19 By contrast, in Marie Bonaparte’s studies of incest and 
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of children’s sexual play with each other, there were inserted strongly 
negative assertions about the pathology of homosexuality.20

In Britain, the trend was against tolerance. Ernest Jones had 
decided in 1921 –  in the midst of a dispute within the leadership of the 
International Psychoanalytical Association over whether homosexuals 
could become analysts –  to throw his influence on the side of rejecting 
homosexual candidates. While the Viennese, under the leadership of 
Otto Rank, had called for assessing each case on its own individual 
merits, the majority of Berliners, led by Karl Abraham, insisted that if 
psychoanalysis had not cured an individual of his or her “inversion,” 
then he or she was also incapable of being an analyst. Jones sided with 
Berlin, noting that the reputation of the analytic movement would be 
at stake. In the eyes of the world, he said, homosexuality was “a repug-
nant crime: if one of our members committed it, we would be seriously 
discredited.”21

While British analysts conflicted constantly with one another 
over theories and methods, all developed negative views on homosexu-
ality. The one anomaly was Edward Glover, who did hold that homo-
sexuality was a “perversion” and a “regression to an earlier stage of 
sexual development,” but nonetheless found that some homosexuals 
were no different in their emotional attachments from heterosexuals, 
and in later years would fight for decriminalization.22 The other ana-
lysts were far more adamant that homosexuality was a pathology. In 
her drive- centered, pre-  (or early) Oedipally focused work with chil-
dren, Melanie Klein, in her inimitable terminology, described not only 
six- year- old Erna’s “anal love desires,” “persecutory phantasies,” and 
“oral sadism,” as well as the envy she presumed Erna felt toward “the 
genital and oral gratifications which she supposed her parents to be 
enjoying during intercourse,” but linked Erna’s “hatred” and “para-
noia” to her “homosexual tendencies, which had been excessively 
strong from early childhood onwards.”23 Also little Peter, whom Klein 
saw at age three and three- quarters, had, according to her reconstruc-
tions based on watching him play with toy horses and motor cars, sup-
plemented with inquiries with the parents about when Peter could have 
witnessed parental coitus (it could only have happened at age eighteen 
months, while briefly sharing a bedroom whilst on vacation and he had 
promptly –  Klein assumed causation not correlation –  begun to regress 
in his toilet training and smash his toys rather than playing appropri-
ately), developed a “very strong passive homosexual attitude,” replete 
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with anxiety- inducing “phantasies in which he was being copulated 
with by his father.”24 Klein may well have been right about the primal 
furies, fears, and “phantasies” about body parts, emissions, and activi-
ties that young children develop –  though her assumptions about the 
impact of the primal scene surely need to be historicized. But there is 
no question that, in her interpretations, the word “homosexual” had a 
censorious valence.

Meanwhile, in Scottish analyst Ronald Fairbairn’s writings, 
and in the midst of his innovative larger project of de- eroticizing the 
concept of libido and promoting the importance of object relations, 
there was explicit annoyance at so many male homosexuals’ refusal 
to see themselves as disturbed and disinterest in changing their orien-
tation; in a 1946 essay Fairbairn described homosexuality with clear 
distaste as “the natural sexual expression of a personality which has 
become perverse in its essential structure.”25 Conversely, in the more 
ego-  and defense- oriented work of Sigmund Freud’s daughter Anna 
(since 1938 in London), there was the proud pronouncement, as of 
1949, that while her father had not believed in the possibility of con-
version of orientation, she, Anna, could report excellent success in this 
area with a number of male homosexuals. Basing herself expressly on 
Ferenczi’s distinctions between “subject- ” and “object- homo- erotism,” 
Anna Freud insisted that the most important things to look at in the 
attempt to arrive at accurate diagnoses and treatment approaches 
were not men’s behaviors but rather their fantasies (especially with 
regard to their identifications as either passive or active –  or, in alter-
nation, both –  in the midst of the sexual act). Therapeutic success in 
“divert[ing] their libido from one sex to the other” would emerge from 
the analyst’s interpretations of these oscillating identifications.26

Homophobia in Cold War America

Nowhere was the homophobia as strong as in the postwar USA.27 
In the early postwar years, the dramatically rapid spread of psycho-
analytic ideas into the American mainstream via the mass media and 
popular advice books was marked by an ever more firmly consoli-
dated consensus among analysts that homosexuality was by definition 
abnormal. It was almost as though it was the one thing that otherwise 
feuding analysts could agree on. In fact, offering condemnatory views 
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of homosexuality appeared to be an essential element of psychoana-
lytic self- marketing in the postwar United States. For example, in 1950, 
Elements of Psychoanalysis –  a “practical guide” containing contribu-
tions from leading analysts in prose accessible to the general reading 
public –  was advertised as offering help with such typical problems as 
“the career woman, alcoholism, impotence, frigidity, homosexuality, 
prejudice.”28 From Baltimore, New York, and Boston to Chicago and 
Topeka to Los Angeles, and despite ongoing vigorous conflicts in views 
with regard to psychoanalytic theory and technique more generally, 
there was remarkable accord that homosexuals were disturbed and 
needed to be cured –  i.e., that they were, in fact, the separate category 
of person that Sigmund Freud had insisted they were not. Whether in 
the neo- Freudian trend first inspired by the writings of Franz Alexan-
der and then developed further by both Karen Horney (whose follow-
ers were more homophobic than she) and Harry Stack Sullivan (the 
latter of whom, although homosexual himself, did also publicly make 
homophobic pronouncements) or among the ego psychologists around 
Heinz Hartmann’s respected colleagues Robert Bak and Phyllis Green-
acre (especially in their work on perversions and fetishes), whether in 
the group around Sándor Radó (whose antihomosexual ideas were 
built on his vehement objections to Sigmund Freud’s foundational 
concept of bisexuality) or in the writings of the eminent non- émigré 
psychoanalyst and explicitly Christian “dean” of American psychiatry 
Karl Menninger, the psychoanalytic community in the USA generated 
a welter of uninterrogated assumptions and declarative assertions that 
would shape the conversation about same- sex desire for decades to 
come.

The incoherence of the claims about the patheticness and/ or 
pathology of homosexuality was as palpable as was the imposing confi-
dence with which those assertions were delivered. Male homosexuality 
was seen as a way of attempting to avoid castration by the father –  or 
as a way to unite with the father. It signaled an overidentification with 
a seductive or domineering mother –  or it was a sign of a profound fear 
of the female genitals. It functioned as a hapless way to repair one’s 
sense of inadequacy as a male –  or it was a powerful sexual compulsion 
that required better control.29 The prolific, popular New York- based 
analyst Edmund Bergler (possibly the single most sex- obsessed analyst 
of his era and also the most punitively normative one, author of such 
titles as Frigidity in Women [1936], Unhappy Marriage and Divorce 
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[1946], The Basic Neurosis [1949], and Neurotic Counterfeit- Sex 
[1951]) declared with authority in 1956: “Homosexuals are essentially 
disagreeable people … [displaying] a mixture of superciliousness, fake 
aggression, and whimpering  … subservient when confronted with a 
stronger person, merciless when in power … You seldom find an intact 
ego … among them.”30 Not one of his analytic colleagues challenged 
him.

Analysts were not quite as obsessed with lesbianism, but 
comparably confused things would be said about it as well. Was the 
same- sex- desiring woman identifying with an emotionally withholding 
Oedipal father or defending herself against her (frustrated) desire for 
that father? Were lesbians stuck in a still all- too- masculine “clitoridal” 
phase –  or did they have castrating impulses toward their own sons? 
Or were they above all striving for a return to the undifferentiated 
mother- child fusion of infancy?31

It is difficult in hindsight to assess how much the hostility to 
homosexuality was driven by the lasting sense, inherited from Freud, 
that homosexual impulses, however well hidden, existed in every 
individual, including within the analysts themselves, and how much 
the animus was driven by the ongoing effort to make psychoanaly-
sis acceptable to mainstream, Main Street America. For there is no 
question that the attacks launched especially by Catholic critics of 
psychoanalysis in the later 1940s and early 1950s  –  and the ensu-
ing debates about the potential compatibility of psychoanalysis with 
Christianity –  had exacerbated American analysts’ ambivalence about 
how to handle the presumed centrality of sex of any kind to the psy-
choanalytic project. Sex was both the topic analysts thought they were 
the experts on and they were deeply anxious about being too strongly 
associated with it. And such ambivalence was, of course, both percep-
tive and problematic.

The trouble was that the issue of libido was always palpably 
present, hovering over the enterprise, at once necessary to the entire 
conceptual framework and yet continually threatening to make the 
enterprise seem dirty and tawdry and trivial. This was the context into 
which the Kinsey Reports had burst. No longer skittish about being 
associated with sex, analysts thrown on the defensive by the Reports’ 
wild popularity rushed both to announce their longstanding expertise 
on the topic of sex (we are the ones who know the most about mas-
turbation, infidelity, etc., they averred) and to denigrate Kinsey’s work, 
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directly contesting his views on the normalcy of homosexuality and the 
reality and strength of female sexual interest. But their largest move, 
especially after the report on Sexual Behavior in the Human Female 
was released in 1953, was to insist that Kinsey treated humans “zoo-
logically.” Kinsey was an ignoramus about love.

The Love Doctrine

Thus the Columbia University psychiatrist and psychoanalyst Sol   
Ginsburg –  one of the leading members of the Group for the Advance-
ment of Psychiatry that had been founded by William Menninger  –  
complained about Kinsey’s apparent “need to separate sex from love, 
tenderness, concern with the feelings and needs of one’s partner … such 
a separation of the genital from other aspects of one’s sexual attitudes 
and satisfactions itself represents an abnormality in individuals.”32 
Karl Menninger for his part declared:  “As for an orgasm being the 
chief criterion of sexuality, everyone knows that one orgasm can differ 
from another as widely as do kisses.” The examples he gave were tell-
ing: “The orgasm of a terrified soldier in battle, that of a loving hus-
band in the arms of his wife, that of a desperate homosexual trying to 
prove his masculinity and that of a violent and sadistic brute raping a 
child are not the same phenomena.” And Menninger approvingly cited 
yet another (anonymous) author who had argued, commenting on the 
Kinsey Reports, that “Unless the movement toward sexual integration 
is an expression of love for the other person there can be no normal 
sexual ecstasy … Sexual promiscuity or experimentation or athleticiz-
ing… without feelings of tenderness and affection is … destructive.’ ”33 
In another essay, in the Saturday Review, Menninger repeated some of 
the same arguments and also complained that

So as far as I can ascertain, Kinsey appears to have heeded scarcely 
a word of the scholarly analyses and wise counsel of such penetrat-
ing critics as [psychoanalysts] Dr. Robert P. Knight, Dr. Lawrence 
Kubie, [literary critic] Lionel Trilling and numerous others. Kin-
sey’s compulsion to force human sexual behavior into a zoological 
frame of reference leads him to repudiate or neglect human psy-
chology, and to see normality as that which is natural in the sense 
that it is what is practised by animals.34
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Psychoanalysts also confronted Kinsey in public forums. Franz 
Alexander argued with him onstage in Little Rock, Arkansas in March 
of 1954 (a fact which prompted Menninger to congratulate Alexan-
der for “your rebuke to Dr. Kinsey” –  even as he added, “but I don’t 
think any amount of rebuking is going to cure this guy!”).35 And in 
May of 1954 Menninger debated Kinsey openly at the meeting of the 
American Psychiatric Association in St. Louis, Missouri. Once again 
the arguments centered on whether what mattered most to women was 
“orgasms” or “love.”36

Other analysts made variations on this same point. Iago 
Galdston at New York University attacked Kinsey for praising primi-
tive peoples like the Nepalese Lepcha “among whom ‘sexual activity 
is practically divorced from emotion… like food and drink it does not 
matter from whom you receive it, as long as you get it’ … In Kinsey’s 
scheme of things there seems to be little room for love.”37 And psycho-
analyst Edward S. Tauber of the (Sullivanian interpersonal relations- 
focused) William Alanson White Institute, meanwhile, found it awful 
that ordinary Americans rushed to read the Kinsey Reports in order to 
discover “that their difficulties are statistically ‘normal,’ despite the fact 
that their sexual behavior fails to be an expression of real warmth and 
tenderness.” “A healthy psychosexual adjustment,” Tauber intoned, 
“would mean that the individual has the ability to have a durable inti-
mate relationship with a person of the opposite sex … This would be 
an adjustment which expressed love and tenderness, and was not an 
expression of non- sexual aims or sado- masochistic trends.”38 Not a 
single analyst reacted positively to Kinsey’s second volume.

A number of things are worth noting about this phenomenon. 
One is that it really was new. While homophobic views had been 
solidifying for quite some time, then, what was novel was the 
development of what might well be called “the love doctrine.” Freud 
himself, moreover, and significantly, had remarked on the frequent 
disconnect –  also specifically among heterosexuals –  between love and 
sexual desire.39 This claim that loveless sex was pathological was a 
postwar US innovation. It was consolidated in direct response to Kinsey. 
(Revealingly, the reaction to the Kinsey Reports was quite different in 
Continental Europe. There the diagnosis was not that Kinsey lacked a 
commitment to marital love, but rather that Americans lacked sexual 
skill, sensuality, and eroticism.40 And also the homophobia expressed 
in European psychoanalytic circles was not fixated on love.)41
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Second is that it was not innocent. There was nothing banal or 
benign about this disavowal of the extraordinary prevalence of loveless 
sex also within heterosexual marriages and the tone- deafness this dis-
played especially toward women’s all- too- frequent sense of alienation 
within marital sex. Highly ironic, moreover, was the fact that nobody 
knew better than psychoanalysts themselves just what a wide variety 
of behaviors and feelings existed among the supposedly so ideal het-
erosexuals. Reading the psychoanalytic literature of postwar USA, one 
cannot help but be struck by the prevalence of American men’s visits 
to prostitutes (including across class and racial divides, including at 
the recommendation of analysts), extramarital dalliances, intramarital 
miseries, illegal abortions, and sexual fantasies at odds with the nor-
mative prototype.

Third, the paradigm would be enormously influential. Psycho-
analysis ascended in the decades of the Cold War precisely by offering 
a mixed, at once secular and religious, “moral sensibility” that rein-
forced conservative family values under the sign of “health,” one that 
was expressly contemptuous of homosexuality and of any expression 
of female sexuality outside of marriage.42 Some people fit the norms 
effortlessly. But the wastage of lives  –  the traumas of homosexuals 
subjected to relentless disrespect and conversion attempts, the sorrows 
within numberless heterosexual marriages –  was immense.43

From Oedipus to Narcissus: Homophobia after the Sexual Revolution

All of this would be undone by the sexual revolution: first the Pill, then 
the deluge of porn, the explosion of public chatter about free love and 
the ubiquitous incitement to loosen mores even more. What had pre-
viously been covert became demonstratively overt. On the one hand, 
there were intimidating new standards of sexual performance. On the 
other hand, the women’s and gay rights movements would turn what 
had been the casual power of the misogynist double standard and the 
privilege of heterosexual masculinity into scandals requiring massive 
redress.

And not least: the sexual revolution also arrived in the heart-
land of America with William Masters and Virginia Johnson and their 
blockbuster book, Human Sexual Response (1966).44 Here, once 
again, in other words, were sex experts who challenged the sovereignty 
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of psychoanalysis directly. Masters and Johnson explicitly sold their 
behaviorist sex therapeutic techniques for curing premature ejacula-
tion and anorgasmia as the antidote to psychoanalysis. Two weeks in 
a hotel in St. Louis making daily love with your spouse was certainly 
marketable as an improvement over seven years on the couch.

Masters and Johnson took empiricism inside the body itself, meas-
uring pulse rates and erections and lubrications and flushed skin, providing 
data on what bodies really did in the run- up to and in the midst of and 
in the aftermath of climax. Kinsey had counted orgasms (as though they 
were pennies or beans or cars on the highway); Masters and Johnson prob-
lematized orgasms themselves –  men’s and women’s. And one innovation 
Masters and Johnson insisted on was the importance of treating the couple 
as the patient, not the individual who manifested the symptom –  whether 
that symptom was premature ejaculation or erectile difficulties for men or 
lack of orgasm or even vaginismus (painful resistance to penetration) for 
women. In short, they problematized heterosexuality, without realizing that 
this was what they were doing. A second innovation was their insistence 
on the anatomical, on physiological functioning rather than psychological 
dynamics. In their two books –  Human Sexual Response was followed up 
with Human Sexual Inadequacy (1970) –  they deliberately distanced them-
selves from what they perceived as the uselessness and even harmfulness of 
the psychoanalytic approaches to marital sexual discordance that had been 
prevalent in the USA in the 1950s and 1960s, approaches which all too 
often had exacerbated a couple’s misery by blaming it on the wife’s inability 
to “adapt to her feminine role” and/ or incapacity to transfer sexual excita-
tion from the supposedly immature clitoris to the purportedly more mature 
locus of the vagina.45 Masters and Johnson by contrast promoted the idea, 
incidentally already advanced by Kinsey, but now backed by the “hard sci-
ence” of their own inside- the- body empirical studies, that all female orgasms 
were triggered by clitoral excitation, even if some women experienced them 
as localized in the vagina or in the entire genital area –  or all over the body. 
And they offered behaviorist therapy that emphasized caressing, communi-
cation, and relief from performance pressure –  especially for men.

Among other things, the women’s movement, building expressly 
on the findings of Masters and Johnson, engaged in a frontal assault 
on the core psychoanalytic notion that there was a distinction to be 
made between clitoral and vaginal orgasms and that only the latter 
were properly mature –  a discussion which caused uproar also within 
psychoanalytic circles, not least due to its exposition in the pages of the 
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Journal of the American Psychoanalytic Association by the psychiatrist 
(and former student of Kinsey’s) Mary Jane Sherfey.46 The essay was 
widely debated (also hostilely, also by female psychoanalysts).47 Femi-
nists additionally criticized the assumptions prevalent in the analytic 
community that women were intellectually inferior to men and that 
their purpose was to serve men. And they challenged analysts’ more gen-
eral disdain for women’s professional and sexual agency (see Figure 4).48

Figure 4 Cartoon accompanying the essay by theater critic Richard Gilman in the 
New York Times Magazine, 1971. Among other things, Gilman observed: “That fem-
inists of almost every degree of militancy respond with such resentment to the word 
‘psychoanalysis’ and, even more violently, to the name Sigmund Freud, comes as a 
great shock to the average cultivated man.” One of the pull- quotes accompanying the 
essay announced further: “According to women’s liberation leaders (and some male 
critics today), many of the fundamental ideas of psychoanalysis constitute an ingen-
ious doctrine of male supremacy, traceable to its founder’s own underlying misogyny.” 
Freud himself, in short, was held responsible for the conservative views endemic in 
postwar US psychoanalytic circles. From The New York Times, January 31, 1971 © 
1971 The New York Times. All rights reserved. Used by permission and protected 
by the Copyright Laws of the United States. The printing, copying, redistribution, or 
retransmission of this Content without express written permission is prohibited.
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For their part, gay rights activists were especially incensed by 
the psychiatric pathologization of homosexuality (within the DSM, 
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders), not least 
because it was understood to lend the authority of medicine to the 
legal discrimination against homosexuals prevailing across the USA. 
From 1970 on, provocative disruptions became common at meetings 
of the American Psychiatric Association and related organizations. At 
the APA in 1970, at a panel on homosexuality and transsexualism, the 
presentation of Irving Bieber, one of the most influential homophobic 
analysts, was greeted with comments to the effect that “you’re a moth-
erfucker,” and that if his book “talked about black people the way 
it talks about homosexuals you’d be drawn and quartered and you’d 
deserve it.” A presentation on aversion therapy to convert homosexu-
als by the Australian psychiatrist Nathaniel McConaghy was met with 
loud jeers such as “where did you take your residency, Auschwitz?” 
At the APA in 1972, on a panel entitled “Psychiatry:  Friend or Foe 
to Homosexuals  –  a Dialogue,” a gay psychiatrist wearing a Nixon 
mask and a wig, speaking through a voice distortion machine, and 
calling himself Dr. H. Anonymous (it was in fact the psychiatrist John 
E. Fryer), gave a presentation explaining the damage done to gay psy-
chiatrists due to their need to remain in the closet (see Figure 5). And 
in the same year, there was a “zap” at the New York Hilton when the 
Association for the Advancement of Behavior Therapy met –  under the 
banner slogan “Torture Anyone?” A movement was underway to get 
the diagnostic category of homosexuality removed.49

At the same moment, psychoanalysis in the USA was confront-
ing an abrupt but overdetermined decline in status. One proximate 
cause was the sexual revolution itself. The normalization of desire that 
had been one of the major agendas of the postwar American psycho-
analytic community was in trouble. Freud’s original conviction that 
human beings were driven by libidinal urges which were then repressed 
by society –  the idea that, however ambivalently, had been reasserted 
in the shunting- aside of the neo- Freudians, even as it had been supple-
mented by additional encomiums to ego strength and the individuals’ 
capacity to master those urges  –  would inevitably be eroded in the 
face of a society filled with frank sexual stimuli and incitements. The 
neo- Freudians had challenged the significance of the Oedipus complex 
most vigorously and directly. But ego psychologists too, while restoring 
the Oedipal framework, had either left sex to the side (as in the work 
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of Heinz Hartmann et  al.) or had expounded an explicitly sexually 
normative framework.50 By the 1960s– 1970s, as sex filled the public 
sphere, psychoanalysts seemed completely out of step with the public’s 
concerns; neither Freud’s earliest ideas nor the subsequently developed 
theories fit the situation.

Second, there was the rise of self- help and pop psychology, 
with millions of book titles sold, as well as a more general disrespect 
for the whole notion of high- minded –  and high- handed –  “expertise” 
in a culture that increasingly embraced antiauthoritarianism.51 The 
fact that analysts had inadvertently dug their own ditch  –  since in 

Figure 5 The psychiatrist John E. Fryer as Dr. H. Anonymous at the American 
Psychiatric Association meeting in Dallas in 1972. Wearing a wig and a Nixon 
mask and speaking through a voice distortion microphone, Fryer –  at a panel enti-
tled “Psychiatry: Friend or Foe to Homosexuals –  a Dialogue” –  reported on his 
professional positions lost to homophobia and on the devastating damages done 
by the professionally demanded closeting of same- sex- desiring individuals within 
the Association. His opening words were: “I am a homosexual. I am a psychia-
trist.” The event proved to be a key episode in the ultimately successful campaign 
to get the category of homosexuality removed from the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders in 1973.
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their efforts to popularize psychoanalytic concepts they had been the 
progenitors of the self- help boom –  did not make the result easier to 
bear. Third, also within psychiatry, analysis was increasingly felt to be 
unscientific –  at best an art, but certainly not a science –  an approach 
that could not keep pace with biomedical research and discoveries, 
including pharmacological ones. It was not just the advent of Haldol 
and Thorazine for those deemed psychotic; also the ascent of Miltown 
for the hassled businessman, or Valium for the dissatisfied housewife, 
made talk therapy seem quite old- school.52 A fourth source of the prob-
lem was economic: analysis was simply too expensive, and there was 
by the later 1960s a proliferating welter of other opportunities (from 
recreational drug use to “New Age” and other alternative therapies) 
for dealing with personal and interpersonal ills and the desire for self- 
improvement and greater life enjoyment.

As it happened, and for a complicated conjunction of reasons, 
psychiatry in the USA would rescue its own reputation and cultural 
esteem by dumping psychoanalysis overboard, and binding its profes-
sional future to a biomedical research agenda. And it was this particu-
lar turn that was to have tremendous consequences for gay rights (so 
closely intertwined was the homophobic consensus with the psycho-
analytic hegemony that was now in trouble). The key figure in this 
transformation would be the psychiatrist Robert L. Spitzer, who was 
no particular fan of either feminism or gay liberation. But he was ada-
mantly intent on making psychiatry more scientific and he was open to 
hearing gay rights advocates make a scientific case for the removal of 
homosexuality from the DSM.

Spitzer became interested in hearing from experts who could 
assert that homosexuality should simply be thought of as a “common 
behavior variant,” that homosexuals fell “within the normal range of 
psychological functioning,” that many homosexuals coped just fine in 
their daily lives and that many were perfectly satisfied with their orien-
tation and not interested in being converted.53 Studies conducted in 
the 1950s by psychologist Evelyn Hooker, which had demonstrated 
psychiatric experts’ inability to detect any difference between homo-
sexual and heterosexual men with respect to their “mental adjust-
ment,” became newly crucial evidence in this context.54 At the same 
time, however, Spitzer was attuned to the concern that the profession 
should not be seen as capitulating to “outside agitators” and he was 
committed to continuing to give antihomosexual experts a hearing. He 
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thus organized a panel at the May 1973 American Psychiatric Associ-
ation convention in Honolulu which pitted psychiatrists who favored 
removal of the category (their names were Robert Stoller and Judd 
Marmor –  both, as it happens, also analysts –  and Richard Green) and 
the gay rights activist Ronald Gold against two of the most promin-
ent proponents of ongoing pathologization of homosexuality, analysts 
Irving Bieber and Charles Socarides. While the Honolulu panel was to 
be an important tipping point, no less important were the several years 
of quiet strategic planning that had put more liberal and sympathetic 
psychiatrists into key positions within the leadership of the American 
Psychiatric Association.55

In November of 1973, the Board of Trustees of the APA voted 
to remove the category of homosexuality from the DSM. This was a 
major victory for gay and lesbian liberation, even as it also caused 
many in the psychoanalytic subcommunity of American psychiatry 
to withdraw from further discussion of the issue in disgruntlement at 
what was obviously a rebuff to their perspectives, and even as the offi-
cial shift did not necessarily signal a change of heart in the rank and 
file of American psychiatry either. (Four years after the vote, 69 per-
cent of the first 2,500 psychiatrists responding to a survey conducted 
by the journal Medical Aspects of Human Sexuality still affirmed that 
“homosexuality is usually a pathological adaptation, as opposed to a 
normal variation,” and only 18 percent disagreed, with the rest being 
uncertain. Similarly, 70 percent said that “homosexuals’ problems have 
more to do with their own inner conflicts than with stigmatization by 
society at large”; and 60 percent said homosexuals were less capable of 
“mature, loving relationships” than heterosexuals.56 The love doctrine, 
as it were –  and this despite the sexual revolution –  remained a refer-
ence point.)

Meanwhile, however, in these same years, analysts in the USA 
and internationally were reviving with renewed intensity and in new 
terms a long- running dispute over whether the analytic patient base 
was moving toward more borderline and narcissistically disturbed 
patients.57 British object relations theorists had been shifting analytic 
attention from Oedipal to pre- Oedipal pathology already since the 
1940s. But the 1970s saw an especially heated round of this dispute –  
coinciding quite specifically with the crisis in US psychoanalytic prestige 
more generally. Significantly, the dispute coincided as well with the sense 
that leading American practitioners’ longstanding post- neo- Freudian 
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emphasis on the Oedipus complex had been linked to pre- sexual revo-
lution assumptions about sexual repression as a source of difficulty. 
As the American analyst Edward M. Weinshel noted at the Interna-
tional Congress on Psycho- Analysis held in London in 1975, there was 
a growing consensus among analysts internationally that primitive and 
“archaic” aggressions were a far larger element in patients’ problems 
than sex per se (even as Weinshel himself –  and invoking on this point 
also Anna Freud  –  surmised that sexual problems persisted in new 
forms in the midst of the sexual revolution).58

And it was in this context, in turn, that an increasing num-
ber of American analysts thought the time had come to shift “from 
Oedipus to Narcissus.”59 Importantly, the narcissism problem under 
discussion was not understood in the quotidian sense as meaning self- 
involvement, vanity, and the advancement of self- interest, but rather, 
on the contrary, the sign of a profound deficiency in self- love. While 
some of the impetus for rethinking character disorders had come from 
diverse British object relations approaches and particularly the Ameri-
can Otto Kernberg’s innovative adaptation of Melanie Klein’s ideas 
for work with borderline patients, the major lightning- rod figure in 
the conflicts of the 1970s was the Chicago analyst and developer of 
self psychology Heinz Kohut.60 Patients might be filled with inchoate 
rage and anxiety even when they presented as manipulatively seduc-
tive, but whatever sexually provocative or aggressively hostile impulses 
were being directed at the therapist were, in the Kohutian framework, 
not strong drives being dealt with in transference with the analyst but 
rather the breakdown products of a weak and poorly formed self.61

This paradigm shift, despite all its various internal contradic-
tions and ongoing areas of controversy, would, however ironically, give 
both homophobia and sexism new leases on life. The turn to a preoccu-
pation with narcissism was, after all, not just a realistic assessment of a 
changing client base, nor just a sign of the profession’s maturing insight 
that perhaps all along, for decades, patients had been misunderstood as 
Oedipally challenged neurotics when really the source of their troubles 
had lain in severe damage produced in the dyadic dynamics of the pre- 
Oedipal phase –  although those two options were hotly debated in the 
mid- 1970s. The shift to pre- Oedipal issues needs also to be understood 
in the context of a reaction both to the declining significance of analy-
sis within American psychiatry and to the feminist and gay challenges. 
Psychoanalysis had to reinvent itself.62
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Just as in the 1950s analysts had not responded directly to the 
Kinsey challenge, but instead rerouted the discussion to the purported 
pathology of loveless sex, here too there was a sideways response. 
Rather than letting go of homophobia, its contents morphed.63 Ana-
lytic discussion turned on new theories that homosexuality had its 
pathogenic source not in a failure to “navigat[e]  the straits of Oedi-
pus,” but instead –  as Harry Gershman and Charles Socarides among 
others argued –  in the prior failure to establish “a sound and solid gen-
der identity” due to “an incomplete resolution from the mother- child 
symbiosis that precedes the Oedipal period.”64 In the past, the frame-
work for homophobic arguments often involved the idea that same- 
sex- desiring individuals had remained fixated in, or had regressed to, 
an earlier developmental stage (e.g., oral or anal, rather than the pur-
portedly mature and heterosexual genital); Oedipus complex- related 
castration fears were also often invoked.65 Now Gershman described 
homosexuals in a way that resonated powerfully with the kinds of 
symptoms typically associated with narcissistic character disorders. In 
Gershman’s view, homosexuals were driven by a “compulsive sexuality 
[that] serves to allay anxiety and inferiority feelings … It is linked to 
[the patient’s] need for control, to his masochistic self- contempt, and 
to his need … to stimulate himself in order to overcome his profound 
emptiness, resignation, and hopelessness.”66 Socarides too continued 
to reiterate –  and many of his colleagues agreed with him, even if they 
did not say so as publicly as he –  that “the naïve acceptance for social/ 
political reasons [i.e., due to gay rights activism] of one of the most 
severe forms of sexual disorder, intimately related to gender identity, 
abrogates our responsibilities as healing professionals.”67 As he had 
been arguing since 1968 (basing himself on the work of the ego psy-
chologist Margaret Mahler about an incipiently “schizoid” and “bor-
derline” child), Socarides persisted in insisting that “in all obligatory 
homosexuals there has been an inability to make the psychological 
progression from the mother- child unity of earliest infancy to individ-
uation.”68 Pleasure might be experienced by these individuals, but it 
could not possibly be emotionally healthy: “The perverse acts alleviate 
feelings of emptiness and diminished sense of self, but the effect is tran-
sitory, evanescent, and must be continually repeated with ‘fresh part-
ners’ in order to provide a sense of temporary intactness of the body 
ego and an increase in self- cohesion.”69 (Interestingly, and revealing 
how linked assumptions about heterosexual femininity and hostility 
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to homosexuality could be, Socarides also objected strongly to the ris-
ing cultural credibility of Sherfey’s Masters and Johnson- based critique 
of many psychoanalysts’ beliefs about differentially valuable female 
orgasms. If particular vaginas were found to be anesthetic, he opined, 
this had to be a psychological reaction, not a biological finding –  it 
“reflect[ed] an emotional incapacity to accept phallic penetration and 
is symptomatic of an unconscious fear. As such, it indicates difficulty 
in accepting the psychosexual role in the male- female relationship.”70 
Here as well, Socarides was by no means the only analyst to stick to 
this view.)71 Given all these developments, it is perhaps no surprise that 
the American Psychoanalytic Association did not manage formally to 
adopt a nondiscrimination policy with regard to homosexuality until 
1991 –  and the International Psychoanalytical Association did not do 
so until 2002.72

In one last twist, and despite their growing marginalization 
within psychiatry and their seemingly dwindling impact within Amer-
ican society, analysts’ notion that narcissism was the new condition 
ailing humanity took astonishingly strong root in cultural commen-
tary. Christopher Lasch’s hugely successful The Culture of Narcis-
sism, published in 1979, is perhaps the best example. Americans in 
general, he thought, evinced a “dependence on the vicarious warmth 
provided by others … a sense of inner emptiness, boundless repressed 
rage, and unsatisfied oral cravings.” Lasch was especially contemp-
tuous of both feminism and sexual liberation, scoffing, as so many 
analysts had, at feminists’ complaints about “the myth of the vaginal 
orgasm” while also noting, not without insight but nonetheless with-
out sympathy, that men were often terrified of women’s new “sexual 
demands,” because these called up “early fantasies of a possessive, 
suffocating, devouring, and castrating mother.” And he was resolute 
in his condemnation of everything associated with the sexual revolu-
tion, from oral sex to homosexuality to promiscuity to the celebra-
tion of polymorphous perversity.73 Whether any of this had ever been 
based on sound evidence about individual analytic patients or about 
the culture as a whole remains an open question.74 Yet the diagno-
sis of what purportedly went wrong in the 1970s, and the damning 
association of both feminism and loosened sexual mores with “nar-
cissism”  –  a word thrown around freely even when the term was 
misunderstood –  has stuck.
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Stoller’s Dissent

One voice stood out with particular eloquence in its dissent from the 
crescendo chorus insisting on maintaining a sense of privilege and supe-
riority to the perversions and pathology purportedly evinced by unapolo-
getically sexually active women and homosexuals. Robert J.  Stoller 
was the Los Angeles- based psychiatrist and psychoanalyst who, at the 
APA meeting in Honolulu in May 1973, had offered the most imagi-
native indictment of the homophobia endemic to his profession. His 
antihomophobic colleagues Judd Marmor and Richard Green had also 
made excellent points, among them that “from an objective biological 
viewpoint there is nothing ‘unnatural’ about homosexual object choice” 
(indeed it could be thought of as akin to vegetarianism –  a similarly 
unusual choice in the midst of a world in which “most human beings 
are ‘naturally’ meat- eaters”) or that labeling homosexuals according to 
the degree of intensity of their same- sex desires was “unpleasantly remi-
niscent of the Hitlerian process of trying to determine what fraction of 
black or Jewish ancestry a person might be permitted to have” (those 
were both Marmor), or that (as Green pointed out) there were plenty 
of heterosexuals who used sex neurotically “to control others, as a sub-
stitute for feelings of self- worth, or as a defense against anxiety and 
depression” –  and yet there was no DSM category for them.75

No one turned the mirror around onto the heterosexual male 
norm as forcefully –  at once mockingly and earnestly –  as Stoller did. 
This mattered tremendously not least because Bieber and Socarides 
took the opportunity of the Honolulu panel to reiterate the positions 
they had advanced for years. Bieber repeated his view that “mothers 
of homosexuals are inappropriately close, binding, often seductive,” 
while fathers “are overtly or covertly hostile” and that thus male 
homosexuality was an attempt to seek “reassurance and acceptance” 
from other men; it was, moreover, a form of “sexual inadequacy” like 
impotence and premature ejaculation: each was a sign of “a network of 
fears about being effective in heterosexual activity.”76 Socarides, for his 
part, opined that mothers of homosexuals were “domineering” while 
fathers were “weak.” He additionally –  demonstrating once again the 
apparently felt links between the challenges posed by feminism and gay 
activism –  noted that “orgasm produced by intravaginal penetration” 
was “basic to elementary human biology” and “not subject to change 
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by social or political movements.” Anyone unable to find “orgastic 
relief” in this framework had a problem –  and it was, again, likely due 
to the inability to make the progression “from the mother- child unity 
of earliest infancy to individuation.”77

Importantly, Stoller in this context as elsewhere did not dis-
pense with psychoanalysis (of which he was a passionate practitioner) 
but rather wed it to a pro- sex feminist and pro- gay agenda. Stoller 
noted that “there is no such thing as homosexuality” and thus there 
were in any event no grounds for having a diagnosis for it in the DSM. 
However, if diagnoses there must be, he said –  reminding his listeners 
that there were after all many “variants of overt heterosexuality, e.g. 
compulsive promiscuity, use of pornography, preference for prostitutes, 
adult masturbation,” then indeed “we can all be given a diagnosis.” 
For –  even among those who seemed conformist to norms on the sur-
face –  “everyone has his own style and distinctive fantasy content that 
he daydreams or stages with objects.” In fact, Stoller was dubious that 
anyone achieved the purported ideal of “a male preferring a female and 
vice versa, in which both wholeheartedly enjoy the sexual and loving 
aspects of their relationship.” Although, he conceded, that ideal “may 
well be buried there in most of us,” he observed that it was manifestly 
evident at best “in only a few.” And Stoller went on to propose that 
if a finer diagnostic schema for sexual preferences were to be devel-
oped, then some more realistic examples of such preferences should be 
chosen. What might some of those preferences be? One has to imag-
ine here the audience, predominantly straight, and at least outwardly 
propriety- preoccupied. And there was Stoller blithely extemporizing 
some possibilities: “e.g., heterosexual, monogamous, with accompany-
ing fantasies of being raped by a stallion; homosexual, with foreskin 
fetishism; heterosexual, with preference for cadavers; homosexual, with 
disembodied penises (tearoom promiscuity); heterosexual, voyeurism; 
homosexual [male], expressed only in fantasies during intercourse with 
wife.”78 The barbed joke was aimed directly at the audience.

In the years that followed, Stoller emphasized the key point 
that what was erotic for one person was utterly nonerotic for another. 
While Masters and Johnson had researched arousal anatomically, Stol-
ler was interested in how excitement worked emotionally. He was inter-
ested in fantasies –  both conscious and unconscious –  and how in every 
individual (but always differently from how it worked in everyone 
else) there was an intricate calibration of safety and riskiness, scripted 
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storylines and fetishistic image scraps (with their convoluted combina-
tion of dehumanizing abstraction and rehumanizing concreteness) that 
maximized sexual excitement for that person. In doing so, Stoller was 
inspired by the social constructionist theories of sexuality developed by 
the newest Kinsey Institute- affiliated sexologists, the sociologists Wil-
liam Simon and John Gagnon, and especially their theories of “sexual 
scripts” (which combined sociocultural with intrapsychic approaches); 
their coauthored book Sexual Conduct had been published in 1973.79 
And simultaneously, Stoller found a way creatively to rework for pro-
gressive purposes the ego psychologist Phyllis Greenacre’s ideas about 
a fetish as resulting from early trauma as well as the Pakistani British 
Winnicottian analyst Masud Khan’s ideas about perversion and aliena-
tion.80 Drawing in addition on examples from his own practice but also 
from pro- sex feminist writing on fantasy (for example, Nancy Friday’s 
bestseller My Secret Garden), using as his data patients’ daydreams as 
well as masturbatory and during- sex fantasies (whether taken from 
pornography or self- invented), Stoller began to develop a theory that 
the point of all fantasies was “to undo frustration, trauma, and intra-
psychic conflict”  –  and that there was often a theme (however well 
hidden) of desire for revenge for past humiliations.81

The intellectual and political implications would be consider-
able. For one thing, Stoller eroded the boundary between normal and 
abnormal, instead seeing human beings on a spectrum in which, when 
it came to sexual excitement, almost no one fit the normative ideal of 
loving, unhostile relationships –  hostility over past hurts was a theme in 
countless individuals’ fantasies (whether they seemed on the surface to 
be about sadism or about masochism, one’s own loss of control or one’s 
power to frustrate and then thrill the other characters in the script), 
even as each individual’s script (continually reworked over the course of 
a lifetime) was unique. In Stoller’s view, painful experiences were at the 
root of all perversions –  but almost everyone was a pervert in some way.

Moreover, Stoller helped rethink the nature of sex itself. The 
point was to challenge the very notion of sex as a biological drive 
and instead emphasize sex as an emotionally loaded phenomenon, an 
activity that human beings sought over and over again not in order to 
release some kind of built- up tension (in any event an overly masculinist 
notion) but rather in order continually to re- play, and each time re- solve, 
a convoluted but pressing inner psychological drama. The theoretical 
framework also of sexology, in short, would do better to proceed from 
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the mind –  its recesses and contradictions –  and not from Masters and 
Johnson- style physiological functions alone. The old Freudian assump-
tion that many problems in life that seemed nonsexual had their (hidden) 
roots in sexual desire or conflictedness could be turned on its head; the 
idea now was to take note of how much that was originally nonsexual 
was being brought into every sexual encounter. This was a major con-
ceptual shift. The idea, in short, was to shift from drive to drama.

In addition, Stoller was adamantly antimisogynist and anti-
homophobic. The women in his essay were as inventive in their per-
verse imaginations as the men –  and he was utterly accepting of their 
sexual agency, both within and outside of marriage. And Stoller was 
also articulately scathing about the denigration of homosexuals as 
somehow different from run- of- the- mill heterosexuals, convinced that if 
more details on heterosexuals’ fantasies were to be collected, “we shall 
become more lenient or more aware of our hypocrisy when we allege, 
as in law codes, that all sorts of behaviors that do not damage others 
must be massively punished. We try to make the outlandish folks func-
tion as scapegoats for the rest of us, but anyone –  analyst or other –  who 
collects erotic thoughts knows that many citizens, avowedly heterosex-
ual, conspicuously normal … are also filled with hatred and wishes.”82 
Over and over, in subsequent publications, Stoller mocked the idea that 
homosexuals were narcissists and perverts with “vulnerable” egos and 
“archaically cathected objects” who were unable to renounce “primi-
tive gratification” and could not master their “libidinal and aggressive 
impulses” (these were all quotes taken directly from the antihomosexual 
analyst Socarides) by giving examples of heterosexual males who had 
quite the same problems. A typical Stoller strategy, for example, was to 
quote Socarides’ summaries of homosexual personality structures (“the 
archaic, narcissistic ego structure makes the ego vulnerable to the impact 
of libidinal stimulation,” etc.) and then go on to describe in affectionate 
detail a man he called “a cousin, George” as someone

who has an archaic, narcissistic ego structure that makes the 
ego … vulnerable to the impact of libidinal stimulation, and so on. 
But I also claim that George is not a homosexual. He is a hetero-
sexual. At least he says so, as does his wife, girlfriend, daydreams 
and choices in pornography, sexual history, and hunger for wom-
en’s anatomy. I suppose –  because I know that he is rather boastful 
about his erotic prowess, inclined to drink too much when socially 
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ill at ease, given to telling jokes about queers, smokes big cigars, 
regularly plays poker with his male friends, and wastes weekends 
watching football on TV –  that we can now claim he is a latent 
homosexual. Fair enough, since, by the rules of the libido- theory- 
game, everyone is. Therefore, we need a usable definition of the 
heterosexual, since the heterosexual has been the baseline of nor-
mality against which the homosexual is measured. We cannot use 
people such as George. He has too many flaws; his homosexuality 
just oozes out of him. (You might almost say it is what makes him 
heterosexual.) Worse than that, he is downright pre- Oedipal.

In fact, Stoller concluded with a flourish, “How many happy hetero-
sexuals do you know? How many of them are untainted by archaic and 
primitive narcissistic cathexes?”83

Another favorite Stoller tactic was the list that deliberately 
mixed the unusual with the all- too- common in such a way that no one 
could avoid feeling called out and put on the spot. A typical example 
was the enumeration, of “in males, some of the heterosexual realities 
with which clinicians are familiar.” These included:

voyeurism, exhibitionism, satyriasis, preference for prosti-
tutes, … masturbation with pornography as more exciting than 
using live females, … klismaphilia [pleasure from receiving ene-
mas] (the stimulus delivered by a female), telephone scatologia, 
… excitement with other men’s wives but not with one’s own, and 
preference for fat women, thin women, tall women, short women, 
blonde women, red- headed women, steatopygous women, big- 
busted women, small- busted women, black women, white women, 
Italian women, Jewish women, Gabonese women, Thai women, 
women with a cute little penis (a.k.a. clitoris), ladies, actresses, 
policewomen, poetesses, and women who are jet copilots.

“Where,” Stoller asked rhetorically, “is our paragon?”84

In sum, Stoller was positioning himself in resistance to three 
prior movements. For one thing, he diverged from the rise of the bio-
medical model of psychiatry promoted by Robert Spitzer’s DSM- iii by 
maintaining a commitment to psychoanalysis as a practice and emo-
tions as a focus. Second, he resisted the ongoing misogyny and homo-
phobia still prevalent among his fellow psychoanalysts  –  and, more 
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generally, he pointed out how many similarities could be found across 
the gay- straight divide. (For instance, Stoller noted how many hetero-
sexual men apparently had had closely binding mothers and distant 
fathers.)85 And third, he repudiated the love doctrine originally devel-
oped by analysts in reaction against Kinsey.

Stoller died in 1991. To this day, he remains mostly remem-
bered for his writings on gender identity and his sympathetic work 
with transsexuals. Apart from an enthusiastic endorsement blurb on 
his 1985 book, Observing the Erotic Imagination, by the feminist psy-
chiatrist Ethel Spector Person (she deemed the book “charming,” “seri-
ous,” and “irresistible”), Stoller’s subversive, deeply nonmisogynist and 
nonhomophobic impulse was ignored almost entirely by his psychiatric 
and psychoanalytic peers.86 He was a prominent and respected figure 
who published in the most important journals, but when his ideas about 
how hostilities and traumas may be found at the root of perversions 
were adopted by fellow analysts and other psychiatrists in the USA, it 
was almost never with the same fiercely compassionate antinormativ-
ity that Stoller evinced, but rather with far more conservative agendas. 
Worse, and however ironically, in the years after his death, prominent 
analysts assimilated Stoller’s ideas about trauma and hostility to rein-
force a normative –  and indeed also overtly homophobic –  version of 
the love doctrine.87

Conclusion

It was only in 1991, when the American Psychoanalytic Association 
passed its nondiscrimination declaration, that openly gay or lesbian 
individuals in the USA could begin to move toward being certified as 
analysts and only 1993 when they were permitted to become training 
analysts as well. In other parts of the world it would take yet longer –  
and, despite the International Psychoanalytical Association’s official 
move toward nondiscrimination in 2002, in many countries –  includ-
ing Britain, France, and Germany –  the matter remained unsettled.88 
The process in the USA had taken years of careful behind- the- scenes 
negotiations.

Several factors made the formal shift to nondiscrimination 
possible. One factor was what can only be called “the feminism- ization 
of psychoanalysis,” growing out of the broader feminist revolution in 
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psychotherapy in the course of the 1980s. Feminist critiques of the 
authoritarianism and misogyny structuring analytic encounters and 
theoretical publications alike, as well as the rise of pop psych and 
competing (often shorter- term and more client- centered) therapies had 
created a climate in which the ideals of empathy and a more dem-
ocratic alliance between doctor and patient had begun to take hold 
also in more traditional analytic circles.89 In fact, even the shift to the 
narcissistic character disorder paradigm, and despite that paradigm’s 
homophobic uses, had contributed to the growth of a strand within 
analysis  –  spearheaded by Kohut but embraced by many others  –  
which emphasized using the analytic space as a (Donald Winnicott- 
style) “holding environment” more than a place of withholding (the 
stereotypical analyst’s silence interrupted only by the occasional stern 
interpretation).90 Another huge factor was the rise, over the course of 
the 1980s, of ardent enthusiasm for, and sophisticated contributions 
to, psychoanalytic theorizing among non- MD psychologists, many of 
them drawn to Sullivanian relational and intersubjective approaches 
(only some of which were expressly antihomophobic but all of which 
tended toward the erosion of the analyst’s sense of secure superiority 
vis- à- vis the patient).91 The 1985 lawsuit, settled in 1989, which at long 
last permitted the entry of analytically interested psychologists into the 
American Psychoanalytic Association benefited the Association most 
of all, as it brought an enormous infusion of energy into what had 
become a constricted and declining enterprise.92

A further significant factor was the broad positive reception 
among therapeutic professionals and in the mainstream media of the 
analytically inclined psychologist Kenneth Lewes’ landmark study, The 
Psychoanalytic Theory of Male Homosexuality, published in 1988. 
Lewes documented in detail the preposterousness and absurdism of the 
antihomosexual theories put forward over the decades since Freud and 
the cruelty and cowardice that had marked the profession’s handling 
of the topic. And yet another major additional step forward in synthe-
sizing the extant critical thinking would come in 1992, when the soci-
ologist and psychoanalyst Nancy Chodorow published her influential 
essay “Heterosexuality as a Compromise Formation.” Building on her 
prior feminist work while also drawing extensively on both Stoller and 
Lewes, Chodorow brilliantly called for treating heterosexuality as just 
as problematic as homosexuality had been thought to be, and insisted 
on the importance of pluralizing homosexualities and heterosexualities 
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alike.93 In subsequent years, Chodorow would also be a key figure in 
promoting for a wider readership the splendidly perceptive early anti-
homophobic essays of relational psychologist Stephen Mitchell, and 
in making the case for individualizing all theorization of gender and 
sexuality.94

The turnaround in professional trends was dramatic. Five hun-
dred psychoanalytic essays and books had been written on the topic of 
homosexuality before the early 1980s. Of those, as Lewes noted years 
later when he retrospectively surveyed this landscape, “less than half 
a dozen claimed homosexuality might be part of a satisfactory psy-
chic organization.”95 As of the early twenty- first century, however, the 
excitement over the transformation of analysis as it sought to undo its 
nine- plus decades of post- Freudian contempt for homosexuality would 
be seen as one of the most vital growth areas within the field. Already 
the 1990s saw countless workshops, committees, initiatives, conference 
papers and publications –  even journal launchings –  that showed how 
eager the analytic community was to renew itself by learning from gays 
and lesbians.96 In addition, more and more openly gay and lesbian indi-
viduals became analysts.

Nonetheless, this turnaround came with its own set of unin-
tended side- effects: in particular a return, albeit in variant form, of the 
love doctrine that had initially been invented in reaction against Kin-
sey, and that was nothing if not an insecure effort to assimilate psycho-
analysis into a profoundly repressive and conformist Cold War culture. 
Or, to put it another way: gay- friendly psychoanalysts in the 1990s and 
2000s ended up, and however unexpectedly –  not least because of the 
eventual reception in the 1970s USA, as drive- based versions of Freud-
ianism were in increasing trouble, of (all too often desexualized) object 
relations theories developed in Britain, and because of the resurgence 
of interest in neo- Freudian concepts –  inventing a novel love doctrine 
of their own.97 Kenneth Lewes has been most direct in his alarm at the 
results. Among other things, Lewes has described recent gay- friendly 
analysts’ emphasis on “attachment as a primary motivation,” and their 
concomitant underestimation of the importance of “phallic drives,” 
as evincing a profound disrespect for those who “did not come out 
as gay because they wanted a relationship or a family, but only the 
bare, forked activity of sex again and again, in all its variety, anarchy, 
repetition, and insatiability.” Notably, moreover, Lewes has understood 
“phallic drives” as not only involving sexual desires in the narrowest 
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sense, but also “the derivatives and sublimations of phallic strivings” in 
healthy ambition and narcissistic self- display.98

Lewes’ concern  –  as elaborated in 2005 in the journal Fort 
Da –  has been to defend the sexual outlaws and dissidents, the ones 
who did and do not fit into the new domestic paradigm –  not least 
because he is convinced that talking those patients into believing 
that what they are most searching for is a singular relationship can 
only cause profound dependence and above all depression; it shames 
patients into disowning their own desires. Sex, also specifically anony-
mous sex, he argued, could after all serve as a life- affirming strategy 
for warding off despair  –  and, in Lewes’ view, it was by no means 
incompatible with social responsibility or sound psychological func-
tioning. The preoccupation with relationships, he maintained, deprives 
individuals of all sexual orientations and preferences of a deeper and 
more honest understanding of the ways sexual desire and pleasure –  or, 
as Lewes has put it, “the intensity of our sexual lives and imagina-
tions” –  need not only be sutured to the couple form, but can also serve 
as significant strategies of life- affirming resistance to –  again in Lewes’ 
words –  “social conformity … homogenization, and mediocrity.”99 By 
no means was Lewes hostile to the dream of love, having concluded a 
prior essay with a vision of “the promised land all people strive for: the 
experience of love, which, not checked by fear, shame and humiliation, 
expresses itself in affection, respect, and gratitude.”100 But in his 2005 
essay Lewes was adamant in his concern that the ascent of the rela-
tional schools’ insistence on “yearnings for attachment and affiliation” 
as humans’ primary motivation could only be damaging to patients 
who did not fit the normative mold and that, indeed, it should be seen 
as part of the much longer analytic tradition of flight from and discom-
fort with sex.101

The virtues of Lewes’ intervention were many. Among other 
things, he offered a thought- provoking and original –  at once histori-
cally contextualized and analytic –  explanation for the durability of 
homophobia within the psychoanalytic profession. In Lewes’ phras-
ing: “The discourse on homosexuality from the Second World War 
until the 1980s was a neurotic symptom that was maintained with an 
amount of energy entirely disproportionate to its importance, which 
served to discharge disowned sexual and sadistic impulses. It helped 
bolster the fragile self- esteem and cultural identity of psychoana-
lysts; and it was maintained irrationally in the face of experience and 
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obvious historical fact.” Moreover, and pointedly: “Psychoanalysis 
would have plenty to say about such an aberration if it concerned a 
patient.”102

Of even more interest, however, is what Lewes’ critical com-
ments also demonstrate, without him necessarily intending it to be 
so. And this is that there was and is, apparently, absolutely no nec-
essary correlation between a particular psychoanalytic concept (in 
this case: drives) and the politics that could, and can, be made of it. 
Stoller had shifted the focus from drive to drama; Lewes retained and 
ardently defended the value of the idea of drives. Both were creatively  
antihomophobic. To state the point another way:  each and every 
notion in the Freudian and post- Freudian edifice (from drive to 
object, from trauma to transference, from ego to unconscious) can 
be, and has been, used both for malicious and for generous purposes. 
Nowhere would this become more clear than when also nonsexual 
political realities pushed their way back into psychoanalytic discus-
sions. If –  figuratively –  leaving the world outside the consulting- room 
door had helped to fulfill psychoanalysts’ ambitions for cultural suc-
cess in the first two postwar decades, at the turn from the 1960s to 
the 1970s that strategy would now cease to make sense.
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Part II 
NAZISM’S LEGACIES
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3  POST- HOLOCAUST ANTISEMITISM AND 
THE ASCENT OF PTSD

“The murder of how many of one’s children must one be able 
to survive asymptomatically in order to be deemed to have a 
normal constitution?”

Kurt Eissler, 19631

In the monumental reorganization of the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders ongoing in the course of the 1970s under 
the leadership of psychiatrist Robert L.  Spitzer and resulting in the 
creation of DSM- iii in 1980, an important innovation was the intro-
duction of the category of Post- Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). 
Most scholarly accounts of the evolution of the PTSD idea go back to 
railroad and industrial accidents at the turn from the nineteenth to the 
twentieth centuries and above all to the “shell shock” experienced by 
soldiers in World War I. Without a doubt, the renewed high attention 
to the phenomenon of PTSD in the second decade of the twenty- first 
century due to the USA’s recent wars in Afghanistan and Iraq has only 
fortified the assumption that the relevant precursor developments that 
influenced how the category of PTSD was formulated in 1980 primar-
ily involved the experiences of soldiers, especially the experiences of 
veterans of the US war in Vietnam. What most accounts, peculiarly, 
skip over or only mention in passing is the crucial role of the aftermath 
of the Holocaust of European Jewry in its wholly unexpected, intricate 
intersections with subsequent controversies over the USA’s military 
involvement in Vietnam.2 PTSD was an “invention- discovery” born of 
multiple, overlapping conflicts.3
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For, as it turns out, the catalyst for changing the science of 
trauma, including the very particular symptoms that we now in the 
twenty- first century continue to understand as key signs of PTSD 
(including delayed- reaction onset, numbness of affect, intrusive 
memories, or hyper- arousal), was a grotesque debacle fought out 
through the 1950s and 1960s over financial compensation for men-
tal health damages among Jewish survivors of life in flight, hiding, 
or in the ghettos and concentration and death camps.4 The battle 
was ugly, not least because the psychiatrists appointed by the West 
German government to evaluate survivors regularly rejected their 
claims, arguing that whatever debilitating insomnia, nightmares, 
chronic melancholia, fears, fixations, disabling psychosomatic pains, 
difficulty concentrating, or crippling apathy survivors were display-
ing must have had their source either in the survivors’ pre- camp 
lives –  perhaps even in their characters from the time of birth, or in 
very early life- experiences in their families –  or in their difficulties 
adjusting to post- camp life. Anything but the persecutions or the 
camps themselves.

For it was against the doctors who regularly rejected survivors’ 
claims for health damages (many, though not all, gentile Germans, 
though there were occasionally Jews among the rejecting physicians 
as well) that survivors sought out second, or third, or fourth opinions 
from more sympathetic doctors (often, as it happens, German or Aus-
trian Jewish refugee psychoanalytically inclined psychiatrists living in 
the USA, in various Western European nations or in Israel, although 
it is noteworthy that there were some important gentile German sym-
pathizer psychiatrists also). And it was up to these more sympathetic 
doctors to make the case that the origins of the patients’ problems lay 
in the persecutions and imprisonments. Very quickly battle lines were 
established and two opposing sides emerged –  arguing their positions 
in the pages of medical journals as well as directly in the patients’ case 
records, records which were then submitted to the reparations offices 
and subsequently, in the tens of thousands of cases that were appealed 
after initial rejections, to courts established in West Germany to adjudi-
cate reparations claims. There would be no simple explanation internal 
to the history of medicine for how doctors could end up on one side 
or the other, for most had experienced the same medical training in 
pre- Nazi Germany. What both the medical journal articles and the case 
records reveal, instead, is that the doctors’ expert medical judgments 
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about the survivors they encountered were deeply shaped by their own 
(inevitably personal as well as professional) reactions to the patients.

Overlooking the role of the Holocaust’s aftermath in the his-
tory of PTSD means that we have also missed just how multifaceted –    
indeed contradictory –  would be the invocations and uses of the psy-
choanalytic tradition within the convoluted transnational interactions 
among psychiatrists which eventually shaped the specific form which 
the diagnostic category of PTSD was to take. One main aim of Spitzer’s 
reorganization of the DSM was not only to jettison psychoanalytic 
approaches in general, a shift which had already assisted in the removal 
of homosexuality as a category of mental disorder, and which would 
also lead to the complete disappearance from the DSM of the distinc-
tively psychoanalytic notion of “neurosis” (even as new categories such 
as “borderline personality disorder” were incorporated). Spitzer was 
additionally intent on removing any need, or even any opportunity, for 
speculation about the etiology –  that is, theorization of the causes –  of 
psychological conditions. Instead of conjecture about the sources of a 
particular disorder, DSM- iii introduced the phenomenological (and, at 
the time, it was felt, infinitely more objective) concept of a checklist of 
measurable symptoms.5 The redirection of attention away from puz-
zles about the past –  and therefore about causation –  and toward the 
(ideally clearer- to- determine) manifestations of emotional or mental 
disease in the patient’s present was designed to put psychiatry on a 
more secure scientific footing and make it more comparable to other 
medical subspecialties. The sole exception to the rule, the only condi-
tion for which causation would continue to matter in the DSM- iii of 
1980 (and up to the present), even as a checklist of symptoms for it was 
presented as well, would be PTSD.

Psychoanalysis, however, was to figure also in other ways in the 
impassioned controversies surrounding Holocaust survival. For one 
thing, the very idea of taking seriously adult, as opposed to childhood, 
trauma meant a departure not only from mainstream psychiatry but 
also from the mainstream tradition of psychoanalysis, which with few 
exceptions tended to the opinion that everything determining a per-
son’s later character and behavior had its roots either in an individual’s 
inborn constitution or in early intrafamilial dynamics. For another, 
many psychoanalysts, particularly those inclined toward ego psychol-
ogy, were prone toward skepticism that external conditions rather than 
unconscious motivations drove the production of symptoms, and they 
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often took note of the “secondary gain” patients might be acquiring 
via their sickness (whether a gain in solicitous attention or a particular 
balance of power in a relationship or an excuse for not changing their 
habits). Above all: numerous analysts in the USA and elsewhere had, 
on principle and in practice, left the real world outside the consulting 
room. To treat real- world events as consequential for psychic life was 
anathema.6 Grappling with the possibility that experiences in flight, 
hiding, and/ or imprisonment in Nazi camps caused psychic damage 
challenged psychoanalysts’ isolation from extrapsychic events. The real 
world broke in with a vengeance. But it did so only after a delay of 
many years.

Oddly and ironically, but significantly, it was not initially the 
sympathetic doctors who alluded to Freud or to psychoanalysis, but 
rather the rejecting physicians who did so. Their provocative and canny 
appropriation of psychoanalysis to dismiss the claims of survivors and 
to put sympathizing doctors on the defensive was strikingly effective. 
It took time for sympathetic doctors who were also analysts to use 
their engagement with post- Holocaust and other kinds of trauma as 
an opportunity also to reinvigorate the psychoanalytic project –  which 
was, after all, entering a phase of deep crisis in the USA during the 
precise period, from the early 1970s on, when the DSM was being 
reformulated.

Two further noteworthy themes emerge from revisiting the 
conflicts over mental health damages to survivors. One is the impor-
tance of context for the evolution of theory. In this case, the context 
was the toxic postfascist climate filled with resentment against the sur-
vivors in which the (at once medical, legal, and moral) battle over men-
tal health damages was first fought through and in which in general 
truth was up for grabs. A second theme has to do with the problem of 
scientific objectivity and the predicaments of bias. The anti- reparations 
doctors regularly attacked the more sympathetic doctors for being 
(purportedly) unobjective and unscientific. In turn, the sympathizing 
doctors struggled to bring into view and coherence the multi- symptom 
phenomenon that they first called “survivor syndrome” and “massive 
psychic trauma” and which eventually, by historical contingency but 
also by engaged activism –  as the doctors working with and on behalf 
of survivors of Nazi persecutions and camps joined forces with physi-
cians pressing for attention to the emotional difficulties experienced 
by many veterans of the Vietnam War –  came to be called PTSD. On 
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the one hand, this turned out to be a historical instance in which poli-
tics (specifically and preeminently, international Jewish organizations’ 
political pressure) literally moved the science forward. But no less sig-
nificant is a countervailing and complicating point: The sympathizing 
doctors were acutely aware of the extreme messiness of their evidence.

It has been argued that the rejecting doctors were simply 
caught in the traditional medical orthodoxy.7 According to the 
inherited doctrine, individuals with a previously normal constitution 
were by definition robust and should recover rapidly from stress; if 
mental problems continued, there were only two possible explanations. 
Either there must be a somatic, physiological explanation, or the 
individual must have been emotionally unstable before. Certainly, these 
traditionalist arguments were used by psychiatrists to deny effective 
care not only to concentration camp survivors but also to disturbed 
German soldiers returning from Soviet POW camps.8 Reviewing the 
medical disputes over concentration camp survival, however, reveals 
that on this subject the rejecters were no innocent traditionalists. The  
minute the topic of mental health damages to camp survivors entered 
the medical journals –  which it did already by 1957– 1958 –  the rejecting 
doctors knew full well what they were doing, and self- consciously used 
every rhetorical strategy at their disposal to refute their critics and 
justify their decisions.9

Yet the sympathizing physicians were not easy heroes, but 
rather often maddeningly imperfect. They were caught not only in the 
binds created by their opponents, but also in their own assumptions 
about human nature and therapeutic process. Eventually, however, first 
incrementally and then with ever greater success, their efforts helped 
to generate a paradigm shift with momentous consequences. In subse-
quent decades and into the twenty- first century, PTSD has become the 
diagnostic category of choice for addressing emotional turmoil in our 
apparently ever- proliferating array of disaster zones of both human 
and natural making. That these consequences have since in turn had 
numerous more ambiguous ramifications is the ever- evolving end of 
the story within which we still live. For finally, as it turned out, the 
achievement of the sympathizers remained an ambivalent one, fraught 
with unanticipated complexities.

One purpose of this chapter, then, is to reconsider the medical 
texts on both sides produced in this moment and in so doing also to 
reintegrate the history of post- Holocaust trauma into the history of 
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PTSD –  valuable not least because this episode turned out to be one 
of the most important learning moments for the psychiatric profession 
in the USA, indeed one which ultimately had global repercussions. But 
what is no less fascinating to ponder are the predicaments of bias and 
the intricacy of ideological conflict on display here. Over the first dozen 
or so years of the dispute, the rejecting doctors set the terms of debate. 
No one, in those years, could have predicted which side would emerge 
vindicated.

The Case Against Reparations

The story begins not with the Holocaust itself, but rather in its after-
math. A  law triggered the debate over the status of trauma. It was 
passed in West Germany in 1956 as part of a broader set of negotia-
tions underway since the end of the war between the West German 
government, the Western Allies, especially the Americans, and interna-
tional Jewish organizations (like the Conference on Jewish Material 
Claims against Germany and the United Restitution Organization), as 
well as the young state of Israel. The law provided for small pensions 
(and in some cases also therapy) for survivors whose capacity to be 
economically self- supporting had been damaged by at least 25 percent 
due to persecution and violence experienced in the Third Reich in flight 
and hiding, in ghettos, or in camps.

Jews who had lost property under Nazism were able to seek 
restitution under an earlier law; the law allowing survivors to seek 
compensation for damages to health was, to put it bluntly, the law 
for the little people, the ones who had no property to reclaim –  often 
poorer Jews, and often Jews from Eastern European territories, includ-
ing parts of Poland, that had been part of the German Reich as of 1937. 
The only property they had, as it were, was their labor power. Hence 
the need to prove the 25 percent or more diminishment of the ability 
to be self- supporting –  in whatever new land had become their refuge. 
(The clear model for the law lay in workers’ compensation legislation.)

But in case after case, as noted, the initially evaluating doctors 
said that whatever survivors had experienced in hiding or in the camps 
was something that someone with a previously healthy disposition 
should have been able to recover from. Anybody having trouble after-
ward must have been troubled before. Maybe their parents’ marriage 
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had not been happy; maybe they were just oversensitive.10 Or, alter-
natively –  these doctors averred –  perhaps the prospect of receiving a 
pension was causing the survivors to display symptoms of psychologi-
cal dysfunction; perhaps they were, like lazy workers or malingering 
soldiers had been imagined before them, best understood as “pension- 
neurotics” (Rentenneurotiker) –  that was the literal term used, whether 
they were producing their (suddenly financially convenient) symptoms 
consciously or unconsciously. In fact, one West German government- 
sponsored guidebook for evaluating psychiatrists contended that ther-
apy could only be helpful in cases where no pension had been given, 
because the granting of the pension itself prevented healing.11 As sur-
vivor, “displaced persons” (DP) leader, and historian Samuel Gringauz 
would summarize the situation with caustic outrage in 1967:

The sufferings are [in the rejecting doctors’ assessments] caused by 
constitutional factors, caused by fate, caused by old age, caused by 
environment, caused by character, caused by simulation, caused by 
fraudulence, caused by marital conflicts, caused by the milkman, 
caused- by- anything- you- want, just not caused by the inferno, just 
not caused by hell. As far as is possible, the human-  and soul- 
murdering inferno of German history should be denied.12

Over and over, the doctors who rejected survivors’ claims denied 
that there could have been any causal link between symptoms and 
experience.

All of this happened in a cultural context in post- Nazi West 
Germany of intense public hostility  –  shared also by leading politi-
cians  –  toward the very idea of reparations or restitution. As West 
German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer’s close associate, the Christian 
Social Union’s Fritz Schäffer –  a conservative Catholic and the second 
most powerful man in the postwar government –  put it with striking 
lack of inhibition: “If the Jews want money, they should raise it them-
selves by arranging for a foreign loan.”13 Schäffer was from 1949 to 
1957 the head of the Ministry of Finance, and his main assistant, Ernst 
Féaux de la Croix, was a man given to remarking on his annoyance 
about the “terrible drama of Israeli- Jewish demands” and the way pro-
tests in Israel “swearing revenge” provided the “background music” 
to the always- delicate diplomatic negotiations over reparations. In his 
history of the reparations process, Féaux de la Croix noted that while 
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it might sound “distinctly antisemitic” and “strongly exaggerated” to 
say that reparations were “the price that American Jewry exacted of its 
president for allowing him to take the Federal Republic as a partner 
into the community of Western nations,” it could “nonetheless not be 
denied that there was a kernel of truth” in such assertions, and his 
account was liberally sprinkled with complaints about “world Jewry,” 
“supervision from Jerusalem,” and how “Jewry just would not let go.” 
(By contrast, Féaux de la Croix was indignant that “the Jewish press” 
mentioned the Nazi past of one of the bankers involved in the negotia-
tions, deeming the exposure of this backstory the “most aggressive,” 
“undignified personal defamation.”)14 Minister of Finance Schäffer, 
for his part, openly stoked public anger against survivors by provoca-
tively prophesying that reparations would so strain the West German 
financial system that it would “inevitably lead to a devaluation of the 
Deutschmark.”15 As though –  not much more than a dozen years pre-
viously –  non- Jewish Germans had not been enthusiastically support-
ive of a criminal regime, and had not benefited directly –  with career 
opportunities and with property –  from “Aryanization,” Jewish flight, 
deportations, and murder.16

These two –  Schäffer and Féaux de la Croix –  were the men 
in charge of managing the entire reparations apparatus. (In the vast 
majority of instances the claimants were Jews –  there were a tiny num-
ber of Roma and political resisters that put forward health claims as 
well.) Schäffer also liked to complain that no one was willing to break 
the taboo against criticizing the reparations project for fear of being 
accused of antisemitism.17 But the taboo was, inevitably, broken all 
the time, as invoking the idea of taboo was precisely what facilitated 
the talk. Chancellor Adenauer himself was said to have remarked in a 
high- level meeting: “The Jews cheat us anyway.”18

In the wider public and in the media, there was far blunter 
rhetoric around reparations. Hendrik G.  van Dam, the head of the 
Jewish community in Germany, received hate mail with contents such 
as: “You get yourself out of Germany as fast as you can! Every second 
Jew has made false claims and enriched himself  … The reparations 
must end.”19 A letter written by a pastor in Berlin to the news magazine 
Der Spiegel declared –  commenting on a much- discussed case in 1957 
in which a schoolteacher had told a survivor “in my opinion far too few 
Jews were gassed” –  that this kind of unfortunate slip was understand-
able in a situation of unequal rights: “Once Jews had fewer rights than 
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Aryans. Nowadays a problematic reparations practice has turned the 
legal situation into the exact opposite.”20 Or, as another letter- writer 
opined in 1958 –  again defending the schoolteacher’s remarks: “Once 
again, the ‘Chosen People’ are, each and every one, dancing around the 
‘golden calf.’ ”21

Clever and/ or pained counterarguments were also published. 
“The name of the Law for the Compensation of Victims of Nazism 
might better be changed into ‘Law for the Reawakening and Promo-
tion of Anti- Semitism,’ ” one letter- writer observed.22 Another noted 
sarcastically, “Many of our contemporaries now like to reproach the 
Jews for the fact that so many of them are entitled to compensation. 
After all, back then it was obviously due to their self- interested profit- 
seeking that these mercenary Semites pushed their way so eagerly into 
the concentration camps!”23 And yet another reminded readers of 
“the grotesque deeds of the Nazis, who with ice- cold hearts turned to 
oppressing entire groups of peoples whose nose did not appeal to them, 
in order to make fertilizer out of them.”24 But it was apparent from the 
terms of debate how much dislike of Jews permeated the discourse (by 
some accounts, everyday expressions of antisemitism had actually risen 
in the wake of Nazism’s defeat), and how greatly put on the defensive 
the anti- antisemites were.25

Every small scandal  –  and there were scandals  –  in which a 
claimant made a false claim or a lawyer appeared to have a conflict 
of interest or profit too much from representing survivors provided a 
further chance to link Jews in general with greed and corruption and 
unseemly self- interest. Jewish organizations were obliged to remind all 
potential claimants of the danger that antisemitism could be restoked. 
They urgently warned all involved to avoid even the appearance of 
malfeasance.26

Promptly, three actually separate matters became entangled: 
what a postfascist government owes the victims of its predecessor 
(morally, legally); whether reparations in principle were a just concept, 
but the demands of “world Jewry” were unreasonable and excessive; 
and whether a few bad apples could be construed as standing in for a 
group as a whole. In this climate, avid opponents of reparations –  like 
the CDU politician Jakob Diel –  could frame their objections in coded 
but easily understood ways:  “What  …  simply cannot be accepted,” 
Diel argued, “is the shameless abuse of the good will of the Federal 
Republic.”27 In a long- running campaign to encourage his party, the 
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governing party, to turn against the entire project, Diel was given to 
asking rhetorical questions such as: “Can it truly be just that in count-
less cases individuals covered by the reparations law are better off 
financially now than if they had never been persecuted?”28

While there is always a battle over the truth, this battle 
is especially acute in the aftermath of great horror. It is especially 
acute, in short, in a postfascist environment, when people’s invest-
ments in rewriting reality  –  massaging, spinning, reinterpreting the 
facts  –  are particularly strong. To only feel morally indignant is to 
miss just how much the idea that Jews were a problem was part of 
the commonsense texture of public discussion in the aftermath of a 
mass- murderous dictatorship. Moreover, the blatancy of the hypoc-
risy around money is noteworthy. This was also a climate, after all, in 
which there were not just pensions available for concentration camp 
guards as well as their widows, but also entire organizations of gen-
tiles dedicated to clamoring that they had been “victims of denazifica-
tion” (“Entnazifizierungsgeschädigte”) and/ or “victims of reparations”  
(“Restitutionsgeschädigte” –  this included people who were distressed 
that Jews whose property had been lost to “Aryanization” had come 
back to reclaim it).29 A  journal launched in 1953 was dedicated to 
expressing vituperative distress over reparations:  Die Anklage (The 
Accusation) –  the subtitle was “Organ for the Disenfranchised Victims 
Damaged by the Postwar Situation.”30

In addition, it is important to keep in mind just how intricate 
were the enmeshments of the experts in the project of denying the 
recent past. What is notable about post- Nazi West Germany is that the 
majority of professionals who were authorities during the Third Reich 
continued to be the authoritative and respected professionals in their 
fields in the aftermath –  with consequences for how younger profes-
sionals were mentored, but also with complicated consequences for 
the daily interactions with peers. Significantly, individuals who found 
Nazism repugnant nonetheless worked to stay on remarkably courte-
ous professional terms with fully compromised individuals.

As of the end of 1966, a decade into the process, rejections 
amounted to more than a third of the cases, and indeed on the initial 
round, before a case went to the courts on the basis of more sympa-
thetic evaluations, the rejection rate had been more than half.31 The 
justifications took a multitude of forms. One evaluator in 1960, for 
example, found a woman who had spent three years in Auschwitz 
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to have “a psychopathic personality with a tendency toward abnor-
mal processing of experience and an inability to deal with life.” The 
expert consensus, the evaluator declared  –  and here we see the ges-
ture to medical orthodoxy –  was that a “normal person” would have 
recovered six months after liberation at the latest.32 Other victims were 
described variously as having “hypochondriacal attitudes” (this in 
regard to a man who had been in one ghetto and three concentration 
camps, had been thrown from a truck, and had his mother, sister, wife, 
and four children killed), or of displaying a “hysterical faulty attitude” 
and a “hysterical demonstration of helplessness” (this in response to a 
woman who made strange inarticulate sounds when being questioned 
about her experiences, which included not only eight to ten hours of 
heavy camp labor every day –  this an evaluator interpreted as provid-
ing her with access to somewhat better rations –  but also the murder of 
two children, six siblings, and two grandchildren, who had been torn 
from her arms).33 Or, in another case, involving a mother who had lost 
several of her children in concentration camps and had difficulty sleep-
ing, the evaluating physician declared that “many people are sensitive 
and have sleep disturbances. This is not a serious disability.”34 There 
were thousands of cases like this; a significant number of the claim-
ants were written off as suffering from a congenital or endogenous 
(anlagebedingte) “anxiety neurosis.” This particular label was freely 
applied to people who had seen the murder of children, who had lived 
in near- unendurable conditions in hiding, or who had been subjected 
to violent beatings in camps.35

There was also the case of a Polish Jewish man Z., born in 
1913, who had lost wife and child and parents and several siblings, 
survived the Warsaw Ghetto and the labor camp Falenty, where he 
was violently abused and from which he then escaped. He hid with a 
farmer in a pig stall in a coffin- size pit covered with pig dung in which 
he could neither move nor turn around and where he had to urinate 
and defecate and was only fed every few days. He became too weak to 
sit up unassisted; he lay there for 18 months, frequently in terror of the 
SS contingent coming through with trained police dogs. Only the pig 
dung piled over his pit kept the dogs from sniffing him out. Years later, 
he had constant pain in his joints, dizzy spells during the day, difficulty 
concentrating, and nightmares from which he woke screaming at night. 
“I should rather have died” was the survivor’s own self- assessment; 
“congenital idiocy” was the diagnosis.36 In short, the non- sympathetic 
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doctors were endlessly inventive in their determination to refute the 
claims for restitution.

Meanwhile, and in addition, the doctors intent on rejecting not 
only specific individuals’ claims but the foundational premise on which 
claims were based started recurrently to impute a lack of objectivity to 
those physicians who were beginning to insist that it was definitively 
the persecution and camp experiences that caused psychological dam-
ages, accusing these other doctors of “a really very extensive appli-
cation of subjective interpretations” and suggesting that sympathetic 
assessments were more the result of the predilection of the assessor 
than of the facts of any particular case. For example, singling out the 
work of the Walther von Baeyer clinic in Heidelberg (these were very 
careful, cautious sympathizers), one of the non- sympathetic physicians, 
Hermann Witter, sneered that the evaluations of survivors produced 
in Heidelberg had a “downright artistic design” but that “quite often 
we find the evidence for the reality- content of the proffered portrait 
entirely lacking.”37 Or, as another rejecter, Helmuth Lotz, phrased it, 
sympathetic doctors were indiscriminately handing out a welter of 
pension- securing diagnoses “without convincing evidence.”38

Most fundamentally, the very idea of granting a pension for 
any “neurosis” was declared by the lead researcher on neuroses in West 
Germany, Ernst Kretschmer, to be “scientifically insupportable [wis-
senschaftlich unhaltbar].” It was precisely the possibility of a pension 
that caused people to be unable to get healthy, Kretschmer averred, 
citing studies on shell shock from the 1920s. An early official govern-
ment publication to orient physicians on reparations for the victims 
of National Socialism expressly promoted the Kretschmer position. It 
would mean “breeding neuroses in a grand style, rather than healing 
them,” Kretschmer declared, and the government publication reiter-
ated, if any pensions were granted. The whole dynamic driving most 
neuroses, Kretschmer commented, had nothing to do with past expe-
riences, but rather with future hopes (for money) or with a “hypo-
chondriacal” inability to master one’s present. Neuroses could emerge 
from either “familial conflicts or inner problems of character,” but not 
from later external events.39 Another official government publication 
in 1960 declared:  “Only on the ground of a particular psychic and 
somatic personality structure can damaging experiences lead to mani-
fest illnesses. The actual experience, as dramatic as it may seem, can 
thus not be considered to have any causational importance.” In fact, 
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to the extent that “experience” could be considered relevant at all, the 
authors felt that the “emotional climate” in the first year of life –  even 
if no longer accessible to the claimant’s conscious memory –  should be 
included for consideration.40

Over and over, the sympathetic doctors were dismissed as hav-
ing “remarkably little” insight or an “empirical basis” that was “really 
rather thin.”41 They were derided for having a “naïve- psychological 
approach.”42 It was “unfortunate” that sympathetic doctors let “affec-
tive attitudes” intrude on their judgment; this made a “scientific discus-
sion of the issues almost impossible.”43 Rejecters recurrently accused 
the sympathetic doctors of using their newly invented diagnostic terms 
inconsistently. (Among the terms used were “deportees’ asthenia,” 
“reactive depression,” “exogenous depression,” “experience- reactive 
syndrome,” and “experience- based personality change” –  in all these 
cases one can see the effort to emphasize the exogenous experiences; 
rejecters made fun of the proliferation of terms.)44 And the rejecters 
repeatedly demanded evidence of what they called “bridge symp-
toms.”45 The time lag notable between liberation from the camps and 
the emergence of psychological distress was seen as suspicious –  read 
as yet another sign that the survivors were motivated by the hope of 
financial gain. (Nowadays a latency period between experience and 
symptoms is seen as one of the typical signs of post- traumatic stress; at 
the time, however, sympathetic experts were repeatedly challenged to 
explain the phenomenon.)

And finally, there was the peculiar way in which Freudian psy-
choanalysis appeared and disappeared in rejecters’ texts. Sometimes the 
reference was coded, as when a rejecter text simply flatly announced 
that “also … classical psychoanalysis” had no answers when it came 
to the question of the relationships between external experiences and 
emotional damage.46 Sometimes Freud seemed advantageous to invoke. 
The early official government publication, for instance, was pleased to 
quote Kretschmer invoking Freud for support on the idea that neuroses 
were a “flight into illness” and that there was such a thing as a “gain 
from illness [Krankheitsgewinn].”47 Sometimes the slap was explicit –  
and it is important to note here that the Nazis had continually both 
denigrated Freud in antisemitic terms and simultaneously appropri-
ated many of his ideas as their own.48 This double move of both deni-
grating and (mis- )appropriating Freud continued into the postwar era 
and showed up particularly in debates over whether the simulation 
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of symptoms was “conscious” or “unconscious.” Here rejecters liked 
to propose that perhaps in many cases the survivors were not aware 
that they were motivated by pensions, that the display of symptoms 
might “frequently” be the results of “largely unconsciously unfolding 
processes.”49 In general, as a sympathetic psychiatrist critical of the 
rejecters’ strategies noted already in 1965, “the [F] reudian concept 
of neurosis … proved surprisingly useful” for psychiatrists intent on 
rejecting claims,

for Freud could easily be quoted as placing the origin of all neu-
roses in childhood; and further as stressing, in the adult flare- up 
of childhood conflicts which is the essence of neurosis, the impor-
tance of organ compliance and of secondary gain. He could be 
understood as supporting the idea that neurosis attaches itself in 
a purely external and almost accidental way to the adult trauma, 
but does not derive in a direct and internal way from it. His 
teachings thus appeared to be quite compatible with the classi-
cal doctrine: the cause of neurosis lay altogether anterior to any 
persecution.50

Thus for instance Christoph Jannasch, a rejecting expert, would opine 
snarkily in 1973 that “Early childhood is decisive for the emergence of 
psychoneurotic disorders, not only in the primitive Freudian view. The 
first six years of life lay the crucial groundwork … The groundwork for 
an anxiety- neurotic structure, with all its consequences, is laid in the 
early years of life.”51 Indeed, the double move of both dismissing and 
deploying Freud would show up most clearly in disputes over whether 
childhood experiences were more significant for character development 
than whatever persecutions and imprisonments had occurred later.

Summarizing and protesting this state of affairs, the Israeli psy-
choanalyst Hillel Klein in 1983 commented in anguish on the contra-
dictory and punitive uses of Freudianism to reject survivors:

I am ashamed to read the evaluations by my psychiatric col-
leagues in Germany. They use psychoanalysis to conclude in one 
case: “This child was only two years old; how could he experi-
ence persecution!,” while in another case maintaining, “The boy 
was already thirteen years old and had lived with his parents, 
so he had experienced the so- called warmth of the family nest.” 
These paradoxes in the name of Freud and psychoanalysis are still 
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perpetrated by reputable professors in Germany. I speak in anger, 
because I believe that many of my colleagues, with their obsessive 
tendencies, unconsciously identify with the aggressor.52

The battle between the two sides got deeply personal, and 
“objectivity” –  especially the relationship between evidence and expla-
nation –  became the key point of contention. Rejecters saw to it that 
doctors considered too sympathetic were denied the right to evaluate 
survivors. And sympathetic doctors in the USA and West Germany and 
Israel self- censored and deliberately approved fewer claims for pen-
sions than they thought were medically warranted, so as to retain the 
right to produce evaluations at all.53 How did the tables finally turn?

The Case for Reparations

Already in the 1940s, during and after the war, a number of survivor- 
professionals and soon thereafter a number of other physicians, in 
numerous countries (including notably France, Poland, the Nether-
lands, and Norway) had begun to publish on the topic of psychological 
damage due to experiences of persecution and imprisonment. Interna-
tional conferences of medical specialists working on health damages 
of persecution and internment were held in Paris and Copenhagen in 
1954 and Brussels in 1955. But it was not until the 1956 law went into 
effect and claims began to be denied that physicians who were con-
vinced of the reality of post- camp psychological damage needed not 
just to counter the contentions of the rejecters, but also to make fuller 
sense of their own findings.

Among the issues sympathizers grappled with was the pur-
ported comparability between death camp experiences and those of 
POWs or victims of bombings or expulsions, and thus an argument 
about the uniqueness of what we now call the Holocaust began to 
take shape. Hans Strauss, an émigré psychiatrist who was initially a 
sympathizer and later became predominantly a rejecter (making him 
a favorite with German authorities and reviled by some US peers), 
emphasized already in 1957 “the singularity” (das Eigenartige) in the 
chronic depressions displayed by the victims of Nazi persecution and 
rejected the comparisons with victims of industrial accidents and wars; 
he subsequently referred to the concentration and death camps as “a 
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psychiatric mass experiment, the like of which should never have been 
made and will, we hope, never be made again.”54 The widely respected 
Munich- based psychiatrist Kurt Kolle, one of the most remarkable 
German sympathizing doctors, opened his 1958 essay on the subject 
with the words: “The topic is new, there is no precedent.” And he went 
on to observe that “the fate of the Jews of Central Europe can in no 
way be compared with accidents that happen to people … [or] to inju-
ries sustained in military service.” Even those who were politically 
or religiously persecuted at least had the opportunity and choice to 
change their views and adapt to the regime, he noted. Those who were 
racially persecuted had not the slightest chance. Moreover, he contin-
ued, “the Jewish people knew, or suspected, when they were deported 
and imprisoned, that they were slated for liquidation.” After examining 
more than 200 survivors, 155 of them Jews (the others were political 
prisoners or Roma), Kolle found a predominance of “chronic depres-
sive conditions” and “nervous disturbances” that “substantively dimin-
ish the ability to be self- supporting” and he endorsed the concept of 
“concentration camp syndrome” that had begun to be developed in 
other nations, and that, he suggested, was especially notable in indi-
viduals who were the sole survivors in once- large families.55 Another 
sympathizer, the Mainz- based psychiatrist Ernst Kluge, emphasized 
key elements of the concentration and death camp experience: the utter 
guiltlessness of Jews (as opposed to political prisoners who had chosen 
to resist), the complete powerlessness and continual vulnerability to 
the most primitive cruelty and sadism, the arbitrariness, the inversion 
of values in the camps and “diabolization” of the community caused by 
privileging some prisoners over others and making them co- responsible 
for the suffering of their fellows.56 Yet others emphasized the shattering 
loss of loved ones, the guilt of surviving not just while others died but 
also at the cost of constant humiliation and degradation.57 The survi-
vors the sympathizers encountered were, in many cases, simply “bro-
ken people.”58 In addition, sympathizers took on directly the prevalent 
rejecter argument that, if someone could not recover, they must have 
had preexisting problems. “Can one really expect of every person who 
becomes a victim of racial insanity that he gets over it with equanim-
ity?” Kolle asked rhetorically.59

Sympathizing doctors also grappled with the confounding 
complexity of the evidence they encountered. As Kolle himself put it, 
“the causal relationship [between the experience of violence and the 
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subsequent psychological conditions] … cannot be reduced to a sim-
ple formula”; every single case was different and in each there was 
at work “an entangled play of forces.”60 There was a bewildering 
variety of syndromes and symptoms, and every attempt to systema-
tize (e.g., by age at onset of persecution, or by the particularities of 
the camp, or the kinds of violence encountered) only confused things 
more.61 Certainly, the type of person one had been before did shape 
how one managed the camp experiences, as arbitrary as the horrors 
otherwise were. And indisputably the conditions of post- camp life 
mattered as well. Was there a spouse, were there family members 
with whom to reunite, was there a new love? Was there meaning-
ful work and social respect? Some survivors had trouble adjusting 
in a country (whether Palestine/ Israel or the USA or any number 
of other nations) where they did not initially speak the language 
or were unable to gain a foothold. Meanwhile, how indeed could 
the (manifestly common) time lag in the emergence of symptoms be 
explained? (Was the interlude in the displaced persons [DP] camps 
an ongoingly difficult phase, and that explained why survivors 
kept their agonies repressed, only to have them surface later, when 
things seemed to have gotten better? Or had survivors actually been 
“spoiled” in the DP camps –  as one doctor suggested –  and this, not 
the death camps, was the source of their later difficulties in master-
ing the ordinary challenges of daily life?)62 And why was it that some 
survivors –  maybe as many as three- quarters, all told –  seemed to 
be able to build up some kind of post- camp life, sometimes even a 
quite successful one, and showed no particular signs of debilitat-
ing psychological damage, while others were completely crumpled?63 
Throughout, moreover, precisely because sympathizing doctors were 
acutely aware that mainstream medical teaching in Germany, already 
since before Nazism, had emphasized that lasting, as opposed to 
short- term and reparable, psychological damage after a traumatic 
experience could only be explained by organic somatic damage like 
a blow to the head or long- term malnutrition, some of them delib-
erately placed strong emphasis on whatever somatic findings they 
could locate.64 Indeed, they too had been trained in this framework 
and were thus themselves at times hard put to explain how psycho-
logical problems could last even if there were no somatic findings. 
This in turn made them even more vulnerable to being accused by 
the rejecters of exaggeration, speculation, and inconsistency.65
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There were courageous sympathizers on both sides of the 
Atlantic. In addition to Kurt Kolle, one of the most important   
German defenders of the survivors was the young physician Ulrich   
Venzlaff, who had been mentored by Gottfried Ewald, the sole psych-
iatrist in the Third Reich to openly oppose the murder of the handicapped.  
Venzlaff developed the concept “experience- reactive personality 
change” (erlebnisreaktiver Persönlichkeitswandel) to capture the causal 
link in the diagnostic category; in an early and much- cited sympathetic 
evaluation, he strategically praised aspects of the rejecters’ doctrine 
only then to go on to undermine it. His emphasis lay in trying to find 
language that conveyed the “permanent deformation” (Dauerverbie-
gung) of the psyche caused by intense trauma.66 A signally relevant 
figure in the United States was the New York- based William G. Nied-
erland, who worked tirelessly, in hundreds of sympathetic evaluations 
and in dozens of scholarly essays and media interviews, to achieve 
reversals of rejections. Among his many contributions were the devel-
opment and explication of the concept of survivor guilt –  a profoundly 
contested but, as it would turn out, strategically important topic –  and 
the concept of hypermnesia (especially vivid intrusive memories).67 But 
one of the biggest contributions he made was to call attention to the 
point that life in hiding, often under subanimal- like conditions and in 
constant terror of discovery, could be as damaging to mental health as 
life in the concentration and death camps, and also his insistence that 
the earlier experiences of persecution in one’s hometown  –  perhaps 
especially for children being mocked and beaten up and excluded from 
one’s former circle of peers –  needed to be taken into account as well.

Notably, moral outrage was not the main tack taken by the 
most successful sympathizers. Instead, the far more effective strategy 
was to combine fulsome praise for some small aspect of a prominent 
rejecter’s insight –  Niederland and Venzlaff both, for instance, praised 
Ernst Kretschmer on minor points –  only then to go on to declare that, 
alas, the rejecters were sadly behind the times. They were simply not up 
to speed on the latest scientific findings.68

Eissler’s Critique

Perhaps the most searingly articulate critique of the rejecters, however, 
came from Kurt Eissler, an émigré psychoanalyst in New York who 
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later became director of the Freud Archives, at that time often sought 
out, like Niederland, as a sympathizer who could provide a second (or 
third or fourth) opinion in disputed cases. Eissler had worked for the 
US military during World War II, and this gave him additional author-
ity because he was able to contrast the experiences of combat veterans 
and survivors. In two essays, the first in German in 1963 (with the 
provocative title summing up Eissler’s scathing critique of the rejecter 
position: “The murder of how many of one’s children must one be able 
to survive asymptomatically in order to be deemed to have a normal 
constitution?”) and a subsequent essay published in English in 1967 
in the American Journal of Psychiatry and titled simply “Perverted 
Psychiatry?” Eissler dismantled the rejecters’ strategies piece by piece. 
Among other things, he emphasized the uniqueness of the racial perse-
cutions, explained the time lag in symptom appearance, and forcefully 
accused the rejecters of a lack of objectivity. In other words, he used 
their own weapons against them.

In this unprecedented situation, the kind of emotional distance 
toward the patient that rejecters demanded, Eissler said, was not true 
objectivity. The incapacity to feel one’s way into the novelty and gro-
tesquerie of what the Nazis had done demonstrated, in Eissler’s view, 
a “defect” of objectivity. “I am here arguing that an adequate reaction 
when one is listening [to descriptions of the camp experiences] is to 
have the reaction: ‘this is unbearable.’ ” Eissler was not asking doctors 
or judges to feel pity. Rather, he reflected on how any one of those pro-
fessional men would himself react if he was arrested, put into prison-
ers’ garb, forced to do heaviest labor in the worst weather and on the 
absolute minimum of food, had his children murdered, been hunted 
by dogs, threatened with being shot, kicked in the head and abused so 
badly that his face carried permanently disfiguring scars –  after three 
years of this, would he really be so stoic and be able to resume his daily 
life? As Eissler concluded with deadpan fury in 1963: “It remains a 
mystery how such a profound malfunction of the ability to identify can 
emerge among educated intellectuals.” It was the rejecters, he said, who 
had an “emotional conflict” when they were conducting evaluations. 
The idea that a psyche, a soul, is not autonomous and impervious, that 
it can in fact be damaged, indeed damaged forever, by external experi-
ences:  this realization, Eissler proposed, must awaken strong fears.69 
In short, Eissler began to theorize the issue of bias within counter-
transference –  what the evaluators were bringing to their encounters 
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with survivors.70 Critical self- reflexiveness, in his view, was essential to 
objectivity. But he was also unapologetically insisting that traumatic 
events could in fact cause lasting damage to the mind; there need not 
be measurable damage to the body.

In the 1967 essay, Eissler had his own theories about the kinds 
of regression to more primitive pre- civilized “archaic” emotions of 
contempt for the weak and suffering that Nazism had encouraged and 
that he found persisted after 1945. Ever the psychoanalyst and not 
just psychiatrist, striving to sort out what it was about the crushed 
survivors of this particular catastrophe that seemed so to destabilize 
the evaluators, Eissler noted that contempt for the weak had complex 
roots, and appeared to be connected, he submitted, “with the whole 
problem of sadomasochism.” A tragic hero, no matter how narcissistic 
or criminal, was held in awe, and his punishment seemed reasonable. 
By contrast, the survivor, broken and not vengeful, with no crime to 
expiate, was denied “the top of that hierarchical pyramid to which 
Christ has elevated the humiliated and the suffering.” Eissler went on 
to imagine that the hostile evaluators were actually deeply afraid, see-
ing a survivor, that they themselves, had they been in the camps, might 
well have reacted to their oppressors with weakness and groveling. By 
no means granting himself greater virtue, Eissler also reflected that the 
discomfiture in the face of humiliated people was “something of a uni-
versal reaction still very much alive in almost all of us.” Nonetheless, 
his point was that anyone not critically self- aware and able to “control 
this archaic feeling” should recuse himself, or simply be excluded by 
the authorities, from the right to conduct evaluations.71

Unlike some other sympathizers, whose texts were filled with 
defensiveness –  itself an indication of the imbalance of power at that 
time within postwar Germany between rejecters and sympathizers, 
Eissler went on the offense: “Everyone should have only one purpose in 
this matter: to assist in relieving the sufferings of the victims of persecu-
tion. It thus stands to reason that if anyone’s personal conviction could 
in any way make such relieving impossible, he should silently step aside 
and let those take over the function of ‘experts’ whose convictions 
will at least augment the chance that that suffering will be assuaged.” 
And if the biased ones did not step aside voluntarily: “The minimum 
one may demand, under such circumstances, is that the responsible 
authorities recognize those who cannot control this archaic feeling and 
exclude them from the position of experts in matters of compensation 
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for suffering.”72 Eissler’s texts became major touchstones in the subse-
quent battles.

His plea for the rejecters to be excluded was not what hap-
pened, however. Unsympathetic evaluators continued their work 
well through the 1970s and in some cases beyond. What did happen 
was that the international power balance shifted. One early result of 
sustained pressure from the Conference on Jewish Material Claims 
against Germany as well as other international organizations came 
with a law change in 1965 in which the concept of a “concentration 
camp presumption” was introduced. Thenceforth, having spent one 
year in a camp was considered adequate evidence that there must be 
a link between symptoms and experience. Although rejecters found 
imaginative ways to get around this as well –  for example, by mini-
mizing the assessed percentage of reduction in earning capacity –  the 
law change simplified the claims process considerably. Just as impor-
tant was the gradual reorientation in the international terms of debate 
among medical professionals. Only a handful of leading psychiatrists 
had adapted by the late 1960s. But gradually, though in many cases 
too late for the survivors, the climate of medical opinion shifted. This 
was due not least to the ongoing international conferences on survi-
vors’ health problems held in various European cities, conferences at 
which the German rejecters were increasingly shamed and countered. 
In this altered climate, courts within West Germany also increasingly 
reversed the initial decisions on appeal. But one of the most important 
dynamics involved what can only be called the “Americanization” of 
the debate from the late 1960s on –  inextricable from the wider rise 
of, and indeed a major contributing factor to, Holocaust conscious-
ness in the USA.

Especially significant were the series of conferences in Detroit 
organized by William Niederland together with his fellow psychiatrist 
Henry Krystal beginning in 1963 and with results published in 1968 
and 1971, at which not only the sympathetic German physician Ulrich 
Venzlaff was an important presence (and was able to relay Ameri-
can expert trends back to Germany), but which additionally brought 
together psychiatrists who did not just do diagnosis but also therapy 
with survivors –  a hugely significant topic unto itself.73 Among other 
things, the presenters debated the value specifically of psychoanalytic 
concepts: the masochistic defenses demanded by the camp experience; 
the confirmation of primal childhood fears and guilts when parents 
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were murdered; the need to repress anger and aggression for the dura-
tion of the imprisonment (not just anger at perpetrators but also anger 
at parents for being unable to protect); as well as insights into how 
therapists might better manage their own countertransference.74 The 
conference discussions make clear how deeply the sympathizers were 
still engaging with the arguments of rejecters (for example, they dis-
cussed the case of the woman who had a breakdown after she got 
her pension, because she felt she was being paid for the child she had 
let die while she survived –  the example was brought up to prove the 
point that it could not have been the desire for a pension that caused 
her troubles), as well the sympathizers’ initial difficulties in making 
sense of the frequent time lag between traumatic event and onset of 
symptoms, and the possibility that preexisting conditions might matter 
in how individuals coped with trauma.75

Notably, as well, the Detroit conferences brought in psychia-
trist Robert Jay Lifton, who was to become one of the key linking 
figures in the subsequent development, in the course of the 1970s, of 
growing cooperation between experts working with Holocaust survi-
vors (among them, Niederland and Krystal) and those working with 
antiwar Vietnam veterans in formulating the concept of PTSD that 
entered the DSM- iii in 1980. Lifton was in Detroit to report on his 
work with survivors of the atomic blast at Hiroshima, but in the con-
versations, both formal and informal, he came to see similarities in 
diverse survivor experiences.76

Ultimately it took Vietnam to bring the Holocaust fully into 
focus.77 As manifestly different as the cases of soldiers and survivors 
were, the incontrovertible fact is that the growing public discussion sur-
rounding Vietnam veterans and the pressure of antiwar groups helped 
greatly to push PTSD into the DSM, with absolutely crucial positive 
results for shifting the mainstream of medical opinion internationally. 
Especially striking, among the dozens of examples by which the linkage 
was established as medical and popular common sense, was an essay in 
the New York Post in 1972 carrying the banner headline “Auschwitz & 
Viet: –  The Survivors.” Indicatively, Niederland and Lifton were both 
quoted under the subhead “Both Groups Feel Guilt” (see Figure 6).78 
Interestingly, moreover, in his efforts to get the traumas experienced 
by Holocaust survivors taken more seriously both by his professional 
peers and by the wider US public, Krystal had initially called attention 
not to the parallels between survivors and soldiers serving in Vietnam 
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Figure 6 “Auschwitz and Viet: –  The Survivors” appeared in the New York Post in 
1972. The growth of passionate activism against the USA’s involvement in and esca-
lation of the war in Vietnam turned out to be a decisive factor in bringing traumas 
experienced by survivors of Nazi persecution and concentration and death camps into 
both public consciousness and scientific legitimacy. From New York Post, October 3, 
1972 © 1972 New York Post. All rights reserved. Used by permission and protected 
by the Copyright Laws of the United States. The printing, copying, redistribution, or 
retransmission of this Content without express written permission is prohibited.
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in general, but rather to the possible parallels between the experiences 
of survivors and specifically those soldiers who had experienced impris-
onment in POW camps.79 The comparison with Vietnam also proved 
to be especially important for the perpetually nagging issue of the time 
lag. This issue that had so stumped sympathetic physicians and had 
given rejecters countless opportunities for mockery of survivors and 
their advocates was suddenly understood to be not only pervasive but 
also a key characteristic feature of human response in the aftermath of 
encounters with severely distressing events.80

Throughout it was not just a matter of echoes and analogies, 
however, but also of the concrete networking of individuals. In addition 
to Lifton, a further essential figure in the cooperation between doctors 
like Niederland working with Holocaust survivors and those working 
with Vietnam veterans was Chaim Shatan, a psychiatrist who joined 
with Lifton in “rap groups” of anti- Vietnam War veterans. Shatan 
demonstratively included a reference to “death camps” in his influen-
tial op- ed, “Post- Vietnam Syndrome,” which appeared in the New York 
Times in 1972.81 (In 1974, Shatan would also –  and strikingly –  win 
the “First Annual Holocaust Memorial Award of the New York Society 
of Clinical Psychologists” for his paper, subsequently published in the 
Psychoanalytic Review, on “Bogus Manhood, Bogus Honor,” a devas-
tating critique of the US Marine Corps’ training program, its breaking 
of recruits’ spirits, and its inculcation of brutality.)82

Finally, most important was Nancy Andreasen, the highly 
respected psychiatrist (and among other things specialist on psychiatric  
complications from traumatic burn injuries) who had been charged 
by Robert Spitzer, the lead editor for DSM- iii, to head the workgroup 
that ushered PTSD into the DSM in 1980. Andreasen was familiar 
with Niederland’s writings and determined to include concentration 
and death camp survivors into a definition of post- traumatic stress that 
went beyond what some veterans’ advocates had called “Post- Vietnam 
Syndrome.”83 The 1976 draft memorandum by Nancy Andreasen to 
Robert Spitzer, Lyman Wynne, Chaim Shatan, Robert Lifton, Jack 
Smith, and Leonard Neff on “Post- traumatic disorder” listed at the 
outset the range of traumatic experiences that could cause this dis-
order. They included: rape, military combat trauma, natural disasters 
like floods and earthquakes, accidents like airplane crashes or large 
fires, and also, expressly, “mass catastrophes … of human origin (Hiro-
shima, torture, death camps).”84
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In sum, and to put the overall point another way: initially the 
battle over reparations for survivors had forced advocates for survivors 
to articulate an early case for the uniqueness of the Holocaust, and the 
utter noncomparability of racial persecutions and concentration and 
death camp experiences with the experiences of soldiers or even of 
civilians during wartime. Yet, by a twist of historical fate, it later took 
the catastrophic decline in the USA’s moral authority internationally 
due to the war in Vietnam and the rise of a passionate antiwar move-
ment to bring not just soldiers’ but also survivors’ traumas into Ameri-
cans’ public consciousness and into official medical nomenclature and 
professional policy. In this particular crucial strategic instance –  and no 
matter how problematic the impulse to compare would also remain –  
the new emphasis on comparison and not just uniqueness provided an 
exceptional opportunity for an advance in moral, medical, and legal 
thinking.85

Conclusion

One great problem with the ascent of PTSD, however, and inevitably, 
was that it relativized and blurred the differences between victims and 
perpetrators –  not just between survivors of concentration and death 
camps, on the one hand, and US soldiers returning from Vietnam, on the 
other, but also between a soldier who had been tortured as a prisoner 
of war and a soldier who had been a war criminal. (And at the same 
time, the possibility that the Vietnamese victims of US violence might 
be traumatized was not even taken into account.) Or as the German- 
born (but longtime Chilean- resident) psychoanalytic psychotherapist 
David Becker has put it, the effect was an “amoralization” of trauma.86 
In his book on the limitations of the PTSD concept, Die Erfindung 
des Traumas –  verflochtene Geschichten (The Invention of Trauma –  
Entangled Histories, 2006), and in numerous articles in Spanish, Ger-
man, and English, Becker has reported on his work in Chile with a 
team of mental health professionals striving to provide care for victims 
of torture and their families, as well as the families of those who were 
“disappeared” or executed for political reasons in the decades of the 
dictatorship.87

Already in the same years that the international movement 
against the Vietnam War was helping also to make Holocaust survivors’ 
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traumas a more frequent topic in US newspapers, the London- based 
organization Amnesty International had “appealed to the medical pro-
fession to combat torture worldwide and to help relieve its effects.” The 
call was publicized in 1973, and by 1974 Amnesty International had 
established its first medical team to assess whether or not, in individual 
cases, torture had taken place. In the next years, the group studied 
Chilean exiles living in Denmark as well as victims of the Greek junta 
still living in Greece –  establishing that the damaging sequelae of tor-
ture were similar and overrode in significance the problems of exile –  
and went on to study torture survivors also within Chile, in Argentina 
and Uruguay, in Spain, in Syria and Iraq, in Northern Ireland, and in 
Zanzibar.88 By the later 1970s and early 1980s, the sequelae of tor-
ture were discussed at international gatherings of medical professionals 
and tentative concepts of treatment combining somatic and psycho-
therapeutic care were beginning to be developed.89 The PTSD diagno-
sis was soon put to the test.90 Within the USA, professionals working 
with such groups as Indochinese refugees, particularly survivors of 
the mass slaughters and concentration and forced labor camps of the 
Pol Pot government in Cambodia (1975– 1979), as well as refugees 
from the Red Terror purges under the Marxist takeover in Ethiopia 
(1976– 1978), the Khomeini regime in Iran (1979– 1989), and exiles 
from Communist Eastern Europe, frequently found the new diagnostic 
option of PTSD to be useful, and certainly more suitable, given the 
symptoms they were seeing, than the alternative possible diagnoses of 
severe depression or psychosis.91

There was, however, something distinctive about the phe-
nomenon of torture as it was being used in the 1970s.92 As a Danish 
team working with Amnesty International noted, whereas torture had 
existed since time immemorial, the intention had generally been “to 
punish people, to beat out confessions, to obtain information, or to 
convert or reform people.” Confession, conversion, and reform were 
still relevant purposes of torture in some instances. But a novelty par-
ticularly noticeable among the new Cold War dictatorships allied with 
the USA, especially though not exclusively in the Latin American coun-
tries of Chile, Argentina, and Uruguay, had as its main purpose “the 
breakdown of the individual” –  the deliberate destruction of his or her 
identity. The point was both “to neutralize an active opponent of the 
regime and, second, to release this former active opponent in his or 
her broken down condition as a deterrent and warning to others who 
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might be in opposition to the rulers.”93 Torture, moreover, as Becker 
observed, put victims into unbearable double binds: “Either one betrays 
one’s political convictions and comrades or one’s wish to survive and 
thereby one’s self and one’s family. However one chooses, one chooses 
wrongly. The technique of forcing a person into an existentially crucial 
choice among unacceptable options is the surest way to drive someone 
insane … Nobody survives torture as a hero.”94

The methods used in Chile as in other Latin American dictator-
ships involved the most wanton and grotesque cruelty, including relent-
less sexual abuse, electric shocks applied to the genitalia and other 
sensitive body parts, beatings, burns, threats to family members, mock 
executions, and imaginatively designed humiliations and degradations, 
such as coerced violence between prisoners, forced eating of feces, or 
exposure while naked to rodents and spiders. As the group affiliated 
with Amnesty International summarized, the sequelae of torture inevi-
tably comprised both physical (headaches, gastrointestinal and mus-
cular pains) and mental damages: “impairment of memory, impaired 
ability to concentrate, nightmares, sleep disturbances, sexual distur-
bances, fear, depression, fatigue, sense of guilt, feeling of isolation, loss 
of identity and very low self- perception.”95 But there was yet more.

As with that other distinctive innovation of the totalitarian 
regimes of Chile (1973– 1990), Argentina (1976– 1983), and Uruguay 
(1973– 1985), in particular –  the phenomenon of “disappearance” of 
political opponents of the dictatorships –  so, too, with their use of tor-
ture, the governments, and, by extension, the majority of the populace, 
systematically denied that it was happening, disclaiming any knowledge 
of its existence and refusing any information to family members and 
loved ones. Torture and disappearances were not “speakable.” Fam-
ily members, too, were put into double binds. If “the family chooses 
to accept the death of the loved one, they ‘kill’ him; if they choose to 
maintain hope, they deny their everyday life experience.” Often, survi-
vors were upon release from prison forced to sign papers declaring that 
they had been treated well. This enforced rupture with veracity was of 
course also a calculated political tactic. And its effects eddied out into 
the society as a whole. As Becker’s team summarily put it: “A division 
in social reality was generated.”96 There was thus no agreement on 
truth or facts, no space where loss or injury could be acknowledged.

Becker’s team, based in Santiago, had been led since 1977 by 
the young Chilean psychologist Elizabeth Lira; other members were 
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María Isabel Castillo, Elena Gómez, and Juana Kovalskys.97 Becker 
joined them from 1982 onwards, staying beyond the end of the dic-
tatorship in 1990, ultimately returning to Berlin in 1999. Already in 
the 1990s, he additionally began providing training to mental health 
professionals amidst traumatized populations in such diverse locations 
as Zagreb, Luanda, and Gaza –  most recently also in Tajikistan –  and 
became regularly consulted as a specialist particularly on therapeutic 
care in areas of ongoing military strife and/ or economic emergency. 
One of Becker’s greatest preoccupations has been the horrendous fact 
that, although the trauma industry is booming internationally –  indeed 
it has been growing exponentially since the 1980s –  there are none-
theless every year ever more disaster zones with ever more trauma-
tized people, and everywhere there is burnout, inadequate funding, and 
inadequate willpower actually to change the sociopolitical situations 
causing all the suffering.98 And in all too many cases what is being 
offered by the self- styled experts is “the nonsense of cheap promises 
of salvation.”99 In places that have been in upheaval for years with no 
end in view –  and with the inevitably ensuing corrosion of the fabric of 
familial and other support systems and with transgenerational trans-
mission of trauma –  the truth is that the most overwhelming feeling of 
the therapists on site is helplessness.100

Becker has also become the foremost interpreter and extender 
of the ideas first developed by the German- Dutch- Jewish psychoanalyst 
Hans Keilson, especially Keilson’s book Sequentielle Traumatisierung 
bei Kindern: Untersuchung zum Schicksal jüdischer Kriegswaisen (first 
published in German in 1979 and subsequently published in English in 
Israel in 1992 as Sequential Traumatization in Children: A Clinical and 
Statistical Follow- up Study on the Fate of the Jewish War Orphans in 
the Netherlands). Keilson was in the anti- Nazi resistance and provided 
care for Jewish children in hiding during the Nazi occupation of the 
Netherlands, and then conducted a detailed longue- durée follow- up 
study focusing first on the postwar crisis situation in which decisions 
had to be made about whether to return children to a Jewish milieu or 
allow them to remain with the non- Jewish families that had protected 
them, and then also revisiting their cases when they had grown into 
adulthood.101 The other influences on Becker are the postcolonial lit-
erary theorist Edward Said (for his insights into the mutual entangle-
ments of colonizer and colonized) and the psychoanalyst Frantz Fanon 
(whom Becker reads  –  especially in his Black Skin, White Masks 
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[1952] –  as a pioneering theorist of trauma in the colonial context), 
together with such tendentially nonpolitical but clinically innovative 
British psychoanalysts as Michael Balint (for his emphasis on the thera-
peutic relationship), Wilfred Bion (for his ideas on group process but 
also on how the analysis might serve as a “container” for the pain of 
the patient), Donald Winnicott (for his concept of creating a “hold-
ing” environment, his attention to the countertransference, but also his 
notion of therapy as a transitional space), and Masud Khan (for his 
idea of “cumulative traumatization”).102

In addition to the “amoralization,” another related problem 
with PTSD identified by Becker –  here building on Keilson –  is how 
the concept, even as it officially recognized external triggers of internal 
suffering, actually decontextualized the suffering by focusing on and 
measuring the level of ensuing pathology inside the individual rather 
than continuing to attend to the burdens of the experiences and envi-
ronment. In short, it made what had been –  and in many cases still 
was –  a sociopolitical issue into a personal issue, and a medicalized one 
at that. As a psychoanalyst, Keilson –  like Becker in his wake –  was 
most definitely interested in intrapsychic processes. (Keilson had read 
not only the literature on post- Holocaust trauma, from both sides of 
the Atlantic, by Kolle, von Baeyer, Venzlaff, Krystal, and Niederland, 
among others, but also the work of Karl and William Menninger, Heinz 
Hartmann et al., Anna Freud, Melanie Klein, Donald Winnicott, and 
Masud Khan.)103 But intrapsychic processes were always in imbrication 
with the sociopolitical environs. The way the PTSD diagnosis –  and the 
checklist on which the diagnosis was based  –  was conceived placed 
the emphasis on an overwhelming event or at least on a circumscribed 
period of time in the past rather than on an ongoing process that might 
well be continuing into the present; thus there was little or no room 
for thinking about cumulative traumatization and “chronification.” In 
Becker’s view, there was no question that the T (for trauma) in PTSD 
was real. But he objected to the P, S, and D. All too often, there was 
no “post- ”, as crises continued; “stress” was far too mild a term for 
what traumatized people had gone through; and “disorder” localized 
the problem in the person rather than the situation.104

Two innovations from Keilson were thus crucial. One was his 
rejection of the measuring of symptoms (one simply could not, accord-
ing to Keilson, express suffering in numerical terms). What should be 
catalogued, instead, were the experiences, the external contributory 
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factors, “as measure of the burden” (als Mass der Belastung) that the 
individual was carrying.105 Keilson’s second main contribution was his 
insistence on seeing the trigger for trauma no longer as an event, or 
an experience restricted to a limited amount of time, but rather as a 
sequential process, one that absolutely needed to include the before 
and the after of the worst experiences  –  and also one that included 
Freud’s concept of “deferred” effects. (It was not just that there was 
a time lag between experience and the emergence of symptoms; the 
relationship between past and present was far more intricate, as new 
experiences could transform what prior experiences had meant.)106 
One of the awful paradoxes of the post- Holocaust controversies over 
damages to mental health, after all, had been the way that physicians 
sympathetic to the survivors had been forced to focus all their attention 
on establishing causal connections between symptoms and experiences 
in the time of hiding or imprisonment. Specifically because the doc-
tors intent on rejecting survivors’ claims continually sought to redirect 
attention either to a patient’s character structure preceding the entry 
into the concentration and death camps or to the patient’s supposed 
desire for financial gain and/ or difficulties adjusting to life after the 
war, doctors concerned to defend the reality of the damage done to 
survivors had to suppress the relevance of prehistory and aftermath. 
Keilson brought the prehistory and the aftermath back –  as well as the 
recursive interrelationships between these. This made individuals’ stor-
ies more complex and confounding, but it also made the mental health 
outcomes much more comprehensible.107

All of this was in the background to Becker’s full- scale critique 
of PTSD. But so too were his years in Chile and his efforts, together 
with Lira and others, to develop adequate therapeutic models. Begin-
ning in 1984, Lira and Becker and shifting constellations of their 
coworkers as well as collaborators from further teams of psycholo-
gists helping victims of the political repression under either medical or 
church auspices –  including the Center for Mental Health and Human 
Rights (CINTRAS) and the Foundation for Social Assistance of the 
Christian Churches (FASIC) began openly publishing reflections on 
the challenges of therapeutic work with torture survivors and with 
the family members of those disappeared or politically executed. The 
initial result was Psicoterapia y represión política (Psychotherapy and 
Political Repression, 1984), published in Mexico City (see Figure 7).108 
In 1985, in post- dictatorship Buenos Aires, the first Latin American 
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Seminar on Torture was organized in collaboration with Argentinean 
mental health professionals; in 1986, another congress was held in the 
Uruguayan capital of Montevideo.109 In 1988, psychotherapists work-
ing with the Argentinean group protesting the disappearances, the 
“Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo,” published, in Spanish and English, 
an anthology on Psychological Effects of Political Repression. As the 
lead editor, Diana Kordon, remarked, “With the book we tried to break 
the phenomenon of social denial.”110 And after the plebiscite of 1988 
calling for a return to democratic governance in Chile, it became safer 
there too to report in yet fuller detail on the nature of the work and 

Figure 7 Psicoterapia y represión política (Psychotherapy and Political Repres-
sion) was published with the authors’ names on the cover in 1984, in the context 
of cautiously rising public protest against the repressive dictatorial government 
of Chile. A year earlier, members of this network of therapists providing essen-
tial but clandestine care for survivors of torture had dared to publish only under 
pseudonyms. The cover statement announces: “Here is a book that brings together 
the experiences of a work collective for mental health that, with its therapies, has 
shared in the pain of patients who were victims of the violence endured in Chile 
since Salvador Allende was overthrown and in the privilege of fighting against [that 
violence] with a psychotherapeutic approach.”
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its dozens of participants, work which had always involved legal and 
political efforts and social support for families as well as psychothera-
peutic ones; a valuable and comprehensive anthology was based on 
a conference held in Santiago in 1989 and published under the title 
Tortura: aspectos médicos, psicológicos y sociales (Torture: Medical, 
Psychological and Social Aspects, 1989). Here the Chilean psychologist 
Adriana Maggi, who had worked with FASIC as well as with Becker 
and Lira, explained the political conditions of terror and confusion, the 
shattered state of the torture survivors and the “dissociation” evinced 
by family members of the disappeared. “For us as therapists, it was dif-
ficult to set up a chief complaint or make a diagnosis of people.” They 
came “not because they were sick, but because of their situation.” The 
regime had lasted sixteen years and “the damage to people has been 
continuous, it is cumulative and has become chronic.” Maggi eluci-
dated that therapists’ efforts had been above all directed to helping vic-
tims “re- find” themselves, and to “put rationality in fact.”111 Or, as Lira 
had put it already in 1984, “Within the therapeutic space we tried to 
find a path to make it possible to re- acquire the present, one that made 
it possible to resist the radical process of dehumanization to which we 
were subjected. In this connection we understand psychotherapy as a 
process of profound interhuman obligation.”112

The result was a rejection both of PTSD as a diagnostic cat-
egory and of the classic psychoanalytic ideal of analyst “neutrality.” 
Lira in particular called for “active non- neutrality” and advanced 
the notion of a “bond of commitment” (vinculo comprometido) that 
needed to be provided by the therapist, not least in view of what was 
after all an ongoing and, moreover, deliberate  –  albeit simultane-
ously continually disavowed –  political repression. For a therapist 
to refuse to take a political position was to make it impossible for 
the patient to rebuild trust in human relationships or to recover the 
cognitive coherence that had been so intentionally destroyed both 
by the torturers’ sadism and the government and communal denial 
surrounding it.113

Becker, in retrospect, found the idea of a “bond of commit-
ment” both naive and overly idealistic  –  something that may have 
inadvertently facilitated therapists’ acting out more than collaborative 
work with the patients in processing each one’s unique agonies. While 
he concurred that in extreme political situations “only a therapist who 
consciously takes on non- neutrality can support the development of 
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a therapeutically effective transference relationship,” there were also 
dangers to externalizing all aggression onto the dictatorship. “There 
must be room for [the patient’s] doubt about and hate of the therapist 
and for the therapist’s hate of the patient.” The approach also pre-
sumed some sort of “ideal traumatized patient” who had a “ ‘normal’ 
psychic structure” before the breakdown caused by torture, and “of 
course there is no such patient.” The challenge was to maintain the 
right balance of empathy and abstinence, and to attend always to the 
interrelationships between past and present, and between the intra-  
and the extrapsychic.114

Over time, the combination of the years in Chile and subsequently in 
other crisis regions, together with his engagement with Keilson –  whom 
he got to know –  and his extensive reading in the literature produced 
by those psychoanalytically inclined physicians who had been at the 
forefront of the struggle to get post- Holocaust trauma recognized both 
medically and legally, in juxtaposition and connection with reflections 
on the writings of Said and Fanon, gave Becker a new vantage point 
for thinking about both Vietnam and PTSD. From a more global rather 
than narrowly US or European point of view, the ascent of PTSD could 
be understood as a side- effect of both the Cold War and of struggles 
over decolonization. From this perspective, Becker came to see Viet-
nam as “one of the last great imperial wars” and to rethink PTSD’s 
emergence as a striking compromise, a compromise which, at one and 
the same time, managed both to acknowledge and to disavow its late 
colonial context: “The war was lost. The horrors of this war should 
somehow be recognized, but its political significance, its colonial 
destructive force should simultaneously be disavowed.” This double-
ness in the response to Vietnam in turn provided the key to the PTSD 
concept as it had been formulated in the DSM: “Suffering is acknowl-
edged, but it is stripped of its (colonialist) contents. It is understood 
that social processes cause pathology, but the processes themselves are 
off limits for discussion.”115

In fact, Becker argued, in view of the exponential prolifer-
ation of trauma projects in the early twenty- first century  –  all in 
the midst of ever- metastasizing wars, both large and small, each 
spawning more suffering and which no world leaders seemed able 
to bring to an end –  that trauma work had indeed become a busi-
ness, but that it also needed to be understood as a long- unfolding 
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postcolonial process. In addition, he noted that it was apparent in 
hindsight that the theorization of survivor trauma post- Holocaust 
had actually marked the high point of professionals’ understanding 
of the complexities of interaction between context and psyche. One 
of the many troubles with the pervasive application of PTSD, and the 
development of ever- new quick- fix treatment modalities, was that 
“the specific treatments are split off from awareness of the sociopo-
litical dimensions.” In sum: the creation of PTSD had been, at once, 
a triumphant outcome of the battles over post- Holocaust trauma 
as they were fought through in the specific historical context of 
post- Holocaust resentment and antisemitic animus against survivors 
and, because it had mixed perpetrators together with victims and 
depoliticized the experiences of both, it was –  as Becker expressly 
observed –  already “a regression from the achievements and devel-
opments in the wake of the Holocaust.”116 The imperative to find 
more sensitive ways to conceptualize the continual imbrication of 
intrapsychic dynamics with sociopolitical contexts –  and to seek bet-
ter means to provide at least some amount of care and healing in the 
midst of ongoingly catastrophic situations –  remained.
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4 THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN EROS AND DEATH

“Aggression is a fundamental force of life.”
Alexander Mitscherlich, 19691

The postwar West German context of adamant enmity toward survi-
vors of the Nazi onslaught created the conditions to prompt the inter-
national psychoanalytic and psychiatric communities to take notice of 
the brute facticity of adult trauma and its manifold possible adverse 
effects. This, in turn, and however grudgingly and slowly at first, ultim-
ately led these communities quite zealously to adjust their scientific and 
conceptual frameworks and reference points accordingly. A few years 
after the trauma debates had been set in motion by controversies sur-
rounding the West German restitution law of 1956, the psychoanalytic 
community would once more, and however unexpectedly, be caught 
up in a second internecine conflict –  again at the intersection of popu-
lar culture and scholarly discussion. Here, too, the controversy would 
serve as the stimulus to reconsider another critical element of human 
experience: aggression. Crucially, and consequentially, the arguments 
over whether or not humans were innately aggressive –  and what to 
conclude from that fact, if indeed it was a fact  –  became intricately 
intertwined with another drama: an effort to return psychoanalysis to 
post- Nazi Germany, a society that remained not only still residually 
antisemitic but also highly dubious about psychoanalysis as an intel-
lectual thought- system.

Aggression, this second great vital force beside libido, had been 
identified by Freud variously –  at least since the topic pressed itself upon 
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his attention with the events of World War I –  as an equally powerful 
and parallel drive to libido, or one at odds with libido and providing 
a countervailing pressure, or one which got peculiarly mixed up with 
and fused with libido (or vice versa, as libido got fused with aggres-
sion), or a phenomenon which grew in proportion as libidinal aims 
were thwarted.2 But was it a “drive” –  in German, Trieb (early on often 
mistranslated into English as “instinct”)? At times, particularly in his 
1920 essay, “Beyond the Pleasure Principle,” and again in 1923 in “The 
Ego and the Id,” Freud referred to this impulse as the “death- drive,” or 
“destruction- drive,” in contrast to the libidinal “life- drive.”3 And, as of 
1930, he wrote in a letter to Ernest Jones, with respect to “the problem 
of the aggressive or death drive,” that “I can no longer manage with-
out assuming this basic drive, either psychologically or biologically.”4 In 
Civilization and its Discontents (also 1930) he referred to “the struggle 
between Eros and Death.”5 But Freud never settled the issue, even to 
his own satisfaction. Subsequent to Freud’s death in 1939, the topic 
had gone in and out of focus in the bitter debates roiling the global 
psychoanalytic diaspora that had been set in motion by Nazism’s brutal 
ascent. Often it became relegated to the margins. But when the topic 
showed up at all, it did so mainly in the interstices of discussions of 
early childhood –  prompted not least by the controversial emphases of 
(by that point Britain- based) Melanie Klein on greed, rage, and envy in 
babies.6 It also appeared, albeit in a stringently depoliticized form, in 
American ego psychologists Heinz Hartmann and Ernst Kris’s efforts, 
together with Anna Freud, to systematize Freudian ideas about norma-
tive stages of development in Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, the 
journal launched in the USA in 1945.7 Yet the topic finally resurfaced 
with peculiar intensity in post- World War II West Germany.

In no other national context would the attempt to make sense 
of aggression become such a core preoccupation specifically for psycho-
analysts and allied professionals. And, conversely –  and in strong contra-
distinction especially to developments in the postwar United States –  in 
no other postwar national context would the wider public reception of 
psychoanalysis as a whole, in its dual nature as a clinical and cultur-
ally critical enterprise, be so strongly shaped by debates not over sex-
ual desire and behavior but rather over the vagaries and vicissitudes of 
human aggression. Although the topic of sex did ultimately reenter the 
West German debate about aggression as well, the main emphasis of the 
controversies remained on the subject of aggression itself.
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This, in turn, had everything to do with the unanticipated 
but absolutely tremendous excitement with which the work of a non- 
analyst, the Austrian- German specialist on animal behavior –  zoolo-
gist, ethologist, and ornithologist –  Konrad Lorenz was received by 
the West German media and public. Lorenz was a specialist particu-
larly on parental “imprinting” in graylag geese, but also devoted 
observer- reporter of the vast repertoire of behaviors of other animals, 
from monkeys to rats to fish to dogs. From quite early on in the post-
war years Lorenz was a household name in West Germany due to his 
beguilingly folksy tales of animal doings, published as Er redete mit 
dem Vieh, den Vögeln und den Fischen (He Spoke with the Cattle, 
the Birds, and the Fish, 1949) and So kam der Mensch auf den Hund 
(Man Meets Dog, 1950). And he was well known among research 
professionals, including among psychoanalysts on both sides of the 
Atlantic, for numerous scholarly essays on instincts, evolution, and 
behavior. British and American analysts were particularly fascinated 
by what they saw as the implications of his research for demonstrat-
ing the importance of early mother- child bonding. But psychoanalysts 
followed many other aspects of Lorenz’s work as well, and he was 
footnoted in a tremendous number of postwar psychoanalytic texts.8 
Yet it was the book appearing in 1963, Das sogenannte Böse:  zur 
Naturgeschichte der Aggression (The So- Called Evil: On the Natural 
History of Aggression, published in the USA and UK in 1966 as On 
Aggression) that was the truly blockbuster hit which secured Lorenz’s 
international reputation.

Both in the Anglo- American and in the West German context, 
Lorenz’s book on aggression would often be read in conjunction with 
two further books exploring the animal origins of human behavior 
published a few years later: the American playwright (and student of 
behavioral science) Robert Ardrey’s The Territorial Imperative (1966) 
and the British zoologist Desmond Morris’ The Naked Ape (1967).9 
One strand of public fascination with these texts clearly had to do with 
a wave of interest in biological as opposed to sociological explanations 
of human nature –  and not least with a desire to re- secure traditional 
notions of gender in an era of rapidly changing social roles for men and 
women.10 However, there was something distinctively post- Nazi Ger-
man about the glowing appreciation and fervor with which Lorenz’s 
specific contribution to the wider project of analogizing from animals 
to humans was embraced.
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On Aggression, after all, as the original German title indicated, 
was a vigorous defense of aggression as by no means always a force 
for evil. The short take- home message –  amidst all the witty, cheerfully 
chatty accounts of animal conduct –  was welcome indeed. It had two 
main components: aggression was ubiquitous in animals and in people 
(i.e., it was not just a German specialty). And more importantly: aggres-
sion was a force for good. All cultural progress and effective activity, 
as well as, and however counterintuitively, the treasured bonds of deep 
friendship and marital love, had roots in the aggressive instinct.

It was also Lorenz who did more than anyone else to introduce 
Freud into the national conversation on aggression. Lorenz had situ-
ated himself, at the very opening of On Aggression, as someone who 
had long been resistant to psychoanalysis, not least because he could 
not agree with “the concept of a death drive, which according to a the-
ory of Freud’s is a destructive principle which exists as an opposite pole 
to all instincts of self- preservation.”11 But then, as Lorenz reported, he 
had been delighted to find, in his travels across the USA (these included, 
in 1960– 1961, a longer- term visit at the Menninger Clinic in Topeka, 
Kansas, but also time in New York), that many American analysts did 
not agree with the idea of its existence, either. What Lorenz did find 
useful, however, was Freud’s belatedly found conviction that aggres-
sion, like libido, was a drive. The difference was that Lorenz was eager 
to see the aggressive drive as life- preserving and life- enhancing (“in 
natural conditions it helps just as much as any other to ensure the sur-
vival of the individual and the species”).12

However unintentionally, what the publication of On Aggres-
sion set in motion was an outpouring of debate in 1960s- 1970s West 
Germany over whether or not aggression was truly best understood 
as a drive, and also, more generally, whether Freud was a useful 
resource or a problem.13 No other text caused more people to start 
wondering what Freud himself had actually argued. Not just Lorenz 
and his supporters, but also Lorenz’s critics –  and they were increas-
ingly vociferous  –  contributed to the reformulation of what Freud 
was thought to stand for.

By the later 1960s and early 1970s, at least three new versions 
of Freud were circulating in the West German media and wider public 
discussion. One was a sex- radical version, which restored to public 
attention Freud’s own erstwhile commitment to seeing libido as the 
force that explained almost everything in life. Another was the far 
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more conservative Freud who had insisted that humans were not by 
nature good; this version, however paradoxically, was a co- production 
of Lorenz’s supporters with those of his critics who could not accept 
the idea of aggression as a drive at all and instead proposed alternate 
models of human behavior which more strongly emphasized social 
and political factors. And the third was the complex effort at com-
promise that the physician and psychoanalyst Alexander Mitscherlich 
formulated. 

In 1967, Alexander Mitscherlich, with his wife Margarete, also 
an analyst, published what is still the most influential and internation-
ally known product of West German psychoanalysis:  Die Unfähig-
keit zu trauern (translated in 1975 as The Inability to Mourn). In the 
coauthored title essay, the Mitscherlichs argued that what Germans 
had proven themselves unable to mourn was not the multiple millions 
of murdered Jews of Europe that had been killed in their name and 
in all too many cases with their assistance, but rather their own erst-
while passionate love for Adolf Hitler. Yet, while this has not generally 
been noted, another persistent theme in the book –  there were seven 
other chapters, only one other of which was coauthored, while the rest 
were written solely by Alexander –  was the question of how best to 
understand the phenomenon of human aggression.14 This included the 
need to develop a more complex theoretical framework than Freud 
had managed to produce  –  not least in view of the massive empir-
ical evidence provided by Germans themselves, but also in light of 
the many further demonstrations of its ubiquity throughout human 
history. Mitscherlich never did succeed in developing a fully satisfac-
tory theoretical framework, and his writings showed the strain of the 
effort to find middle ground. And yet ultimately Mitscherlich’s stra-
tegic genius lay not least precisely in an ability to leave the theoretical 
questions open.

Henceforth, the public and professional arguments about 
Freud in West Germany would no longer be about whether or not to 
take him seriously. Rather, the question became which Freud would be 
promoted and invoked in order to advance a variety of political agen-
das. At the same time, all the previously assumed alignments between 
theoretical framework and political implications got scrambled. The 
controversies, in short, sparked both a repositioning of psychoanalysis 
within West German culture and a reconsideration of what exactly the 
content of psychoanalysis might be.
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Mitscherlich, Psychoanalysis, and Aggression

Alexander Mitscherlich witnessed in his lifetime the return of psycho-
analysis to post- Nazi Central Europe. He was instrumental in secur-
ing for psychoanalysis a far greater social prestige than it ever had in 
Freud’s own day, and he did so primarily by advancing a highly idi-
osyncratic version of psychoanalysis as a secular moral- political lan-
guage. Mitscherlich became, on the one hand, the main West German 
representative of the psychoanalytic enterprise, through his editorship 
of the journal Psyche; his clinical and theoretical work especially in 
psychosomatics (psychosomatics in fact became the major pathway 
by which psychoanalysis eventually became integrated into German 
medicine); his ongoing activism in bringing emigrated psychoanalytic 
celebrities back to address the West German public; and, after an early 
postwar stint in Heidelberg, his directorship of the Sigmund- Freud- 
Institut in Frankfurt am Main. On the other hand, Mitscherlich would 
also serve as “the conscience of the nation,” a “gentle repentance- 
preacher.”15

Mitscherlich managed to finesse this double role not least 
by amalgamating creatively elements of a Heinz Hartmann- inspired 
American ego psychology with frankly left- liberal political commen-
tary on current events with (what in hindsight may seem rather unana-
lytic and conceptually clunky) persistent enjoinders to West Germans 
to develop what he variously referred to as “ego- strength” (Ichstärke), 
“self- control,” “capacity for critical thinking,” or “the critical thinking- 
capacity of the ego.”16 The contrast with someone like his French coun-
terpart Jacques Lacan, whose baseline assumption was that there could 
be no such thing as a stable ego, could not have been starker.17 But, for 
West German conditions, Mitscherlich’s approach proved ideal. This 
was, after all, a culture in which contempt for psychoanalysis in the 
wider public and among medical professionals had been intensively 
fostered under the Nazis. Freud was said to have a “dirty fantasy” 
and an “Asiatic world view,” and psychoanalysis was deemed both to 
contain “nothing original” –  for to claim otherwise would be “to give 
too much honor to the unproductivity of the Jewish race” –  and to 
be “nothing other than the Jewish nation’s rape of Western culture.”18 
These attitudes hardly disappeared overnight in the war’s aftermath. 
But despite this Mitscherlich succeeded spectacularly in convincing 
West Germans to think about psychoanalysis differently, not least 
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through a distinctive style which mixed declared empathy for –  and 
identification with –  his fellow citizens with encouragement and coax-
ing injunction.

Yet it remains also crucial to register how much Mitscherlich’s 
work was profoundly shaped by an irritated, albeit sporadic, engage-
ment with the astonishing public success of Konrad Lorenz. In corre-
spondence with mentors and friends, Mitscherlich declared his disdain 
for Lorenz and his sense of intellectual superiority to him. And in 1964, 
Mitscherlich organized a workshop  –  to which he invited Lorenz  –  
whose express aim was to repudiate Lorenz’s conclusions about aggres-
sion.19 The book resulting from this workshop eventually appeared in 
1969 as Bis hierher und nicht weiter:  ist die menschliche Aggression 
unbefriedbar? (Up to Here and no Further: Can Human Aggression not 
be Pacified?) But actually his relationship to Lorenz’s oeuvre was more 
complicated. It is not just that already in his earliest published writ-
ing on aggression (a two- part meditation, “Aggression und Anpassung” 
[Aggression and Adaptation], in Psyche in 1956 and 1958) Mitscher-
lich had cited Lorenz favorably. In addition, Alexander’s essays in the 
magnum opus of 1967, The Inability to Mourn, return recurrently to 
the puzzle of human aggression and the book most certainly needs 
to be read not only as a repudiation but also as a partial incorpora-
tion of Lorenz’s theses. So too Mitscherlich’s marvelous speech in 1969 
on the occasion of his winning the Peace Prize of the Frankfurt Book 
Trade –  “Über Feindseligkeit und hergestellte Dummheit” (On Hostil-
ity and Man- made Stupidity) –  remained in conversation with Lorenz’s 
theses (and was indisputably understood that way by the media). The 
preeminent liberal news magazine Der Spiegel, for instance, in a reprint 
of the full text, plucked from the speech and chose as its headline the 
Mitscherlich remark that “Aggression is a fundamental force of life,” 
clearly positioning the speech within the ongoing national fracas over 
how to feel about the existence and value of an aggressive drive.20

Aggression thus became one of the central themes of Mitscher-
lich’s public life (see Figure 8a&b). In addition to The Inability to Mourn 
and Bis hierher und nicht weiter, he published or co- published three fur-
ther books on the topic: Aggression und Anpassung in der Industriege-
sellschaft (Aggression and Adaptation in Industrial Society, 1968, with 
Herbert Marcuse and others); Die Idee des Friedens und die menschli-
che Aggressivität (The Idea of Peace and Human Aggressivity, 1969); 
and Toleranz  –  Überprüfung eines Begriffs (Tolerance  –  Verification 
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Figure 8a Alexander Mitscherlich (seated center, with glasses) talking with the 
American psychoanalyst and developer of self psychology Heinz Kohut, a close 
friend, at the Sigmund- Freud- Institut in Frankfurt am Main in the late 1960s. In 
the background are coworkers from the institute, from left to right: Klaus Horn, 
Rolf Klüwer, Johann- Gottfried Appy, Doris Mayer, and Tobias Brocher.

Figure 8b Alexander Mitscherlich in 1973 at the Sigmund- Freud- Institut in Frank-
furt am Main at the celebration for his sixty- fifth birthday. A  year earlier, Der 
Spiegel had once again reported on the ongoing heated debates between New Left-
ists, ethologists, and psychoanalysts and had captioned a photo of Mitscherlich 
with the words “Psychoanalyst Mitscherlich: Aggressivity is a drive.”
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of a Concept, 1974), which contained multiple essays on aggression, 
cruelty, and war, including a reprint of the Peace Prize speech. The tim-
ing was crucial. Mitscherlich was just –  barely –  succeeding in getting 
psychoanalysis to be taken seriously in West Germany when Lorenz’s 
On Aggression burst on the scene.21

In the West German context, Nazism and the Holocaust lurked 
behind nearly all the ensuing arguments. At the same time, the debates 
would be filled with multilayered subtlety and innuendo, as within 
seemingly innocuous remarks there could be worlds of meaning. A new 
spate of violence and wars around the globe in the 1960s and after 
added a cacophonous diversity of possible resonances to what Alex-
ander Mitscherlich had, in The Inability to Mourn, summarized suc-
cinctly as “the aggression problems of our time” or what he a few years 
later would refer to as “the enormous amount of aggression erupting 
everywhere.”22 The USA’s escalation of the war in Vietnam from 1965 
on, the renewed outbreak of war in the Middle East in 1967, and even-
tually also the rise of violent leftist movements within the West whose 
actions were, in turn, met by state violence, provided countless occa-
sions both to evade and to engage the actual intricacies of what had 
happened during the Third Reich. Current events complexly refracted 
the attempts to make sense of the national past. Nonetheless, it bears 
remembering that the debates also went international  –  as, among 
other things, the International Psychoanalytical Meeting in Vienna in 
1971 would focus the entirety of its discussions around the question of 
an aggressive drive. Here Anna Freud referenced the debates between 
Lorenz and his critics and conceded –  in a speech that garnered wide 
media attention  –  that her father’s theories of aggression remained 
unproven.23

Lorenz’s Critics

Although the New Left student movement that reshaped the politi-
cal landscape of West Germany after the mid- 1960s liked to describe 
itself as antifascist, it is better understood as an “antipostfascist” move-
ment  –  in other words, a movement developed in opposition to the 
more conservative early postfascist settlement in West Germany.24 Cer-
tainly, there was something distinctively “antipostfascist” about the 
fury with which members of the West German New Left –  and those of 
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their elders who sympathized with them –  would attack Lorenz from 
the later 1960s on. In the process, Lorenz and Mitscherlich were inter-
mittently lumped together. Even though they disliked each other, they 
were treated by their critics as similar. In the pages of the venerable 
weekly Die Zeit, for example, the progressive poet and journalist Hans 
Krieger opined in 1969:

One really has to call it tragic: Mitscherlich is the sole German 
psychoanalyst who is determined to pursue the sociopolitical 
responsibility of his discipline with full earnestness and whose 
voice carries weight with the public  … But he hardly ever gets 
concrete … Mitscherlich’s thinking is paralyzed by the unresolved 
contradictions of Freud’s drive- dualism. In the final analysis, then, 
the decisive evils are after all only secondarily caused by society, 
because ‘evil,’ hate, and pleasure in destruction are ineradicably 
biologically anchored in human nature.25

In sum, what Krieger as well as younger New Left- affiliated authors 
hated was the idea that aggression was inborn and inevitable. They 
were determined to emphasize that it was society that encouraged vio-
lence, and that human beings could be changed if only society was 
changed. In the process, some –  convinced that Freud stood for the idea 
of innate aggression –  rejected psychoanalysis entirely. In this spirit, 
the editor of an anthology entitled Zur Aggression Verdammt? (Con-
demned to Aggression?, 1971) blasted both Lorenz and Mitscherlich, 
but pointedly urged “above all the psychoanalysts to spend the next 
decades on research and otherwise  –  remain silent. Whoever reads 
psychoanalytic texts, always again runs into the same, old hypotheses 
(of Oedipus- , of castration- complex, of the death drive, etc.), that get 
passed on in a kind of ignorant ‘inbreeding,’ without a single convinc-
ing bit of empirical proof being provided.”26 The escalation of the con-
flicts over the value and causes of aggression, however, had another 
effect as well, for they inadvertently triggered a sarcastic backlash in 
the mainstream media against what rapidly came to seem like the New 
Left’s severe naiveté about the dark sides of human nature.

The evolving debate also drew in new advocates for Lorenz, 
including Lorenz’s student, the ethologist- anthropologist Irenäus Eibl- 
Eibesfeldt, the author of Liebe und Hass (Love and Hate, 1970), which 
asserted early on in passing that both ethology and psychoanalysis 
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“have established that man has an innate aggressive drive,” took side 
swipes at Lorenz’s left- wing opponents, and later in the book mocked 
the New Left’s sex- radical communal experiments.27 In subsequent 
writings, Eibl- Eibesfeldt took aim at the gullibility of the New Left’s 
“educational optimism” and expressed doubt “that one can prevent 
the development of undesirable tendencies simply through appropriate 
childrearing and somehow thereby create a society without pecking 
order and without aggression.”28

Strikingly, some of Lorenz’s critics fussed a great deal over 
whether or not Freud had really been committed to the notion of a 
death drive, with some pointing out that Freud had conceded the idea 
was speculative, others that Freud had, after all, resisted it for twenty 
years, and yet others noting the incoherencies that had ensued for 
Freud as he explored the idea and how he had subsequently contra-
dicted or modified the notion once more.29 Others, like the historian 
Hermann Glaser, author of the widely acclaimed Eros in der Politik 
(Eros in Politics, 1967), simply sidestepped the problem by accepting 
without complaint a dualist drive theory that saw aggression as a drive 
comparable to libido, while nonetheless spending the bulk of his text 
accumulating evidence that a culture based in sexual repression expo-
nentially fueled the prevalence of aggression. Precisely because Freud 
had been alert to “the dark pull of evil,” Glaser ventured, it was all the 
more important to attend to what Freud had said about the damage 
done by sexual repression and to work toward an “eroticized” soci-
ety in which human beings lived “in freedom,” and in which “reason 
is no longer oppressive, but open to sensuality.” “Mass murderers,” 
those who engaged in “tormenting and slaughtering innocent people, 
for example in concentration and extermination camps, in ‘cleansings,’ 
in expulsions,” were, in Glaser’s view, “product[s]  of a repressed soci-
ety.”30 But many who were unsettled or disgusted by Lorenz –  and even 
more alarmed by “what great popularity is enjoyed in Germany by 
the aggression- drive hypothesis” –  actively sought substitute models to 
explain human behavior and were adamant that there could be no such 
thing as a nonlibidinal drive; they emphasized instead that aggression 
was above all a learned behavior, and that there was much that could 
practically be done to discourage its spread.31

Among the most ardent critics of Lorenz were also those who 
strove to combine a recovery of the work of the Freudian Marxist Wil-
helm Reich (who had famously contended in the 1920s and 1930s, in 
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numerous variations, that aggression was the result of a lack of sexual 
satisfaction) with an updated version of the “frustration- aggression” 
theories of inter-  and intragroup violence and scapegoating developed 
by psychologist John Dollard and his team at Yale, which had grown 
out of Dollard’s fieldwork on race relations in the US South. The phi-
losopher Arno Plack, for example, was outraged by what he diagnosed 
as Lorenz’s feat in making not sex but aggression “the Ur- drive, the 
drive of all drives, that moves everything that is living.”32 Plack’s book, 
Die Gesellschaft und das Böse:  Eine Kritik der herrschenden Moral 
(Society and Evil:  A  Critique of the Dominant Morality, 1967)  was 
meant  –  as was made clear by both the title and the cover format 
(which had the words “DAS BÖSE” repeated over and over in huge 
black letters against a hot pink background) –  as a definitive rebuttal to 
Lorenz. For Plack, the enthusiasm for Lorenz and the public skepticism 
about the New Left’s efforts at sexual liberation were all part of one 
big package of misconceived morality. It was the dominant morality, in 
Plack’s view, that repressed and thereby perverted the sexual drive and 
made pleasure in brutality and killing pervasive. As Plack reductively 
but fervently declared: “It would be wrong to hold the view that all of 
what happened in Auschwitz was typically German. It was typical for 
a society that suppresses sexuality.”33

Yet another variation, meanwhile, involved the reflections of 
Herbert Marcuse. He remained an unapologetic advocate, as he had 
been since the 1950s, for a radical and utopian understanding of the 
Freudian inheritance. However, simultaneously he continued to mull 
over a puzzle that had long preoccupied many members of the Frank-
furt School (including its erstwhile member Erich Fromm, who had 
been one of the first to theorize the impact of feelings of powerless-
ness):  how the increasing vulnerability experienced by individuals 
in a competitive- technological society exacerbated aggression and 
diminished individuals’ capacity for political resistance.34 Mitscher-
lich’s younger associate Klaus Horn also repeatedly built on Marcuse, 
Mitscherlich, and Freud in order to push beyond the stalemated terms 
of debate. Horn persistently challenged the Lorenzians’ instrumental 
concept of “the biological,” referring to their “ideological,” “ontolo-
gized,” or “reified” approach, as they strove to trump the New Left. 
He regarded it as no coincidence that in the USA as well, under the 
impact of the “Nixon restoration,” there was an increasing backlash 
against Cold War liberal social engineering projects –  a backlash based 
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upon the pretext that there was, as an article in Fortune magazine had 
put it, a “basic intractability of human nature.”35 Horn had given a lot 
of thought to just how extraordinarily tractable human nature had 
proven to be under Nazism, and found this argumentative appeal to 
intractable “human nature” repellent. The whole point of sophisticated 
psychoanalysis, he contended, was to understand not just the continual 
interaction of the biological and the cultural, but also, quite literally, 
their mutual constitutiveness.36

Nonetheless, already by the early 1970s, a new version of Freud 
gained ascendancy in the West German media and among a wider pub-
lic, finally securing his status as august authority. It did so, however, by 
portraying Freud as a conservative and a pessimist. As late as 1968, the 
inventor of psychoanalysis had been celebrated in Der Spiegel, at least, 
as one of the great liberators of humankind from centuries of hypocrisy 
around and hostility to sexuality. (Here Freud was placed, rather star-
tlingly, in a lineage with the actively anti- psychoanalytic but certainly 
pro- sexual Alfred Kinsey and William Masters.)37 By 1971, however, 
the very same periodical was explaining that Freud was increasingly 
being understood to lend gravitas to the downbeat idea that human 
nature irretrievably tended toward mutual unkindness: “Freud’s teach-
ing about aggression and the behavior research of Lorenz are ever more 
frequently being enlisted for the development of a conservative theory 
of society.”38 Again in 1972, Der Spiegel published an interview with 
the psychoanalyst Friedrich Hacker focused upon his tome Aggres-
sion: die Brutalisierung der modernen Welt (Aggression: The Brutali-
zation of the Modern World, 1971) that addressed him as “a Freudian 
[als Freudianer]” and in the same breath invoked “Freud’s view, deliv-
ered in the wake of the First World War, that a potential for aggression 
resides in the human being, that has to find expression, one way or 
another.”39 While Hacker considered himself as rather more balanced, 
Der Spiegel placed his volume, along with a new one by Robert Ardrey 
(The Social Contract, 1970), among “the recently constantly swelling 
ranks of books in which the conservative conception of a hierarchi-
cally organized society is being defended against the New Left.”40 Per-
haps this was not surprising, since Hacker’s volume was graced with a 
foreword by none other than Lorenz. Here and elsewhere, Lorenz was 
blatant in his disdain for the young rebels.41

To twenty- first- century eyes, the idea of accepting the existence 
of a drive for aggression might seem uncontroversial and banally, if 
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sadly, obvious –  or it could seem wrong but inconsequentially so. The 
pivotal point here is that under the very specific circumstances of a cul-
ture only a quarter- century away from (what had been at the time an 
exceedingly popular) mass- murderous dictatorship, the claim seemed, 
to many people, not just wrong, but emphatically and menacingly so –  
even if not all commentators critical of Lorenz invoked the Holocaust, 
but rather pointed to current events unfolding in their present. Der 
Spiegel surmised at one point in 1972 that “The heatedness of the 
debate about this is most likely explained by the fact that people use 
the Freudian teaching of an inborn drive- potential in order to deduce a 
kind of legitimation of war.”42 Indeed, some of Lorenz’s fiercest critics 
put their case in these terms: “The talk of an aggression- drive is peril-
ous; it encourages the further spread of aggressive behavioral tenden-
cies and heightens the danger of war in international relations.43 Critics 
also took issue with what was perceived as Lorenz’s endorsement of a 
society based on constant competition and striving for higher status in 
the social pecking order.44 Meanwhile, Erich Fromm joined the con-
versation from abroad in his The Anatomy of Human Destructiveness 
(1973) to explain the appeal of Lorenz’s “simplistic” “instinctivism” by 
suggesting it must be “welcome to people who are frightened and feel 
impotent to change the course leading to destruction.” He added that 
a more “serious study of the causes of destructiveness” would force a 
“questioning of the basic premises of current ideology.” In other words, 
it would force an analysis of “the irrationality of our social system 
and  …  the taboos hiding behind dignified words, such as ‘defense,’ 
‘honor,’ and ‘patriotism.’ ” Nothing short of an analysis in depth of our 
social system can disclose the reasons for the increase in destructive-
ness, or suggest ways and means of reducing it. The instinctivist theory 
offers to relieve us of the hard task of making such an analysis.” As 
perceptive as these observations are about the possible political impli-
cations of Lorenz’s work, it is nonetheless telling with regard to Lor-
enz’s role in bringing Freud more fully into international conversation 
that Fromm, early on in the book, in tracing a history of “instinctiv-
ist” theories (all the way back to William James and William McDou-
gall), expressly paired with each other the “ ‘neo- instinctivists’ Sigmund 
Freud and Konrad Lorenz.”45

In fact, however, there was even more to it. Many of Lorenz’s 
critics on the left were convinced his entire purpose was to provide 
exoneration for the elder generation of Germans. A group around the 
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young psychologist Herbert Selg explained –  as Der Spiegel summa-
rized it –  the “great public resonance” of Lorenz’s book in West Ger-
many by the way it “seems to exculpate all those ‘whose slate did not 
stay completely clean,’ in accordance with the motto:  ‘If we have an 
aggression drive and this drive must be expressed, then we actually 
can’t really help ourselves, that …’ ” (the ellipsis was in the original).46 
This was a clear gesture back to the past of the Third Reich. Already 
in 1966, the philosopher Rolf Denker had bluntly proposed as a rea-
son for Lorenz’s “bestseller” status “no doubt, for one thing, the ongo-
ing discussion of the gruesome deeds of the Third Reich … One looks 
for an answer to the question, how something like that was possible.” 
However,

the way the book has been discussed until now will not galvanize 
people to actions against aggression or for its more sensible chan-
neling, but rather is more likely to lead to disposing of the topic in 
a trivializing and affirmative way. For many the expositions will 
have a reassuring effect … Who knows how many aging, publicly 
unknown fascists who received this book as a Christmas present 
have acquired a relieved conscience from reading it.47

Along related lines –  summing up the tone of the debates ret-
rospectively in 1978 –  the New Left literary and cultural critic Klaus 
Theweleit, in his massive two- volume work on proto- fascist and fascist 
patterns in German history, Männerphantasien (Male Fantasies), medi-
tated on “the immense popularity of theories of human beings as intrin-
sically aggressive.” Theweleit strove to discredit those theories further 
by deliberately associating them with the self- exculpatory maneuvers 
of the high- ranking Nazi Hermann Göring, who from his Nurem-
berg prison cell in 1946 had fatuously and self- servingly informed the 
American psychologist G. M. Gilbert that “there is a curse on human-
ity. It is dominated by the hunger for power and the pleasure of aggres-
sion.”48 Psychoanalyst Paula Heimann was more careful, and made 
no presumptions about Lorenz’s motivations. But she was at pains to 
emphasize the profound noncomparability of Lorenz’s findings about 
animals, in which intraspecies aggression could serve “the preservation 
of the species, for which the preconditions are the possession of terri-
tory, food, mating, brood- behavior, and which is limited in its ferocity 
by innate inhibitory mechanisms,” and the kind of brutalities that were 
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unique to humans. What distinguished the human from the animal was 
twofold: on the one hand, “the feeling of pleasure that is derived from 
the tormenting and destruction per se” and, on the other, the human 
being’s tendency to rationalize that pleasure in cruelty and “to invent 
noble goals with whose help he disguises and implements his delight 
in destruction.” As she pointedly added: “Our memory of the human 
concept of ‘Lebensraum’ is still fresh; and with it the sluices to unlim-
ited and calculated cruelty were opened wide.”49 It was precisely the 
example of the Third Reich that provided the clearest evidence of the 
difference between human and other animals.

Cruelty as Work

One of Mitscherlich’s most characteristic moves was to declare the 
insolubility of the puzzle of whether or not aggression was innate. 
Already in The Inability to Mourn, the Mitscherlichs announced that 
“we do not know for certain whether there is such a thing as primary 
destructivity (a genuine ‘death drive’) or whether the natural pleasure 
of aggression is transformed into the pleasure of inflicting pain only 
by experiences of impotence, humiliation, and loss of self- esteem.”50 
Similarly, in 1969, in Die Idee des Friedens, Mitscherlich included a 
footnote repeating a point he had already made in his earliest Psy-
che essays on aggression (reprinted here with slight modifications), 
which summarily remarked that “the difficult drive- theoretical ques-
tion about a primary drive- pair (Eros- Destrudo) or a reactive origin of 
aggressivity can hardly be answered on the basis of our current know-
ledge.”51 Nonetheless, Mitscherlich undermined this agnostic stance at 
other points, frankly expressing his commitment to Freud’s concept 
of a “death drive,” acting dismissively toward what he (interchange-
ably) referred to as the “behaviorist counter- theory” or “frustration 
theory,” voicing objection to “the doctrine that man’s hostility is simply 
a reaction to the disappointments and the suffering which society has 
meted out to him,” and distancing himself specifically from the idea he 
ascribed to Wilhelm Reich –  that aggression and destruction derived 
from “inhibited urges.”52

At other moments, however, Mitscherlich also freely incorpo-
rated ideas that sounded a great deal as though they came from Wilhelm 
Reich. Already in his first major book, Auf dem Weg zur vaterlosen 
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Gesellschaft (1963, On the Way to a Fatherless Society, translated in 
1970 as Society Without the Father: A Contribution to Social Psychol-
ogy), Mitscherlich had written about the phenomenon of “substituting 
persecution of sex for sex.”53 In The Inability to Mourn, Mitscherlich 
noted: “The conclusion can hardly be avoided that aggression has to 
make up for missing and unattainable libidinal satisfaction.” And later 
in the book, meditating on how the phenomena of “brutal excesses –  
such as torture to promote morality –  contain an element of perverted 
libidinal gratification,” he remarked that “the fact that throughout 
long periods of Christian history sexual lust was damned, forced the 
individual to repress sexuality and to find partial substitute satisfaction 
in acts of destruction.”54 Similarly, in the title essay from his anthology 
on “Tolerance,” Mitscherlich entered into the Reichian spirit when he 
wrote about the possible causal relationships between sexual frustra-
tion and misdirected violence. He noted at one point:  “The role of 
pleasure in cruel acts  –  or more precisely:  the libidinization of cru-
elty –  is often chosen as an escape in the attempt to satisfy inner ten-
sions wherever pleasure as such is treated by the superego and from the 
heights of the civilized value- world as sinful, culture- less, animalistic 
and thereby is soured and ruined for the individual.” Or at another 
moment, but with the causation reversed, he argued: “Tolerance con-
tributes to the strengthening –  the development and differentiation –  
of the libidinous side of world events. It relaxes and thereby subdues 
aggressive inclinations.”55 And in yet another essay from 1970, this one 
on “sexual enlightenment for grown- ups,” Mitscherlich, in his inimita-
bly awkward but moving phrasing, channeled a combination of Mar-
cuse and Hartmann when he reminded readers that “Eros” could only 
do its needed work in “generating compassion… in countless interper-
sonal as well as global- political matters” if it was permitted “access to 
the ego, to its shaping in conscious insight.”56

Ultimately, Mitscherlich found the language he was looking 
for. In 1974, in an essay entitled “Zwei Arten der Grausamkeit” (Two 
Kinds of Cruelty), Mitscherlich –  perhaps taking his cue from Paula 
Heimann, who had been his own training analyst (in 1958– 1959 in 
London) –  expressed what had been missing, and tellingly so, from the 
ethologists in their obsession with proving the evolutionary origins of 
human aggression. The human animal differed from the others because 
it was not just aggressive but cruel. At the same time, Mitscherlich held 
fast to his conviction that “the only psychological theory that, neither 
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moralistic nor anxious, keeps in focus the time- transcending phenom-
enon of cruelty, is Freud’s death- drive thesis.”57

“Cruelty as work” –  so Mitscherlich’s new formulation –  was 
cruelty that was approved by a collectivity, rather than arising from a 
private predilection; cruelty as work was characterized by an absence 
of subsequent remorse; cruelty as work almost always depended on the 
absolute helplessness of the victims; and cruelty as work was “asexu-
ally destructive.” As Mitscherlich put it: “Cruelty as work knows no 
orgasm; instead it is about piece- rate labor, about managing one’s daily 
allotment of tormenting and murdering  …  The destruction- worker 
goes home in the evening like others do with the feeling of having had a 
busy day.” Yes, this “destruction- worker” might well experience pleas-
ure, but it was in very few cases a sexual pleasure. Instead –  and here 
Mitscherlich borrowed both from the survivor of Gestapo torture Jean 
Améry and from the narcissism theories of the Austrian- American ana-
lyst Heinz Kohut –  it was an “unhindered omnipotence- experience” –  
“the realization of fantasies of a ‘grandiose self.’ ” These were the 
dynamics, Mitscherlich believed, that had been most in evidence at Tre-
blinka and Auschwitz, but also in the forest at Katyn (where in 1940 
the Soviet secret police had massacred more than 14,000 members of 
the Polish intelligentsia and officer corps), among the Brazilian death 
squads (paramilitary forces employed by the dictatorship), at Con- Son 
(the penal colony at which US soldiers tortured Communists), and at 
My Lai (where in 1968 US soldiers murdered hundreds of unarmed 
Vietnamese villagers). The Marquis de Sade’s elaborate fantasies had 
attracted at best a handful of followers through the centuries. “Eich-
mann, by contrast, was of a different sort. He provided the killings 
the way one provides a supermarket with wares.”58 Here Mitscherlich 
had offered his most thoughtful comments yet on “cruelty as pleas-
ure” versus “cruelty as work.” Both were uniquely human. But “cruelty 
as work” was the far more prevalent problem –  and, in his view, the 
strongest evidence that the death drive was real.

The Klein Revival

Eventually, there was to be yet a fourth way to conceptualize aggres-
sion in West German debates about psychoanalysis and human nature. 
It emerged predominantly out of a perceived need, especially among 
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younger analysts and trainees, for improved approaches to their most 
recalcitrant patients  –  whether they were manifestly self- destructive, 
or bewildering and challenging because of their aggression toward or 
wily manipulation of the analyst, or overtly psychotic or on the emo-
tionally unstable “borderline” to psychosis. But ultimately this fourth 
conceptualization was also applied for political analyses –  along multi-
ple, albeit somewhat mutually contradictory, lines. For some, it offered 
a potentially more generally applicable model of human nature; 
for others it was thought to provide insight into the sinister appeal 
of Nazism specifically for the broad sectors of the German popula-
tion. But conversely, and paradoxically, the essence of the model –  its 
not merely somber but downright threatening assessment of human 
nature –  seemed simultaneously to explain why there had been such a 
demonstrable time lag in the model’s acceptance in West Germany in 
the postwar decades.59

The three preeminent figures in the return of this darker vision 
were all, in some manner, either directly or indirectly, influenced by 
the work of Melanie Klein. The first was the Chilean- American Otto 
Kernberg, whose family had fled from Nazi- occupied Austria when 
he was a child. The other two, like Klein, were British: Hanna Segal 
and Herbert Rosenfeld. Both were, as was Kernberg, émigrés from 
Nazism: Segal had fled from Poland in 1939, Rosenfeld from Germany 
already in 1935.

Klein had arrived in England in 1926 at the invitation of Ernest 
Jones and was already well situated there long before Sigmund and 
Anna Freud came in flight from the Nazi annexation of Austria in 
1938. The rivalry between Klein and Anna Freud would be fierce and 
permanent. It was to be fought through by the British psychoanalytic 
community, whilst World War II was raging, in the so- called “Contro-
versial Discussions” which pitted the principals and their followers on 
both sides against each other. But it led as well to an important com-
promise by which not only the Kleinians and the “Annafreudians,” but 
also a self- designated “Independent” or “Middle Group” encompass-
ing Donald Winnicott, Masud Khan, Ronald Fairbairn, and Michael 
Balint, among others, were able to train candidates each in their own 
way without interference from the other groups. (Members of the Mid-
dle Group blended and integrated ideas from both of Freud’s “daugh-
ters” with clinical innovations of their own. Some emphasized the 
formative influence of early object relations and thereby deemphasized 
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or changed their views on the source or existence of drives (in many 
cases arguing expressly that humans were, already in infancy, primarily 
object- seeking rather than drive- gratifying beings); some –  especially 
Balint –  returned to Freud’s erstwhile associate Sándor Ferenczi’s sug-
gestions that the analyst of deeply troubled patients might be required 
to be far more maternal and empathetic than paternal and stern if any 
healing of a “basic fault” acquired in early mother- child relations were 
to occur.)60

Klein maintained a belief in the value of a drive- based model 
of human nature, although she placed the Oedipal crisis far earlier 
in a child’s development than had Freud. While Freud assumed that 
children worked through their triangular relationship with both par-
ents between the ages of three and five, Klein assumed that Oedipal 
predicaments and fears (including desires for both parents and envy 
of and fantasies about their relationship with other) existed already in 
the first two years of life. In the Controversial Discussions, Kleinians 
insisted that not only was the “death drive” real, but –  contra Freud –  it 
was primary. Freud had assumed that libido drove early infant devel-
opment, and he had remained uncertain how to make sense of both 
other- destructive and self- destructive impulses. For Freud, as Paula 
Heimann (during the war still a Kleinian) had put it, “The libido is the 
first- born and privileged child, the destructive instinct is the late- comer, 
the stepchild. Libido was recognized as such from the first; the other 
instinct, its adversary, went under various disguises, and had several 
names before its true identity was established.”61 Klein and her fol-
lowers, by contrast, believed that early infanthood was dominated by 
unconscious phantasies (spelled with a “ph” to distinguish them from 
conscious fantasies)  –  including terror of parental punishment, and 
that only gradually did good experiences and libidinal impulses like 
gratitude and the desire to repair relations with needed objects help the 
infant to mature into a more integrated being.62 Anna Freud’s focus on 
young children’s ego development seemed much less scary than Klein’s 
ideas about projective identifications, primitive internal objects (and 
part- objects), fears, defensive mechanisms, and the paranoid- schizoid 
and depressive positions Klein saw as the two universal models of 
human development.63

It has been argued –  by the Stuttgart- based psychoanalyst Ruth 
Cycon, in the 1990s a main advocate for Klein and editor of the Ger-
man translation of Klein’s collected works –  that the postwar years in 
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West Germany were marked by “denial and manic ‘self- reparation’ ” as 
well as “psychotic defense mechanisms” (interestingly, this replicated 
fairly conventionally the Mitscherlichs’ argument in The Inability to 
Mourn). But Cycon also asserted that German psychoanalysis had 
been badly damaged by having been cut off from the most important 
developments in other lands, and she proposed:

The end of the war and the liberation from Hitler’s terror- regime 
left behind a people that had for many years lived in a social world 
of insanity. Melanie Klein’s discovery of gruesome- destructive, 
psychotic fantasies of dismembering, rupturing, robbing and emp-
tying, burning (through urine), poisoning (through excrements), 
gassing (through gastrointestinal gases) and the total annihilation 
of the object that has through excessive projection become abso-
lutely evil, the description of which has prompted horror, repudia-
tion, and hostile defense, had become reality in Germany. Psychotic 
phantasies, which we all at times encounter in our dreams and in 
the analysis of profoundly disturbed patients, had become merci-
less actions.64

Thus Cycon had unabashedly sought to enlist Kleinian concepts to 
address entanglement with the Nazi past.

It was Otto Kernberg who became the first Kleinian to come to 
broad public notice in West Germany. This was not least due to American 
historian Christopher Lasch’s bestselling diagnosis- cum- diatribe, The 
Culture of Narcissism (1979), which had included a chapter explicating 
the theories of the new psychoanalytic stars and experts on character dis-
orders Heinz Kohut and Otto Kernberg. Lasch’s book appeared in Ger-
man as Das Zeitalter des Narzissmus (The Era of Narcissism, 1980).65 
And even though Lasch’s application of Kohut’s and Kernberg’s theories 
in his sourly intemperate assessment of Americans as vacuous, shallow, 
needy, and grasping represented a misapplication and a gross distortion 
of both men’s work, what did come across to West German audiences –  
as both Kohut’s and Kernberg’s works were translated into German and 
both men visited West Germany and were interviewed and profiled in 
the West German media –  was that Kohut and Kernberg were in compe-
tition with each other, and that although (or because) both were special-
ists on character disorders, they had put forward mutually incompatible 
therapeutic frameworks.66 Initially Kohut received the most attention in 
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West Germany. This was likely not only the result of his close friendship 
with Mitscherlich but also due to the way his work seemed to give sup-
port to the Lasch- promoted pop- cultural opinion about what was ailing 
human beings in the 1970s more generally. This sense of immediate cul-
tural relevance earned Kohut honorable mention in such a philosophi-
cally and sociopolitically high- impact site as Jürgen Habermas’ Theory 
of Communicative Action (1981).67 And it was a connection Kohut was 
not averse to fostering.68

But it was to be Kernberg’s Kleinian view of human nature 
that came to appear far more true to the post- Nazi German experi-
ence. Kernberg’s Borderline Conditions and Pathological Narcissism 
(1975) had already been making the rounds in German translation in 
1978.69 By 1980, a West German analyst reported on how Kernberg 
and Kohut as well as Winnicott and Mahler were being received in 
Germany and, albeit hesitantly, being integrated into the prior frame-
works, and how their arrival marked a slow transition away from 
a presumption of the centrality of the Oedipus complex to an inter-
est in earlier forms of damage –  so that some people were already so 
damaged and “beleaguered” by the time they arrived at the Oedipal 
moment that they had very few reserves for coping with it.70 By 1985, 
Die Zeit commented that also literature scholars had learned to slip 
the words “narcissism” and “borderline” into their conversations, and 
“it has become de rigueur to invoke Kernberg and Kohut.”71 Again in 
1986, Die Zeit used Kernberg to critique Kohut, noting that “in the 
final analysis, he [Kohut] has called into question the entire concept of 
the drive [den ganzen Triebbegriff] … He neglects the negative trans-
ference, he has a supportive, reeducative approach.” Citing Kernberg’s 
darker vision of human nature, the newspaper affirmatively quoted 
his critical jab: “Kohut sees aggression only as a reaction to frustrat-
ing experiences and does not see that cruelty and sadism can also give 
pleasure.”72 By the later 1980s, Kernberg had emerged as one of the 
most significant figures in German- speaking psychoanalytic circles.

As for Hanna Segal, the introduction of her work on Klein 
had been available in German translation as early as 1974 (though 
notably this was already a delay in comparison with its translations 
into Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, and French, all in the 1960s). But it 
was the Fischer paperback edition of 1983 that became the most relied- 
upon text.73 In addition, however, in the retrospective view of contem-
poraries, one of the most significant developments were the visits to 
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London to receive supervision from Kleinians and neo- Kleinians and, 
moving in the other direction, the visits from Londoners to Germany. 
“I believe that it was even more these ‘personal encounters’ that were 
for many German analysts far more important than any text.”74 Or, as 
another put it: “Even though I was ‘familiar’ clinically and theoreti-
cally with … Kleinian figures of thought in some way, it is in hindsight 
not surprising that it was the living contact with some of the Lon-
don representatives that allowed me to experience the potential of this 
approach.”75 Two analysts remembered:  “Despite having completed 
our training at the Sigmund- Freud- Institut in Frankfurt we had hardly 
an inkling of the theories of Melanie Klein.”76 And no one became 
more important as a supervisor to West German analysts than Herbert 
Rosenfeld, whose work on the “destructive narcissism” and “patho-
logical narcissistic organization” of severely damaged patients seemed 
to these young analysts to offer both clinical and political perspectives 
that had been missing in the extant approaches available to them. As 
an analyst who had not met Rosenfeld but learned a great deal from 
his exponents expressed the point appreciatively in 2015, the impact 
of Rosenfeld “cannot be overestimated”:  “Rosenfeld conveyed as a 
German- speaking (Kleinian) supervisor from London in the beginning 
and middle of the 1980s … a concrete clinical access to the patient, 
one that also incorporated an awareness and a taking- seriously of the 
(self- )destructive elements in transference and countertransference –  in 
place of an application of inflexible ‘knowledge’ that denies the mani-
festations of the death- drive and in so doing partially enacts it” –  as 
he additionally offered an opportunity for “reflections on elements of 
National Socialist mass psychology.”77 As the West German psychoan-
alyst Sophinette Becker remembered with regard to the early 1980s, “It 
manifested itself not so much in a reading of the writings of Melanie 
Klein, but rather a consulting of Kleinians or post- Kleinians in London. 
There arose lots of supervision groups and corresponding travel.”78 
Supervision groups with British Kleinian guests were started over the 
course of the 1980s and into the early 1990s in Heidelberg, Stuttgart, 
Munich, Frankfurt, Darmstadt, Hamburg, and Berlin.79 Already at the 
time, however, Becker was concerned that the new enthusiasm for Klein 
in West Germany might have (unacknowledged) mixed motives. As she 
wrote in an essay coauthored with Hans Becker (no relation), one of 
her colleagues in Heidelberg:  “What is noticeable is that for a cou-
ple of years now we can see a practically inflationary use of Kleinian 
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terminology like ‘splitting,’ ‘projection,’ ‘projective identification,’ etc., 
after the work of Melanie Klein was for a long time frowned upon 
in the Federal Republic of Germany. This late discovery of Melanie 
Klein coincides in time with the discussion of psychoanalysts about 
the National Socialist era.” Yet Becker and Becker were a bit skeptical 
about the newly pervasive injunctions for everyone to get in “touch 
with their own psychotic kernels” –  as obvious as it was that these 
often had to do with “the un- worked- through NS- past” –  and wor-
ried that “faddish developments can after all be a form of collective 
defense.” Becker and Becker noted that it was all too easy to take up 
new psychoanalytic approaches, but still ignore power relations and 
looming dangers in the real- world present.80

Nonetheless, it is clear that the revival of Kleinian psychoanal-
ysis in West Germany was part of a far broader transnational phenom-
enon –  and that at least part of the impetus lay in real- world events. For 
instance, as the British writer Jacqueline Rose pessimistically observed 
in 1993, Klein mattered again not least because

the new brutalism of Thatcherism in the 1980s and the [First] Gulf 
War [of 1991], with its renewed and absolute moral antinomies 
for the West, are just two instances where some seemingly irreduc-
ible negativity, bearer of a violence sanctioned –  if only momen-
tarily –  by State and subjects, appears to rise up to the surface of 
political consciousness, … confronting us with something at the 
limits of psyche and social alike.81

The evolving geopolitics of the 1980s and 1990s made a return to 
Klein’s work seem freshly significant. It was surely no coincidence that 
it was in connection with the IPA congress in Hamburg in 1985 –  the 
first time since the Third Reich that the IPA was permitted to be held 
again on German soil –  that Hanna Segal delivered her much- debated 
speech on the insanity of the renewed escalation of the nuclear arms 
race triggered not least by Ronald Reagan’s Star Wars program.82

Conclusion

It could be argued, looking back, that Lorenz’s provocation pushed 
some rather productive theorizing into view that was unlikely to have 
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happened otherwise. Mitscherlich, at least, had found himself in a con-
tinual double argument –  on the one side with the market competitor 
Lorenz, but on the other with the often overly simplistic but indisput-
ably morally passionate anti- Lorenz New Left. All through the postwar 
decades, Mitscherlich had worked on multiple fronts at once: striving 
to shore up psychoanalysis’ cultural authority; channeling directly or 
creatively repurposing potentially interesting ideas from other disci-
plines; continually finding common ground between warring factions 
while with disarming graciousness appreciating insights from each; and 
endlessly circling around knotty, insoluble puzzles of human behavior 
while coaxing his fellow citizens to think along with him.

But there was to be yet another unexpected turn to this par-
ticular chapter in the history of psychoanalysis. Although rumors had 
circulated in professional circles in the 1960s that Lorenz had been a 
Nazi, the height of the debates about Lorenz’s ideas about aggression 
(1963– 1973) occurred without any public mention of the possibility. 
Not until 1973, when it was announced that Lorenz would be winning 
the Nobel Prize jointly with his fellow Austrian Karl von Frisch and 
the Dutch- British Nikolaas Tinbergen for “their discoveries concern-
ing ‘organization and elicitation of individual and social behavior pat-
terns’ ” in animals –  were journalists spurred to investigate, and find, 
Lorenz’s (initially vehemently denied) Nazi party affiliation, as well as 
nasty eugenicist remarks he had put in print in 1940 about the degen-
eration purportedly caused by domestication (of humans as well as of 
animals), and in which he had unabashedly called for “a sharper eradi-
cation of the less ethically valuable [eine noch schärfere Ausmerzung 
ethisch Minderwertiger].”83 Lorenz subsequently declared his own 
phrasing unfortunate and claimed that his use of the word “eradica-
tion” had never meant murder, and he made semi- apologetic remarks 
in the autobiography produced for his Nobel acceptance (1973).

Scholars in the 1970s and into the present disagree about the 
significance of Lorenz’s Nazi sympathies, some seeing him as at worst 
a badly naive opportunist, while others are convinced not only of his 
malice but of the corrupting influence of racist and eugenicist perspec-
tives on the quality of his science; further eugenicist writings produced 
between 1938 and 1943 were found later.84 Lorenz, however, remained 
uninhibited in his views. At the occasion of his eighty- fifth birthday 
in 1988, for instance, he remarked in an interview about his annoy-
ance that “Humanity has done nothing sensible about overpopulation. 
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One could for this reason develop a certain sympathy for AIDS [Man 
könnte daher eine gewisse Sympathie für Aids bekommen].” And once 
again he invoked the peculiar language he had used in 1940, explaining 
that “ethical” people had fewer children, but “criminals” were breed-
ing uncontrollably (see Figure 9).85 In short, and however counterintui-
tive this may seem, despite the best efforts of Alexander Mitscherlich, 
through a complex set of circumstances, it was –  irony of ironies –  an 
ex- Nazi who succeeded in provoking the conversation that initially 
brought psychoanalysis back to post- Nazi Germany.

Meanwhile, there was to be a delay before English- language 
reception of Mitscherlich started in earnest –  and, when it did start, it 
was not what anyone might have expected. In part, this had to do with 
the core take- away ideas, the title concepts, as it were –  in the one case 
too vague and universal, and in the other too narrowly specific –  put 

Figure 9 Konrad Lorenz in 1988, being interviewed by the West German jour-
nal Natur at the occasion of his eighty- fifth birthday. The caption, remarkably, 
reads:  “A life in research riding the waves of success. Just as Sigmund Freud 
demystified sexuality, so Konrad Lorenz elucidated another existence- determining 
drive: Aggression.”
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forward by Mitscherlich in his two translated books. Society Without 
the Father, although published in the USA in 1970, was concerned not 
so much with the absence of literal fathers as with the difficulty of 
individuality in modernity and with the loss of the “father image” –  by 
which he meant an orienting connection to traditional authorities.86 As 
anyone raised in the postwar USA with constant injunctions to avoid 
being “other- directed” and instead become properly “inner- directed” 
would recall, Mitscherlich was drawing on points made by sociologist 
David Riesman in The Lonely Crowd (1950).87 There was, one can 
surmise, no felt need to reimport Riesman home.88

The Inability to Mourn, by contrast, had above all been 
addressed to post- Nazi German conditions. Robert Jay Lifton, in his 
preface to the 1975 American edition, had ambitiously tried to elabo-
rate a comparison with “post- Vietnam and post- Nixon America” and 
to explain the disturbing intensity of discovering the presence of evil in 
what one had once loved: in the US case, “faith in American national 
virtue” turned into brutal killing and meaningless death in Southeast 
Asia –  and Lifton invoked the Mitscherlichs’ insights into “the defense 
against collective responsibility and guilt –  guilt whether of action or 
of toleration.”89 (Mitscherlich had become friends with Lifton not 
least through their shared interests in antiwar activism but also due to  
Lifton’s need for Mitscherlich’s help in developing the project that 
was to become The Nazi Doctors.)90 Arguably, however, precisely the 
dynamics of denial and defense that Lifton was naming also blocked 
any immediate uptake or sense that the lessons could be applied domes-
tically within the USA.

Mitscherlich died in 1982, after a several- year struggle with 
Parkinson’s. In a transition rich with –  however unintentional, none-
theless telling  –  symbolism, the foremost West German exponent of 
the borderline syndrome, the psychoanalyst Christa Rohde- Dachser, 
in 1986 became Mitscherlich’s successor as a professor in the Insti-
tute for Psychoanalysis at the University of Frankfurt am Main. Her 
pioneering Habilitation text of 1981 synthesizing the then- extant 
scholarship –  replete with references to the works of Klein, Kernberg, 
Segal, and Rosenfeld –  appeared in print in 1983 as Das Borderline- 
Syndrom (The Borderline Syndrome); it has been continually updated 
and is now in its seventh edition.91 In 1991, she published Expedition 
in den dunklen Kontinent: Weiblichkeit im Diskurs der Psychoanalyse 
(The Expedition to the Dark Continent: Femininity in the Discourse 
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of Psychoanalysis).92 There she explored the patriarchal socialization 
and unconscious fantasies –  as well as repressions, primitive defenses, 
and disavowals –  shaping Freud’s own and subsequent psychoanalysts’ 
understandings not only of ideas about gender but also of a broad 
variety of core psychoanalytic concepts.93

After his death, the presence of Mitscherlich in German soci-
ety effectively vanished for the next quarter- century. When attention 
returned, the assessment of his legacy would be differentiated if not 
openly critical. Two historians, Tobias Freimüller and Martin Dehli, 
published impressively well researched and argued biographies in 
2007, with Freimüller shedding fresh light on developments in the 
background to Mitscherlich’s highest- profile years in the 1960s (and 
seeing the crucial turning point in Mitscherlich’s life to be his dis-
may at Germans’ disinterest, in 1945, in confronting the horrors of 
the immediate past in which they had been complicit), while Dehli’s 
biography repositioned Mitscherlich as having had rather more 
right- wing nationalist sympathies in his young adulthood in the 
Weimar Republic than he subsequently would acknowledge, and as 
having either misunderstood or deliberately misrepresented psycho-
analysis as having been completely destroyed during the Third Reich 
(and thus having been able to portray himself as rebuilding it from 
a complete void, rather than within a contaminated and ambigu-
ous mess). In 2008, yet a third tremendously source- rich biography, 
by Timo Hoyer, a scholar affiliated with the Sigmund- Freud- Institut, 
appeared. In 2008, in Die Zeit, a reviewer of all three books head-
lined his review with the observation that to Mitscherlich’s endur-
ing credit, he had “given ostracized psychoanalysis once again a 
home in Germany.”94 Yet, as late as 2009, a reviewer of Dehli was 
able summarily to declare that, although Mitscherlich was “one of 
the most influential psychoanalysts after 1945,” “nowadays Alex-
ander Mitscherlich (1908– 1982) is almost entirely forgotten,” and 
to wonder whether that forgetting was caused by the fact that his 
book titles had become slogans –  for which no one remembered the 
actual content –  or whether his erstwhile ubiquity and influence had 
depended on his personal charisma and public presence far more 
than on his writings.95
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5 EXPLODING OEDIPUS

“For the disjointed fragments of Oedipus remain stuck to all 
the corners of the historical field, as a battlefield and not a 
scene from bourgeois theater. Too bad if the psychoanalysts 
roar their disapproval at this point.”

Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, 19721

In 1972, the French psychoanalyst Félix Guattari –  student and anal-
ysand of Jacques Lacan’s, independent Left political militant, and 
passionate advocate for the rights of the mentally ill  –  coauthored, 
with the philosopher Gilles Deleuze, a book which turned out to be 
an instant cult classic: L’Anti- Œdipe (translated into English as Anti- 
Oedipus [1977]), the first volume of what would become, with Mille 
Plateaux (A Thousand Plateaus, 1980), a two- volume work with the 
umbrella title Capitalisme et schizophrénie (Capitalism and Schizo-
phrenia). Anti- Oedipus was a frontal assault on reductionist versions 
of Freudianism and Marxism both. That assault was embedded in a 
chaotically joyful remix of idiosyncratic original ideas with concepts 
lifted not only from Baruch Spinoza, Immanuel Kant, and Friedrich 
Nietzsche but also from psychoanalysts Wilhelm Reich, Melanie Klein, 
and Frantz Fanon as well as Lacan, and leavened all through with 
quotes from (and riffs on) literary notables from D. H. Lawrence and 
Henry Miller to Antonin Artaud. It first appeared with Les Éditions 
de Minuit, a legendary press with its roots in the French resistance to 
Nazi occupation. It was repudiated almost immediately, and apoplec-
tically, by prominent psychoanalysts, psychiatrists, and philosophers 
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in France  –  repudiations to which both men responded, singly and 
together, with amplifications and clarifications, in a welter of short 
texts, talks, and interviews.2 Among the complaints put forward by 
French psychoanalysts was that the authors had confused social reality 
with psychic reality –  and in so doing had committed nothing less than 
a “murder” of psychic reality.3

Subsequently, the volume would be disparaged yet further in 
other lands by guardians of Marxist rectitude or of general common 
sense. (English commentators seemed to have taken special offense, 
with Terry Eagleton retrospectively summarizing the content of Anti- 
Oedipus as “the most banal anarchist rhetoric,” a book in whose 
“apodicticism of desire … there can be no place for political discourse 
proper,” while Perry Anderson found in it nothing but “saturnalian 
subjectivism.”)4 Yet the volume had, nonetheless or as a result, within 
less than a year become one of the enduring touchstone texts for the 
European New Left and counterculture.5 As a reviewer of a recent dual 
biography of Deleuze and Guattari noted, Anti- Oedipus turned the 
two men into “the Rolling Stones of radical theory” (see Figure 10).6

Figure 10 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari in France in 1980. In interviews and 
public presentations, they consistently expressed how close and mutually meaning-
ful their collaboration was and frequently explicated each other’s ideas.
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By the first decades of the twenty- first century, enormous 
amounts of ink have been spilled  –  and even more space taken up 
in the ether –  on Deleuze and Guattari, separately and as a duo, and 
on Anti- Oedipus and A Thousand Plateaus in particular. It is strik-
ing and indicative that the volumes have been experiencing a renais-
sance in more recent years, conspicuously within the realms of queer 
studies and disability rights work, but also in activism around eco-
logical issues, in antiracist and postcolonial analyses, and in reflections 
on the expansion of virtual reality through the Internet.7 Especially 
noteworthy, moreover, is the increasing range of affirmative invoca-
tions of Deleuze and Guattari in both clinical and theoretical writings 
of turn- of- the- millennium psychoanalysts  –  across a global expanse, 
from Dublin to Johannesburg to São Paulo and from San Francisco 
to Toronto, Tel Aviv, and Tehran.8 To research the uses to which the 
books’ core ideas are currently being put is in fact to enter a maelstrom 
of mutually incompatible assertions, ranging in tone from the ostenta-
tiously erudite to the archly ironic to the achingly earnest.9

The very best critical scholarship so far has, appropriately, 
located Anti- Oedipus historically (especially, and most clearly, as a 
book written in the early aftermath of the upheavals of May 1968), but 
it has contextualized the book and its authors primarily in the specifics 
of the French national intellectual milieu.10 Scholars have rooted Guat-
tari’s development as a thinker and activist in relationship mainly to 
his early political militancy in and around Communist and Trotskyist 
groups concerned about the Algerian war, in his longstanding close-
ness to Lacan (Guattari had been for a while considered Lacan’s heir 
apparent, until displaced by Jacques- Alain Miller, Lacan’s son- in- law), 
and  –  most importantly  –  in the alternative- experimental therapies 
for persons with schizophrenia called “institutional psychotherapy” 
co- developed by Guattari’s mentor Jean Oury at the innovative asy-
lum La Borde in the Loire valley where Guattari was employed from 
1955 on.11

A great deal of the academic scholarship, however, has lifted 
Anti- Oedipus out of space and time entirely, treating it as princi-
pally a contribution to philosophy (whether wacky- elusive, spurious- 
problematic, or canonical- impressive). As Peter Osborne pointed 
out in 2011 in New Left Review, much of this is fetishization and 
rehash.12 Nonetheless, snarkiness, especially toward Guattari, also 
appears to remain an ever- tempting option –  and whether this should 
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be read as a sign of more general prissiness toward the wild abandon  
supposedly characterizing the 1970s or of an incapacity to identify the 
deep humaneness evident in Anti- Oedipus, and in all Guattari’s writ-
ings on madness and politics from the mid- 1950s through to his death 
in 1992, remains an open question.13 A recurrent phenomenon, moreo-
ver, has involved treating Guattari as the enfant terrible sidekick con-
taminating the purportedly superior, more serious academic work of 
Deleuze.14 In view of this situation, others have avidly worked to pull 
Guattari out of Deleuze’s shadow.15 And, although there is yet to be a 
journal titled Guattari Studies to parallel the Deleuze Studies launched 
in 2007, one can sense an incipient shift underway from the standardly 
used shorthand adjective “Deleuzoguattarian” to the possible coinage 
“Guattareuze.”16 Most recently, Guattari has begun to be restored to 
historiography as, actually, the first drafter of much of the original text 
of Anti- Oedipus –  and as an intellectual in his own right, indeed one 
who continued to lecture, write both independently and, together with 
others besides Deleuze (and on a wide range of cultural and socioeco-
nomic issues), to be a practicing analyst, and to continue to be involved 
in psychiatric reform initiatives.17

One crucial point has, nonetheless, and strangely, been missing 
in the voluminous scholarship on Anti- Oedipus. It should not really 
be so surprising that psychoanalysts in the twenty- first century are 
finding Deleuze and Guattari to be orienting and relevant to them. 
For  –  and this is my contention  –  Anti- Oedipus needs to be under-
stood also as a psychoanalytic text, not just an attack on psychoanaly-
sis.18 This becomes clearer when we look at the text’s unusual uses of 
Reich, Klein, Fanon, and Lacan, but also when the publication of Anti- 
Oedipus is placed within international psychoanalytic trends of its 
moment. Doing so reveals as well that the book needs to be understood 
as initiating a conceptual paradigm shift, particularly in its fresh take 
on the problem of ideology –  and the puzzle of what attracts human 
beings to particular political stances. Specifically in drawing on psy-
choanalytic concepts, the book reconceives how psyches and politics 
might be thought to interrelate.

Anti- Oedipus was being written at (what turned out to be) the 
switch- point to the second half of the Cold War. It was at the height 
of the sexual revolution and the concomitant ascent of gay rights and 
feminist movements. It was also in the midst of massive global eco-
nomic reconfigurations (in which the Soviet Union –  Guattari was to 
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argue –  functioned more as a welcome frenemy to Western capitalism 
than as its opposite), and, not least, in the context of violent efforts by 
the West to put down postcolonial insurgencies even as new Cold War 
dictatorships with US support were arising –  from Chile to Greece to 
Indonesia.19 For overdetermined reasons, many of the leading figures in 
the international psychoanalytic movement in the first twenty years of   
the Cold War had fled not just from critical political engagement of 
any kind (perceived to be risky not least because of the experience 
of Nazism so recently left behind and because of the strong anticom-
munism prevailing in the refugees’ new homelands). They fled as well 
from any attention whatsoever to extrapsychic conditions (as Ernest 
Jones had, at the very first postwar meeting of the International Psy-
choanalytical Association in 1949, enjoined them with “unceasing vigi-
lance” to do).20 Psychoanalysis had succeeded so brilliantly in the first 
half of the Cold War, especially in the USA but by extension also inter-
nationally, precisely by shedding whatever socially subversive potential 
it had once had. Concomitantly, many leading figures in the psychoan-
alytic community had lost interest in seriously theorizing the complex 
interconnections between the self and the wider society.21 As Guattari 
was to remark in a 1985 interview: “The most singular and personal 
factors have to do with social and collective dimensions. It is stupid to 
imagine a psychogenesis independent of contextual dimensions, but 
that’s what psychologists and psychoanalysts do.”22

For Guattari, in his daily interactions at La Borde with indi-
viduals diagnosed with schizophrenia and other psychoses as well as 
in his clinical activity as an analyst in Paris, and in his critical reflec-
tions on local and global politics alike, nothing could have been further 
off the mark than this stubborn refusal of psychoanalysts to theorize 
the multiplicity of interconnections between selves and social struc-
tures and processes. Guattari traced the problem back to a blindness 
in Freud himself –  in the same breath in which he also averred that 
Freud might still be the surest guide to insight.23 Yet it took some time 
for him to find the words he had been looking for to express a differ-
ent vision, one that was at once psychoanalytically informed whilst 
critical of the deformations psychoanalysis had accrued. In the writings 
Guattari produced in the run- up to the collaborative effort that was 
Anti- Oedipus, in Anti- Oedipus itself, and in the many further texts 
generated by him in its long unwinding aftermath, there was a con-
tinual searching for a language that could communicate effectively his 
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conviction of the unremitting mutual imbrication of selves and society. 
The work with Deleuze would be utterly transformative for them both.

Ultimately, prime among the ideas put forward in Anti- Oedipus 
would be the notion of the unconscious as more of a “factory” than a 
“theater” –  continually churning and producing rather than symbolically 
representing –  and of a world in which human beings are best understood 
as “desiring- machines” (machines désirantes). Or rather, more accurately, 
human beings are conceived as composed of multiple, endlessly shifting, 
connecting and disconnecting desiring- machines, which are in turn con-
tinually connecting and disconnecting to all other life (both human and 
non- human), in flows interrupted and changed by stoppages, surges, and 
redirections. As it turns out, this concept was born of a confluence of 
numerous streams of thinking. But, as will be discussed below, underac-
knowledged by scholars but especially significant would be Deleuze and 
Guattari’s unorthodox redeployment of psychoanalytic ideas.

Some scholars have contended that the machinic imagery grew 
not just out of Guattari’s concern with “economic machines” (and “the 
relations of production and of contradiction … something that hap-
pens between Moscow, Washington, Peking, Leopoldville”) but also 
with the increasing rationalization of subjectivity in what was then 
(as we can now see, overly optimistically) referred to as “late capital-
ism” (or what Guattari himself would come to call “Integrated World 
Capitalism” –  in which, as Guattari would repeatedly put it, “subjec-
tivity is manufactured just as energy, electricity, and aluminum are”).24 
And some have suggested that this made for an initially odd fit with 
Deleuze’s Bergsonian vitalism.25 Others have noted that the idea of the 
human as a machine was already to be found in Lacan’s seminars from 
the 1950s –  and indeed Lacan (correctly) gave the credit straight back 
to Freud.26 But the seemingly disconcerting merger of mechanical and 
natural imagery had a long history in French social thought reaching 
back into the nineteenth century.27 And certainly, Deleuze and Guattari 
were quite unapologetic about their blending of “mechanism and vital-
ism” –  and both of these with psychoanalysis –  at one point invoking 
the Nobel Prize- winning geneticist and virologist Jacques Monod and 
his idea of “microscopic cybernetics” to buttress their argument that “it 
is not a matter of biologizing human history, nor of anthropologizing 
natural history. It is a matter of showing the common participation of 
the social machines and the organic machines in the desiring- machines. 
At man’s most basic stratum, the Id.”28
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Reinterpreting Reich, Klein, and Lacan

In the world of Anti- Oedipus, desire –  which is sexual, yes, but also far 
more than sexual –  is invested directly in the social field, with no need 
of sublimation or mediation of any kind. Perhaps the term chosen for 
the German translation –  Wunschmaschinen (“wishing- machines” –  a 
reversion to Freud’s original term Wunsch, which Lacan and all subse-
quent French Freudians had translated as désir, and which thus in turn 
in the English translation showed up as “desire”) –  can convey more 
redolently to English- language readers the more- than- sexual, reality- 
constituting nature of the interconnected machines that Deleuze and 
Guattari insisted were not meant as metaphors but rather as more 
suitable descriptions of how reality actually worked (in contrast to a 
conventional, but in their view highly misleading, notion of societies 
composed of internally coherent and bounded autonomous individu-
als). On the other hand, as Deleuze put it in his preface to Guattari’s 
1972 essay collection: “What is at stake is the libido as such, as the 
very essence of desire and sexuality: it invests and disinvests the flows 
of all kinds that run through the social body.”29 Deleuze and Guattari 
did literally mean that also economics was a sexual matter.

Deleuze and Guattari’s wager was that their potentially elu-
sive –  or perhaps to many even implausible or preposterous –  abstract 
ideas (such as: desire is directly invested in the social field; it is impos-
sible to distinguish cleanly between the rational and irrational aspects 
of human nature; sexual desire needs to be thought of in far more 
expansive terms; and there is “no distinction in nature between politi-
cal economy and libidinal economy”) could be understood by readers 
pretty immediately in statements like these:

The truth is that sexuality is everywhere:  the way a bureaucrat 
fondles his records, a judge administers justice, a businessman 
causes money to circulate; the way the bourgeoisie fucks the prole-
tariat; and so on. And there is no need to resort to metaphors, any 
more than for the libido to go by way of metamorphoses. Hitler 
got the fascists sexually aroused. Flags, nations, armies, banks get 
a lot of people aroused.30

What was Hitler doing in this story? The answer had everything 
to do with the historical moment and mood in which Anti- Oedipus 
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was being written –  both post- 1945 but also post- 1968. The book was 
very much concerned with the emotional damages caused by a par-
ticular formation of capitalism –  in everyone. It consistently searched 
for a language to articulate how economic conditions and processes 
shaped individual selves. But simultaneously, Deleuze and Guat-
tari were continually rethinking how to talk about selves in the first 
place. The last time these questions had been pondered seriously by  
psychoanalytically informed authors had been in connection with the 
puzzle of the massive popular appeal of the fascisms of the 1930s and 
1940s.31 The stages of postfascist theorizing about fascism would play 
out very differently in France than in post- Nazi West Germany, or, for 
that matter, in post- Mussolini Italy. But in every Western nation, indi-
viduals empathetic with the New Left, exhilarated in 1968 and searingly 
depressed soon after, sought better ways to understand and articulate just 
how exactly economic and political conditions shaped subjectivities –  
and vice versa. And everywhere politically searching individuals –  in this 
way no different from their 1930s and 1940s predecessors –  would run 
into difficulties, especially in theorizing the problem of ideology.

The iconoclast Marxist Freudian Wilhelm Reich had first 
proposed, in his The Mass Psychology of Fascism (1933), that an 
answer to the question of why human beings submitted to political 
arrangements that were not in their economic interest might lie not 
just in the intellectual content or even the emotional appeal of the 
ideological “befogging” to which they were subjected by the powers 
that be, but literally in the corporeal impact of ideology, especially 
an ideology that enforced sexual fear and self- restriction.32 “What 
has to be explained,” Reich wrote, “is not the fact that the man who 
is hungry steals or the fact that the man who is exploited strikes, 
but why the majority of those who are hungry don’t steal and why 
the majority of those who are exploited don’t strike.”33 This was of 
course an old question –  very old, in fact, going back at least to the 
1550s, when the young French jurist and writer Étienne de La Boétie 
inquired into the puzzle of what he called “voluntary servitude” –  
and indeed called for what we would now term civil disobedience, 
and a question posed most famously again by Spinoza in 1670 (as 
Deleuze and Guattari too noted) when he asked, “Why do men fight 
for their servitude as stubbornly as though it were their salvation?”34 
Or, in Deleuze and Guattari’s elaboration: “After centuries of exploi-
tation, why do people still tolerate being humiliated and enslaved, to 
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such a point, indeed, that they actually want humiliation and slavery 
not only for others but for themselves?”35 Most pressing to Reich 
was the question why the Right in the 1930s had seemed to be so 
much better at attracting people than the Left.36 Over and over, Reich 
asked: “Why do the masses allow themselves to be politically swin-
dled?”37 Or, at another point: “What was going on in the masses that 
they followed a party whose leadership was objectively as well as 
subjectively in diametrical opposition to the interests of the working 
masses?”38 These were perfectly legitimate political- philosophical 
questions  –  and quite evidently still time-  and place- transcending 
ones (more typically shorthanded in the twenty- first century USA as 
“What’s the matter with Kansas?”) –  but twentieth- century fascism 
had posed the problem in unique terms.39

Reich was in many ways a loyal Freudian. He emphasized that 
“consciousness is only a small part of psychic life,” that “libido … is 
the prime motor of psychic life,” and that fear of parental punishment 
in childhood (for perceived sexual transgression) could ensue in an 
unconscious but consequential conflictedness anchored “in deep layers 
of the personality.”40 (Inevitably he was both wrong and right, silly for 
example in his conviction that it was above all parental prevention of 
child masturbation that prepared people for being obedient citizens 
and workers, yet lucidly articulate about the way voices in one’s head 
could inflect the most intimate reflexes of the body.) Reich also ven-
tured that anyone seeking to understand Nazism’s appeal needed a 
model of human selfhood as inevitably riven. In his terms:

A realistic appraisal would have had to point out that the average 
worker bears a contradiction in himself; that he, in other words, is 
neither a clear- cut revolutionary nor a clear- cut conservative, but 
stands divided. His psychic structure derives on the one hand from 
the social situation (which prepares the ground for revolutionary 
attitudes) and on the other hand from the entire atmosphere of 
authoritarian society –  the two being at odds with one another.41

Or, as he phrased the matter in a new preface written in 1946, fascism 
was “not, as is commonly believed, a purely reactionary movement –  it 
represents an amalgam between rebellious emotions and reactionary 
social ideas.”42 The thing Reich grasped best, in short, was that fascism 
addressed antiauthoritarian and not just authoritarian longings.
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Reich would provide rich inspiration for Deleuze and Guat-
tari. But for many reasons  –  not just the charmingly overweening 
hopes he had pinned on sexual liberation, but more so his persistent 
perplexity over the paths by which ideologies entered psyches, and 
the apparent undecidability surrounding whether the content of fas-
cist ideas was “hogwash,” irrelevant in comparison with its emotional 
effect, or whether in fact that hogwash should be scrutinized for clues 
to its hidden meanings –  it was evident that his ideas required updat-
ing for the era of Cold War consumer capitalism, sexual revolution, 
and violent struggles over decolonization.43 And Deleuze and Guat-
tari set to this task with great energy. Above all, they suggested, the 
very idea of “ideology” had been the main stumbling block to under-
standing.

As late as 1967, in an anguished essay about French public 
passivity and insouciance in the face of the US war in Vietnam, Guat-
tari had still relied on the concept of ideology, using it both in the 
generic sense, as a belief system (“With the Vietnam War what is being 
reinforced in the United States is an ideology of a master race, with its 
correlates of puritanism, its exterminatory myths of a ‘bad object’: all 
that is other, all that pretends to escape or literally escapes from the 
American way of life”), and in the sense that media manipulation and 
spin could and did explain why the public was quiescent in the face of 
this “nightmare” of “American aggression”: “The worst acts of barba-
rism committed daily by the American expeditionary corps, the puppet 
troops of Saigon and their allies are methodically turned back from the 
awareness of a public opinion shaped by the ‘information machinery.’ 
One starts to think of fascism.” Guattari did hasten to add to that last 
comment: “Certainly, Hitlerism developed in a totally different histori-
cal context. But this should not prevent us from reflecting on the pro-
cess of moral degeneration now displayed by the most powerful nation 
in the world  –  apart from those active minorities struggling against 
the tide without up to now, however, obtaining decisive results.” And 
this thought led directly into additional mulling about what ideology 
was and how it worked:  “Freud, after Marx, gave us the means to 
approach that function of misrecognition and defense that is ideology 
[nous a donné le moyen de mieux approcher cette fonction de mécon-
naisance et de défense de l’idéologie].” And further, the encouragement 
to “misrecognition” was something done to people rather than emerg-
ing out of them. In a clear nod to Marx’s famous dictum from the 
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1840s –  “The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling 
ideas” –  Guattari remarked:

The relations of production in the so- called consumer societies are 
arranged such that the dominant classes will have an increasing 
hold on the unconscious determinations of individuals. Lifestyles 
and modes of information, institutions, everything predisposes 
us to accept wholesale systems of coercion of all kinds and near- 
absolute subjection to economic dynamics. In return, we are wit-
nessing the fact that these consumer societies are increasingly 
generators of collective perversions of the kind we have experi-
enced before yesterday with Nazism, yesterday with the war in 
Algeria, and now with the war in Vietnam.44

At this juncture, Guattari could not see the active participation of the 
dominated classes in the situation.

But by the time they co- wrote Anti- Oedipus, Deleuze and Guat-
tari had figured out that the concept of ideology blocked insight more 
than facilitated it. Their innovation was to shift attention from ideol-
ogy to what they identified as the prior question of desire. As Deleuze 
put it in an interview given shortly after the publication of the book:

We’re not contrasting desire, as some romantic luxury, with inter-
ests that are merely economic and political. We think, rather, that 
interests are always found and articulated at points predeter-
mined by desire … Because however you look at it, desire is part 
of the infrastructure (we don’t have any time for concepts like 
ideology, which are really no help at all: there are no such things 
as ideologies).45

And a year later, in another interview, Deleuze returned to this 
point: “Ideology has no importance whatsoever: what matters is not 
ideology, … but the organisation of power.” And: “We do not say: ide-
ology is a trompe l’oeil (or a concept that refers to certain illusions). We 
say: there is no ideology, it is an illusion. That’s why,” Deleuze contin-
ued, “it [the idea of ideology] suits orthodox Marxism and the Com-
munist Party so well. Marxism has put so much emphasis on the theme 
of ideology to better conceal what was happening in the USSR: a new 
organization of repressive power.”46 To rely on the concept of ideology 
was to misrecognize what was going on.47
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Reich, moreover  –  like so many other theorists of fascism 
who followed in his wake –  had also stumbled over how to explain 
the emotional- physiological mechanisms of connection between 
the sexual and the political- economic categories of existence. For 
Deleuze and Guattari, the conceptual mistake lay in assuming a divide 
between these realms in the first place –  not least because that then 
led to the endlessly awkward use of such terminological inventions of  
psychoanalysis (to describe phenomena that might in any event be non-
existent) as “sublimation,” “desexualization,” and “resexualization.”48 
Or perhaps Deleuze put it most clearly in his preface to Guattari’s essay 
collection in 1972:

We can see how this orientation differs from Reich’s; there is not a 
libidinal economy that would subjectively prolong through other 
means political economy; there is not a sexual repression that 
would interiorize economic exploitation and political subjugation. 
Rather, for Guattari, desire as libido is already everywhere, sexual-
ity surveys and espouses the whole social field, coinciding with the 
flows that pass underneath the objects.49

Such comments no doubt sounded ridiculous to anyone schooled in 
demarcating categories of existence: money and political arrangements 
to one side, more intimate longings to the other. But experimenting 
with thinking of these fields in perpetually flowing interaction had the 
potential to clarify what was otherwise endlessly mystifying.

The contention put forward in Anti- Oedipus, then, was that 
desire was roiling continuously, in everyone, beyond and below all 
ideology. Yet, as Deleuze and Guattari also noted  –  and here again 
they were building on Reich’s idea that people could be both rebellious 
and conformist –  that roiling desire could, at any moment, go in either 
revolutionary- “schizophrenizing” or fascistic- paranoid directions (or 
both at the same time). This was, as it happened, a really original use 
of Reich; completely different, for example, from the way he had been 
deployed in and around 1968 in West Germany in sexual liberationist 
movements (although also in West Germany the simplistic optimism 
that sexual emancipation would bring about political revolution had 
given way already by the early 1970s to a more Herbert Marcuse- 
inspired melancholy that emphasized the “repressive desublimation” 
at work in consumer capitalism).50 What Guattari had picked up on 
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was Reich’s intuitive grasp of fascism’s “libidinal energy.”51 And Reich 
would continue to be used imaginatively by Guattari in his efforts to 
grapple both with the lessons of German fascism for his present, and 
with what he increasingly came to feel was a symbiosis and complicity 
between the Cold War superpowers.52

Deleuze and Guattari’s canniest and most original move in 
Anti- Oedipus, however, was to blend the obviously politicized Reich 
with ideas taken not just from the (generally politically disinterested) 
Lacan –  but also from the stringently apolitical (but for them enor-
mously useful) British child analyst Melanie Klein. Klein believed in the 
force of both libidinally possessive, incorporation- craving and lethally 
aggressive, even annihilating drives –  already in infants. But she also 
insisted that these drives were always- already object- directed, in fact, 
and significantly, part- object- directed (as she called attention as well 
to the continual interchangeability, in the imagination, of fluids and 
body parts, sperm with milk, penis with nipple). Above all, she insisted 
on the consequentialness of projective identification and in general on 
the extraordinary role of unconscious phantasy in determining human 
behaviors. Her writings swirl with anarchic, and definitively socially 
inappropriate, urges  –  especially in children (though with adults by 
no means exempt). Girls serving up cakes made of feces, toddler boys 
attempting to enter their mothers to gobble up the babies imagined 
within, children of both sexes using toy trains or horses as they sym-
bolize their parents’ intercourse and their rage in the face of it: these are 
routine elements of Kleinian texts.53 Moreover, Klein emphasized just 
how close to psychosis and self- disintegration almost all human beings 
often were, filled with persecutory- paranoid and benign or reparation- 
intending impulses jostling with each other for supremacy  –  a con-
stant state of internal war.54 Distinctions between inside and outside 
were continually collapsing; objects were regularly split; love and hate 
coexisted in the same instant.55 The opening sentences of Anti- Oedipus 
made this apparent:

It is at work everywhere, functioning smoothly at times, at other 
times in fits and starts. It breathes, it heats, it eats. It shits and 
fucks. What a mistake to have ever said the id. Everywhere it is 
machines –  real ones, not figurative ones: machines driving other 
machines, machines being driven by other machines, with all the 
necessary couplings and connections. An organ- machine is plugged 
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into an energy- source- machine: the one produces a flow that the 
other interrupts. The breast is a machine that produces milk, and 
the mouth a machine coupled to it.56

It was Klein, not Reich, who gave Deleuze and Guattari the kind 
of imagery they needed for making vivid the constant natural- cum- 
mechanical flux they thought best described daily life.57

Lacan –  whose work too had been informed by Klein’s, but 
differently –  was, inevitably, an interlocutor in Anti- Oedipus as well.58 
Both Deleuze and Guattari had been influenced by him (Guattari far 
more than Deleuze) –  and the text, while searingly critical of his less 
imaginative rivals and minions, never once truly attacked him.59 From 
Lacan –  persuasively hostile as he consistently was to the assumptions 
about maturity and adaptation built into US ego psychology –  Deleuze 
and Guattari got essential ideas about the instability of all persons, the 
potency of the unconscious, the metonymic slipping and sliding and 
substitutions in chains of meaning, the constant splitting or doubling 
of selves and objects, and the foundational importance of misrecogni-
tion and miscommunication between selves and others. Although dis-
interested in his distinctions between the registers of the Symbolic, the 
Imaginary, and the Real, and convinced that he too had not taken his 
own intuitions far enough, Deleuze and Guattari nonetheless took defi-
nite inspiration from the fact that Lacan had challenged the notion that 
psychic life could best be explained within the confines of the “daddy- 
mommy- me” Oedipal triangle.60

In general, Lacan had worked in the 1940s and 1950s to rede-
fine the significance of the Oedipal story as lying not so much in erotic 
or homicidal impulses toward literal parents, but rather in the human 
toddler’s entry into language and culture in general. But he also spe-
cifically stressed that actual, consequential familial dynamics –  in their 
infinite individual variations –  all too often involved more than three 
characters (whether the temporarily all- important “fourth” in this end-
lessly renewing “quaternary” or “quartet situation” was a declassé 
father’s enigmatic creditor, an adored love- object’s conniving sister, or 
the generous lady at the post office). The bottom line was that Lacan 
was inclined to question the traditionally assumed Oedipal scenario as 
the all- encompassing explanation for human woes. So many individu-
als’ stories, Lacan wrote, had “a structure quite different from the one 
traditionally given –  the incestuous desire for the mother, the father’s 
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prohibition, its obstructive effects, and, all around that, the more or 
less luxuriant proliferation of symptoms,” in short “the general anthro-
pology derived from analytic doctrine as it has been taught up to the 
present.” Lacan was blunt:  “The whole oedipal schema needs to be 
re- examined.”61 This, then, was the background against which Deleuze 
and Guattari declared that it was not enough to expand the “daddy- 
mommy- me” triangle to a quadrangle, moving a few additional bit 
players –  a grandmother, a father’s boss –  into view.

The point was, first, to see through the absurdity of much of 
what had been said over the decades about the presumed importance 
of the familial triangle, with its pretend- transgressive prescribed roles 
and its glum, restrictive outcome –  but also to see both the personal 
and the political damages the presumption of the Oedipal complex’s 
importance caused. In short, and in notable contrast to Reich, Deleuze 
and Guattari were not hostile to families at all. Rather, they criticized 
what they perceived as a willful and appalling myopia in familialist 
thinking.62

The Inextricability of the Personal and the Political

For Deleuze and Guattari, psychoanalysts’ persistent insistence on the 
verity and existential significance of Oedipal dynamics grotesquely cur-
tailed any grasp of how the immense complexity of the real world was 
always already impinging on, cross- cutting, and infinitely complicating 
every possible individual story. As Anti- Oedipus announced: “There 
is no Oedipal triangle: Oedipus is always open in an open social field. 
Oedipus opens to the four winds, to the four corners of the social field 
(not even 3+1, but 4+n).” And nothing made the impoverishment of 
the traditional triadic psychoanalytic story clearer than a glance over 
the rim of the French hexagon: “It is strange that we had to wait for the 
dreams of colonized peoples in order to see that, on the vertices of the 
pseudo triangle, mommy was dancing with the missionary, daddy was 
being fucked by the tax collector, while the self was being beaten by a 
white man.”63 The footnote that followed was to Fanon.

It was not enough, then, to supplement Reich by question-
ing, with Klein and Lacan, the stability, boundedness, and coherence 
of the individual. The challenge was to find ways to express not only 
the inner multiplicity/ fragmentation/ dispersion of individual psyches 
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(in Guattari’s terms: “we are all little groups” [nous sommes tous des 
groupuscules]) but also their many interconnections with the wider 
social and political field.64 Psychoanalysis thus far had too often pri-
vatized everyone’s grasp of social reality, perpetually redirecting atten-
tion away from the actual profusion of flows between unconsciouses, 
rerouting all explanations for human dilemmas into a narrowly intrafa-
milial set of stories. This version of psychoanalysis, Deleuze and Guat-
tari averred, was intensely complicit not just in producing continual 
misapprehension of reality, but in repressing desire directly.65

Certainly, Deleuze and Guattari were not the first or only 
thinkers to find it ludicrous –  factually wrong, emotionally pernicious, 
and politically debilitating all at once –  for psychoanalysis to ignore the 
extrapsychic and wider social and political dimensions of life. Radi-
cal Freudians like Otto Fenichel in the 1930s and 1940s had vigor-
ously made this point.66 And precisely the moment of the early 1970s 
saw a revival of this demand also in the neighboring countries of West 
Germany, Switzerland, and Italy.67 The kind of analysis Deleuze and 
Guattari were asking for (they called it “schizoanalysis” not because 
they romanticized madness –  a misunderstanding they continually had 
to refute –  but in order to call attention to the craziness in the world 
that required assessment as much as or more than individual craziness) 
took its sense of ethical clarity not least from a consideration of the 
lessons of colonialism and anticolonial struggles.68

The colonial experience showed the limits of traditional psy-
choanalytic theorizing.69 But Deleuze and Guattari were confident 
that the phenomena of interconnection and intersection between the 
intra-  and the extrapsychic were ubiquitous: “It could always be said 
that these extreme situations of war trauma, of colonization, of dire 
poverty, and so on, are unfavorable to the construction of the Oedipal 
apparatus –  and that it is precisely because of this that these situations 
favor a psychotic development or explosion.” But Deleuze and Guattari 
disagreed: “We have a strong feeling that the problem lies elsewhere”:

The family is by nature eccentric, decentered … There is always 
an uncle from America; a brother who went bad; an aunt who 
took off with a military man; a cousin out of work, bankrupt, or 
a victim of the Crash; an anarchist grandfather; a grandmother in 
the hospital, crazy or senile. The family does not engender its own 
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ruptures. Families are filled with gaps and transected by breaks 
that are not familial:  the Commune, the Dreyfus Affair, religion 
and atheism, the Spanish Civil War, the rise of fascism, Stalinism, 
the Vietnam war, May ’68 –  all these things form complexes of the 
unconscious, more effective than everlasting Oedipus.70

In countless variations, Deleuze and Guattari tried to find adequately 
evocative language for conveying their points about interconnection 
and intersection.

Already in the 1967 essay on Vietnam, Guattari had tried to 
say why the French public should care –  for in his view the “drama” 
of Vietnam had “unconscious repercussions” for “the existence of one 
and all” –  and in this context he noted that “at the level of the uncon-
scious subject, truth is indivisible: the distinction between private life 
and different levels of social life does not hold.” The tragedy of Viet-
nam; the defeat of the “spirit of Bandung” and with it of the early 
postwar hopes for global “peaceful coexistence”; “the secret and para-
doxical despair of western revolutionaries, their sense of powerlessness 
in the face of that growing economic hold on workers which causes 
them to accept their fate without flinching and perhaps even to love 
it in its sickening banality”: all of this was intricately interrelated.71 
When Deleuze in his 1972 preface to Guattari’s essays asked rhetori-
cally, “What do we not make love and death with?” what he meant, 
among other things, was that “our loves and our sexual choices are 
less derivatives of a mythical Daddy- Mommy than they are of a social 
reality, interferences and effects of flows cathected by the libido” –  
flows that were also economic, racial, political. The “enormous Spal-
tung cutting through the Communist world of today” (a reference to 
the Sino- Soviet split) was surely more important in innumerable daily 
lives than whatever (supposedly) happened to Oedipus in classical 
Greece. But he meant in addition that in the language of psychot-
ics one could often hear the psychoses of entire societies, “the voices 
of the mad, who speak to us essentially of politics, economy, order 
and revolution.” Quoting Guattari, Deleuze wrote: “ ‘delirium speaks 
foreign languages, hallucinates history, and class conflicts or wars 
become the instruments of self- expression.’ ” And once more: “ ‘The 
distinctions between private life and the various levels of social life are 
no longer valid.’”72
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A Collective Generosity

In the years that followed the publication of Anti- Oedipus, Guattari 
would return again and again to a number of interlocking themes. On 
the one hand, he remained concerned about the extraordinary success 
of “Integrated World Capitalism” (or as he frequently shorthanded 
it: IWC) in spreading its tentacles around the globe, including into the 
Third World, and into people’s innermost selves –  into “the very hearts 
of individuals.”73 (“A certain type of subjectivity, which I would call 
capitalistic, is overtaking the whole planet, … with standardized fan-
tasies and massive consumption of infantilizing reassurances. It causes 
every kind of passivity, degeneration of democratic values, collective 
racist impulses.”)74 On the other hand, he remained strongly commit-
ted to his radicalized Lacanian- cum- Kleinian conviction that selves 
were never coherent.

Thus, for instance, on a month- long visit to Brazil in 1982, in 
the final years of the dictatorship, as democratic life was just beginning 
again to stir, and in which Guattari had the opportunity to meet –  in 
roundtables and public discussions  –  with Afro- Brazilian and other 
antiracist activists, gay, lesbian, and feminist groups, psychoanalysts 
and other mental health workers, academics and members of local 
branches of the newly founded Partido dos Trabalhadores (PT, or 
Workers’ Party), Guattari repeatedly made remarks to the effect that:

The capitalistic order produces modes of human relations even 
in their unconscious representations:  the ways in which people 
work, are educated, love, have sex, and talk. And that’s not all. It 
manufactures people’s relations with production, nature, events, 
movement, the body, eating, the present, the past, and the future –  
in short, it manufactures people’s relations with the world and 
with themselves. And we accept all this because we assume that 
this is “the” world order, an order that cannot be touched without 
endangering the very idea of organized social life.

It was precisely in this context, moreover, that Guattari returned 
to the idea first developed in Anti- Oedipus to the effect that ideology 
itself was a misconstrued concept. “Rather than speak of ideology, 
I always prefer to speak of subjectivation, or the production of subjec-
tivity.” For: “The notion of ideology does not allow us to understand 
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this productive function of subjectivity. Ideology remains in the sphere 
of representation, whereas the essential production of IWC does not 
simply concern representation, but also a modelization of behavior, 
sensibility, perception, memory, social relations, sexual relations, imag-
inary phantoms, etc.” Yet at the same time, Guattari missed few oppor-
tunities to state not only that “subjectivity is … essentially social,” but 
also that “in my view, there is no clear unity of the person,” that it was 
necessary always to be “radically questioning these notions of the indi-
vidual,” and indeed that “Freud was the first to show how precarious 
the notion of the totality of an ego is.”75 Once again, to believe in the 
existence of autonomous bounded individuals, unimpinged on by their 
surroundings, was simply mistaken.

In addition, Guattari continued at the turn from the 1970s to 
the 1980s to pursue his intuitive (indeed, as it turns out, prescient) 
sense that there would soon be “closer and closer relations between 
East and West, not only in economic terms, but also in policing the 
world:  greater and greater cooperation between the technocrats, 
bureaucrats, armed forces etc. of the Eastern-  and Western- bloc coun-
tries” –  and that he did not “believe the current phase of American 
capitalism and Soviet antagonisms is anything else but transitory.” 
On the contrary, he predicted: “We’ll end up with a new distribution 
of zones of influence, meant to force the planet into a North- South 
axis … American capitalism and Soviet bureaucracy have too much to 
gain by getting along and by compromising.”76 Yet simultaneously, and 
ever the anarcho- utopian, Guattari also always sought the countervail-
ing openings and possibilities, the cracks in the social streamlining that 
would allow “processes of singularization” to emerge. While there was 
no such thing as a delimited and coherent individual, there was abso-
lutely idiosyncrasy –  and it was much to be cherished. For Guattari, 
moreover, desire ever remained a potentially transformative force, one 
which for him included “all forms of the will to live, the will to cre-
ate, the will to love, the will to invent another society.”77 Maintaining 
hope against hope, Guattari asked in 1985: “How does one go about 
producing, on a large scale, a desire to create a collective generosity 
with … tenacity … intelligence and … sensibility?” For, as he mused, 
“perhaps I am a naïve and incorrigible optimist, but I am convinced 
that one day there will be a return to collective judgment, and these 
last few years will be considered the most stupid and barbaric in a 
long time.”78
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Multiple generations of readers, in by now a dizzying array of 
countries, have found in both Anti- Oedipus and in its even more jazz- 
riff- like successor A Thousand Plateaus pointers for a different way of 
living a dissenting- dissident life.79 Among other things, Anti- Oedipus 
was published right at the cusp of the transition between an older left 
politics organized around class conflict and the newer left movements 
soon to be referred to collectively as “identity politics.” Guattari was 
acutely aware of the shift, but also of the ways in which the (ever- shape- 
shifting) IWC was immediately finding ways to insinuate itself into these 
new sensibilities and social movements.80 And as a result, and even more 
importantly, Deleuze and Guattari both, already in Anti- Oedipus, and 
recurrently thereafter, consistently emphasized the problems –  strategic 
and existential both –  inherent in any movement that presumed a coher-
ence of identity, in individuals or in groups. Deleuze and Guattari were 
always more attuned to fluidity of boundaries. To their critique of the 
concept of ideology, they thus added a critique of the idea of identities.

Especially noteworthy, as they were writing in the midst of 
the sexual revolution, was Deleuze and Guattari’s insistence that any 
movement basing itself in presumptions of inherent and bounded sexual 
identities was just as “Oedipalized” and wrong- headed as the normative 
heterosexism it claimed to be opposing:  “It is a lie to claim to liber-
ate sexuality, and to demand its rights to objects, aims, and sources, all 
the while maintaining the corresponding flows within the limits of an 
Oedipal code (conflict, regression, resolution, sublimation of Oedipus), 
and while continuing to impose a familialist and masturbatory form 
or motivation on it that makes any perspective of liberation futile in 
advance.” Moreover, and “for example,” they went on to argue: “No 
‘gay liberation movement’ is possible as long as homosexuality is caught 
up in a relation of exclusive disjunction with heterosexuality … instead 
of bringing to light their reciprocal inclusion and their transverse com-
munication.” In general, all the figurative roles available within sexual 
relations as they were conventionally conceived –  and here they invoked 
D. H. Lawrence –  were just “so many tourniquets cutting off the flows 
of sexuality”: “ ‘fiancée, mistress, wife, mother’ –  one could just as easily 
add ‘homosexuals, heterosexuals,’ etc.  –  all these roles are distributed 
by the Oedipal triangle, father- mother- me, a representative ego thought 
to be defined in terms of the father- mother representations, by fixation, 
regression, assumption, sublimation –  and all of that according to what 
rule?” For finally, they concluded: “Making love is not just becoming as 
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one, or even two, but becoming as a hundred thousand … not one or 
even two sexes, but n sexes.”81 Deleuze and Guattari unabashedly rec-
ommended that everyone could benefit from “becoming- homosexual” 
or “becoming- woman.”82 This was a much more radical  –  or, simply, 
queerer –  conceptualization of sexuality than was being envisioned by 
some of the sex rights movements emerging at the time.

However, it was not just a matter of breaking down the bound-
aries between sexual or gender identity categories; the aim, as through-
out Anti- Oedipus, was to question the whole inherited and inevitably 
false demarcation between “the sexual” and other realms. As Guattari 
put it in 1973 in Milan in response to an audience question about 
whether it might not be better, instead of theorizing at length about 
fascism, to be inspired by the anti- psychiatrist David Cooper to “make 
love everywhere”: “Of course, I am in agreement!” But immediately 
Guattari went on, with his characteristic mix of sly humor and sincer-
ity, to say that “making love” did not need to be reduced to something 
inter- individual. “There are all sorts of ways of making love! One can 
do it with flowers, with science, with art, with machines, with social 
groups.” For, “as soon as one breaks the personalogical framework of 
Oedipal sexuality, … a transsexuality is established in connection with 
the social field, that is to say with a multiplicity of material flows and 
semiotic flows. The entire individual libidinal economy, closed in on 
itself, is put in question.”83 It makes sense that in the era of the Occupy 
movement and fierce protests worldwide over austerity and global 
warming, Anti- Oedipus the book –  and Guattari the thinker and activ-
ist  –  would be experiencing a renaissance. Michel Foucault was not 
wrong when he remarked, in his preface to the English translation of 
1977, that Anti- Oedipus could be read as a guide to “this art of living 
counter to all forms of fascism.” Scholars have not only tended to be 
puzzled by Deleuze and Guattari’s frontloaded, but nonetheless rather 
brief, discussion of fascism in Anti- Oedipus –  but also have wondered 
how Foucault could have used his preface to the English translation of 
Anti- Oedipus to make a case for the book as “An Introduction to the 
Non- Fascist Life” and then to go on to enumerate as central among the 
book’s lessons such recommendations as:

• Free political action from all unitary and totalizing paranoia.
• Develop action, thought, and desires by proliferation, juxtaposition, 

and disjunction, and not by subdivision and pyramidal hierarchization.
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• … Prefer what is positive and multiple, difference over uniformity, 
flows over unities, mobile arrangements over systems …

• Do not think that one has to be sad in order to be militant, even 
though the thing one is fighting is abominable …

• Do not become enamored of power.84

But in fact the re- theorizing of fascism and the workings of desire were 
core concerns of Anti- Oedipus and one of the prime reasons for the 
book’s deep appeal to successive cohorts of leftists  –  and also now 
feminist, queer, and disability activists (see Figures 11a&b and 12).

Figures 11a&b Front and back covers of the Spanish translation of Anti- 
Oedipus, El Antiedipo (published by the Barcelona- based press Seix Barral in 
1974). The book had quickly become an international sensation, appearing 
already in 1974 also in West Germany (as a pirated edition with the imaginary 
press Suhrbier and officially with the major press Suhrkamp) and in 1975 in 
Italy (with the prestigious publishing house Einaudi) –  notably countries which 
were just in those years seeing wrenching intergenerational struggles over the 
legacies of fascism. The text arrived in the USA with the English translation of 
1977 (with Viking), and in post- junta Greece in 1981 (with Ekdoseis Rappa, 
which had also translated Michel Foucault).
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Conclusion

All through, in the immediate wake of its publication and since, Anti- 
Oedipus  –  due no doubt not least to its title, and to the brilliantly 
savage fun it made of a certain kind of ossified psychoanalysis –  has 
often been represented as a withering critique of psychoanalysis in its 
entirety.85 In fact, some scholars have seen the book’s writing and pub-
lication as marking Guattari’s definitive turn away from psychoana-
lytic thinking –  although they are then hard pressed to explain how he 
continued to see patients in analysis and why he remained a member of 
the École Freudienne.86 And of course the book did represent a relent-
less attack. As Deleuze and Guattari themselves had put it: “Psycho-
analysis is like the Russian Revolution; we don’t know when it started 

Figure 12 Title page of the special issue of the US- based journal Semiotext(e) in 
1977 dedicated to Deleuze and Guattari’s Anti- Oedipus, linking the book to the 
uprisings of May 1968 in Paris and containing interviews and translations of short 
supplemental texts by Deleuze and Guattari, as well as riffs on the book’s sig-
nificance by such prominent French intellectuals as Jean- François Lyotard, Jacques 
Donzelot, and Guy Hocquenghem.
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going bad. We have to keep going back further. To the Americans? To 
the First International? To the secret Committee?”87

But, as noted, the book was not just an assault on  
psychoanalysis. It was also a work of psychoanalysis. It was as much 
a work of psychoanalysis as Viennese émigré to New York Ernst Kris’s 
conceptualization of danger as an “invigorant” (whether emanating 
from antisemitic thugs on the street or the encounter with the German 
Luftwaffe during the evacuation from Dunkirk), or Berlin émigré to 
Los Angeles Ernst Simmel’s theorizations of antisemitism (1946), or 
British analyst Donald Winnicott’s essay on the Berlin Wall (1969), or 
German analysts Alexander and Margarete Mitscherlich’s The Inabil-
ity to Mourn (1975 [1967]), or Cyprus- born Turkish Muslim American 
Vamik Volkan’s dozens of writings on interethnic conflict worldwide 
from the 1970s to the present, or the Czech- born New York analyst 
Martin Bergmann’s Generations of the Holocaust (1982) or his “Psy-
choanalytical Reflections on September 11, 2001” (2004).88 Or, for that 
matter, as Sigmund Freud’s Civilization and its Discontents (1930).89

Interestingly, moreover, with their commitment to the idea of 
internally chaotic selves as well as their insistence on attention to extra-
psychic contexts, Deleuze and Guattari had rather more in common 
with (the often conservative) Volkan than with the others, all of whom 
remained in one way or another, with the possible exception of the object 
relations- oriented Winnicott, attached to a Freud- based model of drives 
and their vicissitudes –  once again demonstrating that there is no intrin-
sically necessary relationship between a particular psychoanalytic con-
cept and the uses to which it can be put. Even more specifically, however, 
Anti- Oedipus, along with the many auxiliary texts that Guattari and 
Deleuze produced around and after it, was a work which explored pros-
pects for the renewal of a psychoanalytic project that was in any event 
running into conceptual problems both clinically- therapeutically and 
when it turned its attention to broader questions of politics and culture.

It is not just  –  though also  –  that the icon of Oedipus had 
been under plenty of attack already. Deleuze and Guattari’s mocking of 
Oedipus was taken as a huge affront by a French psychoanalytic com-
munity that felt incredulous that anyone could doubt the verity of this 
master trope.90 But within and around the psychoanalytic movement 
worldwide, Oedipus had, needless to say, hardly remained sacrosanct.

In the USA, widely read and influential neo- Freudians like 
Karen Horney and Erich Fromm had already in the 1930s and 1940s 
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dismissed the Oedipus complex as a figment of Freud’s imagina-
tion, while simultaneously pushing the idea that social anxiety and 
the search for safety in an overwhelming and disempowering world 
were stronger motivational forces than sexual desire could ever be.91 
But also someone as passionately invested in a drive- based model of 
psychoanalysis (and as generally opposed to Horney and Fromm) as 
the Frankfurt School philosopher- sociologist Max Horkheimer had 
in 1948 suggested that the story of Oedipus might need to be modi-
fied under changing economic conditions. Horkheimer noted that the 
assumptions about “the father- relationship so central to Freudian the-
ory” were based on an outdated premise that sons had reasons to iden-
tify with and aspire to the position of strength and responsibility which 
fathers had once represented. This model, Horkheimer observed, had 
“disappeared long ago.” Not only were fathers being steadily replaced 
as orientation points by “collectives such as the children’s sport club, 
the fraternity, and the like,” but the constant “detached adjustability” 
that the ever more insecure economic situation demanded of young 
adults meant that “it is no longer the son’s fear of the father that is the 
typical psychological fact but the father’s secret fear of the son.”92 This 
thread in turn would be taken up by none other than the West German 
analyst Alexander Mitscherlich, who, in the course of the 1960s, and 
especially in his book about the emergence of “a fatherless society,” 
stressed the declining role of paternal authority in the development 
of a child’s subjectivity and the growing role of sibling rivalry (in the 
broadest, metaphorical sense of individual disorientation in mass soci-
ety).93 Tellingly, one reviewer in 1966 had summed up Mitscherlich’s 
findings as “Replacing Oedipus by Cain.”94 And, perhaps even more 
to the point, the Chicago- based former ego psychologist and subse-
quent inventor of self psychology Heinz Kohut would be understood, 
over the course of the 1960s and 1970s, to be moving not just himself 
but many of his colleagues, in the USA and in Europe as well, “from 
Oedipus to Narcissus.”95 The IPA meetings of 1973 in Paris and 1975 
in London would be consumed with debates about character disorders 
which had (or were thought to have) their source in pre- Oedipal dif-
ficulties.96 By 1979 –  and while, of course, there was a mighty differ-
ence between redirecting attention to pre- Oedipal issues and exploding 
Oedipus entirely –  nonetheless the “waning” or “decline of psychoana-
lytic interest in the oedipal phase and oedipal conflicts” could fairly be 
taken as established fact.97
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In addition, and more generally, the postwar psychoanalytic 
settlement was in considerable trouble. The US American dominance 
of the International Psychoanalytical Association and its authoritarian 
structures had been vigorously challenged already in 1969 at the IPA 
Congress in Rome. But US American psychoanalysis was in the great-
est difficulties at home. After all, only two years before Anti- Oedipus 
was published, gay rights activists were storming the American  
Psychiatric Association meeting and criticizing the most homophobic 
analysts. And only one year before Anti- Oedipus, the New York Times 
Magazine had run an essay explaining “The FemLib Case Against Sig-
mund Freud.”98 At the turn to the 1970s, leading analysts routinely 
admitted that the field, which only a few years earlier had seemed 
glowingly secure, was in crisis.99

Guattari, then, can be usefully understood as a crucial figure in 
the far larger transnational wave of Left- politically engaged revitaliza-
tion of psychoanalysis that swept Western Europe and Latin America 
at the turn from the 1960s to the 1970s –  and that he continued to 
develop all through the 1980s and early 1990s. Among the many fasci-
nating features of this revitalization was the recurrent phenomenon by 
which ideas taken from other analysts were repurposed or developed 
further in unexpected ways. Sometimes the inspirational sources had 
been leftists themselves; no surprise that Wilhelm Reich and Frantz 
Fanon were of interest to Guattari, although what he did with Reich in 
particular was highly innovative. However, there was also a broader –  
and to our contemporary eyes more startling –  propensity to use ten-
dentially nonpolitical analysts’ conceptual approaches for inventive 
purposes. The resolutely apolitical Melanie Klein, for instance, was 
mixed directly with Karl Marx in Latin America  –  from Argentina 
to Mexico.100 And she had been made an unexpected bedfellow with 
Reich in Anti- Oedipus. Another good example was the use made of US 
ego psychologist Heinz Hartmann’s ideas about adaptation and matu-
rity and US self psychologist Heinz Kohut’s ideas about a “grandiose 
self” –  positions already considered incompatible with each other, but 
mixed together and given a left- liberal twist –  in Mitscherlich’s moral- 
clinical writings in West Germany. And, as the next chapter will show, 
Hartmann’s ideas about ego development and Kohut’s ideas about nar-
cissism could be blended in other ways as well, as they would be taken 
up and put to use for expressly antihomophobic purposes in the work 
of the Swiss analyst Fritz Morgenthaler.
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6  ETHNOPSYCHOANALYSIS IN THE ERA 
OF DECOLONIZATION

“The whites think too much, and then they do a lot of things;   
and the more they do, the more they think. And then they earn a 
lot of money, and when they have a lot of money, they are worried   
that the money might get lost. Then they think even more and 
make more money and they never have enough money. Then 
they’re not settled any longer. That’s why they’re not happy.”

Dogon village chief in conversation with Paul Parin, 19631

In 1952, a trio of radical psychoanalysts, bound to each other by love, 
friendship, and shared curiosities, opened a joint practice in Switzer-
land:  Paul Parin, Goldy Parin- Matthèy, and Fritz Morgenthaler (see 
Figure 13). Starting in 1954, the three, together with Fritz’s wife Ruth, 
repeatedly left their practices and their patients in Zurich to embark 
on several- months- long journeys to West Africa, becoming enthralled 
by the people and, eventually, undertaking anthropological fieldwork. 
Beginning in 1960, among the Dogon in Mali (emerging just then from 
French colonial rule  –  a process with complex contradictory conse-
quences for the Dogon themselves), the Parins and Morgenthaler first 
experimented with a combination of modified psychoanalytic and 
ethnographic methods to explore issues of the relationship between 
selfhood and society; a later trip also brought them to work among 
the Anyi in Ivory Coast.2 In these settings the three were developing 
a hybrid project which came to be called “ethnopsychoanalysis,” a 
project which they, both on their own initiative and then also in dia-
logue with their good acquaintance, the Romanian- French- American 
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anthropologist and analyst George Devereux (the coiner of the term), 
are co- credited with him as founding. Subsequently, in 1972– 1973 
and again in 1979– 1980, Morgenthaler also visited among the Yat-
mul along the Sepik River in Papua New Guinea, observing the work 
of ethnologists engaged in fieldwork there, Florence Weiss and Milan 
Stanek, and, on the second trip, exploring with them and with his eth-
nologist son Marco Morgenthaler how also non- psychoanalysts might 
adapt ethnopsychoanalytic approaches in their conversations and 
interactions with informants.3

Numerous publications emerged from these collaborations. 
Among the most significant are the books coauthored by the Parins 
with Fritz Morgenthaler, Die Weissen denken zuviel (Whites Think Too 
Much, 1963), translated into French in 1966 as Les Blancs pensent 

Figure 13 Fritz Morgenthaler, Paul Parin, and Goldy Parin- Matthèy in 1954, upon 
return from their first trip to Africa, gathered in the atelier of Fritz’s father, the 
painter Ernst Morgenthaler, in Zurich- Höngg. Two years earlier, the three had 
opened their shared medical and psychoanalytic practice at the Utoquai in the city 
center of Zurich.
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trop, and, in 1971, Fürchte deinen Nächsten wie Dich selbst, translated 
into English in 1980 as Fear Thy Neighbor as Thyself.4 There were in 
addition an abundance of articles, in German, French, English, and 
Italian, with titles such as: “The Oedipus Complex among the Dogon 
of West Africa,” “Typical Forms of Transference Among West Afri-
cans,” “Ego and Orality in the Analysis of West Africans,” and “Is the 
Internalization of Aggression Necessary for Social Adaptation?”5 Also 
important is the book about the Yatmul coauthored by Morgenthaler 
father and son with Florence Weiss, Gespräche am sterbenden Fluss 
(Conversations by a Dying River, 1984), translated into French in 1987 
(with a foreword by the sociologist- anthropologist Georges Baland-
ier) as Conversations au bord du fleuve mourante.6 In between and 
alongside these ethnopsychoanalytic publications, the Parins and Fritz 
Morgenthaler  –  singly, all together, or in different combinations of 
two –  published further books and scores of essays, in psychoanalytic 
journals and in mainstream and alternative media, about the politics of 
their era and about psychoanalytic theory and technique. Eventually, 
Paul Parin also turned to fiction and memoir.7

There are many ways we could tell the story of this trio 
and its significance.8 Of interest for us is not just the prolific work 
the three produced from the early 1960s on, within psychoanalysis, 
within anthropology, and at the intersection of those two fields –  their 
innovative mash- up of different clinical and theoretical approaches, 
or the ways their cross- cultural experiments in the so- called Third 
World deeply informed the stands they took on the politics of the First 
(including, and crucially, the sexual politics) –  but very much also its 
delayed- reaction and then ardently enthusiastic reception. This is the 
thread that this chapter pursues.

For the case of the Parins and Morgenthaler shows once 
more, with uncommon clarity and richness, how in the history of  
psychoanalysis ideas can often take hold and accrue import in the 
oddest of sequences, not all at once, but selectively in some instances, 
cumulatively in others –  and with lines of connection between concepts 
and their consequences running backwards and forwards and sideways 
in time. This proposition pertains to the Parins and Morgenthaler 
in at least three ways. One involves the reception of their work by 
New Left youth in the 1970s and 1980s, a reception which literally 
co- constructed the meaning of the writings they had produced in the 
1960s and also –  significantly, and directly –  pushed them, dialogically, 
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even further than they were going on their own. Another way the prop-
osition applies involves the ideas they took up from psychoanalytic 
predecessors and contemporaries –  often, as it happens, ideas devel-
oped in quite stringently apolitical clinical settings –  and how those 
ideas were repurposed in their work, giving them whole new uses and 
audiences. And a third relevance lies in what is visible in their writings 
to us now, in the 2010s, when we can see things that they could not 
have known. This includes the ways the texts from the 1960s did not 
only anticipate, by two decades, a model of self- reflexive anthropology 
that was to become de rigueur since the 1980s, but also a two- person, 
relational model of psychoanalysis. This two- person model had always 
had a contrapuntal –  albeit often denigrated –  presence within the psy-
choanalytic movement (a lineage for instance that is traceable from 
the Budapest- based Sándor Ferenczi through Harry Stack Sullivan in 
the USA or, again, from Ferenczi through John Rickman and Michael 
Balint in the UK), but which only gradually gained ground in the wider 
psychoanalytic community from the 1980s on. (And for complex rea-
sons, both bad and good, it has remained contested.) Nonetheless, and 
for us today within our inherited categories at first glance contradicto-
rily, the Parins and Morgenthaler, despite their commitment to a two- 
person model, and despite their political engagements, also retained a 
strong investment in ego psychology (more typically associated with 
the one- person model), in intrapsychic dynamics (more typically asso-
ciated with apolitical practitioners), and in the idea of instinctual drives 
(a notion anathema to most relationally oriented analysts today).

While the delayed- reaction reception was vital, the concrete 
historical context of original production does also matter greatly to 
our comprehension of their significance. Parin, Parin- Matthèy, and 
Morgenthaler were central figures in a complicated process whose his-
tory has not yet been comprehensively written, but which might be 
described as a mutual rescue operation of psychoanalysis and politics, 
specifically a kind of independent moral Left politics emerging in Cen-
tral Europe in the aftermath of Nazism. Indisputably, psychoanalytic 
concepts proved essential in the formulation of new moral- political 
understandings in the wake of fascism (as important, for example, as 
progressive Christian theological reformulations –  and often overlap-
ping with them).9 But in addition a case can, in fact needs to, be made 
that the infusion of moral- political earnestness saved psychoanalysis as 
an enterprise as well, and gave it a longer and richer life within Central 
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Europe than it would have had if it stayed solely within a medical- 
therapeutic remit. For Switzerland, the key figures were the Parins and 
Morgenthaler, but their influence was broadly transnational.

Becoming a Mini- Ethnie

Before becoming psychoanalysts, the Parins and Morgenthaler all had 
medical backgrounds and all had worked in zones of war or postwar 
devastation. Goldy Parin- Matthèy (born 1911, in the Austrian city of 
Graz, into a Swiss- heritage Huguenot family) trained at the University 
of Graz as a medical laboratory assistant. Paul Parin (born in 1916 and 
raised in Polzela, then also part of the Austro- Hungarian empire, now in   
Slovenia, into a Swiss- heritage Jewish- and- assimilated family) studied 
in Zagreb, Graz, and Zurich and became a medical doctor, initially 
working as a surgeon and later specializing in neurology. Morgenthaler 
(born 1919 in Oberhofen near Bern, into a family of artists –  his father 
Ernst Morgenthaler was a prominent impressionist painter, his mother 
the famous doll designer Sasha Morgenthaler) went to school in Paris 
and Zurich, studied medicine in Zurich, and after a residency in Paris 
returned to Zurich to work in neurology. Morgenthaler subsequently 
became an accomplished painter in his own right.

As a young woman in Graz, in the artistic and intellectual 
circles in which Goldy Matthèy moved (her best friend was the artist 
Maria Biljan- Bilger), she first got to know antifascist activists, anar-
chists, socialists, and communists. One friend from those days, Herbert 
Eichholzer, would later be murdered by the Nazis for his work in the 
anti- Nazi resistance, including protest against the so- called “euthana-
sia” program. Initially she had studied ceramics, but by 1933–19 34 
Matthèy was working for August Aichhorn, the founder of psychoana-
lytic pedagogy, in an alternative institution for “difficult” delinquent 
youth in Vienna; thereafter she returned to Graz and worked in a labo-
ratory at the university hospital. But in 1937 she went with her cousin 
(also Maria’s husband) Ferdinand Bilger to become one of approxi-
mately 1400 Austrians who joined the International Brigades on the 
anti- Franco side in the Spanish Civil War. There she worked with the 
left- wing medical organization Centrale Sanitaire Suisse (CSS) as an X- 
ray technician under the pseudonym “Liselot” first in Albacete and then 
in Vic. The CSS had been founded in Zurich in 1937 as a section of the 
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Centrale Sanitaire Internationale, whose purpose was to support the 
Republican forces in Spain; in 1939 she left Spain for France with other 
members of the CSS, only to be interned for two months in a camp in 
St. Zacharie near Marseille. It was upon her release that she moved to 
Switzerland and took up a position as director of a hematological lab 
in Zurich. This is where she met Parin, then a young medical student.

From September 1944 to October 1945, again in connection 
with CSS, the pair was in Yugoslavia, together with five other sur-
geons, in order to provide humanitarian medical aid –  first to Tito’s 
partisans battling the Nazis and the Italian fascist army until the war 
there ended in mid- May, and then to assist in the aftermath.10 Mat-
thèy would return to Yugoslavia with CSS once more in 1946 and, this 
time with Morgenthaler, helped to build a hospital in Prijedor (now 
Bosnia). Parin visited her there, and his friendship with Morgenthaler 
began. (Morgenthaler had fallen ill; Parin treated him, giving his first- 
ever penicillin shot.) The three became inseparable from that time on.

Upon their return to Zurich, all three would undertake analy-
ses with the neurologist and psychoanalyst Rudolf Brun, and in 1952 
they opened their shared practice and began to take patients. They 
founded, with Jacques Berna, the left- leaning Psychoanalytic Seminar 
Zurich, and –  through its many upheavals –  trained, mentored, and/ 
or inspired the two next generations of progressive analysts in Swit-
zerland, Austria, and West Germany. In addition, Morgenthaler had a 
strong reputation and following in Italy, traveling there frequently for 
teaching. All three were affiliated with the International Psychoanalyti-
cal Association, Parin also serving in an official capacity. They nurtured 
close and collegial relationships with a far- flung international network 
of the leading psychoanalysts of their day, including many Americans. 
Their influence on the New Left, within and outside of psychoanaly-
sis, would be substantial. And it is no less indicative that the Parins 
and Morgenthaler not only argued within the IPA on behalf of lay 
analysts (supporting Anna Freud in this), as well as for less control-
ling treatment of analytic candidates, but also split off from the Swiss 
Psychoanalytic Society in solidarity with the European- Latin American 
Plataforma movement of young left- leaning analysts- in- training.11

Morgenthaler died in 1984 at age 65 (on a trip, of a heart 
attack, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia), but Parin- Matthèy would live until 
1997 and Parin until 2009. From the 1970s through to the 1990s the 
Parins were well known in Switzerland and West (and then united) 
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Germany as influential public intellectuals writing on all the crucial 
Cold War and post- Cold War issues –  from the student protests of the 
1960s and the USA’s involvement in Vietnam and the Latin American 
dictatorships to the danger of the nuclear arms race and the right- wing 
turn in the West in the 1980s, but also on the limitations of Marxism 
and the catastrophe that was Soviet socialism. They were consistently 
more anarchist than socialist. Celebrated in their later years as “the 
dream couple of the European Left,” their 58- year love affair was as 
much a part of their aura as their antifascist credentials.12 But through-
out their long lives, what the couple worked on and what they stood 
for  –  politically and existentially  –  would remain inextricable from 
their threesomeness with Morgenthaler.13 When Paul Parin died in 
2009, the Swiss psychoanalyst Ralf Binswanger (one of Morgenthaler’s 
former analysands, who had also been close to both of the Parins), 
in his obituary- cum- homage tribute to the trio dubbed them a Mini- 
Ethnie (a mini- ethnicity of three).14

Looking for Oedipus Elsewhere

In their first longer stay among the Dogon in Mali in 1960, as the three 
experimented with shifting away from ethnographic methods based in 
participant- observation life or direct questioning of informants toward 
conducting psychoanalyses, one main aim was simply to see if psy-
choanalysis could be used –  sensitively, self- critically, respectfully –  also 
to understand non- Western selves. The idea was to employ the cross- 
cultural comparative findings to test the validity as well as the limits 
of the psychoanalytic theories of psychosexual stages, ego structure, 
Oedipal conflicts, defenses and resistances that had been developed in a 
Western context. Riffing on Freud’s comment that “where id was there 
ego shall be,” they emphasized that in Africa they were not trying to 
help to develop ego where id had been but rather to recognize as ego 
what had emerged out of id in such a different way there.15

However, in some ways more like ethnographers, the Parins 
and Morgenthaler paid their informants (obviously a direct –  and some 
critics thought scandalous –  inversion of the usual relationship between 
patient and doctor). The reasoning of the Parins and Morgenthaler was 
that it was only fair and just to reimburse their conversation- partners 
for time lost from the work they would be otherwise doing; depending 
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on the season, this would be farming millet, sorghum, and onions, or 
preparing the harvested materials for collective use or for market. (In 
discussion with the village elders, they settled on the typical hourly 
wage of 50 Central African francs for adults; half of that for adoles-
cents.) Moreover, the informant- clients were in no distress and were 
emotionally normal by their cultures’ standards. Yet these were, none-
theless, daily hour- long sessions, sessions in which the analysts encour-
aged intimate disclosure and free association, provided interpretations 
(in fact one could say that their distinctive style was to interpret early 
and often), and remained, especially as the relationships deepened, con-
tinuously attentive to issues of transference and countertransference 
(see Figure 14).16

One relevant context for the Parins’ and Morgenthaler’s exper-
iments was the decades- old phenomenon, going back to the 1920s, of 
merger and mutual borrowing as well as heated disputation between 
psychoanalysis and anthropology. The Polish anthropologist Bronisław 
Malinowski set off a firestorm in the 1920s when he said that his 
research among the Trobrianders of Papua New Guinea had proven 
that the Oedipus complex was not universal. (The Trobrianders had no 
concept of the father’s role in reproduction; it was the maternal uncles 
that served as authority figures for children coming of age.) Psycho-
analysts were incensed at this attack on one of their most deeply held 
convictions. (“They reacted,” as one psychologist put it a few years 
ago, “comparably to the reaction of traditional Catholics when one 
expresses skepticism about Mary’s immaculate conception.”)17 One 
analyst, however, failed to be distressed. In his 1931 manifesto, Der 
Einbruch der Sexualmoral (published in English translation much 
later –  in 1971, indicatively in the midst of a new sexual revolution –  as 
The Invasion of Compulsory Sex- Morality, in 1972 also in French and 
Italian), the sex- radical Marxist Freudian Wilhelm Reich was delighted 
at what he took to be Malinowski’s findings that sexual freedom cor-
related with marvelously peaceable social relations.18

Some of the prior efforts at the intersection of psychoanaly-
sis and anthropology were definitely concerned to critique modernity 
and seek inspiration from supposedly nonmodern peoples, specifically 
around issues of sexual freedom.19 One notable early  example –  in add-
ition to Reich’s channeling of his own interpretation of Malinowski –  
was Margaret Mead’s Coming of Age in Samoa (1928). Mead contended 
that young girls in Samoa were free to enjoy casual sex with a variety 
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of partners before settling into marriage and contrasted this with the 
restrictiveness of US gender and sexual relations; the book was a much- 
discussed bestseller and earned headlines such as “Samoa is the Place 
for Women –  Economically Independent, Don’t Have to Cook and go 
Home to Dad When Husbands Get Tiresome” and “Where Neuroses 
Cease from Troubling and Complexes are at Rest.”20 Meanwhile, as 
texts like Malinowski’s challenged the universality of psychoanalytic 
theories, and Mead’s ongoing work emphasized how profoundly dif-
ferent cultures shaped the selves that people developed within them, 

Figure 14 Paul Parin in conversation with his informant- analysand, Abinu, a 
Dogon, in 1960 in the village of Bongo in Mali. Abinu, who was approximately 
fifty years old, had excellent French, having gone to school in colonial times and 
having served for several months in the French army during World War II; he had 
also worked in the Gold Coast (now Ghana). When Parin first came to Bongo, the 
villagers were accustomed to tourists who would want to be shown around for a 
fee. Parin explained that “I am a tourist, but one who wants to get to know the land 
with his ears and not with his eyes” and he asks if Abinu will speak with him one 
hour daily for 50 Central African francs per hour (to compensate for the time Abinu 
will lose from his work as a planter). Abinu agrees. In a marvelous reversal of eth-
nographic relationships, Abinu asks Parin whether he comes “from the same tribe as 
Professor Griaule?” –  a reference to the well- known anthropologist that had studied 
the Dogon since the early 1930s. Parin explains that no, Switzerland is a neigh-
boring country to France. They end up having extraordinarily rich conversations, 
among other things about the intricacies of gender relations among the Dogon.
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other scholars insisted on universal commonalities in human nature 
across cultural divides, and particularly insisted on the universality of 
Oedipus. The ever- loopy Géza Róheim, indignant critic of Malinow-
ski, was the classic instance of a psychoanalyst- anthropologist who 
spent his life eagerly (one might say overeagerly) identifying penises 
and patricidal wishes in every culture he could visit in person or read 
about from his armchair.21 The biggest trend at the intersection of the 
two fields, however, involved applying psychoanalytic concepts to an 
interpretation of so- called “primitive” myths, symbols, and rituals.22 
In a way, it made sense that the two fields were reciprocally interested. 
Both sought insight into primal issues, even grotesque ones: murderous 
wishes, unclean desires of all kinds, the dark magic phantasms of the 
human mind. Greek mythology, from which Freud had borrowed the 
concept of Oedipus in the first place, concerned these themes as well.

Yet rare was the effort actually to conduct psychoanaly-
sis with non- Western peoples.23 Even when psychoanalytic concepts 
were employed, it was only, as it were, after the fact, either to inter-
pret retrospectively material that had been gathered in fieldwork or to 
attempt to adjudicate, as Malinowski and Róheim each in their own 
way had done, the universal applicability (or not) of psychoanalytic 
theories. Prior ethnographic work ranged widely in approach. Some 
scholars focused strictly on being a participant- observer in communal 
life (while also being aware of the impact of their presence on the inter-
actions they were documenting). Others –  perhaps most famously the 
French anthropologist Marcel Griaule –  expressed more concern with 
trying to outwit informants into revealing secrets of their culture even 
when the informants were striving to hide those secrets (thereby of 
course acknowledging the complex power differentials and the tensions 
between observer and observed).24 Meanwhile, the preponderance of 
psychiatric work in the colonial context, whether psychoanalytically 
inflected or not, had been deeply imbued with racism.25 The evidence 
on this point is overwhelming –  though it is noteworthy that there have 
recently been efforts to rescue from the taint of racism some of the 
canonical authors, both British and French. In particular, the French 
Lacanian (but also Adlerian) psychoanalyst Octave Mannoni, author 
of Psychologie de la colonisation (1950, translated in 1956 as Prospero 
and Caliban: The Psychology of Colonization) based on his work in 
Madagascar –  sharply criticized by Frantz Fanon for his assumptions 
of an “inferiority complex” among the colonized  –  has of late been 
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revived not least for the insights he provided into the psychological 
problems also of the colonizers.26 And recent research has uncovered 
British psychologists (as opposed to psychiatrists) whose work among 
colonized peoples turned up such compelling data of the colonized’s 
intelligence, emotional independence, and imagination that the schol-
ars self- censored so as not to undermine the rationale of imperial rule. 
Among these, there were analysts and others informed by psychoana-
lytic ideas who undertook such projects as gathering accounts of the 
dreams of colonized individuals.27

The Parins’ and Morgenthaler’s work may best be compared 
with the one well- known prior effort to conduct psychoanalysis with 
an African individual, the South African Wulf Sachs’ 1930s study of 
a Manyika healer- diviner named John Chavafambira and that man’s 
struggles to come to terms with Western culture. The resulting book 
was entitled Black Hamlet (1937), later retitled Black Anger.28 Cer-
tainly the Parins and Morgenthaler understood themselves, in 1960, as 
the first to conduct psychoanalytic conversations with Africans since 
Sachs’ project. Almost coterminous with them was the work of the 
French psychologist and psychoanalyst Marie- Cécile Ortigues with 
Wolof, Lebou, and Serrer patients at the Fann Hospital in Senegal 
from 1962 to 1966, which resulted in the book Œdipe africain (Afri-
can Oedipus, 1966), cowritten with her philosopher husband Edmond 
Ortigues.29 As both titles –  Black Hamlet and Œdipe africain –  sug-
gest, Sachs and the Ortigues were serious believers in the universality 
of Oedipus. Sachs largely imposed a Western model on Chavafambira 
(and found him deficient by comparison –  even as Sachs intended his 
work as a robust indictment of South African racism).30 The (strongly 
Lacanian) Ortigues were particularly interested in cultural variation 
and the different ways Oedipal conflicts would be experienced and 
expressed in a society that was not only polygamous but also one in 
which children were often shared among relatives.

Around the time the Parins and Morgenthaler went into the 
field, there were already six or seven (if not more) ways circulating 
among psychoanalysts and anthropologists to think about the exist-
ence and nature of an Oedipus complex. Malinowski in the 1920s had 
simply declared the complex non- universal, and explored the differ-
ent complex (one in which the major taboo concerned not mother- son 
but rather brother- sister incest) he claimed to have found among the 
matrilineally organized Trobrianders; the British psychoanalyst Ernest 
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Jones, representing Freud, had retorted that whatever configurations 
Malinowski had found were a variant on, and hence a confirmation of, 
the ubiquity of Oedipus.31 (Indeed, some later anthropologists, notably 
Melvin Spiro, contended that the more forcefully a culture appeared 
to deny the existence of a child’s sexual and aggressive wishes toward 
its parents or parental figures, the more true, the more powerfully, the 
Oedipal complex was at work.)32 But by the 1930s and 1940s there 
were quite a few analysts –  notably the neo- Freudian émigrés Karen 
Horney and Erich Fromm in the USA –  who declared that the Oedipus 
complex had never existed in any culture, that the whole idea was best 
seen as Freud’s own fantasy or as an unwarranted extrapolation from 
limited evidence.33 Melanie Klein in England, for her part, insisted on 
the complex’s reality, but located the ferocious and desirous wishes at 
an earlier moment in infant development, placing its timing at around 
18 months, rather than 3– 5 or 4– 6 years of age.34 Jacques Lacan in 
France in the 1940s and 1950s also took the view that Oedipus was 
universal, but he redefined its significance as lying not so much in desir-
ous or lethal impulses toward literal parents, but rather in the human 
toddler’s entry into language and culture in general –  an emergence that 
involved distinguishing among, and understanding relations between, 
the conceptual triumvirate of me, you, and he or she –  even as Lacan 
also, as noted in the prior chapter, stressed that actual, consequential 
familial dynamics all too often involved more than three characters.35

George Devereux, meanwhile, who was later to be in recur-
rent friendly exchange especially with Paul Parin, already in the 1950s 
stayed with the story Freud had taken from Greek mythology. How-
ever, Devereux flipped it to emphasize that both the brutally murder-
ous and the taboo- breaking sexually covetous impulses originated 
from the parents, not the children –  and wondered aloud what it was 
about other analysts that had caused them to disavow (or, as he put it, 
“scotomize,” that is, erase from consciousness) this insight; Devereux 
also questioned the heterosexual framing Freud had given the story, 
recovering violent same- sex desires in earlier versions of the myth.36 
And, in the early 1960s, anthropologist Anne Parsons (daughter of the 
sociologist Talcott Parsons) was concerned to argue that also within 
the West  –  her example was the culture of southern Italy, around 
Naples –  there could be considerable variation in the forms taken by 
the Oedipus complex. Parsons emphasized strong mother- son ties in 
a culture which combined reverence for the figure of the Madonna 
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with frank secular joking about sexual matters, a combination she saw 
as fostering a situation in which the son’s respect for the mother was 
stronger than his respect for his father, even while the son remained 
orally dependent on his mother’s solace well into adulthood –  as the 
mother also was permissive toward her son’s masculinity and sexual 
activity.37 (It would take into the 1980s and 1990s for psychoanalysts 
to explore how Oedipal developments could be redescribed to account 
affirmatively, rather than hostilely, also for homosexually oriented 
outcomes.38 And it was also the mid- 1990s when scholars began to 
explore how “the invention of Oedipus” may have involved Sigmund 
Freud’s very own efforts to “heterosexualize” himself in a vehemently 
antisemitic culture which feminized Jewish men.39 Efforts to reconceive 
the Oedipal story in a family situation with same- sex parents are only 
getting underway now.)40

 The Parins and Morgenthaler, for their parts, took the uni-
versality of some kind of Oedipal conflicts for granted, and published 
repeatedly on the variations of Oedipal constellations and out-
comes that they saw among the “tradition- directed” but in colonial- 
postcolonial- evolution tribal groups they encountered.41 However, they 
were more interested in exploring what they saw as the different kinds 
of egos (for example, among the patrilineally organized Dogon: oral, 
flexible, group- dependent) that –  they contended –  emerged in a culture 
where children’s physical needs were consistently and immediately met 
by mothers, other adults, and peers, and anxiety over abandonment 
by the group proved to be more elemental and determinative than the 
castration anxiety more typical among individual autonomy- oriented 
Europeans.42 (The psychoanalytic psychotherapist Vera Saller, who 
had known the Parins and Morgenthaler well, perceptively pointed out 
decades later that they had no doubt underestimated the dependency 
wishes and fears of abandonment manifest also among Europeans.)43 
Among the matrilineal Anyi, the Parins and Morgenthaler found yet 
another constellation. In contrast to the tendentially generous, curious, 
reliably responsible, mutually supportive, and hospitable- to- outsiders 
manner prevalent among the Dogon, the Anyi displayed far more sus-
picion and fear, not only toward visitors but also amongst themselves. 
In addition, the Parins and Morgenthaler found among the Anyi a 
self- protective tendency to drop relationships before one was rejected 
oneself, to treat individuals as interchangeable and replaceable, to 
be aggressive in manner (albeit not violent), and to be completely 
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unconcerned with demonstrating a dependable work ethic. The Parins 
and Morgenthaler thought there must be a relationship between these 
regularly appearing characteristics and the fact that, although nurs-
ing infants were in constant sensuous and caring contact with their 
mothers’ bodies, as toddlers they were confronted –  as a group –  with 
the daily administration of painful chili- pepper enemas; the mothers’ 
behaviors could only seem like repeated anal rapes.44

Without question, the Parins and Morgenthaler found, in what 
Parin had once generically referred to as “the comparative study of 
peoples” (vergleichende Völkerkunde), relevance also for making better 
critical sense of dynamics within European culture.45 They expressly 
saw themselves as turning the methods they had developed in their 
visits to Africa –  and especially their attunement to the impact of cul-
tural context on psyches –  also onto what they referred to as “our own 
ethnicity” (unsere eigene Ethnie).46 A good example was the essay that 
Parin and Morgenthaler co- wrote for Alexander Mitscherlich’s 1969 
anthology on aggression, Bis hierher und nicht weiter (Up to Here and 
No Further); the universal fact of human aggression, they noted there, 
did not mean that all societies were inevitably violent –  on the con-
trary, some cultures were clearly better able than Europeans to preempt 
violence.47 All three felt sure more generally that their encounters in 
Africa had made them “freer and braver” in their interactions with 
their European analysands –  and indeed also “less inclined to treat a 
behavior different from our own as pathological; that has also affected 
our theoretical perspectives.”48

One of the conclusions from their work about which the Parins 
and Morgenthaler felt most strongly was the point that societies do 
indeed shape selves at the most elemental levels. This they took as 
essential evidence against the trend so prevalent in postwar psycho-
analytic circles, predominant especially in the USA and UK, though 
also apparent in France, to refuse to entertain extrapsychic considera-
tions. As far as the Parins and Morgenthaler were concerned, to ignore 
extrapsychic contexts was not just politically ignorant but also, quite 
simply, scientifically wrong.

Yet –  in this way again more like Mitscherlich and less like the 
Melanie Klein- inspired Félix Guattari –  the Parins and Morgenthaler 
remained, for a long time, attached to an ego psychological frame-
work drawn substantially from Anna Freud (and from Sigmund Freud 
directly), replete with a belief that psychic life involved drives and 
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defenses above all (indeed, it would be only Morgenthaler who would 
subsequently evince interest also in the less drive- centered self psycho-
logical work of Heinz Kohut). For instance, in the introduction to Die 
Weissen denken zuviel, the Parins and Morgenthaler expressed their 
distinctive combination of radical universalism with interest in the dif-
ferential impact of cultures like this: “Theoretically it is to be expected 
that the drive- resources of all human beings are the same, and that 
the drive- forces that express themselves in the course of an analysis 
obey the same laws everywhere.” Yet they went on to say: “It is also 
necessary to know well the environment of the analysand in order to 
understand the counter- forces that defend against the drives, for these 
counter- forces have been formed by the environment.”49 At the same 
time, and all through, the Parins and Morgenthaler were perfectly self- 
aware as well that no psychoanalysts anywhere, also those operating 
within their own cultures, ever got the “truth” from their analysands; 
rather, what psychoanalysts got were free associations which  –  they 
argued –  “will be organized [by the analyst] more in accordance with 
the defenses that have influenced them than by their reality- content.”50

Whites Think Too Much

The Parins and Morgenthaler were not just concerned to use their 
ethnopsychoanalytic explorations to gain some intermittent criti-
cal leverage on European society. In addition, they clearly sought 
to challenge themselves, and gain greater flexibility and range in 
their own work as psychoanalysts, by allowing themselves to be in 
mutually transformative relationship in their daily conversations 
with their informants. Two dimensions at least are important here. 
One of these is the sensibility that they so evidently shared with the 
manifestly eccentric but magnificently creative George Devereux: the 
willingness to go outside one’s comfort zone. Devereux, who had 
been analyzed by Róheim, had gained fame as the author of Real-
ity and Dream: Psychotherapy of a Plains Indian (1951) –  a book 
which in its sequential editions garnered prefaces from both (the 
otherwise mutually opposed) Margaret Mead and Karl Menninger –  
but his most self- reflexive works were his methodological ones, most 
notably From Anxiety to Method in the Behavioral Sciences (1967) 
and Ethnopsychoanalysis: Psychoanalysis and Anthropology as 
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Complementary Frames of Reference (1978). Whatever one thinks of 
Devereux’s dogged insistence that psychoanalytic and anthropologi-
cal toolkits could never be used simultaneously –  that the more one 
understood about a phenomenon in cultural contextual terms, for 
example, the less one understood it in terms of the specificity of an 
individual patient’s or informant’s psychology (an emphatic convic-
tion that might have been rooted more in his self- awareness that he 
could all too easily be tempted, when treating psychotherapeutically 
a patient from another culture, to go off track in the therapy in order 
to collect anthropologically fascinating data) –  there is no question 
that Devereux was acutely insightful not just about the impossibility, 
but the very undesirability, of neutrality and objectivity on the part 
of anthropologists.51 Devereux’s wager was that the only real data 
produced in the anthropological encounter were the anthropologist’s 
own subjective countertransferential reactions to the transference 
his or her presence had triggered.52

The other dimension involved the respectful treatment of their 
informants as co- producers of the conceptual conclusions about cul-
ture and selfhood that the Parins and Morgenthaler were evolving. The 
heart of Die Weissen denken zuviel comprised thirteen case studies of 
individuals with whom Parin and Morgenthaler had formed analytic- 
conversational relationships. (Parin- Matthèy took lessons in the local 
language and certainly participated in interaction with the villagers. But 
she did not, during the 1960 trip, conduct analytic conversations.)53 The 
men developed strong attachments with their analysand- informants, 
mostly male but also female, and did so with a high degree of mutual-
ity of disclosure and obviously genuine affection. And, although they 
were learning much about cultural difference in the conversations, they 
also did regularly provide interpretations, often of their analysand- 
informants’ transferential dynamics toward themselves, and/ or of the 
analysand- informants’ psychic conflicts –  over such matters as famil-
ial or village hierarchies, rivalries, inclusions and exclusions, or over 
childhood or adolescent losses, fears, or humiliations that had not been 
consciously processed –  in such a way that the analysand- informants 
evidently experienced as helpful. Years later, Parin, for instance, would 
be told by a former analysand- informant how he still appreciated that 
he learned that his stomach ailments were due to “swallowed- down 
anger,” and he had learned to manage subsequent incidents by imagin-
ing himself talking with Parin.54
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They had approached potential informants with a simple over-
ture: “We would like to get to know [the Dogon] and understand how 
they think and feel.”55 The chief in the village they chose as their home 
base (Sanga), a man named Ogobara, had volunteered himself spon-
taneously as the first analysand; soon the news got around that these 
were “tourists of a special kind” –  they did not want to observe any 
traditional rites like mask dances, but rather wanted to get to know 
the locals “with their ears.” Other villagers joined in not least in order 
to be understood as gracious toward the chief’s guests. Morgenthaler 
ventured further to villages that were approximately twenty kilometers 
away –  and there he was received as a visitor from Sanga; one of the 
villages was Andiumbolo and there again it was a respected representa-
tive of the village chief –  in this case the chief’s nephew, Dommo –  who 
presented himself as the “manager of public opinion” in the village and 
facilitated contacts.56

It could certainly be argued that the trio was ethnographically 
naive.57 They had deliberately chosen as their base a village where eth-
nographers had been before –  and had been positively received. Yet, at 
the same time, they did not consider what kind of syncretistic effect 
this prior contact might have had and instead asserted that their inter-
est lay precisely in the fact that the culture of the Dogon had remained 
traditional.58 In addition, the Parins and Morgenthaler had chosen 
villages in which many inhabitants spoke French because they had 
attended French colonial schools –  as they also relied on translators 
for conversations with individuals less fluent in French. On the one 
hand, then, there was no pure tradition to be observed. The Dogon of 
Sanga, already in the 1960s, were hardly unworldly; one of their own, 
Dolo Sominé, was the Minister of Health in the newborn Republic of 
Mali.59 Others had traveled to Niger, Ivory Coast, Ghana, or Algeria; 
some had served in the French military.60 Moreover, they were well 
accustomed to European visitors. As a later anthropologist once joked 
about the Dogon, nearly every village group had an “anthropologist 
in residence.”61 On the other hand, the Parins and Morgenthaler were 
continually impressed, not just on their first visit but also upon their 
subsequent return in 1966, at how supplely their hosts managed to 
adapt to the demands of the new young state, just as they had man-
aged to adapt to the colonizers, while maintaining many aspects of 
their inherited ways (however inevitably modified); it would only be 
in the early 1980s that tourists and beggars became dominant fixtures 
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of the economy.62 Meanwhile, there was also no way that the Parins 
and Morgenthaler could have known that the literature they had stud-
ied in preparation for their first visit could not be relied on; it was 
years before it was revealed that Marcel Griaule, author of the much- 
admired Dieu d’Eau (God of Water, 1948 –  translated as Conversations 
with Ogotemmêli), had been fooled by his imaginative tall- tale- telling 
informant when he thought he was learning the intricacies of Dogon 
cosmology.63

Arguably they were also psychoanalytically naive, not least 
as they stressed just how rapidly they were able to notice the arising 
of resistances within their analysands and the quick establishment of 
transferences.64 There is no question that their efforts to complicate 
the universalism they had set out both to challenge and to confirm 
repeatedly ran up against their desire to have empathic contact with 
individuals from another culture.65 But that was not the criticism lev-
eled at the time. Instead, Griaule’s daughter and sometime collabora-
tor, the ethnologist Geneviève Calame- Griaule, as well as the Ortigues, 
criticized them not just for paying their informants but, more than that, 
for being the importunate ones, the ones asking for something, rather 
than waiting for a suffering individual to address them for help.66 And 
another French commentator was snide about the evident polemicism 
of the title, declaring that “in its demagogy it is certainly no guarantee 
of the value of the ideas which the authors bring us.”67

Yet the title was not so much a comment on race or color, as 
rather on the miseries produced by capitalism. The original quote came 
from a Dogon village chief –  translated into French by the analysand- 
impresario Dommo –  who had remarked that Europeans were always 
so stressed and unable to enjoy daily life:

The whites think too much, and then they do a lot of things; and 
the more they do, the more they think. And then they earn a lot of 
money, and when they have a lot of money, they are worried that 
the money might get lost. Then they think even more and make 
more money and they never have enough money. Then they’re not 
settled any longer. That’s why they’re not happy.68

It is also noteworthy that, when a number of their former hosts in Sanga 
had read the French translation of the book, they told the authors that 
they were “very satisfied with your book. You have not lied. We are like 
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the way our ancestors made us and how we have spoken with you.” 
Interestingly, moreover, when another ethnographer visited Sanga in 
later years and told the story of the Dommo- translated village chief’s 
remarks about capitalism and unhappiness to his local tour guide, the 
tour guide responded by saying: “Now I feel the same way. My head 
is dizzy. I can no longer sleep. I am always asking myself: How can 
I make more money?”69

Whatever its authors’ lack of sophistication and ensuing con-
ceptual shortcomings, Die Weissen denken zuviel included tremendous 
amounts of ethnographic observation.70 Reading the book now, what 
stands out above all are its portraits of sassy, self- assured women and 
sensitive, conflicted men. Without much flagging or fanfare, the Parins 
and Morgenthaler described the subtleties and dynamics of gender 
relations in a bigamous culture.71 Dogon women were exceedingly 
independent –  valued highly not least for their reproductive capacities; 
sexual relations were by any standards liberated. Although matches 
were made by families –  who promised their offspring to each other 
when the children were still little –  individuals who did not like their 
family’s choice were free to seek other partners and, in general, there 
was substantial flexibility in personal arrangements. Children engaged 
in experimental sex- play without any adult remonstrations; teenagers 
spoke frankly within their peer groups about best sexual techniques 
and vetted and helped individuals approach their first objects of desire; 
adult women and men alike took lovers (and there were complicated 
rules about with whom a potential shared child would live, should an 
affair last longer than the permitted three years and thus begin more 
closely to approximate a marriage); sometimes two wives would get 
fed up with their shared husband and both threaten to leave him; much 
humor surrounded men’s efforts to hold their wives and keep them 
satisfied, demonstrating kindness and good work habits. Not all men 
were able to achieve the ideal of two wives; much of the diffidence or 
insecurity in men involved an intra- male pecking order.72

Another revelatory area concerned the coexistence of pagan 
and Muslim cultures. A shift to increasing adherence to Islam had been 
tentatively fostered in the colonial era, but the results were uneven at 
best. It was, of all things, decolonization and the national independence 
just being achieved in 1960 that would, in the years following, force 
the trend toward Islamic observance far more strongly, and encour-
age the building of more mosques; at the same time, the new state’s  
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trend toward a celebration of negritude allowed individuals to blend, 
in their own practices and self- presentations, traditional Dogon rites 
like mask dances with the perceived- to- be- more- modern identifica-
tion as Muslim.73 Both before and after independence, many who had 
formally converted to Islam explicitly continued pagan rites as well. 
Meanwhile, the women encountered by the Parins and Morgenthaler 
joked that men found Islam appealing because they hoped it would 
make their women more subservient; some also laughingly declared 
that the happiest combination might well be a Muslim man with a 
pagan woman.74

Later, Parin would remark that the second big book pro-
ject, Fear Thy Neighbor as Thyself, was actually the more rigorously 
conceptually developed book –  as he also noted that it was never to 
achieve the wide readership that Die Weissen denken zuviel ultimately 
did.75 But there was to be a time lag between the publication of the 
earlier book in 1963 and its subsequent cult status. Certainly there 
were younger ethnographers, among them the Swiss ethnopsychoana-
lysts Florence Weiss (who Morgenthaler, with his son, would visit in 
Papua New Guinea in the 1970s) and Maya Nadig and Mario Erdheim 
(who worked in Mexico), as well as the American anthropologist Vin-
cent Crapanzano (who worked in Morocco), who did not just rely on 
psychoanalysis for thinking about myths, rituals, or symbols, but also 
drew direct inspiration from Devereux and from the Parins and Mor-
genthaler above all to reflect on the dynamics of their interactions with 
their subjects.76 The psychoanalytically informed American anthropol-
ogists L. Bryce Boyer and Daniel Freeman became close friends with 
the Parins and Morgenthaler as well, and Parin recurrently participated 
in the “Workshop for Psychoanalytic Anthropology” at the annual fall 
session of the American Psychoanalytic Association, and was cofounder 
and coeditor of the Journal for Psychoanalytic Anthropology.77 And 
there were ethnographically inclined young New Left- affiliated psy-
choanalysts inspired directly by the Parins and Morgenthaler, like the 
Austrian Johannes Reichmayr (later author of the major primer for the 
field of ethnopsychoanalysis, Einführung in die Ethnopsychoanalyse –  
Geschichte, Theorien und Methoden [Introduction to Ethnopsychoa-
nalysis –  History, Theories, Method, 1995], subsequently updated and 
expanded as Ethnopsychoanalyse: Geschichte, Konzepte, Anwendun-
gen [Ethnopsychoanalysis: History, Concepts, Uses, 2013], and coedi-
tor of the Ethnologie und Psychoanalyse: Biographisches Lexikon der 
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psychoanalytischen Ethnologie, Ethnopsychoanalyse und interkulturel-
len psychoanalytischen Therapie [Psychoanalysis and Ethnology: Bio-
graphical Lexicon of Psychoanalytic Ethnology, Ethnopsychoanalysis 
and Intercultural Psychoanalytic Therapy, 2003]) and the Swiss- born 
Ursula Hauser, who would develop ethnographically sensitive group 
psychotherapy and psychodrama in Costa Rica, Mexico, Cuba, and El 
Salvador.78 But the Parins and Morgenthaler took somewhat more time 
to reach a popular audience.

Sales of Die Weissen denken zuviel lagged despite early reviewer 
attention, but interest was revived not least in the context of the stu-
dent rebellions of 1968.79 By 1969, the first edition of the book had 
sold out.80 An article that Parin published in the West German New 
Left journal Kursbuch in 1972 –  comparing formations of the Oedipal 
complex in Dogon, Anyi, and European cultures  –  drew even more 
attention to the trio’s work among left- leaning students.81 So too did an 
article citing them appreciatively in the same issue of Kursbuch by the 
psychoanalyst (and respected former head of the West German Social-
ist German Students’ Association) Reimut Reiche. Reiche praised Anne 
Parsons and the Parins and Morgenthaler as he merged the insights 
from Die Weissen denken zuviel and Fear Thy Neighbor as Thyself to 
argue that they had proven that conventional ego psychologists’ ver-
sion of the Oedipus complex was not universally applicable but rather 
a capitalist- culture- bound, genital- primacy- obsessed one.82 The biggest 
turnaround in the reception, however, was to be quite unexpected. It 
had everything to do with sexual politics and with postfascist intergen-
erational dynamics in West Germany.

The Position of the Perversions

In 1974, in the pages of Psyche, the prestigious West German journal of 
psychoanalysis, Fritz Morgenthaler –  for a change writing only under 
his own name –  published an utterly chaotic but soon to be extraor-
dinarily influential essay. Entitled “Die Stellung der Perversionen in 
Metapsychologie und Technik” (The Position of the Perversions in 
Metapsychology and Technique), the essay had five unevenly balanced 
parts. Starting out from a brief account of a bisexual, suicidal arsonist, 
it then moved on without transition to introduce an original theory 
of perversions. Morgenthaler proposed seeing perversions as “creative 
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ego- achievements” evolved in response to disruptions or chronic inter-
ference in the development of the self in early childhood.83

Morgenthaler unselfconsciously blended aspects of the (at that 
time newly popular revisionist) work on narcissism of self psychologist 
Heinz Kohut with more classic Heinz Hartmann- esque ego psychologi-
cal reflections (albeit selectively plucked), while also borrowing from 
Phyllis Greenacre’s theories of the fetish. The bit taken from Hartmann 
was the idea that a symptom –  in Hartmann’s words –  “which when 
viewed laterally is pathological and can be attributed to certain defi-
ciencies at particular stages of development, may present the best solu-
tion for an optimal interaction between the mental systems and the self 
when viewed longitudinally, i.e., in terms of the total development of 
the personality.”84 The concept drawn from Greenacre’s work of the 
early to mid- 1950s was that a fetish often had developed in response 
to a traumatic incident in early childhood (a key example she gave was 
of a man with a foot and buckled shoe fetish who had been deeply dis-
turbed by overhearing and partially observing at least three abortions 
performed on his mother).85 Both Hartmann and Greenacre, in short, 
although with distinct valences –  as Hartmann was genially optimis-
tic, while his close associate Greenacre’s tone about her patients could 
come off as condescending –  implied that symptoms could also be the 
products of an individual’s efforts at self- healing.

It was in these passages that Morgenthaler floated what was 
to become one of his signature concepts: the idea of a perversion or a 
preferred orientation as a Plombe, literally a “filling” (as in a dental fill-
ing for a cavity, something that is an alchemical mixture of substances 
that plugs an awkward fissure but does so perfectly), something closing 
and holding together a “terrible gap” within the self.86 Morgenthaler 
saw such a phenomenon literally as an achievement of the ego, i.e., as 
itself a creative solution to a particular psychological difficulty in early 
development. At some points in the essay, Morgenthaler additionally 
floated the metaphors of a “plug” or a “bridging structure.” What he 
meant was that what might seem at first glance to be a sexual matter 
was actually better understood as a sexualized attempt to solve a more 
primal existential issue. (This was an idea that had also, albeit with 
different emphases, been put forward in Kohut’s work.)87 The perver-
sion or orientation, Morgenthaler averred, like any symptom, fulfilled 
a function –  indeed was a function. The analyst’s task was to honor and 
work with and around it.
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But then suddenly the essay led the reader to Papua New 
Guinea (with an insert of two full- page photographs portraying a 
woman dressed as a man and a man dressed as a woman, participat-
ing in a tribal ritual). Here Morgenthaler recounted his own experi-
ence (during his initial sojourn there with Florence Weiss and Milan 
Stanek in 1972– 1973) observing Yatmul initiation rights. When the 
young boys came of age, they had their backs scarified to look like 
the tribal totem –  a crocodile  –  and the women of the community 
dressed as men and danced “hectically- phallically,” while the brothers 
of the mothers of the initiates cross- dressed as women. An elaborate 
sensual dance ensued, in which the men dressed as women offered 
food to the boys, feeding them by hand. These cross- dressed mater-
nal uncles, through their seductive caressing and offering of food to 
the boys, were, Morgenthaler proposed (or: projected or fantasized), 
collectively reenacting the solicitously yearning as well as threaten-
ing “early pregenital mother,” “penisless” and “phallic” at once, but 
also, simultaneously, and ingeniously, in his view, represented the 
by turns “castrated” and “castrating” father. (Morgenthaler clearly 
brought his own assumptions about the universality of Oedipus into 
his observation.) In Morgenthaler’s summary view:  “The point of 
the whole ritual is to perform and to represent how the young man, 
after the completed initiation, has been fully incorporated into the 
community of men, the mythical crocodile community, and in this 
way made immune to the temptation of incest.” And Morgenthaler 
mused further about the “stunning emotional force with which the 
events are communicated to and engraved in every individual mem-
ber of the crocodile village collective,” noting the visceral impact also 
on him as an outside observer, and he stressed that the effect of the 
ritual would be much less powerful if done by the real mothers; the 
transvestism was essential, he thought, to its emotional impact. The 
transvestite ritual, in his view, was a creative invention of the com-
munity, a kind of “sociocultural Plombe,” a collective perverse filling, 
a supple but potent process that dramatized, and thereby sought to 
resolve preemptively, what could otherwise have become a potential 
communal problem (see Figure 15a&b).88

And then the essay abruptly shifted once more: to two final sec-
tions on effective analytic technique in response to perverse patients. 
The penultimate section was the most relevant. Here we encountered 
a new patient, an immigrant to Switzerland of (undisclosed) foreign 
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ethnicity, a lonely owner of a small business, a man who suffered in 
unacknowledgeable resentment from the oppressive hypochondria and 
panic attacks of his aging mother, and struggled with the fact that he 
was “a manifest homosexual” and  –  as it happened, like the young 
arsonist with whom the essay began –  also a masochistic one, someone 
who chose to have sex with strangers who would provide aggressively 
performed, indeed physically painful, anal penetration. But perhaps 
the most noteworthy element of the discussion was Morgenthaler’s 
description of a mistake he felt he made in the course of the analysis 
and then his successive efforts to correct that mistake, as Morgenthaler 
explicitly blamed the mistake on his own defensive anxiety about being 
provoked, by the patient, to acknowledge homosexual feelings within 
himself. (The outcome was quite tender: the patient ultimately retained 
his homosexuality but lost his masochism –  in other words, he became 
unproblematic to himself.) Morgenthaler’s main concluding notion, 
inspired by Kohut, was that in cases of perversion the analyst needed 
precisely not to become a transferential object for the patient, but 
rather should serve as a function for the patient (just as the perversion 

Figure 15a Photographs taken by Fritz Morgenthaler during a trip to the Sepik 
district of Papua New Guinea in 1972– 1973. During the naven ritual observed by 
Morgenthaler, the Yatmul woman (left) is dressed as a man and the Yatmul man 
(right) is dressed as a woman. Morgenthaler chose these images to accompany 
the article he published in Psyche in 1974 on “The Position of the Perversions in 
Metapsychology and Technique.”
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itself was a function), helping the patient develop a more flexible and –  
in Kohut’s terms –  “expanded self.”89

As noted, the essay was chaotic. But its publication set in 
motion an unexpected sequence of events.90 The first significant event 
involved a young sociologist named Martin Dannecker, doctoral stu-
dent of Theodor Adorno and arguably the intellectual leader of the 
West German gay rights movement  –  among other things screen-
writer for the movement- kickstarting film Nicht der Homosexuelle ist  
pervers, sondern die Situation, in der er lebt (It is Not the Homosexual 
Who is Perverse, but the Situation in Which He Lives, 1971) –  who found 
the essay useful as he was preparing a theoretical book, Der Homosex-
uelle und die Homosexualität (The Homosexual and Homosexuality), 
which appeared in German in 1978. Dannecker was strongly interested 
in psychoanalysis, very alert to the antihomophobic impulses in Freud’s 
own work, and committed to pushing back against the authority of such 

Figure 15b Another photograph taken by Morgenthaler. While the women dressed 
as men carry spears, the cross- dressed brothers of the mothers of the initiates stim-
ulate appreciative collective laughter as they stumble awkwardly around in their 
female garb. But then they get more overtly seductive, gently circling around and 
caressing the initiates, finally offering the pubescent boys bits of food carried on 
palm leaves, attempting to feed the youngsters by placing the bits in their mouths. 
In Morgenthaler’s summary reflections, the maternal uncles’ dancing and other 
behaviors could be interpreted as ritualistically enacting –  and thereby preemp-
tively inoculating the community against –  “the incest temptation and seducement.”
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prominent antihomosexual psychoanalysts as the American Charles 
Socarides, whose work had also appeared in West Germany and had 
been positively received by professionals there and whose views set the 
terms to which activists needed to respond.91 (It is relevant that the confi-
dently clever American antihomophobic psychoanalytic theories of Rob-
ert Stoller –  who cheerfully announced that everyone was a pervert in 
some way, heterosexuals by no means exempt –  would not come to West 
Germans’ attention until a couple of years later.) Thus, as Dannecker was 
searching for support and new ways of thinking, Morgenthaler’s pecu-
liar essay proved productive. The only other  antihomophobic pushback 
text readily available at that moment was the French gay rights activist 
Guy Hocquenghem’s Le Désir homosexuel (Homosexual Desire, 1972), 
which, building on Deleuze and Guattari’s Anti- Oedipus, celebrated 
what Hocquenghem called the “ ‘superior’ homosexual,” the promiscu-
ous homosexual “who mechanically ‘plugs in and out’ of other men” 
(in the spirt of Deleuze and Guattari’s “desiring machine”). Dannecker 
objected strenuously.92 Although not hostile to promiscuity, Dannecker 
was concerned to understand what he found to be the unsatisfying parts 
of the cruising culture, and to make sense of what psychological fac-
tors were at work in warding off the possibility of longterm same- sex 
attachments. What Dannecker found intriguing in Morgenthaler  –  as 
he deemed the “essay [about ‘The Position of the Perversions’] of great 
importance for the theory of homosexuality”  –  were multiple points, 
among them the repudiation of Socarides’ conversion aims as by defin-
ition “unanalytic,” as well as the idea of a preference or a perversion as 
an “ego- achievement,” a Plombe. In addition, he was moved by Mor-
genthaler’s suggestion that sexual activity could also serve nonsexual, 
ego- stabilizing aims (an interesting, if at the time unacknowledged, echo 
with the work of Karen Horney), and above all by Morgenthaler’s com-
mitment to facilitating not his patients’ heterosexuality, but rather their 
capacity for durable and passionate (though not necessarily sexually 
exclusive) love.93

And Morgenthaler’s 1974 essay also caught the attention of 
Volkmar Sigusch, West Germany’s most prominent sexologist. Sigusch 
was in 1977 just starting to solicit updated contributions for the second, 
revised edition of his enormously successful handbook on the therapeutic 
treatment of sexual disturbances –  and Sigusch deliberately wanted to 
make the collection more psychoanalytic.94 (An important side story here 
involved how,  just as gay rights activists in the USA had been working 
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to remove homosexuality from the DSM and in this way helped US 
psychiatry marginalize its – in the USA tendentially more homophobic –  
psychoanalytic community in favor of a supposedly more objective 
approach based on checklists of measurable symptoms,    the radical 
sexuality researchers in Germany were demanding more Freud, rather 
than less.)95 Sigusch wrote to Morgenthaler to ask if he would contribute 
the entry on “Homosexualität” (Homosexuality), expressly because 
Morgenthaler’s 1974 Psyche essay had “profoundly impressed” him.96 
And Morgenthaler was glad to oblige.97 The essay on “Homosexuality” 
which then did appear in the 1980 edition of Sigusch’s volume (again 
typical: it was vintage Morgenthaler in its blithely unconcerned mixing 
of schools, in this case Hartmann, Anna Freud, and Greenacre together 
with Kohut, Margaret Mahler, Otto Kernberg, and René Spitz), along 
with overlapping pieces Morgenthaler published in 1979– 1980 in the 
mainstream and influential Neue Zürcher Zeitung and the Berliner 
Schwulenzeitung, a gay newspaper, secured Morgenthaler’s status  –  
and one can still read this on Wikipedia today, both in German and in 
English –  as the first European analyst, of any nationality, to declare that 
homosexuality was not in and of itself pathological (see Figure 16).98

A few Morgenthaler statements from the “Homosexuality” 
essay have become legendary: “The assumption that a same- sex part-
ner choice is already in itself a symptom … is an insulting insinuation.” 
“Sexuality, in whatever form it shows itself, can never be a neurosis, 
a psychosis, a morbidity.” The notion that there is “a polar opposi-
tion between heterosexuality and homosexuality  …  is ‘by definition 
false consciousness,’… an error in thinking.” And once again there was 
the crucial ethnopsychoanalytic gesture to what could be learned from 
“foreign cultures”: both that homosexuality can appear as one form 
of human sexual life in all times and places and that homosexuality, 
as well as fetishism or transvestism, could not possibly be intrinsically 
psychopathological, since cultures handled them so distinctly.99

Suddenly, Morgenthaler was in demand in West Germany  –  
and fascination developed also with his innovations in analytic tech-
nique. His dream seminars in particular (which he had offered for 
years in Italy and Switzerland) became legendary. (A main point was 
that the analyst and the analytic setting were always already present in 
the dreams, as were the associations, and that the telling of the dream 
was an event which structured the emotional interaction in the psycho-
analytic situation –  and that the sequencing of the telling of the dream 
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mattered as well; in general, Morgenthaler was often more interested 
in the direction of a dream, its trajectory, than in attempting to decode 
symbols.)100

Morgenthaler also, among other things, took the view that one 
should treat the patient as an equal, and this included: as someone who 
could handle a not correct interpretation. (Donald Winnicott in the UK 
had emphasized that one’s interpretation should not be too “correct” –  
it was not only acceptable but actually good to be slightly off, so that 
more productive work with the patient could ensue.)101 Morgenthaler, 
by contrast, meant the idea of not being correct somewhat differently. 
He explicitly believed in taking a strong standpoint early on, thereby 
as it were forcing a transference, and then working “dialectically” (his 

Figure 16 Drawing by the sculptor and photographer Karl Geiser, 1929, a close 
friend of the Morgenthaler family, printed as an illustration in the Neue Zürcher 
Zeitung in July 1979 to accompany an abbreviated version of the essay by Fritz 
Morgenthaler declaring that homosexuality is not a pathology.
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term) with whatever emerged. And in what turned out to be, along 
with the Plombe, another oft- invoked turn of phrase: Morgenthaler 
saw the unconscious of the analysand as a theater director, motivat-
ing the analysand to various scene- stagings, which facilitated the pro-
gression of the analysis; he definitively believed that, in analysis, two 
unconsciouses were in communication with one another. (If the analyst 
remained blind to what the analysand was trying to show him, despite 
all the strenuous efforts of the analysand’s unconscious, then the analy-
sand might become resigned and depressed –  and then this would be 
another sign to the analyst to notice and diagnose his own resistances 
to understanding.) Or, in another metaphor, Morgenthaler saw the 
analysand as taking the analyst by the hand, leading him through but 
also sometimes directly into obstacles –  and then this would cause the 
analyst to stumble so that the scales would fall from his eyes. 102 In gen-
eral, Morgenthaler understood analysis to involve the emotional move-
ment produced in both partners to the ongoing conversation; analysis 
was mutually transformative or it was no good at all.

On the other hand, Morgenthaler was given to saying to his 
trainees: “You can’t change people, you can only seduce them.”103 This 
was a kind of life credo for him. Again, the reference to “seduction” 
was meant as a metaphor –  a way of expressing the reciprocal risk of 
an analytic relationship, but also a way of emphasizing that it would 
be impertinent for an analyst to see him-  or herself as the one above the 
fray, neutrally and objectively leading another human being into health. 
What Morgenthaler meant was that intensive emotional involvement 
and setting- in- motion of mutual knowing between people was the only 
way that any healing could ever happen.104

Conclusion

There are conflicting memories as to what year it began –  1979? 1980? 
1981? –  but the Parins and Morgenthaler started to become heroes for 
the counterculture in West Germany. (In some accounts, it was first 
Morgenthaler who was invited to present his thoughts on “Homosexu-
ality” in West German New Left bookstores –  with his young associate 
and sometime coauthor and editor Hans Jürgen Heinrichs coordinat-
ing the visit to Frankfurt, and soon thereafter Parin and Parin- Matthèy 
were invited as well; Parin’s own version has it that he came first, to 
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speak about “Politics and Psychoanalysis.”)105 And, not least, grow-
ing numbers of young progressive West Germans found their way to 
Zurich, to go into analysis with one of the three.106 Die Weissen den-
ken zuviel became mandatory reading in West German New Left cir-
cles, indisputably a cult book –  and it has remained legendary into our 
new millennium.107 A love story in the New Left journal Pflasterstrand 
turned on the drama of a young Marxist man eager to impress a girl 
he meets in Mexico en route to the Sandinistas in Nicaragua by quot-
ing from Die Weissen denken zuviel. A bookstore (in Cologne) painted 
the book title in huge letters on the windows.108 A bookstore owner 
(in Frankfurt) reminisced that “Paul Parin changed everything,” giv-
ing the depressed post- 1968 counterculture a new sense of engaged 
direction.109 And one memoir reported that, within the countercul-
ture, West Germans began to divide their acquaintances into “Dogon” 
vs. “Anyi”  –  the Dogon being generous and happy, the Anyi fearful 
and defensive.110 As late as the 1990s, a Swiss development organiza-
tion was advertising for donors using the slogan “Die Weissen den-
ken zuviel” –  apparently experiencing the slogan as meaningful and 
evocative rather than romantically primitivizing.111 The book was still 
being recommended as great travel reading in the venerable weekly 
newspaper Die Zeit as recently as 2007.112 And Morgenthaler’s con-
cept of the Plombe  –  despite critical sexologists’ subsequent realiza-
tion that Morgenthaler had not only unhelpfully lumped mild fetishes 
together with murderous perversions but had also not distinguished 
sexual orientations from narcissistic disturbances –  would continue to 
prove immensely generative. Into the later twentieth and early twenty- 
first century, analysts and other therapists interested in the sexualiza-
tion of actually pre-  or nonsexual (regressive or aggressive) wishes too 
threatening to be acknowledged have continued to find the idea of the 
Plombe highly useful.113

Many members of the New Left, as they were themselves aging 
at the turn from the 1970s to the 1980s, although powerfully inter-
ested in Freud (for overdetermined reasons –  concerned to understand 
their parents’ attraction to fascism, working to recover the radical Jew-
ish inheritance of the early twentieth century that had been destroyed 
by the Nazis, but also trying to make sense of their own unhappiness, 
as the political revolution they hoped to make was defeated), did not 
care especially about the details of debates about the universality of 
Oedipus. But Die Weissen denken zuviel mattered because it seemed to 
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offer another model for how human community could be organized –  
with less competitiveness and more solidarity. Furthermore, the very 
idea that different cultures produce different kinds of selves turned out 
to be extraordinarily important.114

Indeed, it is no coincidence that the only other anthropolo-
gist read as ardently at that time was Bronisław Malinowski. The late 
1970s and early 1980s saw a veritable Malinowski revival in West 
Germany, unmatched in any other European nation. Malinowski’s The 
Sexual Life of Savages (1929) was invoked endlessly in debates about  
childrearing and sex education.115 For there is no question that the dream 
of sexual liberation was about more, in postfascist West Germany, than 
the pursuit of pleasure per se. It was very much about major hopes for 
the total remaking of human nature as less aggressive and more free –  
not least at a moment when the sexual revolution seemed not to have 
fulfilled the initial promise of also transforming political conditions.

As it turned out, then, what was at stake in the merger of 
anthropology and psychoanalysis in the decades after Freud’s death 
was quite different from what was argued over during Freud’s lifetime. 
For the post- Freud era was, above all, additionally the postfascist, post- 
Holocaust, and wars- of- decolonization era. The war in Vietnam in par-
ticular, coming together, as it did, with intergenerational tensions over 
the legacies of the mass murder of European Jewry, posed the problems 
of the relationships between sex and aggression in wholly new ways (as 
did the rise of animal experts like Konrad Lorenz, who praised aggres-
sion as necessary and were celebrated for doing so).

And, meanwhile, the nature of the questions about sex had 
changed. The sexual repressions of Freud’s era had been lifted, but 
many people still did not feel as free as they had hoped. Sexual libera-
tionist aspirations had to be formulated in wholly new terms.

Morgenthaler in his writings after 1980 continued to theorize 
sexual desire –  in an era when so many other analysts had lost interest 
in the topic. His collected and updated essays on desires and their vicis-
situdes were published in 1984, the year of his death, under the title 
Homosexualität, Heterosexualität, Perversion (in 1988, they appeared 
in English as well, as Homosexuality, Heterosexuality, Perversion). 
Here Morgenthaler, among other things, distinguished sharply between 
what he named “the sexual” (das Sexuelle) –  a vital capacity, if not the 
vital capacity –  and “sexuality” (die Sexualität) –  that dreadful grid of 
the socially acceptable into which life in its complexity all too often 
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got stuffed.116 As Parin summarized it in the earliest postmortem trib-
ute to his lifelong friend (Parin had stepped in to deliver a conference 
paper that Morgenthaler had been scheduled to present), “the sexual,” 
for Morgenthaler, was that which “arises from the id, is unconscious, 
is movement, without goal, without direction, without an object; the 
sexual strives for pleasure, but it is not yet a wish. As an emotional 
happening, it addresses the emotion of the analyst directly, as emo-
tion it lends its power to creativity, to love, to liberation from restric-
tions and from repression.” By contrast, Parin went on, “sexuality” for 
Morgenthaler was that which “the sexual” turned into once it met the 
ego and its defenses, and –  in numerous further developmental steps –  
the world and culture. “Sexuality is the already- having- become [das 
Gewordene] … whether heterosexual, homosexual or perverse, sexual-
ity is already the limitation of the sexual.”117 Or again –  in yet another 
of his famous metaphors –  Morgenthaler had thought of “the sexual” 
as a guerilla force, battling creatively in an ever- uneven match with the 
dictatorship that was socially formed “sexuality.”118

In the years after Morgenthaler’s death, Parin too took up 
the cause of sexual rights. Parin wrote several essays in the mid- 
1980s critically analyzing the psychic damage done to the victims of 
antihomosexual prejudice, exposing and repudiating the homopho-
bia within West German analytic institutes, and providing a searing 
critique of the domestication of and/ or increasing disinterest in “the 
sexual” in US ego and self psychology as well as British and French 
Annafreudian, Kleinian, and Lacanian schools.119 However roman-
tically naive this may appear in hindsight, and however explicitly 
aware Parin was also of Frankfurt School philosopher Herbert 
Marcuse’s insight into consumer capitalism’s “repressively toler-
ant” acceptance of greater sexual diversity as long as people were 
otherwise politically and socially conformist, Parin unapologetically 
placed himself on the side of “the subversive potential, the pleasure- 
giving and social convention- exploding power of sexual drives”  –  
believing that tapping this potential was one of the best ways to help 
human beings stop adapting to the political repression, once again, 
as of the mid- 1980s (e.g., Ronald Reagan, Margaret Thatcher, Hel-
mut Kohl), rising all around them.120

In addition, then, to their radical- universalist humanism and 
their conviction that the critique of what Parin (quoting Freud) called 
“the hypocrisy in culture” (Kulturheuchelei) was –  or at least should 
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be  –  obligatory and intrinsic to psychoanalysis, what made Mor-
genthaler’s and the Parins’ writings stand out was precisely this defiant 
liberationist impulse that they all three traced back to Freud himself.121 
Meanwhile, the ethnopsychoanalytic impulse to attend more closely to 
the reciprocally destabilizing dynamics between observer and observed 
became absorbed into the anthropological mainstream, even as skepti-
cism about the value of psychoanalytic concepts among anthropolo-
gists turned ethnopsychoanalysis into at best a niche venture. But the 
lessons learned in ethnopsychoanalytic explorations turned out to have 
clinical value as well.122

Ethnopsychoanalysis can be said to form one crucial tribu-
tary precursor to the approaches now more familiarly labeled  –  in 
our twenty- first- century moment of massive global migrations, mul-
tiethnic societies also within the West, and countless public mental 
health initiatives in both the developed and the developing world  –  
as “transcultural psychiatry” or “intercultural therapy.”123 Devereux’s  
student, Egyptian- born, Paris- based Tobie Nathan, is one of the most 
influential and innovative current practitioners of transcultural psych-
iatry, but there are also many who were influenced by Œdipe africain 
author Marie- Cécile Ortigues.124 And many others continue to find 
inspiration specifically in the examples set by the Parins and Mor-
genthaler.125 In the year 2016, a major conference was held in Vienna, 
dedicated to recovering and honoring the work of Paul Parin.126
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AFTERWORD

“Psychoanalysis is not possible without an attack on the status 
quo; the critique of society is intrinsic to it. I know that many 
colleagues are of a different opinion.”

Paul Parin, 19891

In 1969, at the International Psychoanalytical Association congress in 
Rome, the Los Angeles- based analyst Leo Rangell was elected to the 
presidency in an upset victory over the Chicago- based analyst Heinz 
Kohut (soon to become famous as the creator of self psychology as 
an alternative to ego psychology).2 Whether Kohut –  who had learned 
in advance that his fortunes looked unexpectedly bleak and had for-
mally withdrawn his candidacy –  lost because he was already breaking 
from the (at that moment still powerful) ego psychological consensus 
in the USA, or whether it was this defeat at the hands of colleagues that 
spurred him into developing an alternative framework with even more 
ardor and sense of purpose, and what role Anna Freud had played in 
either favoring or undermining his chances, exercised the psychoana-
lytic rumor mill and later the historians of psychoanalysis for quite 
some time. Did Anna Freud promote Kohut because she believed him 
to be loyal to the ego psychological cause or because she above all 
wanted to prevent a presidency by Rangell because he, like several 
other Los Angeleans, had (some) support from the British Kleinians, 
her persistent nemeses?3 Both were probably true.

Years later, at the occasion of the centenary of the IPA in 2010, 
Rangell recalled his version of these intricacies, but also went on to 
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offer his retrospective take on what he had come to see as “a peak and 
a turn” within the international psychoanalytic movement between 
1969 and 1975 across four crucial IPA congresses in Rome, Vienna, 
Paris, and London. About Rome in particular, Rangell remembered 
that “the world was in turmoil, and psychoanalysis was at its peak.” 
And although he contended that “once the drama of the election had 
settled down” he was “acutely intent about the nature of the moment 
at which it had come,” he also acknowledged that he had been

unaware of the strength of the gathering students’ revolution until 
I saw their parades in Rome. The day before I was to be elected 
president at the Business Meeting, as I walked in the street with my 
adolescent son, marchers carrying banners “Down with the AP$A” 
[a reference to the American Psychoanalytic Association, perceived 
to be disproportionately dominant in the IPA] invited me to join 
them. I  told my son that tomorrow they will point at me as the 
enemy. Deconstruction, of every intellectual discipline, was in the 
air; psychoanalysis was not to be exempt.4

And at another moment in his retrospection, reflecting on the signifi-
cance of the preeminent American ego psychologist Heinz Hartmann’s 
death in 1970 coinciding with the excitement of preparing for the 
first time in the postwar era to return the IPA congress to the city of 
Vienna, where psychoanalysis had been born and from whence Freud 
had escaped from mortal danger only three decades earlier, Rangell 
remarked again that “the post- War era of exuberance and reparation 
had reached a high point –  we hardly knew that a decline was next.”5 
But the remainder of his memories revolved mainly around intra- IPA 
dramas and jostlings for power. And it included as well a restatement 
of his oft- declared concern that the sense of coherence that had marked 
the theoretical edifice of the first two postwar decades of psychoanaly-
sis had come, at the turn from the 1960s to the early 1970s, to a lam-
entable end as an increasing “pluralism of theories” proliferated “at the 
expense of a steady growth of the Freudian theoretical tree.”6 Rangell 
firmly believed that “theoretical fragmentation” was responsible for 
the decline of psychoanalysis.7

Rangell appeared unaware both that the “student protest-
ers” about whom he grumbled would become notable revitalizers of 
the Freudian project in their respective countries –  some within and 
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many outside of the IPA –  or that the years he saw as the end of the 
movement he loved were in fact the beginning of a second golden age 
for psychoanalysis within the West, one in which the insurgent young 
analysts’ search for more effective clinical approaches were insepa-
rable from their awareness that social and political contexts inevita-
bly impinge on psyches. For instance, precisely the individuals that 
had coordinated the protest and counter- congress in Rome in 1969 –  
among them the Italians Elvio Fachinelli and Marianna Bolko and the 
Swiss Berthold Rothschild  –  would become preeminent and widely 
respected leaders in their psychoanalytic communities. Fachinelli, who 
died prematurely of cancer in 1989, was an extraordinarily creative 
and generous analyst, an important translator of Freud into Italian 
but also the first to bring Lacan’s work to Italy, an activist on behalf 
of alternative preschool education, and, like Guattari or the Parins 
and Morgenthaler, an energetic and joyful utopian and antiauthori-
tarian. He called –  as one associate remembered –  “for letting go of a 
kind of psychoanalysis which has the answers (‘una psicoanalisi delle 
risposte’) and for moving toward a psychoanalysis which questions 
(‘una psicoanalisi delle domande’).”8 Bolko and Rothschild are both 
still active to this day.9

These three, and the dozens of further individuals with whom 
they were allied and networked also in Austria, France, the UK, West Ger-
many, and Latin America, all took seriously the puzzle of the relation-
ships between political conditions and psychic interiority. They ascribed 
to a view expressed perhaps most succinctly by Morgenthaler at the IPA 
congress in Paris in 1973 (and subsequently appreciatively reiterated by 
Alexander Mitscherlich’s young associate and later editor of the West Ger-
man journal Psyche, Helmut Dahmer) to the effect that “Psychoanalysts 
[today] seem not to notice that in their ignoring of the meaning of their 
own social role they become ever more similar to those medical profes-
sionals at the turn of the century that were hostile to psychoanalysis –  just 
with the difference that those physicians in the past wanted to disregard 
the unconscious while present- day analysts want to pay no attention 
to societal problems.”10 Or, as another essential mentor to the younger 
generation, the brilliant Freiburg- based West German analyst Johannes 
Cremerius (proponent of the clinical innovations of Ferenczi and Balint, 
close associate of Mitscherlich and also the Parins and Morgenthaler, as 
well as frequent collaborator with the revered radical Sullivanian Italian 
schizophrenia expert Gaetano Benedetti), would remark a decade later 
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in an essay on the psychoanalytic “abstinence rule”: the “refusal of psy-
choanalysts to take a stand on social problems” was based on a complete 
“misjudgment of reality.” Moreover, this misjudgment all too often hid 
from view, even from analysts themselves, the way they used the ideals 
of self- withholding and of political discretion to satisfy inappropriate but 
unacknowledged needs of their own within the analytic setting.11 This 
bequest was a burdensome heritage for later generations. Among other 
things, then, it apparently had not occurred to Rangell that the main trou-
ble with international psychoanalysis at the turn to the 1970s may have 
lain precisely in the earlier postwar US psychoanalytic settlement he had 
sought so determinedly to defend.12

None of the strong interest they took in the interrelationships 
between psychic dynamics and “societal problems” meant that the 
insurgent generation and its sympathetic elders did not take fantasies 
or intrapsychic processes seriously. On the contrary. Especially in the 
1980s, the final decade of the Cold War, issues of catastrophe –  from 
Ronald Reagan’s Star Wars missile defense system to the nuclear facil-
ity explosion at Chernobyl, the arrival of the HIV/ AIDS epidemic, and 
the ongoing disappearances and tortures marking Latin American   
dictatorships  –  all demanded that the constant intricate interplay 
between inside and outside, fantasy and reality, be theorized anew.13 
Moreover  –  and as the protractedly postponed but then growing 
engagement of analysts on both sides of the Atlantic in the 1980s with 
the longue-durée legacies of the Holocaust (for the children of sur-
vivors but also of perpetrators, as for the psychoanalytic movement 
itself) made all too painfully clear, ignoring the extrapsychic reality 
of the Holocaust in particular had been a major mistake, empirically-
scientifically as well as, and most importantly, therapeutically.14 The Tel 
Aviv- born but West German- trained Frankfurt- based psychoanalyst 
Sammy Speier put the problem perhaps most bluntly. Writing around 
the time that the IPA was finally going to be meeting on German soil, 
in Hamburg in 1985, a time filled with raging inter-  and intragenera-
tional struggles not just over German psychoanalysis’ complicities dur-
ing the Third Reich but also over the rigidities and silences in too many 
postwar training analyses, Speier observed caustically: “That we have 
an unacknowledged and un- worked- through history of mass murder 
behind us, is a state of affairs that we like to ignore.” Pointedly, he con-
tinued: “Since ‘Auschwitz,’ a traditional concept of classical psycho-
analysis in accordance with which fantasy trumps reality is no longer   
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valid; since then it has been established that reality is frequently far 
worse than the most ferocious unconscious fantasies.” More person-
ally, he added: “Gradually it became clear to me, that behind my fear, 
and the fear of colleagues and patients, of asking questions of the psy-
choanalyst, of psychoanalysis, was not the fear of opening the door 
to the parents’ bedroom, and being confronted by the ‘primal scene,’ 
but rather, more likely, the fear of opening the door to the gas cham-
bers.”15 Notably, among the analysts whose work Speier found relevant 
to cite affirmatively were the Dutch- German sequential traumatization 
expert Hans Keilson and the British Kleinian psychosis specialist Her-
bert Rosenfeld, as well as Cremerius, the Parins, and the Mitscherlichs.

One contribution I hope this book will make is to redirect the conver-
sation about the history of psychoanalysis and the political Left within 
the West. Numerous scholars have rehearsed the defeat of left- leaning 
psychoanalysis in the 1940s, including not just the expulsion of Reich 
from the official fold but also the plethora of inducements to self- 
censorship –  in the USA, the UK, France, and Latin America –  that help 
to explain why so much of the profession remained politically quiescent, 
if not, on many issues, reactionary. But rereading the work of individu-
als like Mitscherlich and Guattari and Parin and Morgenthaler –  and 
the dozens they and others like them inspired –  should change the way 
we write the history of psychoanalysis and the Left. That history was 
not over in the 1940s. Nor were, as of the 1950s and 1960s, such 
non- analysts as the Frankfurt School sociologist- philosopher Herbert 
Marcuse in Eros and Civilization and One- Dimensional Man or the 
American scholar Norman O. Brown in Life Against Death the only 
writers trying to revive it. There was a whole other wave taking shape 
in the later 1960s and through the 1970s and 1980s.

One reason we have missed it is that so much of the mas-
ter narrative of psychoanalysis as a whole –  aside from the work on 
Freud himself –  has hinged on the American story. That emphasis has 
its good reasons, since nowhere was psychoanalysis more popularly 
and professionally successful than in the USA in the first two decades 
after World War II. But the effect has been to occlude from view much 
work done elsewhere. So many of the fruitless –  and oft- recycled –  
debates between those appalled by what they see as either the enrag-
ingly offensive or loopily ludicrous aspects of psychoanalysis, and 
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those who respond by mounting energetic defenses of psychoanalysis, 
whether on the grounds of intrinsic merit or breadth of cultural influ-
ence, turn on a rather limited set of characters. Thus the increasing 
marginalization of psychoanalysis that occurred in the USA from the 
1970s on, as biomedical approaches regained the upper hand within 
psychiatry and as talk therapy was outsourced to less pricey profes-
sionals, is hailed as triumph for good sense by those who find (what 
they think is) psychoanalysis repellent, and seen as a terrible shame 
by those who wish to preserve a body of thought they find precious 
and endangered.16 Both sides lose a chance to treat the history of 
psychoanalysis much as one would any other kind of intellectual or 
cultural history.17 Yet the vital and serious questions posed by such 
individuals, including such exceptional postwar American individuals, 
as Stoller and Eissler, or those posed by key Europeans, from Keil-
son and Mitscherlich to Guattari to Parin and Morgenthaler, have, 
it bears pointing out, not lost any of their pertinence for our twenty- 
first- century present. And significantly, all of the answers they found 
utilized aspects of the Freudian inheritance.

The “massif central” of psychoanalysis, as the longtime 
Chilean- resident psychoanalytic psychotherapist David Becker 
observed with solemn candor in his book on torture and trauma, 
“remained internationally and also in Latin America that which it 
had become already so long ago: a professional association of thera-
pists that did their best to stay clean.”18 This made the individuals 
who risked themselves and who put forward alternative visions all 
the more remarkable. Thus, one aim of Cold War Freud has been to 
recover those singular individuals that have either been forgotten or 
whose contributions have been generally misunderstood or miscon-
strued, in the hopes that they and their reflections and perceptions 
might be restored to the canon –  not least because the ideas they put 
forward can still speak to us today.

The British biologist and Nobel Prize- winner Peter Medawar once 
referred to psychoanalysis as the “most stupendous intellectual con-
fidence trick of the twentieth century.”19 The American literary critic 
Frederick Crews famously declared Freud to be “the most overrated 
figure in the entire history of science and medicine,” someone “who 
wrought immense harm through the propagation of false etiologies, 
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mistaken diagnoses, and fruitless lines of enquiry.”20 The mainstream 
media consensus in the USA, from at least the late 1980s –  not coinci-
dentally in the wake of the Food and Drug Administration’s approval, 
in 1987, of Prozac (fluoxetine) for use as an antidepressant but also in 
the context of a wave of debates about whether Freud had failed his 
female patients when he (purportedly) gave up on the idea that many 
of their symptoms may have been the result of sexual abuse when they 
were children –  was that Freud was not only long since literally dead, 
but that his ideas had become profoundly irrelevant in the fields of 
psychiatry and psychology. Freudian ideas might, at best, be found in 
departments of comparative literature or cultural studies. As the femi-
nist activist Gloria Steinem said in the early 1990s at the height of the 
controversies over Freud’s shifting views on the reality of child sexual 
abuse: “Sending a woman to a Freudian therapist … is not so far dis-
tant from sending a Jew to a Nazi.”21 (Steinem soon enough modified 
her position, seeing value in feminist psychotherapy.)22

Nonetheless, there seemed to remain a great urgency about stat-
ing this irrelevance of Freud –  or was it the danger of Freud? –  again 
and again. As the New York Times asked in 1995, at the occasion of 
the major kerfuffle over whether or not to stage a Freud exhibit at the 
Library of Congress: if the wrongness of psychoanalysis had long since 
been so definitively proven, and psychiatry had already for quite some 
time been moving on to a more biochemical conceptualization of self-
hood, why were the critics of the exhibit so determined to sabotage it 
entirely? Why keep beating this dead horse?23 Or  –  as the journalist 
Ellen Willis asked ten years thereafter, in 2005 –  what on earth might 
explain that “jocular uneasiness that afflicts the press when it contem-
plates the fact that Freud, buried so many times, refuses to die”?24 Simi-
larly, when Newsweek brought out a cover story at the occasion of the 
150th anniversary of Freud’s birth in 2006, the author noted that the 
for- so- long- delayed opening of the archives at the Library of Congress 
was leading “debunkers [to find] much to confirm what they’ve said all 
along, that his canonical ‘cures’ were the product of wishful thinking 
and conscious fudging, and his theories founded on a sinkhole of circu-
lar logic.” Or as psychiatrist Peter D. Kramer put it to Newsweek, when 
asked whether Freud’s ideas had any validity in light of the most up- 
to- date scientific knowledge: “I’m afraid he doesn’t hold up very well 
at all … It almost feels like a personal betrayal to say that. But every 
particular is wrong:  the universality of the Oedipus complex, penis 
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envy, infantile sexuality.”25 More recently yet, in 2011, when historian 
Joan Wallach Scott published The Fantasy of Feminist History –  a book 
whose central conceptual argument, made in a scrupulously careful, 
at once empirically and theoretically grounded set of case studies, was 
that historians could benefit greatly from utilizing psychoanalytically 
informed interpretive methods  –  she was at pains to emphasize that 
there was a certain kind of psychoanalysis which was indeed appalling 
and which was not to be confused with the approach for which she was 
advocating. The psychoanalysis that Scott found productive “as a criti-
cal reading practice for history” was one attentive to the instability of 
all meanings. It was “not the psychoanalysis associated with normative 
prescription, not the psychoanalysis invoked to pathologize homosexu-
ality, not the psychoanalysis that assigns individuals to categories.”26

The psychoanalysis that was being referred to by these –  vari-
ously  –  vituperatively dismissive, righteously indignant, inquisitively 
curious, self- distancing, or cautiously clarifying declarations  –  the 
psychoanalysis that everyone loves to hate –  was, as it happens, only 
one kind of psychoanalysis. It was internationally influential, from the 
1940s to the 1970s. But it was above all a product of the first half of 
the Cold War, particularly in the USA. And, as this book has aimed to 
show, there were numerous other forms and uses of psychoanalysis –  
many of them profoundly politically creative and morally engaged –  
that evolved in the postwar years.

As it turned out, in the postwar period there was an aston-
ishing array of –  often mutually incompatible –  psychoanalytic con-
cepts of human selfhood in circulation. Did healthy ego development 
depend on “sublimation” or “neutralization” –  or, in another vari-
ant, on “desexualization” and “deaggressivization” –  of the libidinal 
and destructive drives?27 Or was the term “drive” –  in Freud’s defini-
tion of 1915, “the demand made upon the mind for work in conse-
quence of its connection with the body” –  not even the right way to 
think about the interrelationship between soma and psyche in the 
first place?28 Maybe there was not only no such thing as a “death 
drive,” but no such thing as a “sexual drive” either. Were humans, for 
example, far more powerfully motivated by anxiety and the search 
for security in a frequently threatening world?29 Or was there, alter-
natively, another impulse just as, if not more, strongly motivating 
human beings –  an impulse toward developing a coherence of self? 
Or maybe, within what looked like sex, they were also working 
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through other kinds of traumas and longings entirely? How much 
did different cultures shape the egos that, for better or worse, eventu-
ally developed out of the inchoate muck of their residents’ ids? Were 
human beings best understood as messes of unconscious terrors and 
the most bizarre fantasies, all too often on the edge of psychosis –  in 
their quotidian interactions as in their geopolitics? There was, as it 
turned out, an extraordinary plasticity to the thought- system that 
evolved under the aegis of the name of Freud.
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with definite disturbances in the emotional sphere coexisting with a capac-
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the British R. D. Laing and David Cooper, for instance, Guattari refused 
the term “anti- psychiatric,” continuing to defend the value of (reformed) 
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parent- blaming which recurrently marred the work of Laing and Cooper 
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les: Semiotext(e), 1995), 197.
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(New York: Routledge, 2004). Also see Osborne, “Guattareuze?”

15 Gary Genosko, ed., The Guattari Reader (Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 1996); 
Charles J. Stivale, “Pragmatic/ Machinic: Discussion with Félix Guattari (19 
March 1985),” in Charles Joseph Stivale, ed., The Two- Fold Thought of 
Deleuze and Guattari: Intersections and Animations (New York: Guilford, 
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Félix Guattari, “Everybody Wants to be a Fascist” [1973], Semiotext(e) 2.3 
(1977): 87– 98; Sylvère Lotringer and Félix Guattari, “The New Alliance,” 
Impulse 10.2 (Winter 1982):  41– 44; Félix Guattari, “The Postmodern 
Dead End,” Flash Art 128 (1986): 40– 41; Félix Guattari and Suely Rolnik, 
Molecular Revolution in Brazil (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e), 2007 [1986]); 
Félix Guattari, Soft Subversions:  Texts and Interviews 1977– 1985 (Los 
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à La Borde. Présentation,” in Félix Guattari, ed., De Leros à La Borde 
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on Technique, 1953– 1954 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 
1988 [1953– 1954]), 31, 73, 79.
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notion of natura naturans  –  the self- causing activity of nature, or 
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representations.’” Quoted in Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 25. 
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the other.” Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 25, 28.

28 Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 288– 289.
29 Gilles Deleuze, “Three Group Problems” [1972], Semiotext(e) 2.3 

(1977): 100.
30 Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 381, 293.
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forschung 6 (1937):  95– 119; Ernst Simmel, “Anti- Semitism and Mass 
Psychopathology,” in Ernst Simmel, ed., Anti- Semitism:  A  Social Dis-
ease (New  York:  International Universities Press, 1946), 33– 78; Max 
Horkheimer, “The Lessons of Fascism” [1948], in Hadley Cantril, ed., 
Tensions That Cause Wars (Urbana:  University of Illinois Press, 1950), 
209– 242; Theodor Adorno, “Freudian Theory and the Patterns of Fascist 
Propaganda” [1951], in Andrew Arato and Eike Gebhardt, eds., The Essen-
tial Frankfurt School Reader (New York: Continuum, 1982), 118– 137.

32 Wilhelm Reich, The Mass Psychology of Fascism (New York: Simon & 
Schuster, 1970 [1933]), 24, 36, 60.

33 Reich, The Mass Psychology of Fascism, 19. Cf. Deleuze and Guattari, 
Anti- Oedipus, 29.

34 Quoted in Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 29. Cf. Étienne de La 
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Wants to be a Fascist,” 95.

37 Reich, The Mass Psychology of Fascism, 36.
38 Reich, The Mass Psychology of Fascism, 40.
39 Thomas Frank, What’s the Matter with Kansas? How Conservatives Won 

the Heart of America (New York: Henry Holt, 2004).
40 Frank,  What’s the Matter with Kansas? 26– 27, 55.
41 Frank, What’s the Matter with Kansas? 21.
42 Wilhelm Reich, (1970 [1946]) “Preface to the Third Edition” [1946], in 

The Mass Psychology of Fascism, xiv.
43 Reich, The Mass Psychology of Fascism, 101.
44 Félix Guattari, “Vietnam 1967 (extraits)” [1967], in Psychanalyse et trans-

versalité, 206– 207.
45 Backès- Clément, Deleuze, and Guattari, “Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari 

on Anti- Oedipus,” 19.
46 Michel- Antoine Burnier, Gilles Deleuze, and Félix Guattari, “Capital-

ism: A Very Special Delirium” [1973], in Félix Guattari, ed., Chaosophy: Texts 
and Interviews 1972– 1977 (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e), 2009), 37– 38.

47 In the book, Deleuze and Guattari took on Reich’s problems with the con-
cept of ideology directly: “Reich is at his profoundest as a thinker when 
he refuses to accept ignorance or illusion on the part of the masses as an 
explanation of fascism, and demands an explanation that will take their 
desires into account, an explanation formulated in terms of desire: no, the 
masses were not innocent dupes; at a certain point, under a certain set of 
conditions, they wanted fascism, and it is this perversion of the desire of 
the masses that needs to be accounted for. Yet Reich himself never man-
ages to provide a satisfactory explanation of this phenomenon, because at 
a certain point he reintroduces precisely the line of argument that he was 
in the process of demolishing, by creating a distinction between rationality 
as it is or ought to be in the process of social production, and the irrational 
element in desire, and by regarding only this latter as a suitable subject for 
psychoanalytic investigation.” Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 29.

48 Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 29, 291, 293, 352– 353.
49 Deleuze, “Three Group Problems,” 101.
50 Cf. Dagmar Herzog, Sex after Fascism: Memory and Morality in Twentieth- 

Century Germany (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005).
51 Guattari, “Everybody Wants to be a Fascist,” 94. In general, as Deleuze 

and Guattari’s reappropriations also help us see, it has become all too 
easy in hindsight to make fun of Reich –  and no doubt we are still influ-
enced today both by Freud’s repudiation of him during the desperate flight 
from Nazism (and the perception that Reich’s Marxism was too toxic to 
be associated with) and by the stark naivety of some of the liberation-
ist projects pursued in his name in and around 1968. What is lost from 
memory in the current smirkily complacent consensus, however, is not 
only the genuinely innovative insights Reich offered at the time into the 
sophisticated, and after all stunningly effective, emotional work done by 
Nazism. Also lost is the fact that quite a few of those insights were sub-
sequently taken up, albeit without giving Reich credit, by the far more 
consistently celebrated although otherwise mutually opposed figures of 
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Erich Fromm and Theodor Adorno (with Fromm, in the introduction to 
Escape from Freedom (1941), stealing Reich’s questions, and Adorno, in 
The Authoritarian Personality (1950) and thereafter, stealing a number of 
Reich’s answers –  and even as Adorno simultaneously, as Reich too had 
been, remained undecided on whether what was most important about fas-
cist propaganda was its idea- content or its affective appeal). See Adorno, 
“Freudian Theory and the Patterns of Fascist Propaganda.” Meanwhile, 
Deleuze and Guattari were well aware of Marcuse –  and aware also of 
the accusation that he was too “Rousseauis[t] ” in his optimism as well as 
of his critiques of “culturalists” and neo- Freudians. Deleuze and Guattari, 
Anti- Oedipus, 30, 112, 118, 173, 388fn55. But, although one might argue 
that Guattari’s later 1980s reflections on “Integrated World Capitalism’s” 
insinuation into individuals’ psyches bore strong resemblance to some of 
Marcuse’s concerns, in Anti- Oedipus Deleuze and Guattari display little 
interest in his work, finding it less useful than Reich’s and still based too 
much on a presumed contrast between rationality and irrationality.

52 Reich, “Preface to the Third Edition,” in The Mass Psychology of Fascism, 
xiv– xvi, xxvi; and Guattari, “Everybody Wants to be a Fascist,” 94– 97. Cf. 
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and 
Schizophrenia (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987 [1980]), 
214– 215.

53 Melanie Klein, “Zur Frühanalyse,” Imago 9 (1923): 222– 259; Melanie Klein, 
“A Contribution to the Theory of Intellectual Inhibition,” International 
Journal of Psycho- Analysis 12 (1931): 206– 218; and Melanie Klein, The 
Psycho- Analysis of Children (London: The Hogarth Press, 1932).

54 Cf. Vamik Volkan, “The Intertwining of the Internal and External Wars,” 
Paper presented at Austen Riggs, October 16, 2004, available at: www.
vamikvolkan.com/ The- Intertwining- of- the- Internal- and- External- Wars.
php (accessed July 29, 2016).

55 Cf. Wilfred R. Bion, “Attacks on Linking,” International Journal of Psycho- 
Analysis 40 (1959): 308.

56 Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 1.
57 In fact, Deleuze and Guattari thought Klein had stopped short of the most 

radical possibilities in her own findings: “Melanie Klein was responsible 
for the marvelous discovery of partial objects, that world of explosions, 
rotations, vibrations.” But it was not enough to shift attention from the 
Oedipal to the pre- Oedipal –  or, as Klein did, to locate the Oedipal much 
earlier in infant development than her colleagues did –  and Deleuze and 
Guattari suspected that Klein had been all too “eager to avoid any sort of 
contretemps with the International Psycho- Analytic Association that bears 
above its door the inscription ‘Let no one enter here who does not believe 
in Oedipus.’” Thus, they lamented, Klein “does not make use of partial 
objects to shatter the iron collar of Oedipus; on the contrary, she uses 
them –  or makes a pretense of using them –  to water Oedipus down, to 
miniaturize it, to find it everywhere, to extend it to the very earliest years of 
life.” In sum: “If we here choose the example of the analyst least prone to 
see everything in terms of Oedipus, we do so only in order to demonstrate 
what a forcing was necessary for her to make Oedipus the sole measure 
of desiring- production … Say that it’s Oedipus, or you’ll get a slap in the 
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face. The psychoanalyst no longer says to the patient: ‘Tell me a little bit 
about your desiring- machines, won’t you?’ Instead he screams:  ‘Answer 
daddy- and- mommy when I speak to you!’ Even Melanie Klein.” Deleuze 
and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 45.

58 Lacan, The Seminar of Jacques Lacan: Book 1; cf. Marie- Claude Thomas, 
“Melanie Klein mit Lacan. Eine Anmerkung,” Lacaniana (January 17, 
2015), available at:  http:// lacan- entziffern.de/ signifikant/ marie- claude- 
thomas- melanie- klein- mit- lacan- eine- anmerkung/  (accessed July 29, 2016).

59 Backès- Clément, Deleuze, and Guattari, “Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari 
on Anti- Oedipus,” 13; Stivale, “Pragmatic/ Machinic: Discussion with Félix 
Guattari,” 203; Levi R. Bryant, “Lacan and Deleuze: A Pet Peeve,” Larval 
Subjects, May 22, 2006, https:// larvalsubjects.wordpress.com/ 2006/ 05/ 22/ 
lacan- and- deleuze- a- pet- peeve/  (accessed July 29, 2016).

60 Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 51.
61 Jacques Lacan, “The Neurotic’s Individual Myth” [1953], Psychoanalytic 

Quarterly 48 (1979): 405– 425.
62 Cf. Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 47.
63 Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 96.
64 Félix Guattari, “Nous sommes tous des groupuscules” [1970], Psychana-

lyse et transversalité, 280. Cf. Gilles Deleuze and Michel Foucault, “Les 
Intellectuels et le pouvoir: entretien Gilles Deleuze et Michel Foucault, du 
4 mars 1972,” L’Arc 49 (1972): 4.

65 Cf. Backès- Clément, Deleuze, and Guattari, “Gilles Deleuze and Félix 
Guattari on Anti- Oedipus,” 17. Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 116.

66 Russell Jacoby, The Repression of Psychoanalysis: Otto Fenichel and the 
Freudians (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983).

67 Alexander Mitscherlich, “Psychoanalysis and the Aggression of Large 
Groups,” International Journal of Psycho- Analysis 52 (1971): 161– 167; 
Paul Parin, “Der Ausgang des ödipalen Konflikts in drei verschiedenen 
Kulturen:  eine Anwendung der Psychoanalyse als Sozialwissenschaft,” 
Kursbuch 29 (1972): 179– 201; Reimut Reiche, “Ist der Ödipuskomplex 
universal?” Kursbuch 29 (1972): 159– 176; Pier Francesco Galli, ed., Psico-
terapia e scienze umane. Atti dell’VIII Congresso Internazionale di Psico-
terapia (Milan: Feltrinelli, 1973).

68 Cf. Backès- Clément, Deleuze, and Guattari, “Gilles Deleuze and Félix 
Guattari on Anti- Oedipus”; and Georges Veltsos and Félix Guattari, “Félix 
Guattari à la télé grecque,” ΑΣΥΜΜΕΤΡΙΑ (1991), available at:  https:// 
deterritorium.wordpress.com/ 2011/ 09/ 22/ felix- guattari- a- la- tele- grecque- 
1992/  (accessed July 23, 2015). As Guattari put it in 1991, emphatically, in 
an interview with Giorgos Veltsos on Greek television, in the midst of a trip 
to evaluate infamous asylums on the island of Leros and in Athens: “Me, 
I  never ever said that the psychotic or the schizophrenic was a revolu-
tionary hero who would replace the leaders of the working class or the 
militants in the factory… I never said that …. No, because sometimes they 
wanted us to say stupid things like that … To put it simply, what I find is 
that the relationship with the psychotic, for example in a clinic like the one 
that I work in at La Borde, raises questions, very insistently, questions that 
one usually makes an effort not to see; the psychotic puts into question the 
whole world of dominant significations, the world of social relations, the 
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world of exchange, the world of affect; he introduces … dimensions that 
are in rupture with this mediatized world, this world of power that we are 
in.” Guattari, “Félix Guattari à la télé grecque.”

69 As Guattari put it in an interview in 1972: “According to traditional psy-
choanalysis, it’s always the same father and always the same mother  –  
always the same triangle. But who can deny that the Oedipal situation 
differs greatly, depending on whether the father is an Algerian revolu-
tionary or a well- to- do executive? It isn’t the same death which awaits 
your father in an African shanty town as in a German industrial town; it 
isn’t the same Oedipus complex or the same homosexuality. It may seem 
stupid to have to make such obvious statements and yet such swindles 
must be denounced tirelessly; there is no universal structure of the human 
mind!” Félix Guattari, “Psycho- Analysis and Schizo- Analysis” [1972], 
Semiotext(e) 2.3 (1977): 82– 83.

70 Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 96– 97.
71 Guattari, “Vietnam 1967 (extraits)” [1967], 207– 209.
72 Deleuze, “Three Group Problems,” 100– 101.
73 Guattari and Rolnik, Molecular Revolution in Brazil, 36.
74 Félix Guattari, “Four Truths for Psychiatry” [1985], in Soft Subver-

sions: Texts and Interviews 1977– 1985, 202.
75 Guattari and Rolnik, Molecular Revolution in Brazil, 58, 35, 44– 46, 53, 43.
76 Félix Guattari, “Plan for the Planet” [1979], in Soft Subversions: Texts and 

Interviews 1977– 1985, 234; Lotringer and Guattari, “The New Alliance,” 
44; cf. Félix Guattari, “I am an Idea- Thief” [1980], in Chaosophy, 45.

77 Guattari and Rolnik, Molecular Revolution in Brazil, 23, 318.
78 Guattari, “So What,” 79, 76. Similarly, in 1986 he demanded again: “Is 

it inevitable then that we remain passive in the face of the rising wave of 
cruelty and cynicism that is in the process of flooding the planet and that 
seems determined to last? Guattari, “The Postmodern Dead End,” 40.

79 Guattari has been a particular inspiration for politically engaged Latin 
American analysts. Thus, for instance, the Argentinean analyst Osvaldo 
Bonano specifically invoked Guattari’s ideas about analytic dynamics as 
he meditated on the transformative processes set in motion by the protests 
of the “Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo.” See Osvaldo Bonano, “Political 
Repression and Institutional Analysis,” in Diana R. Kordon et  al., eds., 
Psychological Effects of Political Repression (Buenos Aires: Sudamericana/ 
Planeta, 1988), 129– 141. Or, to take another example, as Guattari’s close 
friend and collaborator, the São Paulo- based psychoanalyst (and art critic 
and curator) Suely Rolnik had put the point in 1986 in the book she cre-
ated out of his 1982 trip to Brazil –  while invoking a comment Deleuze had 
once made to the effect that both he and Guattari wrote for “unconsciouses 
that protest”: “We all live in an almost constant state of crisis … with the 
result that no sooner do we succeed in articulating a certain way of living 
than it becomes obsolete.” The trouble was that when “we find ourselves 
perplexed and disoriented … we tend to adopt merely defensive positions” 
and “thus we ourselves become the very producers of certain sequences 
on the assembly line of desire.” Yet there was hope, for “sometimes … the 
unconsciouses ‘protest’ … they divest from the assembly lines of subject-
ivity, … creating other worlds inside this world. Whenever this happens, 
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the principle of the current system, the standardization of desire, suffers a 
blow. And when it happens (something of the kind was happening then in 
Brazil) we find an ‘ally’ in Guattari. Not as a founder or master of a school 
with which we might align ourselves and thereby find reassurance, but as 
a certain quality of presence that mobilizes within us the will and courage 
to express the singularity of our experience, not only in speech but also in 
action.” Guattari and Rolnik, Molecular Revolution in Brazil, 15– 17. The 
book became highly influential in Brazil, going through seven Portuguese 
editions, contributing to the passage of a law for psychiatric reform and 
shaping alternative psychoanalytic clinical practice as well as university 
study in psychology (much of this due to Rolnik’s own activism). Rolnik 
is to this day one of the most eloquent exponents of Guattari’s vision. In a 
variety of fora, she notes how the ascent of transnational finance capital-
ism that coincided with the defeat of the Cold War authoritarian regimes 
in Latin America as well as in Eastern Europe (and whose irrepressible 
expansionist aims she surmises may in fact have contributed to the dicta-
torships’ defeat) has also –  and for many people disorientingly –  insinu-
ated itself in the logic of “flexibility, fluidity, and hybridization” that had 
once been a hallmark of the countercultural movements of the 1960s and 
1970s. What had once been subversive has now been “pimp[ed]” and thus 
it is “a mistake to take the latter as a value in itself –  since it came to con-
stitute the dominant logic of neoliberalism and its society of control.” One 
of Rolnik’s greatest concerns is how at the current juncture human beings 
can maintain, or recover, their capacity to be vulnerable to each other, to 
de- anaesthetize themselves, to be willing to be fragile, to hold on to desire 
and to act on it and, in all these ways, to “deconstruct the colonial uncon-
scious” that so stubbornly keeps its hold on human beings also in a post-
colonial world. See Rolnik, “Avoiding False Problems”; Suely Rolnik, “The 
Geopolitics of Pimping” (2006), available at: http:// eipcp.net/ transversal/ 
1106/ rolnik/ en (accessed February 4, 2016); and the video of Rolnik’s talk 
at the Guggenheim Museum (2014), available at: www.guggenheim.org/ 
video/ suely- rolnik- deconstructs- the- colonial- unconscious (accessed Febru-
ary 5, 2016).

80 Félix Guattari, “New Spaces of Liberty for Minoritarian Desire” [1977], in 
Soft Subversions: Texts and Interviews 1977– 1985, 95– 98.

81 Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 350– 351, 295– 296.
82 Summarized and discussed in Guattari and Rolnik, Molecular Revolu-

tion in Brazil, 101; see also Gilles Deleuze, “Letter to a Harsh Critic,” in 
Deleuze, Negotiations, 11.

83 Guattari, “Débat,” 57; cf. Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 
156– 158.

84 Michel Foucault, “Preface” [1977], in Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 
xiii– xiv. Aside from the fact that Foucault had picked up on what was 
actually a recurrent contrapuntal theme in the book, there was also a prac-
tical explanation for the drift of his preface. The introduction to the Eng-
lish translation had its origins in a dissertation chapter written by Mark 
Seem –  one of the co- translators of the English version –  a doctoral student 
of Foucault’s at SUNY- Buffalo. Mark D. Seem, “The Logic of Power (An 
Essay on G. Deleuze, M. Foucault and F. Guattari)” (Ph.D. dissertation, 
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State University of New York at Buffalo, 1976). Seem had been deeply 
moved by Anti- Oedipus, seeing applicability in it to Nixon’s America, 
not just in the “silent majority” of conservatives but in the crisis of the 
(often only presumptively antiauthoritarian) New Left as well. Seem, who 
had been involved in support efforts on behalf of those involved in the 
Attica prison revolt as in other New Left projects (and he would later work 
among the Black Panthers and Young Lords in alternative drug rehab pro-
jects), was repelled by what he saw as the New Left’s own share of “fascis-
tic” or authoritarian potential (or what Seem referred to as “the fascisizing 
elements we all carry deep within us”). Mark D. Seem, “Introduction,” in 
Anti- Oedipus, xvi– xvii. It was, in short, Seem’s take on Anti- Oedipus that 
Foucault expanded on as he wrote the preface in a New York hotel room 
with Seem by his side (after insisting by telephone that Viking take Seem’s 
chapter as the book’s introduction). Mark Seem, conversation with the 
author, November 5, 2014, New York City.

85 Janine Chasseguet- Smirgel, Les Chemins de l’Anti- Œdipe (Toulouse: Pri-
vat, 1974). Cf. Abou- Rihan, Deleuze and Guattari.

86 Guattari was a practicing analyst for a dozen years. He continued to see 
patients in the 1980s, but he no longer called it psychoanalysis. The inter-
view conducted by Michel Butel in 1985 gives good insight into Guat-
tari’s views on his own analytic practice: Guattari, “So What,” 66– 70. Cf. 
also Félix Guattari, “Institutional Intervention” (1980), in Soft Subver-
sions: Texts and Interviews 1977– 1985, 37– 55, esp. 40; and Dosse, Gilles 
Deleuze and Félix Guattari: Intersecting Lives, 488.

87 Deleuze and Guattari, Anti- Oedipus, 55.
88 Ernst Kris, “Danger and Morale,” American Journal of Orthopsy-

chiatry 14 (1944):  147– 155; Ernst Simmel, “Anti- semitism and Mass 
Psychopathology,” in Ernst Simmel, ed., Anti- Semitism:  A  Social Dis-
ease (New  York:  International Universities Press, 1946), 33– 78; Don-
ald W. Winnicott, “Berlin Walls,” in Home is Where We Start From 
(New  York:  W.  W. Norton, 1969), 221– 227; Alexander Mitscherlich 
and Margarete Mitscherlich, The Inability to Mourn: Principles of Col-
lective Behaviour (New York: Grove, 1975); many of Volkan’s writings 
available at: www.vamikvolkan.com/  (accessed January 30, 2016); Mar-
tin Bergmann, Generations of the Holocaust (New York: Basic Books, 
1982); Martin Bergmann, “Psychoanalytical Reflections on September 
11, 2001,” in Danielle Knafo, ed., Living with Terror, Working with 
Trauma: A Clinician’s Handbook (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 
2004), 401– 413.

89 Sigmund Freud, Civilization and its Discontents (London: Penguin, 2002 
[1930]).

90 And without question there are grounds for continuing to mock Deleuze 
and Guattari’s certainty in this regard. See especially the hilarious interpre-
tation by Ben Kafka and Jamieson Webster, “No, Oedipus does Not exist,” 
Cabinet 42 (Summer 2011): 27– 30.

91 Karen Horney, New Ways in Psychoanalysis (New York: W. W. Norton, 
1939); and Erich Fromm, Escape from Freedom (New York: Avon, 1941).

92 Max Horkheimer, “The Lessons of Fascism,” in Hadley Cantril, ed., Tensions 
That Cause Wars (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1950), 209– 242.
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93 Alexander Mitscherlich, Auf dem Weg zur vaterlosen Gesellschaft 
(Munich: Piper, 1963).

94 Harry Slochower, “Replacing Oedipus by Cain,” American Imago 23 
(1966): 84– 86.

95 Susan Quinn, “Oedipus vs. Narcissus,” New York Times (June 30, 1981); 
and Elisabeth Roudinesco, Why Psychoanalysis? (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2001), 116.

96 For example, see Paul H. Ornstein, “A Discussion of the Paper by Otto 
F. Kernberg on ‘Further Contributions to the Treatment of Narcissistic 
Personalities,’ ” International Journal of Psycho- Analysis 55 (1974): 241– 
247; as well as the position statements prepared for the panel on “The 
Changing Expectations of Patients and Psychoanalysts Today” circulated 
before the 1975 IPA congress in London in the IPA President’s Newsletter 
7 (1975): 30– 36. Archive of the International Psychoanalytical Associa-
tion, London.

97 Hans W. Loewald, “The Waning of the Oedipus Complex,” Journal of the 
American Psychoanalytic Association 27 (1979): 751– 775.

98 Richard Gilman, “The FemLib Case against Sigmund Freud,” New York 
Times Magazine (January 31, 1971): 10– 11, 42, 44, 47.

99 See esp. Erich Fromm, The Crisis of Psychoanalysis (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart, Winston, 1970); Heinz Kohut, “Ist das Studium des men-
schlichen Innenlebens heute noch relevant?” [1971], in Heinz Kohut, 
ed., Die Zukunft der Psychoanalyse (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 
1975).

100 Nancy Caro Hollander, Love in a Time of Hate: Liberation Psychology 
in Latin America (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1997); and 
Mariano Ben Plotkin, Freud in the Pampas: The Emergence and Devel-
opment of a Psychoanalytic Culture in Argentina (Palo Alto:  Stanford 
University Press, 2002).

6 Ethnopsychoanalysis in the Era of Decolonization

1 Paul Parin, Fritz Morgenthaler, and Goldy Parin- Matthèy, Die Weissen 
denken zuviel:  psychoanalytische Untersuchungen bei den Dogon in 
Westafrika (Hamburg: Europäische Verlagsanstalt, 1993 [orig. 1963]), 45. 
Translation of the quote provided by Francessa Rich, available at: http:// 
francessarich.blogspot.com/ search/ label/ Paul%20Parin (accessed Janu-
ary 20, 2016).

2 On the contradictory effects  –  including especially economic  –  of 
decolonization on the Dogon, see “Vorwort zur 3. Auflage,” in Paul 
Parin, Fritz Morgenthaler, and Goldy Parin- Matthèy, Die Weissen den-
ken zuviel, 12.

3 The first trip to the Sepik in December 1972 to mid- March 1973 –  “for 
79 days I was … on one of the most amazing journeys one could ever 
imagine”  –  is mentioned by Morgenthaler in a letter to Heinz Kohut, 
April 17, 1973. Personal collection of Thomas Kohut.
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4 Paul Parin, Fritz Morgenthaler, and Goldy Parin- Matthèy, Les Blancs 
pensent trop: 13 entretiens avec les Dogon (Paris: Payot, 1966); Paul Parin, 
Fritz Morgenthaler, and Goldy Parin- Matthèy, Fürchte deinen Nächsten 
wie dich selbst: Psychoanalyse und Gesellschaft am Modell der Agni in 
Westafrika (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1971); Paul Parin, Fritz Morgenthaler, 
and Goldy Parin- Matthèy, Fear thy Neighbor as Thyself: Psychoanalysis 
and Society among the Anyi of West Africa (Chicago: University of Chi-
cago Press, 1980).

5 Paul Parin, Fritz Morgenthaler, and Goldy Parin- Matthèy, “Il com plesso 
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(accessed January 20, 2016).

9 For example, see Peter Winzeler et al., eds., Das Kreuz mit dem Frieden:   
1982 Jahre Christen und Politik (Berlin:  Elefanten, 1982); Pascal Eitler, 
“Politik und Religion –  semantische Grenzen und Grenzverschiebungen in 
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 1965– 1975,” in Ute Frevert and Heinz- 
Gerhard Haupt, eds., Neue Politikgeschichte: Perspektiven einer historischen 
Politikforschung (Frankfurt am Main: Campus, 2005), 268– 303; Dagmar 
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Postfascism, and the Rise of Liberation Theology,” in Michael Geyer and 
Lucian Hölscher, eds., Die Gegenwart Gottes in der modernen Gesell-
schaft:  Transzendenz und religiöse Vergemeinschaftung in Deutschland 
(Göttingen: Wallstein, 2006), 425– 460.

10 See the documentary film Missions chez Tito –  Les missions de la centrale 
sanitaire suisse en Yougoslavie 1944– 48 (2006), directed by Daniel Künzi, 
with description at:  www.artfilm.ch/ missions- chez- tito- 60- ans- apres- de- 
daniel- kuenzi- a- la- chaux- de- fonds (accessed January 20, 2016).
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Heinz Kohut, The Curve of Life Correspondence of Heinz Kohut, 1923– 
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could function as “X- rays of the soul.” The translators relied on by Parin- 
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56 Parin, Morgenthaler, and Parin- Matthèy, Die Weissen, 28.
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much more than neocolonial domination and exploitation (18– 19).
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Comments and Replies],” Current Anthropology 32.2 (April 1991): 139– 
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64 Parin, Morgenthaler, and Parin- Matthèy, Die Weissen, 29.
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mary in Parin, Morgenthaler, and Parin- Matthèy, “Vorwort zur 3.  Aus-
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sight certainly peculiarly, at no point did the Parins and Morgenthaler 
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genthaler, and Parin- Matthèy, Die Weissen, 61– 63, 85.

72 Parin, Morgenthaler, and Parin- Matthèy, Die Weissen, 56– 66.
73 On mask dances and mosques, see the discussion of the developments 

found on the return trip in 1966 in Parin, Morgenthaler, and Parin- 
Matthèy, “Vorwort zur 3. Ausgabe,” 12– 13.

74 Parin, Morgenthaler, and Parin- Matthèy, Die Weissen, 170, 172, 611.
75 Nutt, “Mein Leben.”
76 See Florence Weiss and Milan Stanek, “Aspects of the Naven Ritual: Con-

versations with an Iatmul woman of Papua New Guinea, Social Anal-
ysis 50.2 (2006):  45– 76; the discussion of the exhibit “Kinder im 
Augenblick: Florence Weiss –  Fotografien vom Sepik,” in Bild- Akademie/ 
Netzwerk Fotografie (July 26, 2015), available at:  http:// bild- akademie.
de/ blog/ 2015/ 07/ 26/ kinder- im- augenblick- florence- weiss/  (accessed July 
29, 2016); interview with Weiss by Bettina Dyttrich, “Jägerinnen und 
autonome Kindergruppen,” Die Wochenzeitung, 51 (December 22, 2005), 
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Verlag, 2000), 87– 101; Maya Nadig, “Ein Blick auf die Ethnopsycho-
analyse heute,” in Emilio Modena, ed., “Mit den Mitteln der Psychoana-
lyse …” (Giessen:  Psychosozial, 2000), 427– 433; interview with Nadig 
by Wolfgang Hegener, “ ‘Konstruktionen sind im aktiven Handeln ent-
standen … ,’ ” Forum: Qualitative Social Research 5.3 (September 2004), 
available at:  www.qualitative- research.net/ index.php/ fqs/ article/ view-
Article/ 557/ 1207 (accessed July 29, 2016); Mario Erdheim, Die gesells-
chaftliche Produktion von Unbewusstheit – Eine Einführung in den 
ethnopsychoanalytischen Prozess (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1982); 
Vincent Crapanzano, Tuhami, Portrait of a Moroccan (Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1980).

77 Parin, “Vorwort zur 4. Ausgabe,” vi.
78 Johannes Reichmayr, Ethnopsychoanalyse: Geschichte, Konzepte, Anwend-

ungen, 3rd ed. (Giessen: Psychosozial, 2013); Johannes Reichmayr et al., 
Psychoanalyse und Ethnologie:  biographisches Lexikon der psychoana-
lytischen Ethnologie, Ethnopsychoanalyse und interkulturellen psycho-
analytischen Therapie (Giessen:  Psychosozial, 2003); Fundación Ursula 
Hauser, available at: www.fundacionursulahauser.org/ #!home/ mainPage 
(accessed January 21, 2016).

79 For example, see Sir Aubrey Julian Lewis, “African Minds,” Times Literary 
Supplement (January 30, 1964): 77– 79.

80 Parin, Morgenthaler, and Parin- Matthèy, “Vorwort zur 3. Ausgabe,” 16.
81 Parin, “Der Ausgang”; cf. Markus Brunner et al., “Critical Psychoanalytic 

Social Psychology in the German Speaking Countries,”Annual Review of 
Critical Psychology (2013), available at:  www.academia.edu/ 3701103/ _ 
2013_ Critical_ psychoanalytic_ social_ psychology_ in_ the_ German_ speak-
ing_ countries (accessed July 29, 2016).

82 Reimut Reiche, “Ist der Oedipuskomplex universell?” Kursbuch 29 
(1972): 159– 176.

83 Fritz Morgenthaler, “Die Stellung der Perversionen in Metapsychologie 
und Technik,” Psyche 28 (1974): 1077– 1098, here 1079.

84 Heinz Hartmann, “Problems of Infantile Neurosis: A Discussion (Arden 
House Symposium),” Psychoanalytic Study of the Child 9 (1954): 31– 36; 
Morgenthaler, “Die Stellung,” 1079.

85 Phyllis Greenacre, “Further Considerations Regarding Fetishism,” Psycho-
analytic Study of the Child 9 (1955): 187– 194.

86 On the opening page of “Further Considerations,” Greenacre referred 
back to an earlier paper of hers from 1953 in which she had talked about 
how a fetish “so clearly acts as some kind of stabilizer or reinforcement 
for the genital functioning of the patient”; she also prefigured Mor-
genthaler’s Plombe when she wrote about “the nature and timing of the 
special faults in the body image, which were patched up by the use of the 
fetish in later life” (187, emphasis mine). Morgenthaler said, in the Eng-
lish abstract of his essay that he regarded perversions “chiefly as compen-
satory acts of the ego. Perverse drive satisfaction is subject to a change of 
function. It fills –  somewhat like a dental filling –  a cavity in the regulation 
of self- esteem acquired in childhood. A defective distinction between self 
and other results in an unresolvable contradiction of reality and fantasy. 
The perverse gratification ‘solves’ this contradiction periodically.” But –  in 
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contradistinction to Greenacre –  Morgenthaler emphasized that “Not the 
disappearance of the perversion is the goal of therapy, but the substitution 
of a narcissistic for a sexualized transference.” Or, again in the essay itself, 
he stressed “that it cannot be the goal of the psychoanalytic treatment to 
eliminate the perversion. The analysis is no declaration of war against the 
perversion, but rather a process, that leads to an as thorough as possible 
comprehension of the function that the manifest perverse activity serves 
within the framework of the interactions of the psychic systems and the 
self” (1078, emphasis mine). For a positive interpretation of Greenacre 
as profoundly sensitive to her patients, see Nellie Thompson, “Phyllis 
Greenacre:  Screen Memories and Reconstruction,” in Gail S. Reed and 
Howard B. Levine, eds., On Freud’s “Screen Memories” (London: Kar-
nac, 2015), 150– 171. For a skeptical view, see Rachel Devlin, Relative 
Intimacy: Fathers, Adolescent Daughers, and Postwar American Culture 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005), 35– 38.

87 See Kohut, The Restoration, 5, 7, 42– 44 (case of “Mr. M”), 79– 80 (“Mr. 
U.”), 122, 126 (“Mr. A”), 199– 219 (“Mr. X”), 247; and Dagmar Herzog, 
“Die Politisierung des Narzissmus:  Kohut mit und durch Morgenthaler 
lesen,” Luzifer- Amor 29.1 (2016), 67–97.

88 Morgenthaler, “Die Stellung,” 1083– 1087.
89 Morgenthaler, “Die Stellung,” 1092. Whether it is possible for an analyst to be 

a function for a patient rather than an object is an open question. For the best 
balanced appraisal of Kohut’s work, see Lawrence Friedman, “Kohut: A Book 
Review Essay,” Psychoanalytic Quarterly 49 (1980): 393– 422.

90 For a glimpse of the close and dynamic interconnection and sense of intui-
tive solidarity between younger politically engaged West Germans around the 
Mitscherlichs and Fritz Morgenthaler and Paul Parin, see the back- and- forth 
correspondence already in 1973– 1974 between Helmut Dahmer and Fritz 
Morgenthaler in the the archive of the journal Psyche: Zeitschrift für Psycho-
analyse und ihre Anwendungen, Frankfurt am Main. Interestingly, it was the 
acceptance of Morgenthaler’s essay on perversions in the summer of 1974 
that triggered Dahmer’s thought that Morgenthaler might be interested in 
reviewing for Psyche Reimut Reiche and Martin Dannecker’s pathbreaking –  
at once empiricist and analytically informed –  book on “the ordinary homo-
sexual,” Der gewöhnliche Homosexuelle:  eine soziologische Untersuchung 
über männliche Homosexuelle in der BRD (Frankfurt am Main:  Fischer, 
1974). In other words, the mutual learning and appreciation began already 
in the first half of the 1970s.

91 Reimut Reiche, “Diskussion über Socarides’ Theorie der Homosexualität,” 
Psyche 26 (1972): 476– 484.

92 Guy Hocquenghem, Le Désir homosexuel (Paris: Éditions Universitaires, 
1972). Dannecker has been called “Hocquenghem’s sternest critic.” Judith 
Still and Michael Worton, Textuality and Sexuality: Reading Theories and 
Practices (Manchester, UK: Manchester University Press, 1993), 57.

93 Martin Dannecker, Der Homosexuelle und die Homosexualität (Frank-
furt: Syndikat, 1978). Dannecker, on his own recognizance, took the view 
that “homosexuality is just as little or much a sickness as is heterosexuality,” 
and that indeed “heterosexuality … too undoubtedly bears unmistakable 
pathological features in its prevalent cultural form.” He was thus apprecia-
tive that “in Morgenthaler’s work, as generally in the theory of narcissism,
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  the strict distinction between homosexuals and heterosexuals is dissolved, 
and attention is focused on structural disturbances that can equally 
appear on both sides.”

94 Letter from Sigusch to Morgenthaler, May 2, 1977. Personal collection of 
Volkmar Sigusch.

95 Erwin J.  Haeberle, review of Volkmar Sigusch, ed., Therapie sexuel-
ler Störungen, 2nd ed. (1980), Journal of Sex Research 18.1 (Febru-
ary 1982): 90– 93. Also see the extended discussion in Dagmar Herzog, 
“ ‘Where They Desire They Cannot Love’: Recovering Radical Freudian-
ism in West German Sexology (1960s– 80s),” Psychoanalysis and History 
16.2 (July 2014): 237– 261.

96 Sigusch to Morgenthaler, May 2, 1977.
97 Sigusch to Morgenthaler, May 18, 1978. And in a later letter going over 

little details that needed clarifying, Sigusch said once again: “I must once 
more emphasize how profoundly, after every new rereading of your essay, 
I am excited and fascinated. This essay will preoccupy us for a very long 
time.” Sigusch to Morgenthaler, July 3, 1978. Personal collection of Volk-
mar Sigusch. Meanwhile, another gay rights activist, Manfred Herzer, 
had complained that Morgenthaler was not radical enough. And Mor-
genthaler worked on his formulations in order to be responsive to those 
objections. Manfred Herzer, “Die Psychoanalyse der Schwulen,” Eman-
zipation (September– October 1979):  15– 18; Manfred Herzer, “Mor-
genthaler auf dem Weg zur Besserung?” Emanzipation (March– April 
1980): 17.

98 Fritz Morgenthaler, “Innere und äussere Autonomie,” Neue Zürcher Zei-
tung 153 (July 6, 1979): 31– 32; Fritz Morgenthaler, “Homosexualität,” 
Berliner Schwulenzeitung 22 (June– July 1980): 6– 9; Fritz Morgenthaler, 
“Homosexualität,” in Volkmar Sigusch, ed., Therapie Sexueller Störun-
gen, 2nd ed. (Stuttgart: Thieme, 1980), 329– 367; “Fritz Morgenthaler,” 
available at: http:// en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/ Fritz_ Morgenthaler (accessed 
January 21, 2016); “Fritz Morgenthaler,”  available at: http:// de.wikipedia.
org/ wiki/ Fritz_ Morgenthaler (accessed January 21, 2016).

99 Morgenthaler, “Homosexualität,” in Sigusch, Therapie.
100 Fritz Morgenthaler, “Ein Traumseminar mit Morgenthaler in Ital-

ien,” in Psychoanalyse, Traum, Ethnologie: Vermischte Schriften (Gies-
sen:  Psychosozial, 2005), 21– 54; Fritz Morgenthaler and Paul Parin, 
Der Traum:  Fragmente zur Theorie und Technik der Traumdeutung 
(Frankfurt am Main: Campus, 1986); Reimut Reiche, “Die Rekonstruk-
tion des Traums im Traumseminar,” Psyche 66 (2012): 992– 1021; Ralf 
Binswanger, “Dream Diagnostics: Fritz Morgenthaler’s Work on Dreams,” 
Psychoanalytic Quarterly 85.3 (July 2016): 727– 757.

101 Jan Abram, The Language of Winnicott: A Dictionary of Winnicott’s Use 
of Words (London: Karnac, 2007).

102 Fritz Morgenthaler, Technik: zur Dialektik der psychoanalytischen Praxis 
(Frankfurt am Main:  Syndikat, 1978), 39, 113– 114; Ralf Binswanger, 
“Technik:  Zur Dialektik der psychoanalytischen Praxis  –  Lesehilfe,” 
Werkblatt (2004), available at: www.werkblatt.at/ morgenthaler/ lesehilfe.
htm (accessed July 29, 2016).

103 Hans- Juergen Heinrichs, Fritz Morgenthaler:  Psychoanalytiker  –  
Reisender –  Maler –  Jongleur (Giessen: Psychosozial, 2005).
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104 See also Ulrike Körbitz, “Das Sexuelle und die Technik:  Fritz Mor-
genthaler  –  Jean Laplanche  –  Jacques Lacan in ihren Überlegungen zur 
Steuerung des analytischen Prozesses durch den Analytiker,” unpublished 
manuscript, 2007– 2008, available at: www.psychoanalyse- graz.at/ upload/ 
fck/ Das_ Sexuelle_ und_ die_ Technik.pdf (accessed January 21, 2016).

105 The New Left bookstore Land in Sicht in Frankfurt am Main invited 
Morgenthaler to speak in 1981  –  specifically on the topic of homo-
sexuality. Personal communication from Dieter Schiefelbein, July 28, 
2013. Hans- Jürgen Heinrichs had facilitated the connection. The psy-
choanalyst Herbert Gschwind also remembers: “My history with Parin 
and Morgenthaler starts in Land in Sicht 1981/ 1982, where I  heard 
Morgenthaler for the first time.” Personal communication, August 1, 
2014. Paul Parin himself remembered clearly that he had been invited 
to speak on “Psychoanalysis and Politics” at Land in Sicht already in 
November 1979 and that Morgenthaler had presented his “new sexual 
theory” a year later, i.e., 1980 or 1981; as a trio with Parin- Matthèy 
they had visited Land in Sicht multiple times. See Paul Parin, “Seit 20 
Jahren Gast bei ‘Land in Sicht’: Schöne Literatur und das Wissen, dass 
Kultur nie unpolitisch sein kann,” Frankfurter Rundschau (June 30, 
1998): 98.

106 Reimut Reiche, personal communication, May 23, 2013.
107 Nutt, “Mein Leben.”
108 Parin, “Vorwort zur 4. Ausgabe,” iii.
109 Dieter Schiefelbein quoted in Matthias Arning, “Neue Orte der Linken,” 

Frankfurter Rundschau (April 30, 2008), available at: www.fr- online.de/ 
zeitgeschichte/ spontikultur- neue- orte- der- linken,1477344,2794480.html 
(accessed July 29, 2016).

110 See Gabriele Goettle, “Paul Parin,” in Experten (Frankfurt am Main: Eich-
born, 2004), 46– 47.

111 Helvetas:  Schweizer Gesellschaft für Entwicklung und Zusammenar-
beit, image available at: http:// poster- gallery.com/ de/ shop/ view_ product/ 
Meat- Cultura- Zuerich- Die- Weissen- denken- zuviel- 806683 (accessed 
January 22, 2016). In a special issue of Helvetas’ journal on “aborigi-
nals” or “natives” (Ureinwohner), the quote –  ascribed to “a village chief 
in Mali” –  was accompanied by the remark that “aboriginals [or: natives] 
have much to say to us.”

112 Andreas Hilmer, “Begegnungen,” Die Zeit (June 7, 2007), available 
at:  www.zeit.de/ reisen/ newsletter/ fragebogen_ hilmer (accessed January 
21, 2016).

113 For example, see Reimut Reiche, “Das Rätsel der Sexualisierung,” in 
Volkmar Sigusch und Ilka Quindeau, eds., Freud and das Sexuelle (Frank-
furt am Main:  Campus, 2005), 135– 152; Sonja Düring and Margret 
Hauch, “Sexualisierung als unerkannte Abwehr: Überflüssige Odysseen,” 
Deutsches Ärzteblatt 86 (February 2007): 84.

114 Parin, “Vorwort zur 4. Auflage.”
115 See “ ‘Sexualkunde, na, das macht der Kollege,’ ” Der Spiegel 9 (Febru-

ary 27, 1978):  62– 76; Gunter Schmidt, “Sexuelle Folklore,” Literatur 
Konkret (Autumn 1979):  70– 71; Wolf Wagner, Familienkultur (Ham-
burg: Europäische Verlagsanstalt, 2003).
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116 Fritz Morgenthaler, Homosexualität, Heterosexualität, Perversion 
(Frankfurt am Main: Qumran, 1984).

117 Paul Parin, “Die Verflüchtigung des Sexuellen,” in Parin and Parin- 
Matthèy, Subjekt im Widerspruch, 81– 89.

118 Reimut Reiche, “Fritz Morgenthaler,” in Volkmar Sigusch, ed., Person-
enlexikon der Sexualforschung (Frankfurt am Main:  Campus, 2009),   
533– 539.

119 Paul Parin, “ ‘The Mark of Oppression’: Ethnopsychoanalytische Studie 
über Juden und Homosexuelle in einer relativ permissiven Kultur,” Psy-
che 39 (1985): 193– 219; Paul Parin, “Kommentar zu ‘Psychoanalyse in 
Schwulitäten’ von der Bundesarbeitsgemeinschaft Schwule im Gesund-
heitswesen,” Psyche 39 (1985): 561– 564; Parin, “Die Verflüchtigung.”

120 Parin, “Die Verflüchtigung.” Parin further observed that, although clearly 
all Western societies had grown far more accepting of sexual diversity, it 
was nonetheless telling that conservative and reactionary governments 
always strove to reinstitute moral rules (implicitly recognizing the value 
of sexual repression for political control).

121 Paul Parin, “Die Beschädigung der Psychoanalyse in der Emigration,” 
Wiener Tagebuch 6 (1989): 19– 22.

122 For example, see Paul Parin, “Das Ich und die Anpassungsmechanismen,” 
Psyche 31 (1977): 481– 515; Daniel M. A. Freeman, “Contributions of 
Crosscultural Studies to Clinical Theory and Practice: The Work of Paul 
Parin,” Psychoanalytic Study of Society 14 (1989): 281– 299.

123 For example, see many issues of the journal Transcultural Psychiatry.
124 Tobie Nathan, “George Devereux and Clinical Ethnopsychiatry,” Eth-

nopsychiatrie.net, available at:  www.ethnopsychiatrie.net/ GDengl.htm 
(accessed January 21, 2016); Gesine Sturm, Maya Nadig, and Marie 
Rose Moro, “Current Developments in French Ethnopsychoanalysis,” 
Transcultural Psychiatry 48.3 (July 2011): 205– 227.

125 Vera Saller, Wanderung zwischen Ethnologie und Psychoanalyse (Tübin-
gen:  Diskord, 2003); Johannes Reichmayr, “Die Ethnopsychoanalyse in 
der eigenen Kultur,” in Ethnopsychoanalyse, 179– 253.

126 Organized by Johannes Reichmayr, Michael Reichmayr, Christine 
Korischek, Liam Zimmermann, and Lisa Ndokwu of the Studio und 
Archiv Paul Parin und Goldy Parin- Matthèy at the Sigmund Freud  
Privatuniversität in Vienna. The conference celebrations are supple-
mented by the publication of the anthology edited by Johannes Reich-
mayr, Ethnopsychoanalyse Revisited.

Afterword

1 Paul Parin, “Die Beschädigung der Psychoanalyse in der angelsächsischen 
Emigration und ihre Rückkehr nach Europa,” Psyche 44 (1990): 191– 
201, here 199. This essay reviewed the history of psychoanalysis since the 
1930s, its depoliticization in the diaspora as well as its return to Europe 
with transformed content, and the paradoxical results. As the abstract 
observed, in Parin’s view, “the history of [psychoanalysis’] achievements
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 is, at the same time, the history of its deterioration.” Among other things, 
Parin noted: “Quantitatively it was an extraordinary success; qualitatively 
there was, despite some indisputable advances, a decline, a self- estrangement 
that has still not to this day been overcome.” And: “Psychoanalysis is more 
vulnerable to social context than many other disciplines. The comparable 
case is the discipline of historical research, which notoriously gets corrupted 
and is condemned to wither away under dictatorships of all kinds” (191, 
192– 193).

2 Charles B. Strozier, Heinz Kohut:  The Making of a Psychoanalyst 
(New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2001), 172– 174, 424fn21; Elizabeth 
Lunbeck, The Americanization of Narcissism (Cambridge, MA:  Harvard 
University Press, 2014), 41.

3 For the complexities of the multiple backstories, see: Elisabeth Young- Bruehl, 
Anna Freud: A Biography (New York: Summit Books, 1988); Ernest Wolf 
interview in Virginia Hunter, ed., Psychoanalysts Talk (New  York:  Guil-
ford Press, 1994); Anna Freud, letter to Heinz Kohut, November 24, 1968, 
and Heinz Kohut, letters to Anna Freud, December 3, 1968, and Janu-
ary 4, 1969, in Geoffrey Cocks, ed., The Curve of Life: Correspondence 
of Heinz Kohut, 1923– 1981, vol. i (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1994), 218– 222; Martin S. Bergmann, “The Dynamics of the History of 
Psychoanalysis: Anna Freud, Leo Rangell, and André Green,” in Gregorio 
Kohon, ed., The Dead Mother: The Work of André Green (London: Rout-
ledge, 1999), 193– 204; Douglas Kirsner, Unfree Associations:  Inside Psy-
choanalytic Institutes (London: Process Press, 2000); Leo Rangell, My Life 
in Theory (New  York:  Other Press, 2004); Orna Ophir, The Paradox of 
Madness in American Psychoanalysis 1960– 2000: Liberating Ethos, Praxis 
under Siege, Ph.D. thesis, Tel Aviv University, 2008; Leo Rangell, “The IPA 
Administration from 1969 to 1973: Rome, Vienna, Paris –  A Peak and a 
Turn,” in Peter Loewenberg and Nellie L. Thompson, eds., 100 Years of 
the IPA: The Centenary History of the International Psychoanalytical Asso-
ciation 1910– 2010 (London:  International Psychoanalytical Association, 
2011), 457– 467.

4 Rangell, “The IPA Administration,” 457– 458.
5 Rangell, “The IPA Administration,” 459. Rangell requoted his own enco-

mium delivered at Hartmann’s memorial service: “In 1939, Sigmund Freud 
died. That same year, Dr Hartmann published a small monograph, on the 
ego and its adaptive function, which announced a new phase in the under-
standing of man and defined the direction of the next three decades … Sub-
sequent history showed that in that year the baton had been passed between 
the two men” (459).

6 Rangell, “The IPA Administration,” 464. See also Rangell, My Life; as well 
as the obituary by Paul Vitello, “Leo Rangell, a Stalwart of Freudian Talk 
Therapy, Dies at 97,” New York Times, June 4, 2011, available at: www.
nytimes.com/ 2011/ 06/ 05/ us/ 05rangell.html?_ r=0 (accessed March 25, 
2016).

7 Amazon blurb for Leo Rangell, The Road to Unity in Psychoanalytic The-
ory (New  York:  Jason Aronson, 2007), available at:  www.amazon.com/ 
The- Road- Unity- Psychoanalytic- Theory- ebook/ dp/ B00D6DUJGI (accessed 
March 25, 2016).
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8 Marco Conci, “Elvio Fachinelli: A Biographical Profile,” Journal of Euro-
pean Psychoanalysis 3/ 4 (1996– 1997): 157– 162, here 160. For samples of 
Fachinelli’s work, see his Il bambino dalle uova d’oro: brevi scritti con testi 
di Freud, Reich, Benjamin e Rose Thé (Milan: Feltrinelli, 1974); Elvio Fach-
inelli, La freccia ferma: tre tentativi di annullare il tempo (Milan: L’Erba 
voglio, 1979). Fachinelli had been analyzed by Cesare Musatti, one of the 
most prominent postwar Italian analysts. For an intriguing glimpse of 
Musatti, see his defense of Freud and of psychoanalysis against the Pav-
lovian Soviet F. V. Bassin: Cesare L. Musatti, “An Answer to F. V. Bassin’s 
Criticism of Freudianism,” Soviet Review 1 (1960): 14– 26.

9 Bolko is coeditor (with Pier Francesco Galli and Paolo Migone) of the Ital-
ian psychoanalytic journal Psicoterapia e Scienze Umane (Psychotherapy 
and Human Sciences)  –  a venture which, since the 1960s, has brought 
together Kleinians, Balintians, Sullivanians, Reichians, and Jungians with 
varieties of more traditional Freudians. See “Presentation of the Journal 
and History of the Group of Psicoterapia e Scienze Umane,” available at: 
www.psicoterapiaescienzeumane.it/ presentaz- engl.htm (accessed March 
25, 2016). She has written both on technical- clinical issues and on socio-
political problems such as racism; most recently, she cohosted the visit to 
Italy of the US borderline specialist Otto Kernberg. See “Otto Kernberg, 
‘Psicoanalisi e religione:  perché Freud aveva torto’ (18- 3- 2015),” avail-
able at:  www.youtube.com/ watch?v=hWGbXu_ SGpQ (accessed March 
25, 2016). Rothschild  –  like Bolko an analysand of Parin’s  –  has spent 
more than forty years as a clinician and well- known public intellectual in 
Zurich. He was active in the debates surrounding the psychoanalytic work 
on character disorders of Kohut and Kernberg, authored practical guides 
for psychiatrists and the general public, and was also –  indicatively –  edi-
tor of an anthology which critically interrogated “the self- mystification of 
psychoanalysis.” For example, see Berthold Rothschild, “Der neue Nar-
zissmus –  Theorie oder Ideologie?” in Psychoanalytisches Seminar Zürich, 
ed., Die neuen Narzissmustheorien: Zurück ins Paradies? (Frankfurt am 
Main: Syndikat,1981): 25– 62; and Berthold Rothschild, ed., Selbstmystifi-
zierung der Psychoanalyse (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1996); 
as well as the interview with Helen Schmid Blumer, “Interview mit dem 
Psychiater und Psychoanalytiker Berthold Rothschild,” Psychotherapie 
Forum 18.1 (March 2010): 32– 37; and Dagmar Herzog, “Die Politisierung 
des Narzissmus: Kohut mit und durch Morgenthaler lesen,” Luzifer- Amor 
29.1 (2016): 67– 97.

10 Letter (about Morgenthaler’s public statement at the IPA Congress in Paris 
1973) from Helmut Dahmer to Fritz Morgenthaler, September 22, 1973, 
from the the archive of the journal Psyche: Zeitschrift für Psychoanalyse 
und ihre Anwendungen, Frankfurt am Main. For essential primary docu-
ments, a list of many of the individuals who have been involved in the 
Plataforma network, and a brief history of its formation from the per-
spective of a Mexican analyst, see the website created by Rodolfo Álvarez 
del Castillo, “Movimiento Plataforma Internacional,” available at: http:// 
roalvare.wix.com/ plataforma (accessed March 25, 2016).

11 Johannes Cremerius, “Die psychoanalytische Abstinenzregel,” Psyche 38 
(1984): 769– 800, here 778, 791. This essay is also outstanding on sexual 
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and gender dynamics within the history of psychoanalysis. Three further 
extraordinary essays by Cremerius are: Johannes Cremerius, “ ‘Die Sprache 
der Zärtlichkeit und der Leidenschaft’:  Reflexionen zu Sándor Ferenczis 
Wiesbadener Vortrag von 1932,” Psyche 37 (1983): 988– 1015; Johannes 
Cremerius, “Der Verzicht der Psychoanalyse auf ihre emanzipatorisch- 
aufklärerische Aufgabe und die Wiederkehr der Traumatheorie,” Journal 
des Psychoanalytischen Seminars Zürich 14 (1986): 39– 41; and Johannes 
Cremerius, “Die Auswirkungen der Verflüchtigung des Sexuellen in der 
Psychoanalyse auf die Beurteilung von Homosexualität,” Psychoanalyse im 
Widerspruch 7 (1992): 7– 20. On Cremerius’ work in Italy, see Marco Conci, 
“Gaetano Benedetti, Johannes Cremerius, the Milan ASP, and the future of 
the IFPS,” International Forum of Psychoanalysis 23 (2014): 85– 95.

12 For a fascinating retrospective critique of Rangell’s misunderstanding of 
the transformations underway in the early 1970s –  including an excellent 
summary of the face- off at the 1975 London IPA between Rangell (in this 
case supported by Anna Freud), on the one hand, and the French Win-
nicottian André Green, on the other, a face- off which Rangell and Freud 
seemed to have won at that moment, but which in hindsight manifestly 
marked the end of ego psychology and its focus on neuroses, and the rise of 
varieties of object relations approaches replete with an increasing turn to 
character disorders and psychoses –  see Bergmann, “The Dynamics of the 
History of Psychoanalysis,” 194– 199. Among other things, Bergmann here 
also recounts Rangell’s overconfident dismissal of self psychology, object 
relations, etc.

13 For remarkable reflections on the relations between fantasy and reality 
in the contexts of threats of nuclear war, the Chernobyl explosion, and 
HIV/ AIDS, see:  Hans Becker and Sophinette Becker, “Der Psychoana-
lytiker im Spannungsfeld zwischen innerer und äusserer Realität,” Psyche 
41 (1987): 289– 306; and Sophinette Becker and Ulrich Clement, “HIV- 
Infektion  –  psychische Verarbeitung und politische Realität,” Psyche 43 
(1989): 698– 709. For the relevance of this problem of fantasy- reality in 
Argentina, see Diana R. Kordon and Lucila I. Edelman, “Observations on 
the Psychopathological Effects of Social Silencing Concerning the Exist-
ence of Missing People,” in Diana R. Kordon et  al., eds., Psychological 
Effects of Political Repression (Buenos Aires:  Sudamericana/ Planeta, 
1988): “Thousands of people are kidnapped mainly during the years 1976, 
1977 and 1978. Nevertheless, mass media never give information about 
this. Silence is imposed as an official, repressive rule … And yet, informa-
tion circulates underground from mouth to mouth, amongst those one can 
trust in. ‘Fantasy, truth, exaggeration?’, ask themselves those who receive 
the piece of news. Panic is the common denominator … Terrifying things 
happen while apparently everything continues just as it has always been.” 
The simultaneous presence and absence of news “triggered psychosis,” and 
“during the days of the 1978 Football World Cup, the maniac atmosphere 
of triumph rendered dissociation even more drastic” (27– 28).

14 Judith S. Kestenberg, “Psychoanalyses of Children of Survivors from the 
Holocaust:  Case Presentations and Assessment,” Journal of the Ameri-
can Psychoanalytic Association 28 (1980):  775– 804; Ilse Grubrich- 
Simitis, “Extremtraumatisierung als kumulatives Trauma,” Psyche 33 
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(1979): 991– 1023; Ilse Grubrich- Simitis, “Nachkommen der Holocaust- 
Generation in der Psychoanalyse,” Psyche 38 (1984):  1– 28; Emily A. 
Kuriloff, Contemporary Psychoanalysis and the Legacy of the Third 
Reich: History, Memory, Tradition (New York: Routledge, 2014).

15 Sammy Speier, “Der ges(ch)ichtslose Psychoanalytiker –  die ges(ch)ichtslose 
Psychoanalyse,” Psyche 41 (1987): 481– 491, here 485. For other analysts’ 
support of Speier’s theory of postwar silence, as well as for the counter-
vailing view that in fact the postwar decades were marked by frequently 
quite overt antisemitism, see the conference discussion summary by K. H. 
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In Czechoslovakia, already in 1948, “psychoanalysis had been forced to go 
into hiding,” and the reconstructed memorial plaque honoring Freud at his 
birthplace in Příbor –  having been removed once before by the Nazis –  was 
removed again by the Communists. In 1950, an “incendiary campaign” 
against psychoanalysis was launched in Czechoslovakia, with a brochure 
entitled Kritické poznámky k psychoanalyse (Critical Notes on Psychoa-
nalysis) condemning Freudianism –  specifically “in light of the teachings 
of Ivan Pavlov” –  as “bourgeois pseudoscience.” Later, after a momentary 
thaw around the uprisings of 1968 (a dozen analysts from Czechoslovakia, 
along with four from Hungary, had been permitted to attend a meeting of 
the Central European Psychoanalytical Association in Brunnen, Switzer-
land, in April of that year, where they met with, among others, Alexander 
and Margarete Mitscherlich, Goldy and Paul Parin, Fritz Morgenthaler, 
and Paula Heimann), the period of so- called “normalization” set in and 
“psychoanalysis went underground for the third time in Czechoslovakia.” 
In Hungary as well, “during the period from 1948 to about 1980, psy-
choanalysis essentially went underground,” and also former Freudians 
were cooperating “to emphasize Pavlov’s significance and to denounce 
Freud.” Meanwhile, at the latest in 1950, in the newly founded German 
Democratic Republic, tentative postwar efforts to relaunch psychoanalytic 
institutes or establish research chairs dedicated to analysis were there, too, 
forced to give way to the “cortico- visceral psychotherapy à la Pavlov.” 
In January 1953, a Pavlov conference was held in Leipzig, attended by 
1,800 medical professionals. Unanimously, they accepted two resolutions. 
One was addressed to the US president Dwight D. Eisenhower asking him 
for “justice” –  i.e., mercy –  on behalf of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg (the 
Rosenbergs would be executed half a year later). The other endorsed the 
“most important guidelines for the nurture and utilization of Pavlovian 
achievements in the German Democratic Republic.” Back in the Soviet 
Union, at a 1958 conference on “Problems of Ideological Struggle with 
Modern Freudism,” warnings were sounded that “Freudism” was being 
used “by bourgeois ideologists to dupe the masses in the interests of impe-
rialism and as an ideological weapon in the fight against Marxism.” For 
details, see Vladimír Borecký, “Psychoanalýza v ilegalitě: Osudy Freudova 
učení v českých zemích,” Dějiny a současnost (2006), available at: http:// 
dejinyasoucasnost.cz/ archiv/ 2006/ 4/ psychoanalyza- v- ilegalite/  (accessed 
March 3, 2016); M. M. Montessori, “32nd Bulletin of the International 
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lytical Association 49 (1968): 748; André Haynal, “On Psychoanalysis in 
Budapest,” in Peter Loewenberg and Nellie L. Thompson, eds., 100 Years 
of the IPA: The Centenary History of the International Psychoanalytical 
Association 1910– 2010:  Evolution and Change (London:  International 
Psychoanalytical Association, 2011), 103; Ferenc Erös, “Some Social and 
Political Issues Related to Ferenczi,” in Judit Szekacs- Weisz and Tom Keve, 
eds., Ferenczi and His World: Rekindling the Spirit of the Budapest School 
(London: Karnac, 2012), 50– 52; Heike Bernhardt and Regine Lockot, Mit 
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A. Miller, Freud and the Bolsheviks:  Psychoanalysis in Imperial Russia 
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and the Soviet Union (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), 126. All 
through, however, and crucially, various aspects of Freud’s ideas inadvert-
ently were transmitted in professional literature via the indirect route of 
explicating their flaws. Moreover, some ideas  –  for instance, the notion 
of an unconscious, or the idea that there were such phenomena as neu-
roses, or the importance of early childhood in emotional development –  
continued to find partial acceptance from the authorities, as long as they 
were couched either in self- distancing remarks or presented as independ-
ent home- grown discoveries. Especially in the 1960s, as Martin A. Miller 
reported in his dazzling history Freud and the Bolsheviks, “the way to gain 
access to the censored work of Freud was to become a critic of Freud-
ian theory.” Miller’s counterintuitive but fascinating core discovery was 
that the recurrent negative attention accorded to psychoanalysis, as well as 
the authorities’ awareness of the popularity of psychoanalysis particularly 
in the postwar USA, had, among other things, the unintended effect that 
Soviet and other Eastern bloc experts had repeated occasion to scrutinize 
Freud’s work so as to be able to dismantle and rebut it more effectively. As 
Miller observed: “for over thirty years, a far longer period of time than the 
number of years in which psychoanalytic practice was actually permitted, 
Soviet politicians and scholars carried on an unrelenting ‘ideological strug-
gle’ against Freudian ideas and influences. This campaign, in which careers 
were both made and lost, went on while Soviet psychoanalysis was sup-
posedly extinct.” Most pointedly: “No other government in this century 
devoted as much attention, critical or otherwise, to Freud’s ideas as did the 
Soviet regime” (163).

18 David Becker, Die Erfindung des Traumas  –  verflochtene Geschichten 
(Freiburg:  Freitag, 2006), 226.

19 Medawar quoted in Freeman Dyson, “How to Dispel Your Illusions,” 
New York Review of Books (December 22, 2011): 42.

20 Frederick Crews, “Afterword: Confessions of a Freud Basher,” in Crews 
et al., The Memory Wars, 298.

21 Steinem quoted in Jerry Adler, “Freud in Our Midst,” Newsweek (March 
26, 2006), available at:  www.newsweek.com/ freud- our- midst- 106495 
(accessed March 26, 2016).

22 In a conversation published in 1995, Steinem was quoted as saying: “When 
I was in my twenties and thirties, therapy was so Freudianized that it never 
occurred to me that it would be helpful. Sending a woman to a Freud-
ian seemed like sending a Jew to an anti- Semite. Now it’s very different. 
I  am so grateful to the women who have fought this battle inside very 
difficult, biased, professionally rarified organizations.” Gloria Steinem and 
Anna Myers- Parrelli, “Steps Toward Transformation,” Women and Ther-
apy 17.1– 4 (1995), later published in book form as Ellen Cole, Esther D. 
Rothblum, and Phyllis Chesler, Feminist Foremothers in Women’s Studies, 
Psychology, and Mental Health (New York: Routledge), 485.

23 Dinitia Smith, “Freud May Be Dead, But His Critics Still Kick,” New York 
Times (December 10, 1995), available at: www.nytimes.com/ 1995/ 12/ 10/ 
weekinreview/ idead- trends- freud- may- be- dead- but- his- critics- still- kick.
html (accessed March 24, 2016). As Smith put it, “Why is everyone work-
ing so hard to crush a movement that may be dying on its own?”
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26 Joan Wallach Scott, The Fantasy of Feminist History (Durham: Duke Uni-

versity Press, 2011), 4– 5; cf. 150fn10.
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29 Strikingly, in the midst of his restatement, in 1970, of this essentially Hor-
neyan thesis, Erich Fromm also floated his view that a major trouble with 
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position that would be taken up eloquently, and with even more empirical 
evidence, by the (albeit more Fenichel-  and Adorno- influenced and hence 
more Fromm- ambivalent) historian Russell Jacoby a dozen years later. See 
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